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00,B GOODLAm. Vlrginlo 
CHAIRMAN 

I· 

�.�. ;!,oust of l\epresentattbe� 
<ttommittee on tbe Jubidatp 

Dasbington, 1Sct 20515-6216 

Honorable James B. Corney 
Director·. 
Fedenil Bureau of Investigation 
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D..C. 20535 

'. Dear Director Corney:· 

· Ql}rte �unbre� .f cmrteentb CII:ongtcll's' 

July 5, 2016 

• l 

JOHii CONYERS, JR• Ml,h,9,n 
AANKINO Mlf.lORITY MEMDER 

. . · lam concerned that despite· finding former Secretary of State .Hillary Clinton acted with .,. 

·extreme .. carelessnes�· and that evidence exists· ofpotential violations of the statutes regarding the . 
handling of classified ·information, the FBI is not recommending. criminal charges against · 

Seci:etacy Clinton. Little solace is fourid i� your detailed breakdown of the FBI's :findings that . 
Secretary ·clinton acted ''extremely careless" in mishandling classified information. This raises 
many. questions. . . . . 

. . . . . . .
. 

. · According to your statement.made earlier today, out of the 30,000 e-mails i:eturned to the 
State Department �y Secretary Clinton, 110 e�mails in 52 e-mail chains contained classified 
info�ation at the time they were sent or received. ·Eight of those chains contained information 
that was Top Secret at the time they were sent. Thirty-six chains contained Secre( info�ation at 
the time·and eight contained Confidential information. You also noted that separate-from those,.· 
about 2,000 additional e-mails were "up-classified" to malce:them Confidential in that the· 
infonnatiori in those liad not been classified· at the .time the e-;mails were· sent. 

.Dm.ing your remarks, you stated that "[a]lthough there is evidence of potential violations 
of the statutes regarding the handling ofclassified information, our judgment is that no 
reasonable prosecutor would bring such a case." But since President Obama took office in.2009, 
the Department ,of Justice has prosecuted at least seven people under the Espfonage J\.ct. · Fiv� of 
these individuals.:._ John Kiriakou, Shamai Leibowitz, Chelsea Manning,.Jeffrey Sterling,and 
former -State Dep��nt offic_ial Stephen Kim -:-- were sentence� to terms of incarceration.

· · In 2014,. Bronze Star recipient and· combat veteran Chief Petty Officer Lyle White
pleaded guilty to violating three military regulations for removing classified documents from his 
Naval .office in Virginia and taking them p.ome. ,He received a suspended 60:-day sentence and a 
suspended $10,000 �e in return for hifplea: ;_ .:· .. '· :�· .

. . 

. Bryan Nishimura, a Naval'reservi� deployed.in Afghanistan in 2007 and 2008, in his role ·· 
. as a Regional Engineer for the U:S. military in Afghanistan, had access to classified briefings 

. 
. . . ' . 
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. . 
and digital records_that.could only be retained and viewed on authorized goverrunent computers. 
Nishimura, however, caused the materials to be downloaded and stored on his personal, · 
unClassified electronic devi~s .and storage media. He carried the classified materials on his 
~authorized media when he traveled off-base in Afghanistan and, ultimately, carried those 
matt::rials'pack to·the United States at the end of his d¥ployment In the United States, Nishimura 
continued to ma.intain the information on unclassified Systems in unauthorized locations, and 
copied the materials onto at -least one additional unauthorized and unclassified system. 
Nishimura pleaded guilty in July of 2015 to unauthorized removal and retention of classified 
materials.·He was ·fined $7,500 and ordered ~o surrender his security clearance. "· 

Your public pronoll,ncement today .of the FBI' s decision to not recommend charges 
·against -Secretary Clinto~ raises a numb~r of qµ~stions. I find the timing and manner of your 
·announcement uniquely troubling in light of last.week's secret meeting between Attorney 
General Loretta Lynch and former 'President Bill Clinton. I respectfully request that you respond 
to these qu~stions in' writing on or before.close of business Monday, July 11, 2016. · · · · 

1. What sets Secretary Clinton apart from the persons prosecuted for mishandling classified 
information described above?· How does Secretary Clinton's conduct differ from that of 
former General David Petraeus or former National Security Advisor Sandy Berger? 

2. If the FBI found evidence of potential crimes related to mishandling of classified infoririation 
by Secretary Clinton and her staff; why would the FBI pre.:.judge that ''no reasonable 
prosecutor" would ever bring such a case for.negligent mishandling of classified 
information? Is that not a decision that should be made by Department of Justice? It s~ikes 
me aS incred~bly Unorthodox for you to publicly announce that you are reCOillII?-ending that 
Secretary Clmton not be charged rather than refer the matter _privately' to the Department. 

3. The espionage chapter, specifically, 18 U.S.C. 793(f), doesn't requll:e that a subject act 
"intentionally" or "knowingly," but with "gross negligence:" 

Whoever, being entrusted with ~r having lawful possession or control of any 
document, writing, code book, signal book, sketch, photograph, photographic 

· negative, blueprint, plan, niap, model, instniment, app~iance, note, or-information, 
relating to the national defense, (1) through gross negligence permits the same to 
·be removed from its proper place of custody or delivered to anyone in violation of 
his trust, or to he lost, stolen, abstracted, or destroyed, or (2) having knowledge 
that the same has been illegally removed from its proper place of custody or · 
delivered to anyone in violation of its trust, or lost, or stolen, abstracted, or 
destroyed, and fails to make prompt report of such loss, theft, abstraction, or 
destruction to his superior officer . ... S~aH be fined under this title or imprisoned 
not more than ten )~ars, or both. · 

Black's Law defines gros~ _neglige~~e .as. "~- lack of slight diligerice.or .care" or as "a 
conscious, voluntary, act or omission in reckless. disregard of a legal duty and otthe 
consequences to another party ... ·~ In your statement you said that Secretary Clinfon handled 
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classified emErll with "~xtreme. carelessness." How does that .not constitute "gross 
negligence"? . · 

4. Why }VRS Secretary Clinton intervjewed only once and' only .at the end of your investigation? 
Int~rviews with her.at the early stages and throughout your investigation would have shed 
light on her conduct in this matter. Certainly, ·Mi's. Clinton's position a8 Secretary of State, 
the non-disclosure agreement-she signed as Secretary{and which all federal employees who . 
have access to classified infonnation sign), the ·painstaking step~ she took to Circumvent the 
use of the .gov email system, and ·her :attempts ~o seek clas~ified devfoes for use when 
working inside her State Department office - all clearly poiI).t to her knowledge that she . 
handled classifie.d information as Secretary, that she had a duty to do so according to the law, 
and that she went out of her way to not do so. She was not a rank and file employee with a 
security clearance. Did this inronn your decision? 

5. Section 1924 of title 18, ulliteci States Code, prohibits the unlawful removal of classified 
information and is the statute to which General Petraeus pleaded guilty in 2015. · 

Whoever, being an officer,' ~mployee, contractor, or consultant of the United 
States, and, by virtue of his· office, emplorment, position, or contract, becomes 

· possessed of documents or materials .containing classified information of the. 
United States,. knowingly removes such documents or materials without authority 
and with the intent to retain.such documents or materials at an unauthorized . 

· location shall be fined Un.der this title or imprisoned for not more than one year, or 
both. · · · . . 

Why does the seti,ip of a private setver - through whi~h ·she received Confidential, Secret, 
and ):'op Secret classifi~d information - and.retention of such information on the private 
server - not constitute a violation of Section 1924? 

6. Are yqu concerned th~t your recommendation that Secretary Clinton not be charged sends a 
message to the thousands - or millions - of government employees and contractors who 
possess $ecurity clearances (not to mention 535 Members Of Congress and Senators) that 
they don~t need to follow the rul~s? . · 

7. I am .concerned that ·classified information on our militacy; s Special A_ccess Programs and 
oth~r T!Jp Secret material that Secretary Clinton sent and received over ~er private server is 
-now in the hands of adversaries who wiSh to do us harm. If any other American with a 
secw:ity clearance h~d placed such sensitive information at risk, is there nothing tht(FBI 
wouid have done to recommend l!lallCtions against sucb·person's extreme carelessness? . . 

. . 
8. What does your recommendation.to DOJ that Secretary Clinton not be charged, despite 

extreme.carelessness in the.handling of·classified information, mean for.the FBI's 
investigation into.the Clinton Foundation? · · · 
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I look fon\rard to your prompt response. 

Sincerely, 

./$~-
BOB GOOD LA TIE 
Chairman 
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VIA ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION 

The Honorable James B. Corney, Jr. 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20535 

Dear Director Corney: 

July 6, 2016 

(1Hnitcft ~rates ;Stnatr 
. cCiM'MrtrEE OrftF{F,'JUD!CIARY .. 

WASHINGTON,, DC2051 Ct-6275 

On May 17, 2016, I wrote you a letter asking if you believed a special counselwas warranted in 
the Clinton investigation in light of the conflicts of interest that exist between Department of Justice 
officials, such as the Attorney General, and Secretary Clinton. I also asked, if you did not believe one 
was warranted, that you~explain why your opinion in this case is different from your decision to 
appoint a special counsel in the Valerie Plame investigation after Attorney General Ashcroft recused 
himself. You failed to provide any response at all to that letter. Even before Attorney General 
Lynch's private meeting with former President Clinton, there were several apparent conflicts of 
interest, some of which I described in that letter. Prosecutorial decisions made under the shadow of 
apparent conflicts of interest are understandably suspect. The skepticism from much of the public over 

· your announcement yesterday that the FBI is not recommending any prosecutions stemming fro111 your 
investigation of Secretary Clinton' s use of a non-government email account and server to conduct her 
official State Department business is reasonable. Your announcement itself contained a number of 
inconsistencies that also raise serious questions as to how the FBI reached its conclusions. All of these 
questions can only be answered with greater transparency. 

First, Secretary Clinton has long claimed that none of the emails she sent or received on her 
non-government system were marked as classified. In your statement, you revealed that some "of the 
e-mails containing classified information bore markings indicating the presence of classified 
information." However, you also claimed there was no intent to mishandle classified information. 
Yet you entirely failed to explain how informat~on thatwas 1!1arked as classified-rather than so-called 
"derivatively classified" information contained in email conversations~ould end up on an 
unclassified system without the intent of the person who transferred them. As you know, classified 
systems are kept separate from unclassified systems within the government; a user cannot plausibly 
unintentionally transfer documents markeq as classified from the classified systems onto any 
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Director Corney 
July 6, 2016 
Page 2 of6 

unclassified system and then email them. It takes affirmative, intentional action to do so, such as 
saving the classified document to a disk from the classified system and moving the disk to an 
unclassified system, printing the classified document from the classified system and scanning it into an 
unclassified system, or retyping a classified document into an unclassified system. And government 
personnel have been prosecuted and convicted for doing exactly this: Navy Reservist Bryan Nishimura 
was convicted in 2015 for transferring classified information from classified government systems to 
his unclassified personal electronic equipment, even though he had no intent of further distribution.' 
Despite this, you asserted that you did not see any intentional mishandling of classified information in 
the Clinton investigation and based your recommendation against prosecution on that assertion. Given 
the intent required to transfer documents marked as classified onto an unclassified system, there is no 
publicly-available explanation for the basis of your conclusion. · 

Second, you stated: "The FBI also discovered several thousand work-related e-mails that were 
not in the group of 30,000 that were returned by Secretary Clinton to State in 2014." Secretary Clinton 
has claimed,· including in a sworn declaration in a Freedom of Information Act case, that she had 
ensured that all of her work emails were turned over to the State Department after it noticed she had 
not, as required by law, turned them over when she left. Yet your statement included no analysis of the 
applicability of federal records laws, such as alienation of federal records under 18 U.S.C. § 2071, or 
perjury, and there was no indication that the FBI investigators even pursued this area of potential 
illegal activity. Similarly, although several of the emails from Secretary Clinton and her associates 
contained information that raised public corruption issues relating to the Clinton Foundation and paid 
speeches given by former President Clinton, your statement gave no indications that the FBI ever 
investigated these issues. · 

Third, you said "there is evidence of potential violations of the statutes regarding the handling 
of classified information" and that Secretary Clinton and her colleagues "were extremely careless in 
their handling of very sensitive, highly classified information." Under the law, 18 U.S.C. § 793(f), 
gross negligence is enough for a violation, but you stated that because you were unaware of prior 
prosecutions absent evidence of intent, the FBI's view is that no charges are appropriate in this case. 
This ignores the requirements of the law itself, the evidence of intent regarding the marked classified 
information, and the evidence of intent in establishing the private server in the first place. Moreover, 
novel situations should not be immune from applicable law simply because they are novel. 

And finally, in your statement you claimed that "vast quantities of materials exposed in such a 
way as to support an inference of intentional misconduct" are needed to prosecute. However, you 
described no analysis of the laws against alienation of federal records and whether the "thousands" of 
woi:k related emails deleted and withheld from the State Department constituted an inference of 
intentional misconduct under that statute. 

In light of all these inconsistencies, it is even more troubling that the FBI tried to gag its agents 
with a non-disclosure agreement on this matter, in violation of whistle blower protection statutes. In 
your July 1st reply to my February 4th letter, you indicated that agents working on this case were 
required to sign a non-disclosure agreement that failed to exempt protected whistleblowing. Only after 

1 Folsom Naval Reservist is Sentenced After Pleading Guilty to Unauthorized Removal and Retention of Classified 
. Materials, FBI, July 29, 2015. Available at: https://www.fbi.gov/sacrainento/press-releases/2015/folsom-naval-reservist-is

sentenced-after-pleading-guilty-to-unauthorized-removal-and-retention-of-classified-materials. 
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I wrote to you did you advise your FBI agents that they are still free to speak with Congress regarding 
waste, fraud, and abuse. Interestingly, I wrote to you on February 4, 2016, and finally received a 
partial response on July 1, 2016, and a full response on July 5, 2016 - five months after my original 
transmittal. 

While your statement contained a summary of the purported facts with several definitive 
assertions about what they mean, it failed to provide. enough· details for the public to independently 
assess your conclusions. Given the inconsistencies in your statement, Congress and the people have a 
right to know the full set of evidence on which you based your decision. 

As such, the FBI should release in detail the actual evidence it gathered in the course of the 
investigation, including the recovered emails. A final report to the American public would not be 
without precedent. For example, in light of the intense public interest and the resources devoted to the 
inquiry, the FBI released a final report at the end of the Anthrax investigation, even though there was 
no prosecution in that dse. Similarly, the FBI should provide a detailed written accounting of the 
scope of its investigation, the investigative steps it took, and the evidence it gathered in the course of 
its investigation. Until the FBI does so, much of the public will rightly be skeptical of the integrity of 
this investigation. 

Accordingly, please address the following questions: 

· 1. When will you reply to my letter asking about the apparent conflicts in this case? 
Since I sent my letter, Former President Clinton had a private meeting with Attorney 
General Lynch and the New York Times reported that Former Secretary Clinton was 
considering retaining her as Attorney General if she is elected President. In light of the 
other apparent conflicts outlined in my letter and this new information, do you believe 

. there is no appearance of a conflict warranting the appointment of a special counsel, 
and if not, why not? 

2. How many emails contained classification markings, what were those markings, and 
why is that not considered evidence of intentional mishandling of classified 
information? Did the FBI investigation determine how each of those documents . 
marked as classified was transferred from classified systems onto an unclassified 
system and then emailed? 

3. Publicly-released email indicates Secretary Clinton instructed a subordinate to "remove 
headers" from a classified document and "send nonsecure." The document was a set of 
talking points related to a principals meeting of the National Security Council. Please 
explain how that is not evidence of intent to mishandle classified information. Was 
Secretary Clinton asked about that email in her interview with the FBI? Was her 
subordinate asked about it? What were their responses? 

4. Given your statement that Secretary Clinton and her aides were "extremely careless" in 
handling classified information, why do you believe it would be unreasonable for any 
prosecutor to bring a charge based on "grossly negligent" handling of classified 

· information? Is there a distinction between those two standards? Or do you believe 
that there should be an Executive Branch policy of refusing to prosecute anyone for 
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gross negligence without evidence of intentional conduct, even though the statute does 
not require it? If so, would you recommend repealing the statute criminalizing gross 

· negligence? If not, why not? 

5. As part of the investigation, did the FBI review the classified cybersecurity briefing 
Diplomatic Security arranged for Secretary Clinton and her staff in 2011, the Boswell 
Memorandum regarding cybersecurity threats relating to the use of Blackberries, and 
the other relevant security warnings given to Secretary Clinton and her staff on these 
issues? If not, why not? Did you evaluate whether such repeated warnings to 
Secretary Clinton about specific cyber threats and the use of non-government email, 
along with her subsequent and continuing refusal to comply with those multiple 
warnings and instructions, constituted gross negligence? If not, why not? · 

6 .. Were any of Secretary Clinton's non-government servers, or their backups, located 
outside of the United States? Did the FBI recover all of the servers involved? 

7. In your statement you said: "To be clear, this is not to suggest that in similar 
circumstances, a person who engaged in this activity would face no consequences. To 
the contrary, those individuals are often subject to security or administrative sanctions. 
But that is not what we are deciding now." Has the FBI recommended that Secretary 
Clinton or any of her senior aides have their security clearances suspended or revoked 
as a result of its findings? If not, why not? 

8. One of the people who ran Secretary Clinton's private server, Bryan Pagliano, invoked 
the Fifth Amendment when ·called to testify before the Benghazi Committee, when 
approached by my Committee, and in related Freedom of Information Act litigation. 
He reportedly received a limited immunity agreement from the Department of Justice. 
Did any other people the FBI contacted as part of the investigation invoke the Fifth 
Amendment? Did Secretary Clinton invoke the Fifth Amendment when interviewed 
by the FBI? 

9. The head of SES/IRM during Secretary Clinton's tenure, John Bente!, testified under 
. oath to the Benghazi Committee that he only learned of Secretary Clinton non
government email and server when the story broke in the press in 2015. He made the 
same assertion to my Committee through his lawyer. Yet, as part of the State OIG's 
investigation, two of his subordinates independently told State OIG that they had raised 
concerns to Mr. Bente! in 2010 about Secretary Clinton's non-government email and 
server not complying with federal records requirements, that he falsely told them the 
State Department's legal team had approved her email system, and then told them "not 
to discuss the matter any further" and "never to speak of the Secretary's personal email 
system again." Did the FBI interview Mr. Bente! as part of the investigation? If not, 
why not? Did Mr. Bente I repeat his claim that he only learned of the non-government 
email and server from the media in 2015? Did the FBI attempt to resolve the conflict 
between Mr. Bentel's claims and the claims of his two subordinates? If not, why not? 
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10. Did the FBI or Department of Justice raise any concerns about several of Secretary 
Clinton's associates using the same attorneys to represent them in the investigation? 
Did the FBI determine whether Secretary Clinton paid for the attorneys for her 
associates, especially Mr. Pagliano and Mr. Bente!, and whether such third-party fee 
arrangements raised conflicts of interest given that those associates were being asked 
questions whose answers could incriminate Secretary Clinton? In the FBI's view, 
would a third-party fee arrangement in which Secretary Clinton paid for Mr. Pagliano's 
attorney constitute a conflict of interest when he was given immunity to speak about 
his involvement in her server? If not, why not? 

11. According to press reports, the Department of Justice made an agreement with Cheryl 
Mills that certain topics would be off-limits during her interview with the FBI, -
including questions abouther role in sorting and deleting Secretary Clinton's email.. 
This was purportedly because Ms. Mills claimed to be acting as Secretary Clinton's 
private attorney in doing so, and thus sought to shield those actions behind attorney
client privilege. Did the FBI and/or Department of Justice make any agreements, 
formally or informally, with Secretary Clinton, her associates, or their attorneys, to 
preclude the FBI or Department of Justice. from certain areas of inquiry? If so, please 
describe these arrangements and provide copies of all relevant records of them. 

12. Did Secretary Clinton invoke attorney-client privilege, or any other privilege, to refuse 
to answer any questions posed by the FBI or the Department of Justice during her 
interview? 

13. Rule 1.11 of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, which covers "Special 
Conflicts oflnterest for Former and Current Government Officers and Employees," 
specifically states that "a lawyer who has formerly seryed as a public officer or 
employee of the government .. ·. shall not otherwise represent a client in connection 
with a matter in which the lawyer participated personally and substantially as a public 
officer or employee, unless the appropriate government agency gives its informed 
consent, confirmed in writing, to the representation." While working for Secretary 
Clinton at the State Department, Ms. Mills was personally and substantially involved in 
Secretary Clinton's use of a personal email and server for official business. Under the 
rule, it appears that she should have be~n precluded from serving as Secretary Clinton's 
private attorney in the same matter after leaving the State Department. Did the FBI 
determine whether the State Department had given written consent for Ms. Mills' 
private representation of Secretary Clinton in this matter? Did the FBI otherwise raise 
concerns about the conflicts the representation posed? 

14. When did the FBI first contact Secretary Clinton as part of the investigation? When 
did it request an interview? When was the date of the interview determined? 

15. Did the FBI investigate Secretary Clinton's and her associatess possible violations of . 
laws concerning the treatment of federal records, such as 18 U.S.C. § 2071, which 
prohibits concealing or destroying such federal records? Did the FBI investigate 
whether any of the thousands of federal records Secretary Clinton and her attorneys 
deleted were responsive to Congressional inquiries or agency inquiries, such as ones 
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from the State Department OIG, which would have violated 18 U.S.C. §§ 1505 and . 
1519, respectively? Did the FBI evaluate the numerous emails released suggesting that 
Secretary Clinton and her associates may have attempted to evade the Freedom of 
Information Act? 

16. Did the FBI investigate, or is the FBI currently investigating, allegations of public 
corruption relating to the Clinton Foundation and former President Clinton's speaking 
fees from foreign governments? If not, why not? 

17. Under the law, it is a· "well-settled principle that false exculpatory statements are 
evidence - often strong evidence - of guilt." See, e.g., Al-Adahi v. Obama, 613 F.3d . 
1102, 1107 (D.C. Cir. 2010); United States v. Penn, 974 F.2d 1026, 1029 (8th Cir. 
1992); United States v. Meyer, 733 F.2d 362, 363 (5th Cir. 1984). As your statement 
and the State OIG report both demonstrated, Secretary Clinton and her representatives 
made numerous exculpatory statements later shown to be false: that she never sent or 
received any classified information; that she never sent or received any information 
that was classified at the time; that she never sent or received any information marked 
as classified; that she established the server setup in order to only have to use one 
device; that the State Department approved her server arrangement; that her attorneys 
reviewed each of her emails in sorting them for deletion or production; that she turned 
over all her federal records; that she would cooperate with any inquiries into the issue; 
that she would encourage her associates to cooperate as well. Did the FBI weigh the 
probative value of this cavalcade of false statements in determining her guilt and intent, 
as it should have under the law? · 

Pkase provide your response by July 20, 2016. Thank you for your attention to this important 

matter. If you have any questions, please contact Patrick Davis of my Committee staff at (202) 224-

5225. 

cc: The Honorable Patrick J. Leahy 
Ranking Member 
Senate Committee on the Judiciary 

Sincerely, 

Charles E. Grassley 
Chairman 
Committee on the Judiciary 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

!DO) (FBI) 

.__ ___ ___,!(DO) (FBI) 
Wednesday ;July as,, 2016 12:46 PM 
I _KJudiciary-Dem)' 
RE: 2016-07-06 CEG to FBI (Clinton Investigation Transparency) 
2016-07-01 FBI to CEG re Clinton server case and NDA.pdf 

b6 -1,2 
b7C -1,2 

Copy was delivered, but also attaching here an electronic copy for you, (The July 1 and July 5 they refer to are one and 

~me .. ) 
L__J b6 -1 

b7C -1 

From:I lcJudiciarrDem) [~m=a~ilt~o'Lf ______________ --1 

Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 12:06 PM 
To:I [DO) (FBI) 
Subject: FW: 2016-07-06 CEG to FBI (Clinton Investigation Transparency) 

b6 -1,2 
b7C -1,2 

,__ _ _,~hairman Grassley's letter refers to a response the FBI sent to him on July 1 and July 5 re: whistleblowers. Did 
you provide a copy of that communication to the Ranking Member, and if so who did you send it to? I have not seen it, 
and would like to get copies ASAP. Thanks, · 

Chief Counsel, Civil Law and Oversight 
Ranking Member 
Senator Patrick Leahy 
U .S. Senate Judiciary Committee · 

From:I !(Judiciary-Rep) 

b6 -2 
b7C -2 

sert; Wednesday. July 06, 2016 11:s1 AM 
To_ Joo) (FBI) . 
Cc: CEG (Judiciary-Rep)~ ICJudiciary-Rep);! !(Judiciary-Rep);! !(Judiciary-

. Dem) L--------' 
Subject: 2016-07-06 CEG to FBI (Clinton Investigation Transparency) b6 -1, 2 

b7C -1,2 

Attached is a letter to Director Corney from Chairman Grassley. Please confirm receipt, and please send all formal 
follow-u corres ondence electronicall in PDF format to CEG ·udicia -re .senate. ov 

Thanks, 

I I 

Investigative Counsel 
1 

and me. 

b6 -2 
b7C -2 
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• Chairman Charles E. Grassley 
U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary 

I I b6 -2 
b7C -2 

I 
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The Honorable Charles E. Grassley 
Chairman 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D.C. 20535-0001 

. . 

AUG 1 6 2016 

I am writing in response tp your letters to Director Corney dated May 17, 2016 and 
July 6, 2016 regarding the'FBI's investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton' s use 
of a private email server. As Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to 
intense public interest in the FBI's investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to 
address your questions and explain our recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this . 
investigation. For the same reasons, the FBI will be making a document production responding 
to your interest in this matter. · 

The FBI conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
and independen~ way. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
technical experts, la\yyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 
worked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations ofrecovered equipment. In addition, the FBI's technical team conducted extensive 
analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might b~ of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton's electronic devices by hostile actors. 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate based on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence. The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. 

Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
impropedy stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 
intentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C: § 2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimately, the FBI did not. recommend 
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prosecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. ' 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: ( 1) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or ( 4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives. 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this . 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBl's investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presence of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these -
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain classified 
information. There has been no determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified at the time they were sent. · 

Nor is the fact that Secretary Clinton emailed former Deputy Chief of Staff Jacob 
Sullivan asking him to remove "identifying heading[s]" from a document and "send nonsecure" 
as a "nonpaper" sufficient evidence to show that she knowingly or willfully mishandled 
classified information. As we understand the common State Department use of the term, "non
paper" refers to a document authorized for distribution to a foreign government that is without 
explicit attribution to the U.S. Government and would not contain classified information. In 
their interviews with the FBI, both Secretary Clinton and Sullivan indicated their understanding 
that this was an instruction to remove classified information from the talking points, in order to 
send the resulting unclassified document through non-secure means. Moreover, the FBI 
investigation determined that a secure fax was successfully sent subsequent to this message, and 
no evidence was recovered indicating that the unclassified "non-paper" was ever created or sent 
over the unclassified email system. 
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During the course of its investigation, the FBI conducted numerous interviews, including 
one of John Bente}, then-Director of S/ES-IRM, the State Department official referenced in the 
State Department OIG report as having discouraged employees from raising concerns about 
Secretary Clinton's use of personal email. In his FBI interview, Bentel,denied that State 
Department employees raised concerns about Secretary Clinton's email to him. The FBI 
ultimately considered the inconsistencies between Bentel's statements to the FBI and his 
subordinates' reported statements to investigators with the Department of State Inspector 
General to be outside the scope of its investigation, and, further, ones which had been 
appropriately addressed by the Department of State Inspector General. 

\ 

During the course of the investigation, the FBI interviewed Department of State security 
employees and reviewed documents regarding cyber security, including the Boswell 

· memorandum, which outlined an increase in cyber actors targeting the personal email accounts 
of State Department employees. 1 As Secretary Clinton did not believe she would or did receive 
classified emails on her personal email system, it is unclear that a warning of this nature would 
have had any impact on her conduct or intent. · 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 
person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(f)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 

. defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, 'the charge was dismissed when the defendant pied guilty to making false statements in 
violation of 18 U.S.C . § 1001. Moreover, in that case, there were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 

As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extre~ely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the actions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

1 The FBI interviewed former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton on July 2, 2016. Although there 
had been contact with Secretary Clinton's· attorney~ during the course of the investigation, we 
did not request an interview until June 2016 after sufficient facts were gathered to properly 
inform the interview, which is common in investigations of this nature. 
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However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there are potentially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to and including security clearance revocation and · 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

As the Director noted in his statement, the FBI made its recommendation concerning this 
matter to the Justice Department independent of any consultation with the Attorney General or 
any White House officials, and the investigation was conducted without any improper political 
influence of any kind. For this reason, the FBI does not believe the appointment of a Spe'cial 
Counsel is warranted. In addition, the FBI would refer you to the Department of Justice for any 
explanation of legal agreements that may or may not have been made with potential witnesses, as 
well as other judgments or decisions made by Department of Justice officials. 

Lastly, concerning questions related to whether other matters may be under investigation, 
consistent with prior statements, the FBI neither confirms nor denies the existence of non-public 
investigations. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, we 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols foi' the transmission of classified documents. 

I - The Honorable Patrick J. Leahy 
Ranking Member 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

/;cerely, 9- k ?Jo 
Jason V. Herring 
Acting Assistant Director 
Office of Congressional Affairs 
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The Honorable Charles E. Grassley 
Chairman 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

AUG 1 6 2016 

I am writing in response to your letters to Director Corney dated May 17, 2016 and 
July 6, 2016 regarding the FBI's investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use 
of a private email server. As Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to 
intense public interest in the FBI's investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to 
address your questions and explain our recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this 
investigation. For the same reasons, the FBI will be making a document production responding 
to your interest in this matter. 

The FBI conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
and independent way. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
technical experts, lawyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 
worked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations ofrecovered equipment. In addition, the FBI's technical team conducted extensive 
analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton's electronic devices by hostile actors. 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate based on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence. The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. 

Dep. Director _ __ _ 

~g:~~~1---- 1 - The Honorable Patrick J. Leahy 
EAD-Crim. -~~-=---: Ranking Member 
EAD-lntell. c · h J d' · 
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. Coun . _ _ _ 
Offoflntell . 
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Security _ _ _ _ _ 
Training ___ _ _ 

)ff. of EEOA __ _ MA!LROOM D 
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Our investigation. looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
improperly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 
intentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. § 2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimately, the FBI did not recommend 
prosecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (1) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or ( 4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBI' s investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presence of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain classified 
information. There has been no determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified at the time they were sent. 

Nor is the fact that Secretary Clinton emailed former Deputy Chief of Staff Jacob 
Sullivan asking him to remove "identifying heading[s]" from a document and "send nonsecure" 
as a "nonpaper" sufficient evidence to show that she knowingly or willfully mishandled 
classified information. As we understand the common State Department use of the term, "non
paper" refers to a document authorized for distribution to a foreign government that is without 
explicit attribution to the U.S. Government and would not contain classified information. In 
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their interviews with the FBI, both Secretary Clinton and Sullivan indicated their understanding 
that this was an instruction to remove classified information from the talking points, in order to 
send the resulting unclassified document through non-secure means. Moreover, the FBI 
investigation determined that a secure fax was successfully sent subsequent to this message, and 
no evidence was recovered indicating that the unclassified "non-paper" was ever created or sent 
over the unclassified email system. 

During the course of its investigation, the FBI conducted numerous interviews, including 
one of John Bentel, then-Director of S/ES-IRM, the State Department official referenced in the 
State Department OIG report as having discouraged employees from raising concerns about 
Secretary Clinton's use of personal email. In his FBI interview, Bente! denied that State 
Department employees raised concerns about Secretary Clinton's email to him. The FBI 
ultimately considered the inconsistencies between Bentel' s statements to the FBI and his 
subordinates' reported statements to investigators with the Department of State Inspector 
General to be outside the scope of its investigation, and, further, ones which had been 
appropriately addressed by the Department of State Inspector General. 

During the course of the investigation, the FBI interviewed Department of State security 
employees and-reviewed documents regarding cyber security, including the Boswell 
memorandum, which outlined an increase in cyber actors targeting the personal email accounts 
of State Department employees. 1 As Secretary Clinton did not believe she would or did receive 
classified emails on her personal email system, it is unclear that a warning of this nature would 
have had any impact on her conduct or intent. 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 
person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(f)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, the charge was dismissed when the defendant pled guilty to making false statements in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § I 001. Moreover, in that case, there were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 

As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 

1 The FBI interviewed former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton on July 2, 2016. Although there 
had been contact with Secretary Clinton's attorneys during the course of the investigation, we 
did not request an interview until June 2016 after sufficient facts were gathered to properly 
inform the interview, which is common in investigations of this nature. 
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information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the actions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there are poteritially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to and including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

As the Director noted in his statement, the FBI made its recommendation concerning this 
matter to the Justice Department independent of any consultation with the Attorney General or 
any White House officials, and the investigation was conducted without any improper political 
influence of any kind. For this reason, the FBI does not believe the appointment of a Special 
Counsel is warranted. In addition, the FBI would refer you to the Department of Justice for any 
explanation of legal agreements that may or may not have been made with potential witnesses, as 
well as other judgments or decisions made by Department of Justice officials. 

Lastly, concerning questions related to whether other matters may be under investigation, 
consistent with prior statements, the FBI neither confirms nor denies the existence of non-public 
investigations. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, we 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols for the transmission of classified documents. 

Sincerely, 

Jason V. Herring 
Acting Assistant Director 
Office of Congressional Affairs 
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The Honorable-Jason Chaffetz 
Chairman 
Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform . 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman and Mr. Ranking Member: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D.C. 20535-0001 

AUG 1 6 7016 

I am writing in response to your separate letters to Director Corney dated July 11, 2016 
regarding the FBI's investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use of a private 
email server. As Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to intense public 
interest in the FBl's investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to address your 
questions and explain our recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this investigation. 
For the same reasons, the FBI will be making a docuµient production responding to your interest 
in this matter. 

The FBI conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
and independent way. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
technical experts, lawyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 

. worked for close to a year conductirig interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations ofrecovered equipment. In. addition, the FBI's technical team conducted extensive 
analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton' s electronic devices by hostile .actors. 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate based on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence. The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. 
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Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
improperly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 
intentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. § 2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimately, the ~BI did not recommend 
prosecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of :Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (1) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or (4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from.the National Archives 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, witlwut authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBI' s investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C),'' a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presence of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff memb_ers, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
~ithout header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain classified 
information. There has .been no determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified at the time they were sent. 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this · 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, ther<:( are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 
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person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(f)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year hfstory of the statute, and in that 
case, -the charge was dismissed when the defendant pled guilty to making false statements in 
violation of ~8 U.S.C. § 1001. Moreover, in that case, there were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 

As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the actions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there are potentially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to and including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

Thank you for your continued int~rest in this' important matter, and, as' always, we 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols for the transmission of classified documents. 

Sincerely, 

/~ /;;cl)_/ 
~ {. /!?() 

Jason V. Herring 
Acting Assistant Director 
Office of Congressional Affairs 
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The Honorable Jason Chaffetz 
Chairman 
Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman and Mr. Ranking Member: 

AUG 1 6 2016 

I am writing in response to your separate letters to Director Corney dated July 11, 2016 
regarding the FBI' s investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use of a private 
email server. As Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to intense public 
interest in the FBI's investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to address your 
questions and explain our recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this investigation. 
For the same reasons, the FBI will be making a document production responding to your interest 
in this matter. 

The FBI conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
.Dep. Director _ _and_independent way. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
~~g~~~r _ technical experts, lawyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 
~g~7:i~·. ---wcrked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
EAD-LES ---examinations of recovered equipment. In addition, the FBI's technical team conducted extensive 
A.sst. Dir.: __ _ 

Adm. Setv . __ an~is to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
CJIS ~ ' l . d . b h ·1 ctrinte11. ___ ~_1u1_~un s e ectromc ev1ces y ostl e actors. 
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The Honorable Jason Chaffetz and The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate based on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence. The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. 

Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
improperly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 

· intentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. § 2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimately, the FBI did not recommend 
prosecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (1) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or ( 4) 

·efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 

· systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators· about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBI' s investigation 
uncovered three instances of eplails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presence of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain classified 
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The Honorable Jason Chaffetz and The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings 

information. There has been no determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified at the time they were sent. 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 

. person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(f)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, the charge was dismissed when the defendant pied guilty to making false statements in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Moreover, in that case, there· were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 

As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the actions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there are potentially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to and including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 
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Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, we 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover fotter consistent with 
required protocols for the transmission of classified documents. 

Sincerely, 

Jason V. Herring 
Acting Assistant Director 
Office of Congressional Affairs 
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The Honorable Paul D. Ryan 
Speaker 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

AUG 1 6 2016 

I am writing in response to your letter to Director Corney dated July 6, 2016 regarding 
the FBI's investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use of a private email 
server. As Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to intense public interest in 
the FBI's investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to address your questions and 
explain our recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this investigation. For the same 
reasons, the FBI will be making a document production responding to your interest in this 
matter. 

The FBI conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
and independent way. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
technical experts, lawyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team · 
worked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations of rec·overed equipment. In addition, the FBI's technical team conducted extensive 

'>.:·. 

analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton's electronic devices by hostile actors. 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate ba~ed on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence. The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. 

Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
improperly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 
intentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from _appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. §.2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimate.Iy, the FBI did not recommend 
prosecution based on an assessment of the· facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. 
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As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (1) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or ( 4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBI's ,investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presence of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without headef,and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain qlassified 
information. There has been no determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified at the time they were sent. 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on'its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were-concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 

, provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 
person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(f)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, the charge was dismissed· when the defendant pled guilty to making false statements in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Moreover, in that case, there were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted .and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 
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The Honorable Paul D. Ryan 

As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the actions.of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carel~ssness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. · 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there ·are potentially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to and including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and cfrcumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a . . 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, we 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols for the transmission of classified documents. 

s· cerely, 

~Y)1) 
Jason V. Herring · 
Acting Assistant Director 
'office of Congressional Affairs 
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The Honorable Paul D. Ryan 
Speaker 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

AUG 1 6 Z016 

I am writing in response to your letter to Director Corney dated July 6, 2016 regarding 
the FBI's investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use of a private email 
server. As Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to intense public interest in 
the FBI's investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to address your questions and 
explain our recommendation as· to the appropriate resolution of this investigation. For the same 
reasons, the FBI will be making a document production responding to your interest in this 
matter. 

The FBI conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
·and independent way. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
technical experts, lawyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 
worked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations ofrecovered equipment. In addition, the FBI's technical team conducted extensive 
analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton's electronic devices by hostile actors. 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate based on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence. The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. 

Dep. Director____ Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
~~g~~~1---impr-0perly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
EAD-crim. ---reaeral statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 
~~g:~~~r1. --trrrentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
..,_~~n~i~~;v.---misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
~{~~le[["""--facili.ties. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. § 2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
Ctrterrorism_ uruaWfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimately, the FBI did not recommend 
~~~~/~=-_:::-..m:osecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
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The Honorable Paul D. Ryan 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (I) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or ( 4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBI' s investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presence of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain classified 
information. There has been no determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified at the time they were sent. 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 
person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(f)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, the charge was dismissed when the defendant pled guilty to making false statements in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Moreover, in that case, there were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 
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As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the adions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there are potentially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to and including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, we 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols for the transmission of classified documents. 

Sincerely, 

Jason V. Herring 
Acting Assistant Director 
Office of Congressional Affairs 
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The Honorable Robert Goodlatte 
Chairman 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D.C. 20535-0001 

AUG 1 6 7016 

I am writing in response to your letter to Director Corney dated July 5, 2016 regarding 
the FBI's investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use of a private email 
server. As Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to intense public interest in 
the FBl's investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to address your questions and 
explain our recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this investigation. For the same 
reasons, the FBI will be making a document production responding to your interest in this 
matter. 

The FBI conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
and independent way. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
technical experts, lavzyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 
worked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations of recovered equipment. In addition, the FBI'.s _technical team conducted extensive 
analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton's electronic devices by hostile actors. 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate based on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence. The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. 

Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
improperly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton' s private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either · 
intentionally qr in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. § 2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimately, the FBI did not recommend 
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prosecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (I) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an infer_ence of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or (4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 

· destruction, a subsequent search of his house .recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBl's investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presence of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of tho.se emails was determined by the State Department to contain classified . 
information. There has been no determ~nation by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified at the time they were sent. 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or de$troyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 

. person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. ·§ 793(f)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, the charge was dismissed when the defendant pied guilty to making false statements in 
viOlation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Moreover, in that case, there were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
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Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 

As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the actions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in. this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there are potentially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to an:d including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the proce·ss of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone· who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

Lastly, concerning questions related to whether other matters may be under investigation, 
consistent with prior statements, the FBI neither confirms nor denies the existence of non-public 
investigations. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, w~ 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols for the transmission of classified ~ocuments. 

1 - The Honorable John Conyers 
Ranking Member 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

;;z:_·z;_ ~ 
Jason V. Herring 
Acting Assistant Director 

· Office of Congressional Affairs 
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The Honorable Robert Goodlatte 
Chairman 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

AUG 1 6 Z016 

I am writing in response to your letter to Director Corney dated July 5, 2016 regarding 
the FBI' s investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use of a private email 
server. As Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, :io 16, due to intense public interest in 
the FBI's investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to address your questions and 
explain our recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this investigation. For the same 
reasons, the FBI will be making a document production responding to your interest in this 
matter. 

The FBI conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
and independent way. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by · 
technical experts, lawyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 
worked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations of recovered equipment. In addition, the FBI's technical team conducted extensive 
analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton's electronic devices by hostile actors. 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 

oep . Director ___ ulti~ate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate based on the evidence, the FBI 
EAD-Adm. ---frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
EAD-CT/CJ 
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Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
improperly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 
intentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. § 2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimately, the FBI did not recommend 
prosecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (1) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or (4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBI' s investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presence of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain classified 
information. There has been no determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified at the time they were sent. 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 
person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
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Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(t)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, the charge was dismissed when the defendant pied guilty to making false statements in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Moreover, in that case, there were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 

As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the actions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there are potentially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to and including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

Lastly, concerning questions related to whether other matters may be under investigation, 
consistent with prior statements, the FBI neither confirms nor denies the existence of non-public 
investigations. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, we · 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols for the transmission of classified documents. 

Sincerely, 

Jason V. Herring 
Acting Assistant Director 
Office of Congressional Affairs 
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The Honorable Devin Nunes 
Chairman 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 . 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

AUG 1 6 2016 

I am writing in response to your letter to Director Corney dated July 6, 2016 regarding 
the FBI's investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use of a private email 
server. As Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to intense public interest in 
the FBI's investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to address your questions and 
explain our recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this investigation. For the same 
reasons, the FBI will be making a document production responding to your interest in this 
matter. 

The FBI. conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
and independent way, We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
technical experts, lawyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 
worked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations ofrecovered equipment. . In addition, the FBI's.technical team conducted extensive 
analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton's electronic devices by hostile actors. 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate 'Qased on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence: The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. · 

Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
improperly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 
intentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. § 2071) making itillegal to willfully and 
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unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimately, the FBI did not recommend 
prosecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (I) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or ( 4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives 
by secreting th~ documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBI's investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presenee of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain classified 
information. There has been no· determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified ·at the time they were sent. 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the. time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 
person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(f)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, the charge was dismissed when the defendant pied guilty to making false statements in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Moreover, in that case, there were -indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
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Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 

As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that· Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of , 
describing the actions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support.a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there are potentially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to and including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, we 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols for the transmission of classified documents. 

1 - The Honorable Adam B. Schiff 
Ranking Member 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 

· United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 · 

s· ely, .· " . 

r- · lf~ 
Jason V. Herring 

-ti . 
Ac.ting Assistant Director 
Office of Congressional Affairs 
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The Honorable Devin Nunes 
.Chairman 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

AUG 1 6 2016 

I am writing in response to your letter to Director Corney dated July 6, 2016 regarding 
the FBI's investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use of a private email 
server. As Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to intense public interest in 
the FBI's investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to address your questions and 
explain our recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this investigation. For the same 
reasons, the FBI will be making a document production responding to your interest in this 
matter. 

The FBI conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
and independent way. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
technical experts, lawyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 
worked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations ofrecovered equipment. In addition, the FBI's technical team conducted extensive 
analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton's electronic devices by hostile actors. 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate based on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence. The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. 
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Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
improperly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 
intentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. § 2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimately, the FBI did not recommend 
prosecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (1) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or ( 4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information: that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included cJear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBI' s investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presence of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain classified 
information. There has been no determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified at the time they were sent. . 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 
person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
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Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(f)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information.through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, the charge was dismissed when the defendant pled guilty to making false statements in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Moreover, in that case, there were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 

As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the actions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there are potentially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to and including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, we 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols for the transmission of classified documents. 

I - The Honorable Adam B. Schiff 
Ranking Member 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Sincerely, 

Jason V. Herring 
Acting Assistant Director 
Office of Congressional Affairs 

I 
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The Honorable Ron Johnson 
Chairman 
Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

AUG 1 5 2016 

I am writing in response to your letters to Director Corney dated July 5, 2016 and July 15, 
2016 and to your letter to the Attorney General dated 711112016 regarding the FBI's 
investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use of a private email server. As 
Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to intense public interest in the FBI ' s 
investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to address your questions and explain our 
recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this investigation; For the same reasons, the 
FBI will be making a document production responding to your interest in this matter. 

The FBI: conducted this jnvestigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
and independent way>\. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
technical experts, lawyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 
worked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations ofrecovered equipment. In addition, the FBI's .technical team conducted extensive 
analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton's electronic devices by hostile actors. · 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation. to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate based on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence. The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. 

Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information 'was 
improperly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) t4at makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 
intentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 

· misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. § 2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
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unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. Ultimately, the FBI did not recommend 
prosecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (1) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or ( 4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to. know the information and, when. ccmfronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI f~mnd in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, wh!ch he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied'to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fac~ that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBl's investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presenee of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain classifjed 
information. There has been no determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified ·at the time they were sent. 

Title 18, Unitec:l States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 
person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(f)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, the charge was dismissed when the defendant pled guilty to making false statements in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § I 001. Moreover, in that case, there were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 

\ 
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Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 

As the Dfrector stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the actions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For example, there are potentially 

- severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving th~ 
mishandling of classified information, up to ahd including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to c.onduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, we 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols. for the transmission of classified documents. 

'· 

I - The Honorable Thomas R. Carper 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

clrel~ ?11 
Jason V. Herrin~ 
Acting Assistant Director 
Office of Congressional Affairs 
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The Honorable Ron Johnson 
Chairman 
Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

AUG 1 6 2016 

\ 

I am writing in response to your letters to Director Corney dated July 5, 2016 and July 15, 
2016 and to your letter to the Attorney General dated 7/11/2016 regarding the FBI's 
investigation of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's use of a private email server. As 
Director Corney said in his statement on July 5, 2016, due to intense public interest in the FBI's 
investigation into this matter, we believe it is important to address your questions and explain our 
recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this investigation. For the same reasons, the 

. FBI will be making a document production responding to your interest in this matter. · 

The FBI conducted this investigation, as it does all investigations, in a competent, honest, 
and independent way. We had an investigative team of agents and analysts supported by 
technical experts, la\vyers, and others from several divisions in the FBI. The investigative team 
worked for close to a year conducting interviews, reviewing emails, and completing technical 
examinations of recovered equipment. In addition, the FBI's technical team conducted extensive 
analysis to understand what, if any, indications there might be of a compromise of Secretary 
Clinton's electronic devices by hostile actors. 

After nearly a year of gathering and analyzing evidence from numerous sources, the FBI 
made a recommendation to the Department of Justice. Although the prosecutors make the 
ultimate decision about whether or not charges are appropriate based on the evidence, the FBI 
frequently makes recommendations and engages in conversations with the prosecutors regarding 
the appropriate resolution of an investigation, given the evidence. The fact that the FBI made a 
recommendation was not unusual; the fact that it was shared publicly was. 

Dep. Director __ _ 
EAD·Adm. EAD..CT/CJ _ _ __ _ 

EAD..Crim. 
EAD-Intell . ___ _ 

EAD-LES -----

1 - The Honorable Thomas R. Carper 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Homeland Security and 

A.ss1. Dir. : Governmental Affairs 
Adm. Serv. ____ _ 
c11s_ ____ United States Senate 
Ctrintill ____ _ 
Ctnerrorism ____ Washington, DC 20510 
~~~~rtnv . ___ l - FBI ExecSec, Room 6147 TRIM #s 16/D0/2350, 16/D0/2525, 16/D0/2600 
Finance ------- l - Al AD Herring rr 1 - Ms. Beers 
Info. Ros. 
In spection-==_-:==_ ·~ 
Inv. Tech . ____ (/ 

11 

Laboratory _ _ _ 
Off. of Cong . Affs. __ 
Off. of the Gen. 

Coun . ___ _ 
Off of In tell. 
Off. Pub . Aff~---
Off. of Prof Resp . __ 
Rec. Mgmt. ___ _ 
Security ___ _ 

Training - ----
Jff of EEOA __ _ MA!LROOM 0 

..... · 
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Our investigation looked at whether there was evidence that classified information was 
improperly stored or transmitted on Secretary Clinton's private email system, in violation of a 
federal statute (18 U.S.C. § 793) that makes it a felony to mishandle classified information either 
intentionally or in a grossly negligent way, or another statute (18 U.S.C. § 1924) that makes it a 
misdemeanor to knowingly remove classified information from appropriate systems or storage 
facilities. We also considered a statute (18 U.S.C. § 2071) making it illegal to willfully and 
unlawfully conceal, remove, or destroy a federal record. · Ultimately, the FBI did not recommend 
prosecution based on an assessment of the facts and a review of how these statutes have been 
charged in the past. 

As the Director testified, cases prosecuted by the Department of Justice under the 
relevant statutes involved some combination of: (1) clearly intentional and willful mishandling of 
classified information; (2) significant quantities of material exposed in such a way as to support 
an inference of intentional misconduct; (3) indications of disloyalty to the United States; or ( 4) 
efforts to obstruct justice. One or more of these factors was present in the cases against David 
Petraeus, Sandy Berger, and Bryan Nishimura. For instance, Petraeus provided vast quantities 
of highly sensitive, compartmented information that he knew to be classified to a person without 
an appropriate clearance or a need to know the information and, when confronted, he lied to the 
FBI. Berger removed clearly marked, highly classified information from the National Archives 
by secreting the documents in his clothing. These cases included clear evidence of knowledge 
and intent which illustrates an important distinction from what the FBI found in this 
investigation. Nishimura, a Naval Reservist stationed in Afghanistan, removed hundreds of 
marked classified documents, without authorization, from classified U.S. military information 
systems, which he then placed onto several personally-owned, unauthorized devices. Nishimura 
later lied to investigators about onto which devices he had placed classified information, and 
destroyed a large quantity of classified material he had maintained in his home. Despite this 
destruction, a subsequent search of his house recovered 256 marked classified documents which 
he was not authorized to store. 

The fact that Secretary Clinton received emails containing "(C)" portion markings is not 
clear evidence of knowledge or intent. As the Director has testified, the FBI's investigation 
uncovered three instances of emails portioned marked with "(C)," a marking ostensibly 
indicating the presence of information classified at the Confidential level. In each of these 
instances, the Secretary did not originate the information; instead, the emails were forwarded to 
her by staff members, with the portion-marked information located within the email chains and 
without header and footer markings indicating the presence of classified information. Moreover, 
only one of those emails was determined by the State Department to contain classified 
information. There has been no determination by the State Department as to whether these three 
emails were classified at the time they were sent. 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 793 on its face makes it a felony to cause national 
defense information to be removed, lost, stolen, or destroyed through gross negligence. Even at 
the time the statute was passed, there were concerns in Congress about the inclusion of this 
provision. Additionally, with respect to this statute, there are concerns about the constitutional 
implications of criminalizing such conduct without requiring the government to prove that the 
person knew he or she was doing something wrong, which is reflected in the Justice 
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Department's history in charging this specific subsection of the statute (18 U.S.C. § 793(±)). 
Our understanding is the Department has only charged one person with mishandling national 
defense information through gross negligence in the 99-year history of the statute, and in that 
case, the charge was dismissed when the defendant pled guilty to making false statements in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Moreover, in that case, there were indications of espionage and 
disloyalty to the United States. As the Director testified, he believed that to prosecute Secretary 
Clinton or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence would be inconsistent 
with how the Department has interpreted and applied the statute since Congress enacted it. 

As the Director stated, the FBI did find evidence that Secretary Clinton and her 
colleagues were extremely careless in their handling of certain, very sensitive, highly classified 
information. The term "extremely careless" was intended to be a common sense way of 
describing the actions of Secretary Clinton and her colleagues. The Director did not equate 
"extreme carelessness" with the legal standard of "gross negligence" that is required by the 
statute. In this case, the FBI assessed that the facts did not support a recommendation to 
prosecute her or others within the scope of the investigation for gross negligence. 

However, as the Director has explained, this is not to say that someone else who engaged 
in this type of conduct would face no consequences for handling classified information in a 
similar manner if they were still a government employee. For.example, there are potentially 
severe administrative consequences within the FBI for security violations involving the 
mishandling of classified information, up to and including security clearance revocation and 
dismissal. The FBI is in the process of providing relevant information to other U.S. Government 
agencies to conduct further security and administrative reviews they deem appropriate for their 
respective employees. If someone who engaged in this type of conduct applied for a job at the 
FBI, the facts and circumstances surrounding this activity would be a significant factor in a 
suitability review for a security clearance and employment at the Bureau. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this important matter, and, as always, we 
appreciate your continued support for the men and women of the FBI. The production of 
documents related to this matter will be provided under separate cover letter consistent with 
required protocols for the transmission of classified documents. 

Sincerely, 

Jason V. Herring 
Acting Assistant Director 
Office of Congressional Affairs 
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Honorable Richard \L BwT 
Chairman 
Select Commitkt' on Inwlligence 

Honorable Charles E. Grassky 
Chairman 
Commitk~e on the Judiciary 

Honorable Richard Shelby 
Chaimrnn 
Committee on Appropriations 
Subcornmirtee on Comrnerci;\ Juslice, Science 

·:ti~t.{ 1 ~...-·l<i«-·d ;') o-'~Pcie« (,. ...... J ...... ..!.""'· ... "\.t::·"'' ~.. . ... 

Honorable Ron Johnson 
Chaim1an 
Committee on Homeland Security and 
Governmental Affairs 

Dear \.lessrs Chaim1en: 

October 28. 2016 

Honorable Devin Nunes 
Chainnan 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 

Honorable Robert Goodlalte 
Chairman 
Committet~ on the Judiciary 

Honorable John Culberson 
Chairman 
Committc'.e on .Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Cornrnerc;;.~, Justice, 

Science and Relmed Agencies 

Honorable Jason Chaffetz 
Chairman 
Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform 

!n previous congressional testimony, 1 refrrn.~d to the fact thm the Federal Bureau of 
Lnvest1g<Hlon (FBI) had cornpleted its investigation of former Secretary Clinton's personal email 
server. Due to recent developments, I am \\:riling to suppkment my pre\'ious testimony. 

!n connection \.vi th an unrelated case, the FBI has learned of tht~ existenct~ of emails tkrt 
appear to be pertinent to tlw investig~~tion. I mn '>vriting to infonn you that the investigative tearn 
briefed me on this yesterday, and 1 agrec'.d that the FBI should take appropriate investigative 
steps designed to allow investig~rtors to review these ern.aiis to detennine '>vhether they contain 
chssifkd information, as \Vell as to assess their 1.rnportance to our investigation. 

Although the FBI cannot yet assess \Vhether nr not this rnaterial may be significant, and l 
cannot predid hm.v long it \\'ill take us to complete this additional \·I/Ork, I believe it is important 
to update your Committees about our efforts in light of my previous testimony. 

Sincerely yours, 

~6~~ 
es B. Co.m meeyy J · 
Director 
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1 --- Honorable Dianne Feinstein 
Vice Chaimmn 
Select Committee on Intelligence 
United States Senate 
\Vashington, DC 20510 

1 --- Honorable Patrick J. Leahy 
Ranking Member 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States Senate 
V·./ ashington, DC 20510 

l ···· Honorable Barbara Mikulski 
Ran.king Ivlember 
Committee on Appropriations 
Subcornrnittee on Commerce, Justice, Science 
and Related Agencies 

United States Senate 
\Vashington, DC 20510 

l ·-- Honorable Thomas R. Carper 
Ranking l'v1ember 
Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs 
United St::rtes Senate 
\Vashington, DC 20510 

1 - Honorable Adam B. Schiff 
Ranking \.fomber 
Pennanent Select Comrnittee on Intelligence 
U.S. House ofR.epresentatives 
V./ ashington, DC 20515 

·--· Honorable John Conyers, Jr. 
Ranking Member 
Committee on the Judida.ry 
U.S. House of Representatives 
\Vashington, DC 20515 

1 --- Honorable Michael Honda 
Ranking Member 

Committee on Appropriations 
Subtommittee on Commerce, Just.ice, Science 

and Related Auencies .__. 

U.S. House of Representatives 
\Vashington, DC 2.0515 
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1 ···Honorable E!Uah E. Cummings 
Ranking rliembcr 
Committee on Oversight and 
G(YVt~rnment Rcfonn 

trs. House of Representatives 
\Vashington, DC 20515 
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Honorable Richard M. Burr 
Chairman 
Select Committee on Intelligence 

Honorable Charles E. Grassley 
Chairman 
Committee on the Judiciary 

Honorable Richard Shelby 
Chairman 
Committee on Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science 

and Related Agencies 

Honorable Ron Johnson 
Chairman 
Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs 

Dear Messrs Chairmen: 

October 28, 2016 

Honorable Devin Nunes 
Chairman 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 

Honorable Robert Goodlatte 
Chairman 
Committee on the Judiciary 

Honorable John Culberson 
Chairman 
Committee on Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, 

Science and Related Agencies 

Honorable Jason Chaffetz 
Chairman 
Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform 

In previous congressional testimony, I referred to the fact that the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) had completed its investigation of former Secretary Clinton's personal email 
server. Due to recent developments, I am writing to supplement my previous testimony. 

In connection with an unrelated case, the FBI has learned of the existence of emails that 
appear to be pertinent to the investigation. I am writing to inform you that the investigative team 
briefed me on this yesterday, and I agreed that the FBI should take appropriate investigative 

Dep. Director __ _fil~s_ designed to allow investigators to review these emails to determirie whether they contain 
~~g~~~c--=-_-dassified information, as well as to assess their importance to our investigation. 
EAD-Crim. _____ _ 
EAD-lntell. 
EAD-LEs --=----=--~ Although the FBI cannot yet assess whether or not this material may be significant, and I 
"'~~n~,~~iv. ---~im_Qt predict how long it will take us to complete this additional work, I believe it is important 
~;~~tell. -t~ate your Committees about our efforts in light of my previous testimony. 
Ctrterrorism ___ _ 
Crim. Inv. ____ _ 
Cyber _____ _ 
Finance ____ _ 
Info. Res. ____ _ 
Inspection ___ _ 
Inv. Tech. ___ _ 
Laboratol)' _____ _ 
Off. of Cong. Affs. __ 
Off of the Gen 

Coun. ___ _ 
Offoflntell. ____ j I 
Off. Pub. Affs. ____ l 1 Room 7176 
~~.0~::~tr_Re-sp_._____ 1 - FBI ExecSec, Room 6147 
Security ---- 1 - Al AD Herring'[J~ .. -;b !rl" . . 
Training___ -;J tr lf 

Jff. ofEEOA _____ MAIL ROO 7 D 

Sincerely yours, 

Jam es B. Corney 
Director 

1 - Ms. Beers 
b6 -1 
b7C -1 
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1 - Honorable Dianne Feinstein 
Vice Chairman 
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

1 - Honorable Patrick J. Leahy 
Ranking Member 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

1 - Honorable Barbara Mikulski 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science 

and Related Agencies 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

1 - Honorable Thomas R. Carper 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

1 - Honorable Adam B. Schiff 
Ranking Member 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

1 - Honorable John Conyers, Jr. 
Ranking Member 
Committee on the Judiciary 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

1 - Honorable Michael Honda 
Ranking Member 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science 

and Related Agencies 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 
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1 - Honorable Elijah E. Cummings 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 
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October 28, 2016 

The Honorable Loretta E. Lynch 
Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, D:C. 20530 

Dear Attorney General Lynch and Director Corney: 

The Honorable James Comey 
Director, Federal Bureau oflnvestigation 
U.S. Department of Justice 
935 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Today, Director Corney sent a letter to eight Congressional Committees after the FBI 
learned of the existence of emails that may be pertinent to its investigation of former Secretary 
Hillary Clinton's persona] email server. 

Although Director Corney's letter was clear that none of the new material identified by 
the FBI may be "significant," the letter provided such limited and vague information that it 
allowed rampant speculation, numerous leaks, and wild accusations just 11 clays before the 
presidential election. 

During Director Corney's testimony before Congress on July 7, he made clear that the 
FBI was not treating Secretary Clinton differently from anyone else investigated by the FBI. He 
explained that it would have been a double-standard to recommend prosecution based on the 
evidence the FBI had obtained. 

In fairness to everyone involved, we are writing to request that the FBI and Department 
of Justice issue a more complete accounting of the details behind tJ1is letter, based on information 
from your career investigators and prosecutors, in order to debunk these conspiracy theories and 
correct the public record. 

Rep. Elijah E. Cummings 
Ranking Member 
House Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform 

Sincerely, 

Rep. John Conyers, Jr. 
Ranking Member 
House Committee on the Judiciary 

PRINTED ON HECYCi.EO PAPER 
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The Honorable Loretta E. Lynch 
The Honorable James Corney 
Page 2 

cc: The Honorable Sally Yates, Deputy Attorney General 

The Honorable Mary McCord, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General for National 
Security 

The Honorable Jason Cha:ffetz, Chairman, House Committee on Oversight and 
Government. Reform 

The Honorable Bob Goocllatte, Chairman, House Committee on the Judiciary 
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... 
HARRY REID 

NEVADA 

DEMOCRATIC LEADER 

The Honorable James Corney 

. tlnitcd ~rates ~cnatc 
WASHINGTON, DC 20510-7012 

October 30, 2016 

Director of the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation 
Federal Bureau of Investigation Headquarters 
'935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001 

Dear Director Corney: 

Your actions in recent months have demonstr:ated a disturbing double standard for the treatment 
of sensitive information, with what appears to be a clear intent to aid one political party over another. I 
am writing to inform you that my office has determined that these actions may violate the Hatch Act, 
which bars FBI officials from using their official authority to influence an eleetion. Through your partisan 
actions, you may have broken the law. 

The double standard established by your actions is clear. 

In my communications with you and other top officials in the national security community, it has 
become clear that you possess explosive information about close ties and coordination between Donald 
Trump, his top advisors, and the Russian government~ a foreign interest openly hostile to the United 
States, which Trump praises at every opportunity. The public has a right to know this informatiOn. I wrote 
to you months ago calling for this information to be released to the public. There is no danger to 
American interests from releasing it. And yet, you continue to resist calls to inform the public of this 
critical information. 

By contrast, as soon as you came into possession of the slightest innuendo related to Secretary 
Clinton, you rushed to publicize it in the inost negative light possible. 

-
Moreover, in tarring Secretary Clinton with thin innuendo; you overruled longstanding tradition 

and the explicit guidance of your own Department. You rushed to take this step eleven days before a 
presidential election, despite the fact that for all you know, the information you possess could be entirely 
duplicative·ofthe information you already examined which exonerated Secretary Clinton. 

As you know, a memo authored by Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates on Match 10, 2016, 
makes clear that all Justice Department employees, including you, are subject to the Hatch Act. The 
memo defines the political activity prohibited under the Hatch Act as "activity directed towards the 
success Qr failure of a political party, candidate for partisan political office, or partisan political group." 

The clear double-standard established by your actions strongly suggests that your highly selective 
approach to publicizing information, along with your timing, was intended for the success or failure of a 
partisan candidate or political group. 
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Please keep in mind that I have been a supporter of yours in the past. When Republicans 
filibustered your nomination and delayed your confirmation longer than any previous nominee to your 
position, I led the fight to get you confirmed because I believed you to be a principled public servant. 

With the deepest regret, I now see that I was wrong. 
I . 

United States Senator 
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TllAQ·C.QCflriAN. MISSISSIPPI, CHAIRMAN 

MITCH McCONNELL, KENTUCKY· 
RICHARD C .. SHELBY. Al:ABAMA 
LAMAR ALEXANDER •. TENN'ESSEE 
SliSAN'M, COLLINS, MAINE 
LISA MURKOWSKI, ALASKA 
tlNDSEY GRAHllM, SOUTH CAROLINA 
MARK KIRK. ILLINOIS ' 
ROY BLLINT, MISSOURI 
JERRY MORAN, KANSAS 
JOHN HCiEVEN. NOllTH DAKOTA 
JOH.N riOOZMAN, ARKANSAS .· .. 
SHELLEY.MOORE CAPITO, WESTVIRGINlll 
BILL ci\SSIDY, f.ui., LOUISIANA 
JMIES LANKFORD. OKLAHOMA 
STEVE DAINES. MONTANA. 

BARBARAA MIKULSKI. MARYLAND 
·PATRICKJ. LEAHY, VERMONT 
PATTY MUJiRAv:.wASlllNGTON 
DIANNE FEiNSTEIN, CALIFORNIA 
'RICllAHD J. DURBIN, ILUNOIS 
JACK REED. RHODE ISLAND 
JON TESTER .. MONTANA; 
TOM UDALL. NEW. MEXICO 
JEANNE SHAHEEN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
.JEFF MERKLEY. OREGON 
CHR1STOPHE1f11:.co0Ns; DELAWllRE 
BRIAN SCHllrz. HAWAII 
TAMMY BALDWIN, WIS.c"b'NSIN, 
CHRISTOPHEll.S. MURPHY. CONNECTICUT 

BRUCE EVANS. STAFF DIRECTOR 
CHARLES.E. KIE~FER, MINORITY STAFF Dl~ECTOR 

The Ho1~orable James H. Corney 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Inv~stigafion 
935 P'enosylvania Ave.~ N.W'; 
Washington, D.C. 20'535-0001 

be;t.r Director Corney: 

tlnitcd ~rotes ~cnatc 
COMMITIEE ON APPROPRIATIONS 

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-6025 
l1ttpJ/apprnpri_ations.senate.goY 

Qctober 28, 20 i 6 

I ~m )Vritil)g in r~sponse to the letter you sent me regardi'!g th~ Federal Bureau oflnvestigation's 
J .(Fijl) int~ntion to re-opt;:n the Investigation of forl)1e.r Secr~tary of State Hillary Clinton. Due. to.the 
.se-timis nanire of thil! inatter, I reql1est that the FBI ·expeditiously and thoroughly conduct its review. 

ln July, you heltj a press c9nforencewhere yoµ ef<.plained to the American people that Secretary 
Glinton was "extremely-carele$s" with classifie.ci infc>nnation ·w~ile u~ing ii private e-mail:server. 
Unfor,t;un{llely, it ha,s now become apparent tha_t the fBI; with all its extensive re~ources and. highly~ 
tr~itiecl petscmnel, ¢losed an incomplete in:vestigationth11~ resulfodin only Partial findings, l firmly 
qelieve that the American peop1¢ deserve to know the fact~ - all (Jjtlze1n. 

There is much at stak.e _in J10W-this investigation is conducted~ Not only is the Bureau's ex.amim1tion a 
reflection on the current Administration and Secreta!)' Cl in ton,, but .it .is also critical-to. the integrity of the 
FBI .ancl: the.Amei'ican people'!" ab_ility to place their trtist in _g()vervment I beJieve that your 
recommeildation' arid the Oepartnientof Justiee's dedsi.cm not tQ ptO.!!ecute $ecret4iy Clinton set a 
dangero'us precedent for the. way we. bold oi.Ji' pµblic officials a_ccotmtapfe. 

·While I am pleased that the FBI .is re-opening thJs ca&e in light:c>f new information, it i~. ilnpenitive 
. . I 

that the 'Bureau immediately evaluate the material to .complete this inve11tigation. The.American people 
are electing their next Cominander-in~Chief only days from now, arid they des~~~·. to kriow th~· 

conclusion of.your review prior to Election Day. 'Letme be clear: This should be·your utmost pi:i<>rffy~ 

Sincerely, 

Richard C. Shelby 
Chairman 
Senate Subcommittee on Conin1erce, 

Justice, Science and Re.lated A$eh~ies_ 
i 
i 

I 
. I 

I I 
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··:tlnitn1 .States rScnatc 
WASHINGTON, DC 20G10 

October 29, 2016 

VIA ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION 

The Honorable Loretta E. Lynch 
Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950)lennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear Attorney General Lynch and Director Come)': . 

The Honorable James Corney 
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
U.S. Department of Justice 
935 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20530 · 

Nearly four months ago, Director Corney announced that the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) would not recommend criminal charges related to Secretary Hillary Clinton's use of a private email 
server, stating that no ·reasonable prosecutor would move forward with a criminal case, and that his 
decision "was not a close call." Yet on Friday, Director Camey sent a letter to Congress in which he 
indicated that the FBI learned of the existence of emails in an unrelated case that appear to be pertinent to 
its investigation of former Secretary Hillary Clinton's personal email server. Din:ictor Camey' also 
indicated that he had authorized agents to "take appropriate investigative steps" to determ[ne whether they 
contain classified information, and· whether they are important to the investigation , · 

This letter is troubling because it is vaguely worded and leaves so many questions unanswered . It 
is not clear whether the emails identified by the FBI are even in the custody of the F~l, whether any of 
the emails have already been reviewed, whether Secretary Clinton sent or received them, or whether they 
even have any significance to the FBl's previous investigation: The letter is also troubling because it 
breaks with the longstanding tl'adition of Department of Justice and the FBI of exercising extreme caution 
in the days leading up to an election, so as not to unfairly influence the results. 

Subsequent to the release of Director Camey's letter yesterday, the media reported that officials 
at the FBI provided conflicting information to a number of media organizations regarding the purpose of 
Director Comey's letter and the facts related to these emails. In addition, we arc aware of an internal 
memo reportedly sent yesterday by Director Comey to FBI staff in which he explair~ed his decision to 
"take appropriate steps to obtain and review" the emails. In that memo, Director Comey stated: "given 
that we don't know the significance of this ne1,vly discovered collection of emails, I don't want to create a 
misleading impression. In trying to strike that balance, in a brief letter and in the middle of an election 
season, there is significant risk of being misunderstood." We are also aware that the Depaitment of 
Justice reportedly warned the FBI that its action were not consistent with long-standing practices of the 
Depa11ment. 

Unfortunately, Director Comey's lettei· has been misunderstood. It is ali·eady being used for 
political purposes, creating a misleading impression regarding the FBl.'s intent and actions. We strongly 
believe that it is incumbent on the FBI and Department of Justice to act without delay to dispel any · 
misleading impressions about the emails that have been newly identified, as well flS their importance·- or 
lack thereof - to the previous investigation involving Secretary Clinton. 
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In light of the timing of Director Comey's ·letter and the confusion and speculation that has 
resulted, the American people deserve to know that the FBI and Department of Justice are working 
around the clock to determine the basic facts about the emails in question. Indeed, based on Director 
Comey's internal memo to FBI staff, it is not clear whether FBI agents have even obtained or reviewed 
the emails in question. And based on press reports, it appears possible that a significant number - if not 
all - of the emails could be duplicates of emails already reviewed by the FBI. Accordingly, no later than 
Monday, October 31, 2016, we request that you provide us with more detailed information about the 
investigative steps that are being taken, the number of emails involved, and what is being done to 
detennine how many of the emails are duplicative of those already reviewed by the FBI. 

Just ten days before a presidential election, the American people deserve more disclosure without 
. delay regarding the FBI's most recent announcement. Anything less would be irresponsible and a · 

disservice to the American people. 

Sincerely, 

do~ 
Thomas R. Carper 
United States Senator United States Senator 

~~ 
Benjamin L. Cardin 
United States Senator 
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COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY 

WASl.llNGTOM. DC 20510..6275 

Octobei· 31, 2016 

VIA ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION 

The Honorable James B. Corney, Jr. 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20535 

Dear Director Corney, 

Thank you for your letter on Friday informing the Committee of the new information in 
the Clinton email investigation. Your letter indicated that the FBI learned in an "unrelated case" -
of the existence of new emails pe1tinent to the Clinton inquiry and that you believed the FBI 
should take additional investigative steps to enable the new evidence to be revie'¥ed. 

It is unCl~ar from your letter what those additional investigative steps are, why they are 
necessary in order to review-the emails, and whether they might include compulsory legal 
process dependent on the approval of prosecutors at the Department of Justice, such as seeking a 
search warrant. On May 17, 2016, I wrote to you expressing concerns about the appearance 'that 
political appointees at the Justice Department might be withholding approval for the FBI to seek 
search warrants and grand jury subpoenas. These standard investigative tools are usually 
approved in criminal investigations of this scope and impo1tance. However, it remains unclear to 
this day whether the FBI requested the use of a grand jury in the Clinton email investigation to 
compel documents and testimony, and if so whether the Department of Justice denied that 
request. These concerns are only magnified by these latest developments. 

If the FBI is denied the ability to gather evidence through compulsory means, Secretary 
Clinton and her aides have enormous leverage to negotiate extraordinary concessions in 
exchange for voluntary cooperation. This has already happened in the course of this 
investigation. For example, my staff has reviewed the agreements whereby the Justice 
Depaitment agreed to limit its search of laptops from two of her senior aides to an extremely 
narrow scope and then destroy the laptops when the search was complete. The scope of the -
agreed-upon search was so narrow that it prevented review of emails during a time period in 
which the aides may have engaged in deleting emails relevant to in:vestigations being conducted 

1
,.,.-

1
~-. .. 

.. 
i~ . 
I,,,, .;.~, 
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· Director Comey 
October 31, 2016 

Page 2 of 4 

by both the FBI and Congress. In addition, it was recently reported that agents investigating 
potential corruption at the Clinton Foundation were denied access to emails obtained by the FBI 
in this investigation because of the l.imited-use agreement through which they were 
obtained. Needless to say, it is disturbing if political appointees at the Department of Justice are 
inappropriately withholding compulsory tools from the FBI, forcing agents to depend on a 
subject or target's consent to gather evidence, which undercuts the FBI's ability to do its job and 
ultimately obtain justice. 

According to news repo1ts following your letter, the "unrelated case'' that you referenced 
is an investigation of senior Clinton .aide Hum a Abedin' s husband, Anthony Weiner and bis 
communications with a minor. What remains unclear is how the FBI obtained the device that led 
to the discovery of the new emails and what the FBI knows about the content of the new emails. 

You clearly faced a difficult decision about whether, what, and how much to disclose 
about this new information. Any choice could be seen as affecting the election. Some critics of 
your decision to update your testimony to Congress are inexplicably calling on you with their 
next breath to release even rµore information. While I disagree with those who suggest you 
should have kept the FBI's discovery secret until after the election, I agree that your disclosure · 
did not go far enough; Unfo1tunately, your letter failed to give Congress and the American 
people enough context to evaluate the significance or full meaning of this development. 

Without addition.al context, your disclosure is not fair to Congress, the American people, 
or Secretary Clinton. The factual context is imp01iant. In addition, it is critical for the public to 
know whether the FBI has requested from the Justice Depaitment vital investigative tools such as 
grand jury subpoenas and search warrants and whether it has been denied access to, them. In the 
absence of additional, authoritative information from the FBI in the wake of your vague 
disclosure., Cong1:ess and the American people are left to sift through anonymous leaks from 
Justice Depatiment officials to the press of varying levels of detail, reliability, and 
consistency. The American people deserve better than that. 

Accordingly, please respond to the following questions no later than November 4, 2016: 

1. Has anyone at the FBI had the ability to read any of the content of the newly discovered 
emails? If not, then how do you know that they appear to be pertinent to the FBI's 
inquiry? If so, does any of the content upon initial review suggest obstruction of or false 
statements to Congress or the FBI by Secretary Clinton or her senior aides? Please 
explain. 

2. What time frame do the newly discovered emails cover and approximately how many are 
there? 

3. Is there any preliminary information to suggest that a significant number of the newly 
discovered emails are duplicates of emails already reviewed by the FBI? 

4 . . Did the FBI obtain the device(s) through which it learned of the existence of new emails 
mentioned in your letter on Fdday through compulsory process? If so, please describe 
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Director Comey 
October 31, 20 I 6 

Page 3 of 4 

the nature and scope of the process in detail. If not, then how did the FBI learn of the 
existence of the new emails mention'ed in your letter? 

5. At any point in the Clinton email investigation, did the FBI request use of a grand jury 
from the Justice Department? If not, why not? If the Department declined, please . 
describe the circumstances in detail. Who at the Justice Department made that decision 
and what grounds were given for the denial? · 

6. At any point in the Clinton investigation, did the FB1 request an application for a search 
warrant from the Justice Depaitment? If not, why not? If so, what was the Department's 
response? If the Department declined, please describe the circumstances in detail. Who 
at the Justice Depa1tment made that decision and what grounds were given for the denial? 

7. According to news reports , the FBI has recently obtained a search warrant for the emails 
in question. If those repo1ts are accurate, please provide the Committee with copies of 
the material provided to the coutt in suppo1t of the warrant, including any affidavits 
executed by FBI personnel. 

8. According to news repmts, the FBI has also been conducting a criminal inquiry involving 
the Clinton Foundation. Yet, Justice Department officials repottedly denied the FBI's 
request for a grand jury in that matter and pressu1·ed senior FBI officials not to pursue the 
matter through other means. Is it true that the Department denied the FBl's request for a 
grand jury in the Clinton Foundation investigation? 

9. Press reports also indicate that the Justice Depattment denied the FBI the ability to search 
the laptops of senior Clinton aides Cheryl Mills and Heather Samuelson for information 
related to the Clinton Foundation inquiry. Is it true that the FBI requested such a search 
of the Mills and Samuelson laptops, but DOJ denied that request? If the FBI did make 
such a request, was that request made before or after the Depa1tment executed its 
agreement with Mills and Samuelson for a narrow voluntary search and destruction of the 

· laptops? 

10. Please provide the committee with all records related to communications between FB l 
and DOJ officials regarding: (a) reque~ts for any sort of comt-supervised process, such as 
empaneling a grand jury or applying for a search warrant in connection with the Clinton 
email or Clinton Foundation investigations, or (b) the Mills and Samuelson laptops that 
were to subject of limited immunity agreements. ' 

Please answer the questions according to their corresponding numbers. I anticipate that 
your written reply will be unclassified but some responsive documents may contain classified 
information. Please send all unclassified material directly to the Committee. In keeping with the 
requirements of Executive Order 13526, if any of the responsive documents do contain classified 
infonnation, please segregate all unclassified material within the classified documents, provide 
all unclassified information directly to the Committee, and provide a classified addendum to the 
Office of Senate Security. Although the Committee complies with all laws and regulations 
governing the handling of classified information, it is not bound, absent its prior agreement, by 
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Director Corney· 
October 31, 2016 

Page 4 of 4 

any handling restrictions or instructions on unclas~ified information unilaterally asserted by the 
Executive Branch. · 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation with this request. If you have questioris, 
contact Jason Foster of my Committee staff at (202) 224-5225. 

Charles E. Grassley 
Chairman 
Committee on the Judiciary 

'

.;. 

~ff· 
~' ..... 

:1r• 
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C!Cnngress nf tlf e Dniteil ~fates 
mas1Ji11gtnn, ilC!t 20515 

The Honorable James Corney 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20535 

Dear Director Corney: 

November 3, 2016 

I am writing to you about your recent announcement that you are continuing to investigate the 
issues surrounding Secretary Hillary Clinton's personal email server. 

High-tech experts have indicated that records of any email sent to any other device would be on 
the personal server of Secretary Clinton, records that you already have. If that is the case, any 
emails retrieved from any other device would be duplicates and of no value to your case. 

Please explain why if this is true you have taken the unprecedented action that you have, which 
has complicated our electoral process. 

~ 
Member ofCongress 

Sincerely, . · 

'c2.~&~-
~ ANNAESHOOO 

Member of Congress 

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 
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Honorahic Richard \.t Burr 
Chairman 
Select Cornmlttee on Inti:.~ilig(~rK't 

Honorable Charles E. Grassk:y 
Clwinnan 
Cornm.ittcc on the Judiciary 

llonorabk~ Kich;:rrd Shelby 
Chairrr1.:m 
Cornn:.ittcc on Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Cornmcn .. '.\:.~, Justice, 

Sckncc ;:md Related Agencies 

Ilonorable Ron Johnson 
Chairman 
CornniiHee on Homeland Security aJd 

Covcrnmcnw! Aifairs 

Novernhcr 6, 2016 

Hono.rnble Devin Nunes 
(:'l1airn1an 
Pcnnanent Sekct Committee on lnte!ligenu.~ 

Honorable Rolx~rt GoodJatte 
c::bairrnan 
Committee on the Judici;1ry 

Honorable John Culberson 
Chainna.n 
Comrnittet~ on Appnlpr1ations 
Subcommitti.:ce on ComnH.TtX\ Justic~\ 
Sc i 1.·~·1''' ~ '·' f1(i l~ ,, ht. ••t·l ·'' i).f'l.''' 1>;; , _ ;& • • ) . , .. .... >.-t· .• • . '.\.\....,.,, .,.,. J.·-\c~" .~'),, ....... 

Honorable Jason Chaffotz 
Chairman 
r·>1·1·11·111' t· r -~-, t"l., i'}x:p1·">1' n }>1- ''l~ ·-< \ •• \.. > . . . • • •• C \: . .. >. l. •• t "'- .. . c~- t l \.l: -~"' 

Uo·1/ernmcnt Refbnn 

l \Vfite to supplement 1ny October 28, 2016 kncr that notified you the FBI would be 
taking additional invcstigativ~~ stqx; \.vith rcspt~ct to frmrwr Secretary of Stnk Clirnon's tJse of a 

lY'l'~<lf"ll " .f'·1··(·1i'l '~',1"'·'<''l' ""1' 1·11";", "'" ~' L·'t·t,'·r t·l•'' 1·; 1:~ 11 i •1v1·~st1' i,l '·lll .. ' l 1'~ ·f"''~i)., !.,.,!'> '['F".>'.f' "'' ''l' l.·1' r1 u ~~ .. o··l.ll1'i i he .(,:-'.· • . . ·. ti. \._. _, _ - . .... ,..... \ ..... i..) .-_ """'"' t.~ .. >J ... ...... . ·V' _ ... :..... . .... ... , .... _ . . ... _l·; .> .... ''"· .w ..... _(- L .. <. '· · "' "' . t "" ' · · .f'~ ... ~ ,. ,.!. .. _., . " ' 

clock to proi:.'.t ss and rcvic<vv '..l .brge volume of crnails from a device obtained in con.neclion svith 
~lil lll""'••l<>.{•'··1· (::<"j\i·1·1' '1"l l.f1\l<~<'tl. ;) ::itJ'<'):'l IJ: 'll'l l1U <-jy.l·f· •) t' ''''P<.;:' . ·\.\.' •~ J'"''-'~·'· ''"f' ·'l. Pj.j <) Ct .. !1•'·'. i'n1·111-r1'll.ll. "? i1' ,.n,~· . . • . .o.tw ,_{wt.. } ., ... . "' \.~· .. -. "'" ·"} .. 0 .... ' · ·', t. ~ ... ::;. t . t.. ~ · (.}',., . . . ~ , ..... -...... >: . C )t .... {.. .. ~ .. 1 . (,,. "'' ~ ,, :- t- . \.. ,.{,. \ . · "' 

that \Vere to or frorn lli!hiry Clinton while she \Vas S:x;retary of State. 

with respect w Secrdnry Ciinion .. 

1 am very· grateful to HK: p.t\}foss.ton<.d~; at the FB1 for doing an extraordinary anv.nmt of 
high-quality \vork in a short period of time. 
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1 - Honorable Dianne Feinstein 
Vice Chainnan 
Select Committee on Intelligence 

1 - Honorable Patrick J. Leahy 
Ranking Member 
Committee on the Judiciary 

1 - Honorable Barbara Mikul_ski 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, 

Science and Related Agencies 

1 - Honorable Thomas R. Carper 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs 

1 - Honorable Adam B. Schiff 
Ranking Member 
Permanent Select Committee' on Intelligence 

1 - Honorable John Conyers, Jr. 
Ranking Member 
Committee on the Judiciary 

I - Honorable Michael Honda 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, 

Science, and Related Agencies 

· 1 - Honorable Elijah E. Cummings 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform 
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l'fonorabk Richard )\.'L Bun 
Ch~iirnmn 
SelectCommittee on lntdligeni..~e 

lfonorable Charles E. Grassley 
Chairman 
('.omrrtittee on the J ndiciary 

Ffonorahle R.kbatd Shelby 
Chairman 
Committee on Appropriatio.f}.s 
Subt'.(JTnmittce nn Cornmerc:e, Jtt$Uce, 

Science and Rc'.lated Agencies 

l·fonorahle Ron Joht1son 
Clmim1an 
Con1lnittee 011 Homeland Security and 

Governmental .. Affai.ts 

Dear Messrs. Chafrrnen; 

November<\ 2016 

ffononihk~ Devin N1mes 
Chairman 
Perrna.nent SGlectCmmn.ittee on Intelligence 

Honorable Robert Goodbtte 
Chairnu1n 
Committee on the Judiciary 

Honorable John Culberson 
Chairman 
Committee un A.ppropti('1tfons 
Subcon1111ittee on Commen:.'.ei fostict\ 
Science and ·Related Agencies 

Hi..mon-ihk Jaso.n Chaffou. 
Chairman 
O:nnrnhtee on f)versight and 
Government Rdbrn1 

r \vrite to supplc1nem my October 28, 2016 kUcr thatnotified you the FBI \VOU!d be 
hlking ili.t<litiorn11 investigative steps with respect to former Secrt~tary of SMc Clinton's use of a 
personal email server. Since my letter, the FBI 1nvestigati've team has been \Vorking motu1d Hw 
clock to process and .rcvfo\v a large volume of emails from a devict~ obtained in connection with 
an unrelated criminal inveslig~~thm. During that pwces::;, vve reviewed all of the1::omm1micatiohs 
thntwi.we hJ or frmh ll.ilfary Clinton while she was Sectctary of State, 

::>~p Xini"'r'" ... '"''" ......... ,. Based on our re.~vie\V;. \Ve have not changed our conclnsfonsthat 'Ne expressed in July 
~:;').(}./,J:n . . . ·- - -- - -.- ·< · . '( ~ ,• 
F.~n--f.:r<: i ·~::·::::: \Y.~.~b.Jespet:tto St~cretary C ltnton, 

· :2:;->.n(:rim . .. ..... .. ........ .... ..... . 

~~~~;~~~; ~ .. ::::::::::::::~:.... . .. I am very gratdhl to the profossionab at the FBI for doing an extraprdinary ammmt of 
,\;fa, -~~;~.-.· :: ::::::h!&lEquality \.Vork in a shott period of time. 

·i- t1r~~>°i~ff .. ..... ...... ........ . ~ .... : . 

Ciim.: h~~ ~ ....... .... ...... ... .... .. . 
(\·b:~: 
fir>;~1.\;"" ''''''''•" "' ·''"""" 

3nfo:. : i{: :~;~~w·•••·. ·~···--··•···· ······ 

Sincerely ycn.lts, 

Jarnes B. Comey 
Director 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 
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····Honorable Dianne Feinstein 
Vice Chaitrnan 
Select Committ¢e rn) lnteHigence 

I ··· lfonotabk'. Patrick J, Leahy 
Ranking Mernhet 
Con:Hnim .. -e {mthe Judiciary 

··· HoniJrabJe Bntbara Mikuhki 
Ranking l'vfomber 
Committee Qn Appropriations 
Subcomrnittt::e on Commerce, Justke. 
Science arnJ Reh.tted Agencies 

l ··' Honorable T!Jm·nas .R. Carp¢r 
Ranking Memlx~r 
Connn itke on Homeland Security and 
Governmental Atltli1:.; 

l --· Honorable AdarnB. Schiff 
Ranking J\Jember 
Pennanent Sefod Conunht~e on lnteHig(•nc': 

l ·'" Hono.rnbk John (\myers, Jc 
Rankinn wkmber 

"' Comniittee mi Hw Judiciary 

I ··· Honorable Mkhad Honda 
Runking Memhet 
CQ1n1nittee on Apptupriations 
~ubcqmmittee on G)r11men.;ef Justke, 
Science, and Related Ageneks 

l ·-· lJt:>nornh!e E!Uah E. Ctnnniings 
R<lnking Mernber 
Commit:te<.~ on Oversight and 

Gt)vernment Reform 
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COMEV, JAMES B. (DO) (FBI) 

To: 
Subject: . 

RYBICKI, JAMES E. (DO) (FBI) 
What I will say Tuesday on phone 

I wanted to let you know that I am doing a press conference this morning announcing the completion of our Midyear 
investigation and referral of the matter to DOJ. I'm not going to tell you anything about what I will say, for reasons I 
hope you understand. I think it is very important that I not have coordinated my statement outside the FBI. I'm not 
going to take questions at the press conference. When it is over, my staff will be available to work with your team. 

r 
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Tuesday,: July 5, 2016 . 

. 0700~0730: . . D 
. . Pool notified. [AD Kortah] · 

0800: : o · · Media Advisory sent out [f\D: Kortan] • 

·0830:. . o . · . DAG notified [Director] . 

D: NSD/DAAG Toscas notified [DD] 

• D. . PADAG Axelrod notified [COS]' 
. - - . 

tJ CES notified [SC Sti':zok] 

. 0835:. .o. · Ac:J nptified [Director] . 

1000: .. · · o . · . House and Senate Judidary and Intel Chair and RM .staff notified that D would ·like to 

speak to mem~ers after.noon [AO Kelly]·· . 

.1050: D E~mail sent outto workforce 

•. 1100: Press Conference in Webster 

. - . - . . . - . 
After Press Conference•Notifications: 

· . ICIG [SC StrZok] 
. . . . . 

o · · DNl[Direcfor orDD] · 

D USA/EDVA [DD] 

o : SJCChair:Grassley.[Director] : 

p : . ·. SJC RM Leahy [Direi:torJ . · · 

· · .o SSCI Chair Burr [Director] 

o SSCIVice Chair Feinstein [Director] .· 

· o · HJC Chair Gom;flatte [Director] · · 
. . . . 

··ti · · HJC RM Conyers lDirector] · 

.0 HPSCtChair Nunes [Director] 

o · HPSCI RM Schiff [Director]> 

·. 
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·. · · Good morning. I'm here to give you an update ~n the FBl's 
investigation of Secretary Clinton's use of a 'personal email 

.• system during her time as Secretary of State~ . 

· · .After a tremendous amount of work over the last year, the 
·.:_·.FBI ·is completing its investigation and refe"rring the case to the 
· · ·Department ofJustice for' a prosecutive decision~ What I would·· 

.· like to do today is tell yoli three things: what we did; .. what we.· 
· · found;.andwhat we,are recommending totheDepartmentof . •· 
• . : Justice> 

. . . - . . . . - . . - - - - -

· .. · This will be an unusual statement in at least a couple ways: 
·• First, I am going to include more detail .about our 12rocessthan I 

. . ordiriarily:would, because I think the American people deserve: 
those details in a case ofintense public interest. Second, l have 

• not coordinated or reviewed this statement in any way with the· : 
. Departm~nt of Justice orany other•part of:the government. They . 
. ·do not know what tam.about to say ... · 

. . ' .. - .. - - . - - - - . . _-. - .· . - .. ·. . .. . _- - .- ,·. .·. . .· 

. . . • _·1 Want to start by thankingthe FBI employees who did· . 
··remarkable work Jn this case .. :.Once you have.a better sense of·· 
· ... how much we have done,.you will understand why lam s.o · 

·= . grateful and proud of their efforts. 

1 
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- - . . . . . . . 

.so·, first, what we have do:ne: · 
. . 

:·. : .. ":·. :· . : •.. :The lnv~stig~tion began as a referrE)I. from the lntelligenc~ . . • 
· · > co·mmunity Inspector General jn connection with Secretary .. 

·· .· .• Clinton;s·use of a personal email server during her time as .. · 
· Secretary of State. : The referral focused on wh_ether:classified • • 

..... .. information was transmitted "on that personal system .•. 
. . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . .. our investigation lqbked atwhetherthere is .evidence : . . . .· . 
classified. information was improperly stored or transmitted on that . . 

. . · persoriEi.1 sy~tem, i11 violation . of a feder~I statu~e making it a:felony_ •· 
to mishandle_•classified information eitherintentiorially or in a 

.• grossly negligenfway, eta second statute· makiiJg it.a ·. · . . . 
• misdemeanor to: knowingly remove::classified information from · .• 
. ·· appropriate systems or storage facilities. .· 

·.· . . . . . .·. ·.•·Consistent with :our counter~intelligence resp9nsibilities; we ••. . 
.. have also inv~stigated to determine whether there: is evidence of ·. 

. . .computer fntrusi"on in connection with the personal email server . 
. by any foreign :power, or other hostile actors. 

. . . 

. . . ·• 1 have so< far used th~ singular term, "email server, "in· 
. . ·describing the referral that began our investigation .. It.turns out to 
· · .. have bean: more complicated than that Secretary Clinton used .· .· 

. . . ·.· . several different servers and administrators of those servers 
. · .. dudng herfour years at the State Department," and used 

. .. 
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. . 
. . . ' . 

. . .. . 

.•. numerous mobile · devices to view and send email· oh that ·personal 
domain.· As. new servers and· equipment were e:mplo.yed, older . 

•• servers were taken. out of service, stored, and decqmmis~ioned in .. 
·. various. ways~· piecing aU..of that back together ~- to gain as full • . . 

·. an understanding as possible .of the ways in which personalemail 
was used for government work -- has been a painstaking 
undertaking, requiring thousands of hours ·of effort. · 

. . . . . . . For exatnple, \vhen one of Secretary Clinton~s original . . . •:-. .. ·· · 
· .· ·· .·: · •.·. personal servers was .decomni.issioned ·in 2013, ·theemail >· · 

·. software was removed. Doing that didn't remove the email :. · 
·.content, but it-was like rem·oving>the frame. from a · huge fini.shed .. 
jigsaw puzzle and dumping the :pieces on the floor. The effect . . ·. · 

·was that millions. of email fragments end up unsorted · in the · 
· · · . · · .•. server's un-used - or "slack" - space.. We searched• through all of 

•. ·' · it to see what-was there, and what parts of the puzzle could be 
. : .· . : · •· · . put back together. -.. . . 

· ·. · . ·• FBJinvestigators have atso read all of the approximately . 
. 30,000 emails provided by Secretary Clinton to the State . · · 

.. 

. . ·. Department in December 2014 .. · Where an email was assessed .. · 
·as.possibly containing classified information, the -FBI referred the ·· 

·.· emaii.'to_ any U .S.· government agency'. thatwas a likely• "owner" of · 
information in the email, so that agency could make a 

_ · . determH1ation·as to whether the email.contained classified 
. . information atthe time if was s·ent or received, o•r whether there : . 
. : was reason to classify the email now; :even if its content was not ··.· .. , . . ' . ~ ' . . . 

. . I • 

. . . . . . . . . 

... . . 

. . . . . . . 

. 3 . 
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. . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. · . . ·: · classified at the time it was sent (that is the process sometimes 
· · referred 'to as 'llup-classifying'') ..• 

•· ·. · .· ·.. Dep;[~:n~~[f~;~~[s~~·~21~:fii~h~~~~~~!0b::n8d:!!rmined •. 
by the owning agency to contain classified informati.on at the time 
they were sent or received. ~of those chains contained· . 

. ·information that was Top Secret at the time they were sent;~ 
· · · · .·.chains contained . Secref information at th_e time; ancj.[[hontained . . 

Confidential information; which is the lowest level of Glassification~ · ·: _: · · 
· · Separate from those, about~ftooo:Jidditional emails were ':.UE!~ • · 
· .. · · · .. · classified" to ·make them Con 1dential; the information in those had · 
. ' " . :~ not been classified at the time the· emails were sent. ... 

' . 
. . . . . . . 

· .· '. . · __ " The. FBI also discovered several thousandW ---o-rk--:r~e-la-te-d"'"") 
emails· that were not in the :group of.30,000 thatwere returned by 

· · · · .. Secretary Clinton to State in 2014. ·We found those additional .:· 
. emails in :a variety of wav.s. Some had been deleted over the . · · 
'years and we found p;aces of them on de\J'ices that supported o_r 

· · ·were connected tothe pr_ivate email_domain. Others we found by-. 
· · reviewing t_he grchived governmenfemail accounts of people who . · · 
... ·. h~d been government ~mployees _ at the same time asS~cret~ry · 
· · · Clinton; including high~ranking officials at other agencies, people ·· · · · · . · 

· with whom a Secretary of State might naturally correspond . . ~ 
. ' . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· - . ·: : : · · · · · ·: This helped us recover work-related emails that were not .·: .· · . · · · · 
· · .• among the 30,000 produced to State:: Still others .we recovered .·· · · 

. . . . ~ . 

: 4 ·. 
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.·from th~ laborious review of the n1illions of email fragments .. • . 
.. dumped into the slack space ofthe server decommissioned in .. .. .... . 

:·2013. . . . . . . . . 
. . 

, With respect to the thousands of emails w.e found that were · 
·• not among those produced to State, agencies have concluded .... 
· that\ahf t~se were classified atthe time they were .. sent or ·. 
:• received,'Qjat the Secret level· and'{Yat the Confidential leveL · .. 
... There .\j\lere no.additional Top Secret.emails found; Finally, .none ... 
. of those vve found h?ve since Qeen "up-classified." · 

. ·. · . . I shouldadd here thatwe• found no>evidence that any of the .• ·:: · 
· ... additional work-related emails were.intentionally,deleted in ar'i. . . 

.· effort tO,:Q.<>nceal them .. Our assessment ts that; like many email 
. . . · .. : users,: Secretary ~linton ~eriodically deleted em(3ils or emails· · · · · · 

were purged .from the ·system when devices-were changed . 
.. Because she •was not using a governm·ent account·-- or even a . · · · · 

•. comnierqial account like(3ri1ail;.... there was no .. archiving atallof · . 
. · her emails, so it is not surprising that we discovered emails that . 
were riot on Secretary Clinton's system ih 2014, when she . · · · · 

· produced the 30,000 emails to the State· Depa•rtment. 

· .: ·. : .· ·<It couldalso be that: some ()f _the additionalvvork~related : • . .. 
·· ... emails we recovered were among those deleted as "personal" by 
· . Secretary Clinton's lawyers when they reviewed and sorted her . . · 
•. emails for production in 2014. 

i . .· 
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_. · • : The lawyers doing the sorting ·forSecretary Clinton in 2014 . . · · · 
. : -•-·did not individually- read ·the content of alrof .her emails, as ,we did . · 

.. . •for those avaHabl~ to us; instead, they relied on header. · · 
- : · - information· and>used search -terms to try to find all work-related : · · · · 
. . .. emails among the reportedly more than 60,000 total emails. . . 

·• remaining on::secretary Clinton's :personal system. in: 2014~ It is · . 
· · ·highly likely their search terms. missed some work-related emails, . -
·· ..• and that we later found them, f()r·example, in the mailboxes-of . 

. · -other officials or inJhe slack space of a server;·. . . . . . 
· · ~ It is also Jlkely that-there are other work~related emails that they .· 
· did not prod Lice to State and that we did not find elsewhere, -arid · · 

. . that are: now gone. because they deleted all -emails they did not· 
·.return to ·state;·and -the lawyers· cleaned their devic~s in suc_h a ·· 

· ·• way as to preclude complete forensic 'recovery. 

· .. · And; of course, in addition to our technical work; we ·· . 
.•. interviewed manx peoRle, from those involved .in setting up and : 

.. ·. mairitaini.ng the various· iterations of Secretary Clintor}'s personal 
·:·server, to staff members with whom she corresponded on email, · · 

. . ..,.._... . . . 

. . 
. . 

.: .· .: : 
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. . 
. . 

. ' . . - . - - . - , . 

·• : . to::those involved in the email Rroductioh to State,_ and finally,• 
· · :· Secretary Clinton herself. · 

- . - . . . ... . - -

. . - - . . . . - . . . - . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· Last, we have done extensive work to- understand what . . 
··-·_· indications there might be of compromise by hostile actors in · · · 

'Connection with' the personal email operation. · · · · -

. ·: That's what we· have done. N·ow· let me tell you what we_ · 
: found:::· · · · · · 

. . . . . 

. .·. Although :we did not :find ~I ear evidence that ·se~retary . 

. . . ',' .... -~ . ·.· . . .·· . ··. .. ··. 

>Clinton or her colleagues intended to violate laws governing the : · . . 
· .· ··-·.: handling ()f clas:sified information, there· is evidence thafthey were ·. · 

·.extremely careless in their handling of very sensitive, highly ... 
:_·•Classified information~ : •. · · · · . . · . · 

_ .· : ·: : · :for example,_~evecl email chains C()ncern matters that were. • 
· .·_ -classified at the Top Secret/Special· Access Program.level when 

they were sent and received. These chains _involved Secretary . : 
--• Clintori'.both sending emails ab_oufthose matters•and receiving • -- .. 

. emails from.others about the _same matters .. There is evidence to 
_: support a conclusion that any reasonable. person in Secretary. . 

· _.· Clinton~s positi()n, or in the position ofthose goverrim~nt -... ---_ · 
·· -_ employees with whom she. was corresponding about these .• -

matters,: should. have known that an unclassified system ·was no 
place for.that conversatio.n. In addition tothis highly sensi,ive· · · 

_- information, we also found information thatwas properly classified · 

7 
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·.· .. asSecret by the U.S. Intelligence Community·at the time it was .. 
: ' discussed on email' (that is, excluding the later "up-classified" ' 

. . . -e111ails). _ : _ . : . . . · · -

· : None of these emails should have· been on any kind of 
. unclassified system, ~uttheir presence 1s_E2speciallyconcerning · -

.• bec~u$e all .of these emails were housed on unclassified personal 
_:-servers. not e.ven supported by full~time security staff, -1ike those--
.. found at Departments and Agencies of the U.S. Gov.ernment-or 

... -_ even with a commerciaf-service like GmaiL · - . . 

__ .: Separately; itis impqrtant to say something about the - : : . " _: ·· 
marking of classified information. __ Only a very smallnUmber of the 

. . -· emails containing classified _ information bore markings indicating -_ 
· · · · _: .· the presence .. ofclassifiedjnformation. But_ even if information is< -
. . • notmarked ''classified" in'an email,: participants who know or -

- J should know that the subject matt~ris clas~ified are still obligated · 
:>: ... · , to protecfit~ _ · - . . 

. . . . . . . 

· -· :. · · .. · While riot the focus .of-our investigation, we also developed ·: · 
-.. -evidence that the security culture of the State Department in 
. '. g~neral'; . and ' with respect.to use of undassified email systems in ::. '. : 

particular, was:generally lacking in th~ kind ofcare forclassified : "· · 
=_ :: inf~.rmation faun~ elsewhere. in the government# 

. . 

· _ · .· · With respectto. J)otential ccimputer intrusion by: hostile 
•· actors, we did hot find direct evidence that Secretary· Clinton's -._ 

. . . .. ,'8 

- -
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. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 

. . . 
. . . 

' . 

· •• personal email domain, in its various configurations since 2009, . · · 
· · · was successfully hacked.: But, ·given the nature_ of the system and · · 
. . ofthe actors potentially·invo.lved, we assess that we> would be ·. . .. 

>tinlikely to see such direct evidence .• We do assess that hostile · · 
actors gained access to the private commercial emailaccollnts of · 

·• people wit~ whom. Secretary Clinton was in regular contact from .· . 
... her perso_nalacc::ount. We .. also assess that· Secretary Clinton's .-. · · · · 
use of a personal· email domain was both known by a large • · 

· · · number•of people and readily apparent She also used her .. 
•·personal -•email extensively while outside>the United States, · · · · · 

· · including sending and receiving wotk~related emails in the . . . 
territory ofsophisticated adversaries. G.i\len that·combination .of · · ·. : 

· .: · factors, .. vve ·assess it is possible· thathostile actors gained access . . . . 
· · . .. t<l Secretary_ Clinton's personal email account · · · · 

. ' 

: So that's wtiatwe found . . Finally,. with respect. to our . ·· . · 
· recommenda_tion ·to the Department of:Justice: ·. ·· · · · . . . ·. 

. . 

. . . .· . In our system, .the prdsecl.ltors ITiakedthe decisions about "· . 
. whether charges• are appropriate _based on ~vidence the FBlhas ·. · 
helped CiOllect. ·Although we don't normally ·make public our · . . . 

. . . . ·• re~ommend.ations to the prosecutqrs, weJregµeritly make · .. . · . · · · 
.• >rec.ommendations and engage: in Qroductive. conversations.with . . . . 

. · · · ..• prosecutors abourwhat resolution may be appropriate, given the : 
•evidence. _In this case, given the importance of the matter, • I think .. • 

· • · unusual transparency is in order. - . 

. ' . . . 

. .. . . 9 
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. . .• .. Although there[i\evidence of potential violations of the 
· · statutesregarding the haridlina.of cl(issified information,. our . ··. 
: jµdgment i$ that no reasonable. prosecutor would bring SUGh a .. · · : 
· case. : Prosecutors necessarily weigh a number of factors before .· : •: 

· . bringing charges. There are obvious considerations, like the .. · ···. . . 
. •.strength of the evidence.; especially regatding intent. Responsible . · 

•··• decisions also consider the context of a person'.s actions,. and···· 
·:··how similar situations have been handled· in the past. 

· .. > In l()oking back at ot.ir investigations into mishandling or 
·r.emoval of classifi~d Tnf()rniation, we cannot find a case that · .. 

. would support bringing criminal charges on: tj)ese facts. All.the 
cases prosecuted involved some combination of: clearly . 
Jntentional and willful mishandling of classified information; or vast · 

.· .. quantities of materials exposed in such a way _as to support .. an . 
• inference of intentional misconduct; or indications of disloyalty to 
· .. the United States; or efforts to obstructjustlce. We do not see> · 
.. ·those things here.. · · · 

. a . 
- - - - . . 

: . To be clear, this is not to suggest that in similar· .. 
. - - . .t - . . . . . 

. . circumstances, a person who engaged in this activity would face 
[6QJconsequences: To the contrary, those individuals are often 
subject to security or admi.nistrative sanctions. But that is not 

·· ..• ·what we are de.ciding now~ 

10 
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.. . . 
. . 

. . . . . . 
. . 

. . . 

· • · ·. :•:·.:As ·a re,sult, although the Department of Justice makes ·final ._: 
. . . ·•. · decisions on ~atters like.this, we are expressing to justice our ·.· 

·..•. \ .••. view~hat no charges are appropriate In this cas~ . • ..•.•. ••... ••• > > 
.· ··•·.· 1 know there wiHbe intense .public debate in the wake of this . ·. 

. . . • recommendation, .as there·was throug.hout this investigation~ 
· . ... .• What I can assure the American people ·rs that this investigation • .. · . · 

was _done competently, honestly, and independently. No outside_ · 
· · · influence of any kind was brought to bear. . . . . ·. . . . .. 

. . 

·· ... :· 1 know there were many opfnions expressed by people who .· . . . . . ... 
were not part of the investigation .:... including people in .· .•. '. . . '·.· 

. government- but .none of that mattered to us ... Opihions are 
· • irrelevant,and they were an uninformed.by insight.intoour· · 

· .• ···investigation, because we-did the inv~stigation the right way_~ · 
··· .. Only facts matter, and the FBI foundtheni herein an entirely . . 

. . 

.. apolitical· and professional \JI/BY~ l couldn't be prouder to be p:art ()f. :.:: · •· · 
this organization. ·.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

.·· . . 

. . - . -

.. 
' . 

. . . 

. . . . . . 

### •. 

' ' 

.11-· 

. . 
. . . .. 

. . 
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Rybicki1. Jame:~ E .. (DO) {FBI) 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Rybicki, farri.es E. {DO} {FBj} 

Tuesday, May 10, 2016 3:23 PM 

fames B, Cmney 

f\V: fkoi:,,vn Sag issues Bst for\!Ved May 11 

~ssues Ust 05-11-2016,doc:. 

from: Kortari, Mic.hae! ?. {DO} {FSif 
Sent Tt.lesday; M.:iy 10, 2.016: ~t:l.7 PM! 

To: Rybicki, James E. {DO} {FB!} ..:James.Rybicki@icfbLgov> 
Subject: Brov.,,•n Bag issues kst for \'\red May H 
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Reporter Pen and Pad - Current Issues 
May 11, 2016 

Ofiice of-Public Affairs 

Clinton Emails - timing on interview; claims of server hack; disconnect between FBI & DOJ? 

Encryption/Going Dark - Protect community, protect privacy 
• VEP Process - willful circumvention by only buying solution vs. vulnerability? Scalable? 
• San Bernardino phone - cost of the tool; Forensic exam completed?; what did we find? 

Cyb er 
• Ransomware - Increasing? The FBl's policy is recommending victim NOT pay ransom 
• Critical Infrastructure Vulnerabilities, i.e., Ukraine Cyber Attack 
• Syrian Electronic Army Member Extradited to US, Peter Romar 

Race and Law enforcement 

CJIS 
• NIBRS - Necessity for better crime data 
• New NICS - launching this summer 
• Next Generation Identification System and federal privacy rules 

Use of Network Investigative Techniques 
• Ruling in Wa. compelling FBI to disclose NIT code used in child pornography invest. 

Rule 41 clarification 
• Clarification sought by FBI/DOJ that would allow a search warrant in one jurisdiction to be applied 

to a device in another 

Panama Papers - legislation re: Beneficial Sharing; FCPA 

Domestic threat landscape 
• Current threat environment post Paris, Brussels; Overseas partners; Right kind of intel? 
• HVEs, flow of fighters, ISIL targeting military, cyber threats in the name of ISIL 
• ISIL "Hit Lists" - Law enforcement's "Duty to Warn"; ISIL Antiquities Trafficking 
• Travelers: Any change? How many have travelled overseas and come back? 
• Strategy to counter the threat: What is FBI's CVE role within USG? 

o Shared Responsibilities Committees (SRCs) - Target Muslims?; Develop Sources?; Independent of 
FBI? 

Domestic Terrorism 
• Aftermath of Oregon occupation; lessons learned 
• How much did the FBI response cost the taxpayer? 
• Status of IG report on HRT 

Twitter Bars Intelligence Agencies From Using Analytics Service 

9/ 11 Commission Report - 28 pages requested to be declassified; Does FBI oppose? 

Undercover Sting Operations - Entrapment? 

RNC, DNC, Rio Olympic Games - Any viable threats? Potential FBI support 

Aviation: Surveillance, capabilities, legal authority, budget 

Micro. Hair - flawed forensic analysis; Expansion to other pattern-based comparative disciplines 

OTHER ISSUES 
Hiring - Diversity, Cyber Talent 
Iran nuclear agreement: Impact on CI, CT and CP?; Levinson investigation/Barry Meier book 
Refugees to US: Impact on FBI? Terrorists among the refugees? 
FBI HQ Building: Is everything still on track? Potential for building to be named after Hoover? 
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From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

\<VednEsday, Ju!y 06, 2016 2:24 PM 

Corney, JarnesEL (DO) {Fm) 

Kudos 

b6 -4 
b7C -4 

Director: s don't know if my op!nion means anything to you,. but! just want to thank you for the integrity you 
have shown enter the Ointon Email matter. 

Your press mnferen.ce •Nas truthful., transparent, and comprehendfo~e. 

u was a chapter right out .of the book, Pwfiles in Courage bv .i'FK 

AH the best 

b6 -4 
b7C -4 

This rnessage ~s •for ~nfom1atfon. purposes only, it is not a recc.H11t1rnndatJon, advke, offer or so!idtaHon to 
buy(}rsen a·•pn:khJCt or sen1ice new an oftldal confinnation.of at'l'ftrnnsactfon .. !tls directed at persons >ovho 
are professionals and fa nof intendedforreta*! customer \Jse,Jnte11ded for re.dplent oh~y. This message is 

forlmportantdlsdosures; plesse see: <J\lV:l'>i'~ ;&m1lsalesandtradb clfad-afrm;:orfegard!ngmarket 
commentary·froml ls.a!t<s and/orTrad!ng, whu are .active market.part!dpants; and• In respectaf 
__ ...,..,__.l.Re:searchi.• ·rnduclin.g ••t4isc~osures•··re~atif1g to••spetiflc •issliers,. p!ease.•see 

b6 -4 
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htto:::·l/f:ttfb~~cre·se.arch ::(irn,, 
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From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Rybicki, farries E. {DO} {F3j} 

\<Vedm;sday, Ju!y 06~ 2016 7:17 AM 

fames B, Corney 

S.AC SVTC Topks 

- .. Mldyeat fxarn(Refle·ctfons; possible up1,j::it1li ng cotigress.kmaltestimOny). - Upcoming congressk>n~.i 
engagements: Congressional.Black Caucus ~·~eet!n.g {Ne·xtTuesd;ay}; Hm.:Jse HomeJandCommkte·e 
\Vcw!d1nlde Threah Hearl ng (Ne.l<.i Thursday}··~ Hlstorka! !y Black Col ieges and Univefo;rfies la'iN E~1fori~ment 
k.sodatkm • Me·et!ng {Next %Vednesday ln D.aytona, FL}•-. Lyne caU v~ttb interns (!a.stfr!dafl, Stress 
lmportanceofutikling fnte:rn.s throughout the surnmer;recrn~tment pipe!Tne. 
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From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

AUachments: 

Rybicki, farries E. {DO} {FBj} 

Tuesday, November 08, 2016 3:01 PM 

fames B, Corney 

Midyear thoughts 

M!dyear thougbts,docx 
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lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

fames B. Comey 

Tuesday, November 08, 20Hi 3:37 Pf'il'~ 

f<,;Vd: Mldy~arthoughts 

Midyear thougbts,docx 

--------Original mes.sage--------
From: "Rybkk~, James E, {DO) {FBW' <fames,Rybkk!@k'.Jbi.gov> 

Date: 11/8/:16 3:00 PM {GMT-05:00} 
To:: "James B. Corney" <jcb,dir@k.fbtgo:v> 
Subject Midyear thoughts 

b6 -1 
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From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Tuesday, November 08, 20Hi 4:22 Pf'il'~ 

fames B, Cmney 

Attachments: 

Re: Mldyear thoughts 

Midyear thoughts JBCdoc.x 

Take a .lookatthisversion. I think••I understood and.addressed your 
good questions. can when you have reviewed. 

On Tue, Nov 8, 2016 at 3:36 PM, James fL Corney <.jcb,dir@)~c,fbLgc1v> v.irnte: 

------- Origh1al message -----
Frnm: "RybicM, James E. (DO) (FB!}" <James.R':i{bkkt@k.fbLgnv> 

Date: 11/8/16 3:00 PM (GMT-DS:OO} 
To: "fames B. Comey" <!cb,cl~r@k.foLgo\1'> 
Subject:. Midyea~- thoughts 
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lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

fames B. Comey 

Tuesday, November 08, 20Hi 4:23 Pf'il'~ 

Rybkld, fames E. (DO} {Fa!} 

f<;;vd: M!dyearthoughts 

Midyear thoughts JBCdoc.x 

Take a tookatthisversion. tthink.1 understood andaddressedyour 
good questions. Call when you have reviewed .. 

-------- Original iYie.ssage --------
fmrn: "Rybkkl, fames E. {DO} (FB!)" <.James.HJ;'bk!di$--:ik;fbtgov> 

Date: 11/8/163:00 PM (GMT~OS:OO) 
· To: "James fL Corney" <icb.d!q@k:fbLgo>i> 

Subject Midyear thmJghts 
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lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

fames B. Comey 

\<VednEsday, November 09_, 2016 10:46 AM 

C . k ~! J .h.'S ino·1 re,,,_,., 
.ampL.•e~s, ns ua , \v } ~' !j~} 

f<;;vd: M!dye.arthoughts 

Midyear thoughts JBCdocx 

'-,,.--..,...,.--Orig!na! message.,. ______ _ 

From:"farnes R Comef' <;jcb.dir@icfbLgov> 
Date: 11/8/1.64:23PM {GMT-05:00) 
To:: "Ryhkk!, fam·esE, ~DCH ffB!}" <James,Ryh!ck~@ic.fotgov> 
Subjei:t:Fw'd:•fl-•ndyearthoughts 

Take a look atthis version. J think I understood and .addressed your 
good questions. Call when you have ·reviewed .. 

-------- Original ffH;!Ssage --------

From; "Ryb!ckl, fames L (DO) (FBW' <James.Rybldd@k.fblgov> 
Date: 11/8/16 3:00 PM (G~vH-05:00) 
To: "James ft Comey" <jch;d~r@k:.foLgov> 

Subject: Midyear tho.ughts 
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James B. Comey 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Attachments: 

James: B. Comey 

\<Vedm;sday, November 09_, 201612:54 PM 

Rybkkl, fames E. {DO} (Fa!} 

Midyear thoughtsOed!ts.docx 

...._ ________________ __.IHer suggestion<!s attached. 

b5 -1 
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From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

______ l(oo} (FBQ 

Tuesday, July D.5, 2016 5:23 PM 

NPO 

OPA Hodzon - 7/5/16 

FBI Office. of Pttblf.c Affairs 
Ifie Ht'l.tizon 

lue.sdav,Jufy 5, 2016 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

.. Clintnn I!l' .. rnstiqati<:::in: DP.A - rn a televised announcernent today Directo.r Corney said the FBr is not 
recornme:nding i;::rimlnaJ charges in the investigation into Hillary ciinton's use of a private email system. The 
Direttor made public some details abot~t ¥v.t1at HH investigators found due, to the intense public interest in 
the case. Folkn-<,;·ing the press ccinference, m~dia continued to make inquiries, including about the cost of 
the inquiry and how man'/ agents W!=re involved. There were aisn muftip!e requests made for the [tjrector 
to go on--camer;3 this afternoon, OPA declined to wmnc112:nt further ,3nd referred oniy to the Ojrect€:ir's 
stateme:rit, F8J,gov posted a blog: entry and the Director's full st.atem~nt 
https://\<VW\~<Jbi.gov/ne~Ns/news_blog/Fbi--recrnnmends-no-ch,3rges-fo!lo~'ving-dinton-!::-mai!~·inv~=stigabon, 

• Ex-GuantsihBn10·1fo::tainee.; GPA - FoxNe1i'\is askea·for•any infor· abon·: e FBI 1!.;:ihthaveahoutforme:r 
Guant:anarno detai:ne who vli·as released t 
Offiddlsinl loe!ieve• .. et:r'osse•·• intoc=J OPAdidnot· .. _-.. -p-n-;"1-v'""r""e-.-.-a'""r-i~-··-m""t-,ti--r-m-a""t,...·f-o""'n-.--------

b6 -3 
b7C -3 

• F:S:Lq(w Top St0rv: GPA '-- Forensic artists and anthropotogists at the FEH Laborat(HV he'ip put a human face 
on unidenl:ified remains to su:ppiJrt iocal ia<;;"<' enfon:ement agencies, The story includes a video: . . 
·trttps_://ww>~t,fbi,g:;:iv/ne'¥vs./sfoiies/2016/ju!'y/forensic-anthropo-logy-puts-a-ht.nT!,an4ace.,.-on-uri!clentified
nam:ains, 

Charlott~ ··'-'·I vv~re sentenced to federaJ prison for charges relating to 
providing maten,:;!J supporttorterronsm. 1was s~ritenced to.92 months irnprisonrns::nt,. follov-ied b<t 5 

b6 -3 
b7C -3 

years Gfsu:pervised te!i::ase, andl was sentenced ·to 108 months. im:pris.onment, followed by. 5 years 
of supervised release, · 

Detroit-E .. ACDavid Gelios and #5.A,C JeffreyDov,/ney·acrnmpah!ed 20+ Detn:11t: Field Office: agents and 
professional staff fo volunteet '3t Comerka Park for the 1l.ti!l!e Horttit1's "Sattirig for.Kids" event The koni:t 
annual event teaches Detr9it area youth1 many of whom are under,privHeged,h-'!sk: baseba!l·s.kills, S.AC 
Ge:liosthre\.'\1 -outthefkstpitth at th.a· event The Detroit Field Office has fyeen Bff!liated ~~;ith the: ''8;.;attlng 
for K:ids" e·-1ent since.itbeQah1 fifteen years ag9, · 

Los .Anqe!es ~ I who resides inl · · · · · · I ~"¥<as charged 
today with fe:fony-ccimputer h,~d<lngrelated·to a phishirm sd'"ierne that.g.~ve hnn illegal accessto.over.300 
Apple: !cloud and. Gm ail accounts, induding those:· be:iongingto members of the entertainment ind1Jstry in 
Los Angeles, was named !n•a chminaJinfofmatinnfiied .!.ast w~~k !nthe UriitedStatesDi:stdd. b6 -3 
Court !ff Los ,Af!geh~s, has signed. a plea agreement in which he agrees to plead. guilt~,- fo a b 7C -3 
fekmy violation of the t_:ompt:JerFraud and Abuse Ad .. s .et:::!fkal!yione ccmnf of unauthorized ac:eessto a 
pn.Jte:eted ion1puterto obtain inforrnation,.Alth>;;nJ has been chatged if! Los Angeles! the 
p;:irtieshave.cigreed txJ ttdr'isfertha case to the forthe·entr'f' ofhis guilty pl~d 
Bnd santandnc. Once he entersthe auiityp!ea, wil!Jace-a st:ctttitorv m:dximtnn sentence cf.five 
ye,ars in feder<il prison, - ' · · 

• New York - Reuten; published a storv today, ab-Out FBI NY's complex finanda! crimes branch f-0Uowing an 
intervii::w with ,ts,SAC C3s21!e last week. The piece h1ghhghted how the FBI i:s sti!i purs.uing whit$:': coHar 
cases fo!lG\<\t'ing the Newman ruling: http://rnobi!e,reuters.cnm/artide/idUS.Ll!\!19KlMK. 
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" Newark·- E!~'i:ronks detectiorfcanlhe Iris ancf her h~ndfer, SAJ I gave ••a presEntahonand b6 -1 , 3 
dernonstratk1n to.intatn,3t!onaitf;ti!ler writars at26Federa!P!aza, Ne'><!i<' York, Ne'<'i:' York, b7c -1, 3 

\Vashihqfon Field - was arrested on -.,..,......,... __ ......, _____ ,,..,....,.,.._,. ______ ...,...,,,_...,.,. __ ..,,.,.,.,,.,.. ...... ...,......,.......,.....,.........,,__..,...,,..,..,,.,,.,.....,... __ ""-""' 
Ju!Y 8forattef'nptl11gtoprov1de•matet1a suppQ1t tot <:e rsJL ls a ~iig:e · tc~ 1ave atte!:nptedto 
provide s;::rvkes by• ;~sslsting in the prncure111ent of weaptH"lS to · e used in wh4t he believed· W8S. going to 
be an attack onu,s. soil con1mitted in the name oflSlL 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 
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From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Sir, 

________ ,(DO}{FHI~ 
VVedne~d<!y,Ju!yOfo 201610:23 AM 

JamesB, Cmney 

ro.::it:e of-thanks 

A note .of thanks frnrn rewed EAD Glover, 

From: Johr1 Glove·r f_ri~1_a_Ht_c....,d _______ _. 

sent Tuesday, July 05, .2015 E:3.a PM 

lo 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

b6 -1,4 
b7C -1,4 

Subject: MY PERSONAL RESPONSE TO DmECTOR < COMEY'S PRESS CONfERENG: RE .SECRET.ARY CUNTON'S §)SE Of 

HER PERSONAL El\·lA~L srnvrn 

Pleaseseethatthese comrnents reach the director, 

nl.just finished watchingynurpress conference concerningSecretary CJinfonfs useufa 
private servef while servingasSecretaryOf Statef and could not beprouder of theFBfas· 
ah organ!~ation .and of you as its director.• ft faiapparent thatthisvery •Sensitive case \•Vas 
conducted undef intense•scrutiny and in a highly poHticked. environrnent Yet, it is apparent 
that the FBI perforrned its public duty.objectivelvr effei:tively and professional!Vt 
nptwithstandlng the politicaHy-bas~d criticisms that will f no doubt_,. beforthcornlng. 

Thanks to you directorComey} for rernindingthe public that the FBJ i.ivi!}fo!!oi.iv the facts, 
and wmdctitsjnbthorough!Vr and1n••a way that far requited and dernanded· by the 
ArneJican public. 

John Glover .. Retired 
Executive Assistant Directorf FB! 1

l 
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From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Cc: 

Subject: 

At:tachmenb: 

Rybicki; Jarites E. {DO}• {Faj} 

Fdday~Septerbber{}2, 2016 .5;28 PM 

Jame.:s B-. Cmney 
..._ ____ __.KD{)}(H:M~ b6 -1 

b7C -1 Up:corn1ng Hearings 

HOGR•.Transcdpt.•{07,tl7).do:c.x;·••Over~app~ng.·Memher:s,docx 

Director~ in antk~p.atiori of vo1..ff 9/27 and 9/28 hearings, attached ~s the transcript of yolir 7/7 testimony 

before House Government Reform, The 2nd doc {~abe!ed "O;,;-edapping Members"} contains the portions of 
the tmnscr~pt dea.!fog vllth members who \iVHe present at the 7/7 hearing atid are also members of House 
Judidary {Chaffetz. is a member of HJC but not induded in. th~s doe beca~1se he spE!aks throughout}. 
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House Oversight and Government Reform Committee - Hearing 
Subject: FBI Probe of Clinton's Private Email Server 
Witnesses: FBI Director James Corney testifies 
Location: 2154 Rayburn House Office Building 
Time: 10:00 am EDT, Date: Thursday, July 7th, 2016 
Copyright© 2016 by CQ Roll Call, Inc. 77 K Street N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002-4681. All materials 
herein are protected by United States copyright law and may not be reproduced, distributed, 
transmitted, displayed, published or broadcast without the prior written permission of CQ Roll Call. You 
may not alter or remove any trademark, copyright or other notice from copies of the content. Please call 
301-731-1728 for transcript or programming related questions. For sales, call 202-650-6599 or email 
sales@cqrollcall.com. 
CHAFFETZ: The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform will come to order. 

Without objection, the chair is authorized to declare a recess at any time. 

I want to thank Director Corney for being here, and doing so on short notice.CHAFFETZ: My-- I have the 
greatest admiration for the FBI. My grandfather was a career FBI agent. 

I'd say I'm here because we're mystified and confused by the fact pattern that you laid out and the 
conclusions that you reached. 

It seems that there are two standards. And there's no consequence for these types of activities and 
dealing in a careless way with classified information. It seems to a lot of us that the average Joe, the 
average American, that if they had done what you laid out in your statement, that they'd be in handcuffs 
and they might be on their way to jail and they probably should. 

And I think there is a legitimate concern that there is a double standard. If your name isn't Clinton or 
you're not part of the powerful elite, that Lady Justice will act differently. It's a concern that Lady Justice 
will take off that blindfold and come to a different conclusion. 

Hillary Clinton created this mess. Wasn't Republicans. It wasn't anybody else. She made a very conscious 
decision. On the very day that she started her Senate confirmation, she set up and got a domain name. 
And set up a system to avoid and bypass the safety, security, and the protocol of the State Department. 

Classified information is classified for a reason. It's classified because if it were to get out into the public, 
there are nefarious actors, nation states, others that want to do harm to this country. And there are 
people who put their lives on the line protecting and serving our country. When those communications 
are not secure, it puts their lives in jeopardy. 

This classified information is entrusted to very few, but there is such a duty and an obligation to protect 
that, to fall on your sword to protect that. And yet, there's -- there doesn't seem to be any consequence. 

I was talking to Trey Gowdy and he made a really good point with us yesterday. Mr. Gowdy said, you 
know, in your statement, Mr. Director, you mentioned that there was no precedent for this. But we 
believe that you have set a precedent and it's a dangerous one. 
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The precedent is if you sloppily deal with classified information, if you're cavalier about it -- and it wasn't 
just a innocent mistake, this went on for years -- that there's going to be no consequence. We -- we're a 
different nation in the United States of America. We are self-critical. Most nations would never do this. 
But we do it in the spirit of making ourselves better. There will be all kinds of accusations about political 
this and political that. 

I -- I have defended your integrity, every step of the way. You are the definitive voice. I stand by that. 
But I am mystified and I am confused because you listen to your fact pattern and come to the conclusion 
that there is no consequence, I don't know how to explain that. 

We'll have constituents ask us, they'll get mad, they're -- you know, they're frustrated. They've seen this 
happen time and time again. I don't know how to explain it. And I hope that it -- through this hearing, 
we can stick to the facts and understand this because there does seem to be two standards, there does 
seem to be no consequence, and I want to understand that. And I want to be able to explain it to the 
person that's sitting at home. And that's where we're here. 

And so I yield back. I now recognize the ranking member, Mr. Cummings. 

CUMMINGS: Director Corney, thank you for being here today. 

I want to begin by commending you and the public servants at the FBI for the independent investigation 
you conducted. You had a thankless task. No matter what recommendation you made, you were sure to 
be criticized. 

There's no question that you were extremely thorough. In fact, some may even say you went too far in 
your investigation. But of course, that was your job. That is your job. 

Secretary Clinton has acknowledged that she made a mistake in using a personal e-mail account. You 
explained on Tuesday that she and her colleagues at the State Department were extremely careless with 
their e-mails. But after conducting this exhaustive review, you determined that no reasonable 
prosecutor would bring a case based on this evidence. And you and the career staff recommended 
against prosecution. 

Based on the previous cases you examined, if prosecutors had gone forward, they would have been 
holding the secretary to a different standard from everyone else. Amazingly, amazingly, some 
Republicans who were praising you just days ago for your independence, for your integrity, and your 
honesty, instantly turned against you because your recommendation conflicted with the predetermined 
outcome they wanted. 

In their eyes, you had one job, and one job only: to prosecute Hillary Clinton. But you refused to do so. 
So now you are being summoned here to answer for your alleged transgressions. And in a sense, Mr. 
Director, you're on trial. Contrary to the claims of your critics, there is absolutely no evidence that you 
made your recommendation for political reasons; no evidence that you were bribed or coerced or 
influenced; no evidence that you came to your conclusion based upon anything but the facts and the 
law. 

I firmly believe that your decision was not based on convenience, but on conviction. Today, House 
Republicans are doing what they always do, using taxpayers' money to continue investigating claims that 
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have already been debunked just to keep them in the headlines one more day. When they hear a 
political siren, they rush towards it over and over again, even if the evidence is not there. 

Exhibit A. Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy, who admitted on national television that Republicans 
established the Benghazi Select Committee to bring down Secretary Clinton's poll numbers. I didn't say 
that. McCarthy said it. The fact was confirmed by a Republican staffer on that committee who reported 
that he was fired in part for not going along with the hyper-focus on Secretary Clinton. 

I give House Republicans credit. They certainly are not shy about what they are doing. They've turned 
political investigations into an art form. If our concerns here today are with the proper treatment of 
classified information, then we should start with a review of our previous hearing on General David 
Petraeus, who pied guilty last year to intentionally and knowingly compromising highly classified 
information. 

The problem is, Mr. Director, we never had that hearing. This committee ignored that breach of national 
security because it did not match the political goals of House Republicans. If our concerns today were 
with finally addressing a broken classification system in which security levels are arbitrarily changed up 
and down, that would have been a legitimate goal. That would have been a valuable addition to 
reforming and improving our government. After all, we are the Government Reform Committee. 

We could have held hearings here on Zika -- the Zika virus, preventing gun massacres like the one in 
Orlando, or a host of other topics that could actually save people's lives. But that's not why we're here. 
That is not why our chairman called this emergency hearing 48 hours after you made your 
recommendation. 

Everyone knows what this committee is doing. Honestly, I would not be surprised and I say this with all 
seriousness, I would not be surprised if tomorrow Republicans set up a new committee to spend $7 
million-plus on why the FBI failed to prosecute Hillary Clinton. 

Director Corney, let me conclude with this request. Even with all that I have said, I believe that there is a 
critical role for you today. I've listened carefully to the coverage on this issue. And I've heard people say 
as recently as this morning, three hours ago, that they were mystified by your decision. As a matter of 
fact, the chairman repeated it a minute ago. 

So there is a perceived gap between the things you said on Tuesday and your recommendation. There's 
a gap, Mr. Director. So in this moment, and this is a critical moment, I beg you to fill the gap. Because 
when the gap is not filled by you, it will be filled by others. Share with us, the American people, your 
process and your thinking. Explain how you examine the evidence, the law, and the precedent. Describe 
in clear terms how you and your team career professionals arrived at this decision. 

If you can do that today, if you can do that, that could go a long way towards people understanding your 
decision. 

Finally, I want to make it clear that I condemn these completely unwarranted political attacks against 
you. They have attacked you personally. They have attacked your integrity. They have impugned your 
professionalism. And they have even suggested that you were somehow bought and paid for because 
you made your recommendation based upon the law and the facts. 
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I know you're used to working in a world of politics, but these attacks have been beyond the pale. 

So, you do not deserve this. Your family does not deserve it. And the highly skilled and dedicated agents 
of the FBI do not deserve it. I honor your professionalism and your service to our country. And again, 
even if it takes until hell freezes over, I beg you to close the gap. Tell us what happened between what 
you found and your decision so that not only the members of this panel and this Congress will 
understand, but so that Americans will understand. 

And if you do that, if you do that, then it will be all worth it today. 

With that, I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: I think -- hold on one second. With -- with your indulgence, to the ranking member, for which 
I have the greatest respect, you asked for a hearing on General Petraeus and how that was dealt with. 
You got it. We will have one in this oversight committee and the record will reflect that in the Judiciary 
Committee, I repeatedly questioned Attorney General Holder. I repeatedly questioned the FBI director 
about the disposition of that case, probably more than any member in the House or Senate. And if you 
want a hearing, we'll do that. 

CUMMINGS: Does the gentleman yield? 

CHAFFETZ: Yes. 

CUMMINGS: Thank you. 

CHAFFETZ: Number two, you complained that we haven't done a hearing on Zika. The Oversight and 
Government Reform Committee I believe was the very first committee to actually do a hearing on Zika 
that was chaired by Mr. Mica. And I'm proud of the fact that we did a Zika hearing and we did it first. 

CUMMINGS: Does the gentleman yield? 

CHAFFETZ: Sure. 

CUMMINGS: Can we have another one? Because the problem is still there. 

CHAFFETZ: Absolutely. 

CUMMINGS: Big time. Thank you. 

CHAFFETZ: Absolutely, absolutely. 

MICA: Mr. Chairman, I just -- a unanimous consent request that we put the date of the hearing in the 
record at this time that I chaired, thank you, on Zika. 

CHAFFETZ: Absolutely. And the ranking member knows that we have held multiple hearings on the 
criminal justice -- on criminal justice reform. You asked for it. You're passionate about it. And we did do 
that as well. So to suggest we haven't addressed some of those issues I think is inaccurate. 
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CUMMINGS: I don't think I did that, Mr. Chairman. But again, as late as yesterday with the problem in 
Minnesota, with an African American man being killed, I'd like to have some hearings still on the criminal 
justice system. Thank you. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman, without objection. 

I'm going to work with you on that, as I have every step of the way. 

CUMMINGS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.CHAFFETZ: Without objection, the chair is authorized to declare a 
recess at any time. 

We'll hold the record open for five legislative days for any members who would like to submit a written 
statement. 

We'll now recognize our distinguished witness for our first panel. 

I am pleased to welcome the Honorable James Corney, the director of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigations. We welcome Director Corney, and thank him for being here. 

Pursuant to committee rules, all witnesses are to be sworn before they testify. If you'll please rise and 
raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you're about to give is the 
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

Thank you. 

Let the record reflect that the witness answered in the affirmative. 

Mr. Corney, the floor is yours. You can take as long or as short as you'd like. If you have a written 
statement that you would like to submit afterwards, we're happy to do that as well. It will be made part 
of the record. The time is now yours. Director Corney, you're recognized. 

COMEY: Thank you Mr. Chairman, Mr. Cummings, members of the Committee. 

I am proud to be here today representing the people of the FBI who did this investigation as they do all 
their work in a competent, honest, and independent way. I believe this investigation was conducted 
consistent with the highest traditions of the FBI. Our folks did it in an apolitical and professional way, 
including our recommendation as to the appropriate resolution of this case. 

As I said in my statement on Tuesday, I expected there would be significant public debate about this 
recommendation. And I'm a big fan of transparency, so I welcome the conversation we're going to have 
here today. And I do think a whole lot of folks have questions about, "so why did we reach the 
conclusion we did and what was our thinking?" I hope to get an opportunity to address that and explain 
it. People can disagree, can agree, but they will at least understand that the decision was made and the 
recommendation was made the way you would want it to be, by people who didn't give a hoot about 
politics, who cared about what are the facts, what is the law, and how similar people, all people have 
been treated in the past. 
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Maybe I can say a few words at the beginning that would help frame how we think about this. There are 
two things that matter in a criminal investigation of a subject. What did the person do, and when they 
did that thing, what were they thinking? When you look at the hundred years plus of the Justice 
Department's investigation and prosecution of the mishandling of classified information, those two 
questions are present. What did the person do? Did they mishandle classified information? And when 
they did it, did they know they were doing something that was unlawful.? That has been the 
characteristic of every charged criminal case involving the mishandling of classified information. 

I'm happy to go through the classifications in particular. In our system of law, there's a thing called mens 
rea. It's important to know what you did and when you did it. This Latin phrase "mens rea" means, 
"What were you thinking?" 

We don't want to put people in jail unless we prove that they knew they were doing something they 
shouldn't do. That is the characteristic of all the prosecutions involving mishandling of classified 
information. 

There was a statute passed in 1917 that on its face makes it a crime, a felony for someone to engage in 
gross negligence. So that would appear to say, well, maybe in that circumstance you don't need to prove 
they were doing something unlawful, maybe it's enough to prove they were really, really careless 
beyond a reasonable doubt. At the time Congress passed that statute in 1917, there was a lot of concern 
in the House and Senate about whether that was going to violate the American tradition of requiring 
that before you go and lock somebody up, you proved they knew they were doing something wrong. So 
there was a lot of concern about it. 

The statute was passed. As best I can tell, the Department of Justice has used it once in the 99 years 
since reflecting that same concern. I know from 30 years with the Department of Justice, they have 
grave concerns about whether it's appropriate to prosecute somebody for gross negligence, which is 
why they've done it once that I know of in a case involving espionage. 

When I look at the facts we gather here, as I said, I see evidence of great carelessness, but I do not see 
evidence that is sufficient to establish that Secretary Clinton or those with whom she was 
corresponding, both talked about classified information on e-mail and knew when they did it, they were 
doing something that was against the law. So given that assessment of the facts, my understanding of 
the law, my conclusion was and remains, no reasonable prosecutor would bring this case. No reasonable 
prosecutor would bring the second case in 100 years focused on gross negligence. I know that's been a 
source of some confusion for folks, that's just the way it is. I know the Department of Justice, I know no 
reasonable prosecutor would bring in the case. I know a lot of my former friends are out there saying, 
they would. I wonder where they were in the last 40 years because I'd like to see the cases they brought 
on gross negligence. Nobody would. Nobody did. 

So judgment was, the appropriate resolution of this case was, not with a criminal prosecution. As I said, 
folks can disagree with that. I hope that they know that, that view, not just my view but of my team, was 
honestly held, fairly investigated, and communicated with unusual transparency because we know folks 
care about it. 

So I look forward to this conversation. I look forward to answering as many questions as I possibly can. 
I'll stay as long as you need me to stay because I believe transparency matters tremendously. I thank you 
for the opportunity. 
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CHAFFETZ: Thank you, director. I'm going to recognize myself here. 

Physically where were Hillary Clinton's servers? 

COMEY: The operational server was in the basement of her home in New York. The reason I'm 
answering it that way, is that sometimes after they were decommissioned they were moved to other 
facilitates -- storage facilities, but the live device was always in the basement. 

CHAFFETZ: Was that an authorized or unauthorized location? 

COMEY: It was an unauthorized location for the transmitting of classified information. 

CHAFFETZ: Is it reasonable or unreasonable to expect Hillary Clinton would receive and send classified 
information? 

COMEY: As Secretary of State, reasonable that the Secretary of State would encounter classified 
information in the course of the Secretary's work. 

CHAFFETZ: Via e-mail? 

COMEY: Sure, depending upon the nature of the system. To communicate classified information, it 
would have to be a classified rated e-mail system. 

CHAFFETZ: But you did find more than 100 e-mails that were classified that had gone through that 
server correct? 

COMEY: Through an unclassified server correct. 

CHAFFETZ: Yes. So Hillary Clinton did come to possess documents and materials that contained classified 
information via e-mail on these unsecured servers is that correct? 

COMEY: That is correct. CHAFFETZ: Did Hillary Clinton lie? 

COMEY: To the FBI? We have no basis to conclude she lied to the FBI. 

CHAFFETZ: Did she lie to the public? 

COMEY: That's a question I'm not qualified to answer. I can speak about what she said to the FBI. 

CHAFFETZ: Did she -- did Hillary Clinton lie under oath? 

COMEY: To the -- not to the FBI. Not in a case we're working. 

CHAFFETZ: Did you review the documents where Congressman Jim Jordan asked her specifically and she 
said, quote, "there was nothing marked classified on my e-mails either sent or received," end quote? 

COMEY: I don't remember reviewing that particular testimony, I'm aware of that being said, though. 
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CHAFFETZ: Did the FBI investigate her statements under oath on this topic? 

COMEY: Not to my knowledge. I don't think there's been a referral from Congress. 

CHAFFETZ: Do you need a referral from Congress to investigate her -- her statements under oath? 

COMEY: Sure do. 

CHAFFETZ: You'll have one. You'll have one in the next few hours. Did 

Hillary Clinton break the law? 

COMEY: In connection with her use of the e-mail server, my judgment is that she did not. 

CHAFFETZ: Are you just not able to prosecute it or did Hillary Clinton break the law? 

COMEY: Both. I don't want to give an overly lawyerly answer. The question I always look at is, is there 
evidence that would establish beyond a reasonable doubt that somebody engaged in conduct that 
violated a criminal statute. And my judgment here there is not. 

CHAFFETZ: The FBI does background checks. If Hillary Clinton applied for the job at the FBI, would the 
FBI give Hillary Clinton a security clearance? 

COMEY: I don't want to answer a hypothetical. 

The FBI has a robust process in which we adjudicate the suitability of people for employment in the 
bureau. CHAFFETZ: Given the fact pattern you laid out less than 40 hours ago, would that person who 
had dealt with classified information like that, would that person be granted a security clearance at the 
FBI? 

COMEY: It would be a very important consideration and a suitability determination. 

CHAFFETZ: You're kind of making my point, Director. The point being because I injected the word 
"Hillary Clinton," you gave me a different answer. 

If I came up to you and said that this person was extremely careless with classified with classified 
information, the exposure to hostile actors, had used despite a warning -- created unnecessary burdens 
and exposure, if they said they had one device and you found out they had multiple devices, if there had 
been e-mail chains with somebody like Jake Sullivan asking for classification changes; you're telling me 

that the FBI would grant a security clearance to that person? 

COMEY: I hope I'm giving a consistent -- I'm not saying what the answer would be. 

I'm saying that would be an important consideration in a suitability determination for 
anybody.CHAFFETZ: It's -- personally, I think that sounds like a bit of a political answer, because I can't 
imagine that the FBI would grant a security clearance to somebody with that pattern. Do you agree or 
disagree with that? 
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COMEY: I say what I said before, again, it's very hard to answer a hypothetical. I will repeat it: It would 
be a very important consideration in a suitability determination. 

CHAFFETZ: Did Hillary Clinton do anything wrong? 

COMEY: What do you mean by wrong? 

CHAFFETZ: I think it's self-evident. 

COMEY: Well, I'm lawyer, I'm an investigator and I'm -- hope, a normal human being. 

CHAFFETZ: Do you really believe there should be no consequence for Hillary Clinton and how she dealt 
with this? 

COMEY: Well I didn't say, I hope folks remember what I said on Tuesday. I didn't say there's no 
consequence for someone who violates the rules regarding the handling of classified information. There 
are often very severe consequences in the FBI involving their employment, involving their pay, involving 
their clearances. 

That's what I said on Tuesday. I hope folks walk away understanding that just because someone's not 
prosecuted for mishandling classified information, that doesn't mean, if you work in the FBI, there aren't 
consequences for it. 

CHAFFETZ: So if Hillary Clinton or if anybody had worked at the FBI under this fact pattern, what would 
you do to that person? 

COMEY: There would be a security review and an adjudication of their suitability and a range of 
discipline could be imposed from termination to reprimand and in between, suspensions, loss of 
clearance. 

So you could be walked out or you could -- depending upon the nature of the facts --you could be 
reprimanded. But there is a robust process to handle that. 

CHAFFETZ: I've gone past my time. I yield back. I now recognize the ranking member Mr. Cummings. 
CUMMINGS: Thank you very much. Director Corney, and I want to thank you very much for being here 
today, especially on such short notice. You and your staff should be commended for the thorough and 
dedicated review you conducted. 

Unfortunately, some of my colleagues are now attacking you personally because your final 
recommendation conflicted with their preconceived political outcome in this case. 

Some have tried to argue that this case is far worse than the case of General David Petraeus, who was 
convicted in 2015 of knowingly and intentionally compromising highly classified information. 

In fact, one very vocal politician we all know said this, and I quote, "If she isn't indicted, the only reason 
is because the Democrats are protecting her. She is being protected 100 percent, because you look at 
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General Petraeus, you look at all the other people that did a fraction of what she did, but she has much 
worse judgment than he had and she's getting away with it and it's unfair to him," end of quote. 

Director Corney, you were the director of the FBI when General Petraeus pied guilty. Is that right? 

COMEY: Yes. 

CUMMINGS: If I understand that case correctly, General Petraeus kept highly classified information in 
eight personal notebooks at his private residence. Is that correct? 

COMEY: That is correct. 

CUMMINGS: According to the filings on that case, his notebook included the identities of covert officers. 
He also included war strategy, intelligence capabilities, diplomatic discussions, quotes and (inaudible) 
discussions from high level national security council meetings and discussions with the president. 

General Petraeus shared his information with his lover and then biographer. He was caught on audio 
tape telling her, and I quote, "I mean, they are highly classified, some of them. They don't have it -- it on 
-- on it, but I mean, there's code word stuff in there," end of quote. 

Director Corney, what did General Petraeus mean when he said he intentionally shared, quote, "code 
word" information with her? What does that mean? 

COMEY: The Petraeus case, to my mind, illustrates perfectly the kind of cases the Department of Justice 
is willing to prosecute. Even there, they prosecuted him for a misdemeanor. 

In that case, you had vast quantities of highly classified information, including special sensitive 
compartmented information. That's the reference to code words. Vast quantity of it. Not only shared 
with someone without authority to have it, but we found it in a search warrant hidden under the 
insulation in his attic and then he lied to us about it during the investigation. 

So you have obstruction of justice, you have intentional misconduct and a vast quantity of information. 
He admitted he knew that was the wrong thing to do. That is a perfect illustration of the kind of cases 
that get prosecuted. In my mind, it illustrates importantly the distinction to this case. 

CUMMINGS: And General Petraeus did not admit to these facts when the FBI investigators first 
interviewed him, did he? 

COMEY: No, he lied about it. 

CUMMINGS: But he did admit to these facts in a plea agreement. Is that correct? 

COMEY: Yes. 

CUMMINGS: Here's what the department filing said about General Petraeus, and I quote. "The acts 
taken by defendant David Howell Petraeus were in all respects knowing and deliberate and were not 
committed by mistake, accident or other innocent reason," end of quote. 
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Is that an accurate summary, in your view, Director Corney? 

COMEY: Yes, it actually leaves out an important part of the case, which is the obstruction of justice. 

CUMMINGS: Was he --was he charged with obstruction of justice? 

COMEY: No. 

CUMMINGS: And why not? 

COMEY: A decision made by the leadership of the Department of Justice not to insist upon a plea to that 
felony. 

CUMMINGS: So the question is, do you agree with the claim that General Petraeus, and I quote, "got in 
trouble for far less," end of quote? Do you agree with that statement? 

COMEY: No, it's the reverse. 

CUMMINGS: And what do you mean by that? 

COMEY: His conduct, to me, illustrates the categories of behavior that mark the prosecutions that are 
actually brought. Clearly intentional conduct, knew what he was doing was a violation of the law, huge 
amounts of information that even if you couldn't prove he knew it, it raises the inference that he did it, 
an effort to obstruct justice. That combination of things makes it worthy of a prosecution. A 
misdemeanor prosecution, but a prosecution nonetheless. 

CUMMINGS: Sitting here today, do you stand by the FBl's recommendation to prosecute General 

Petraeus? COMEY: Oh, yeah. 

CUMMINGS: Do you stand by the FBl's recommendation not to prosecute Hillary Clinton? 

COMEY: Oh --yes. 

CUMMINGS: Director Corney, how many times have you testified before Congress about the General 
Petraeus case? Do you know? 

COMEY: I don't think I've ever testified -- I don't think I've testified about it at all. I don't think so. 

CUMMINGS: With that, I'll yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: I have to check the record, but I believe I asked you a question about it at the time. But 
maybe not. 

COMEY: You could have. That's why I was squinching my face. It could have been a Judiciary Committee 
hearing I was asked about it. 

CHAFFETZ: Yeah. We'll now recognize the gentleman from South Carolina, Mr. Gowdy, for five minutes. 
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GOWDY: Good morning, Director Corney. Secretary Clinton said she never sent or received any classified 
information over her private e-mail. Was that true? 

COMEY: Our investigation found that there was classified information sent ... 

GOWDY: So it was not true? 

COMEY: That's what I said. 

GOWDY: OK. Well, I'm looking for a little shorter answer so you and I are not here quite as long. 
Secretary Clinton said there was nothing marked classified on her e-mails, either sent or received. Was 
that true? 

COMEY: That's not true. There were a small number of portion markings on, I think, three of the 
documents. 

GOWDY: Secretary Clinton said, I did not e-mail any classified material to anyone on my e-mail, there is 
no classified material. Was that true? 

COMEY: There was classified material e-mailed. 

GOWDY: Secretary Clinton said she used just one device. Was that true? 

COMEY: She used multiple devices during the four years of her term as secretary of state. 

GOWDY: Secretary Clinton said all work-related e-mails were returned to the State Department. Was 
that true? 

COMEY: No. We found work-related e-mails, thousands that were not returned. 

GOWDY: Secretary Clinton said neither she nor anyone else deleted work related e-mails from her 
personal account. Was that true? 

COMEY: That's a harder one to answer. We found traces of work- related e-mails in -- on devices or in 
slack space. Whether they were deleted or whether when the server was changed out something 
happened to them. There's no doubt that the work-related e-mails that were removed electronically 
from the e-mail system. 

GOWDY: Secretary Clinton said her lawyers read every one of the e-mails and were overly inclusive. Did 
her lawyers read the e-mail content individually? 

COMEY: No. 

GOWDY: Well in the interest of time, and because I have a plane to catch tomorrow afternoon, I'm not 
going to go through anymore of the false statements. But I am going to ask you to put on your old hat. 
False exculpatory statements, they are used for what? 

COMEY: Either for the -- a substantive prosecution or for evidence of intent in a criminal prosecution. 
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GOWDY: Exactly. Intent and consciousness of guilt, right? Is that right? 

COMEY: Right. 

GOWDY: Consciousness of guilt and intent. In your old job, you would prove intent, as you just 
referenced, by showing the jury evidence of a complex scheme that was designed for the very purpose 
of concealing the public record and you would be arguing in addition to concealment the destruction 
that you and I just talked about or certainly the failure to preserve. 

You would argue all of that under the heading of content (ph) -- intent. You would also be arguing the 
pervasiveness of the scheme, when it started, when it ended and the number of e-mails, whether they 
were originally classified or up-classified. 

You would argue all of that under the heading of intent. You would also, probably, under common 
scheme or plan, argue the burn bags of daily calendar entries or the missing daily calendar entries as a 
common scheme or plan to conceal.GOWDY: Two days ago, Director, you said, "A reasonable person in 
her position should have known a private e-mail was no place to send and receive classified 
information." You're right. An average person does know not to do that. 

This is no average person. This is a former first lady, a former United States senator, and a former 
secretary of state that the president now contends is the most competent, qualified person to be 
president since Jefferson. He didn't say that in '08, but he says is now. 

She affirmatively rejected efforts to give her a state.gov account. She kept these private e-mails for 
almost two years, and only turned them over to Congress because we found out she had a private e
mail account. 

So you have a rogue e-mail system set up before she took the oath of office, thousands of what we now 
know to be classified e-mails, some of which were classified at the time. One of her more frequent e
mail comrades was in fact hacked, and you don't know whether or not she was. And this scheme took 
place over a long period of time and it resulted in the destruction of public records. 

And yet you say there is insufficient evidence of intent. You say she was extremely careless, but not 
intentionally so. You and I both know intent is really difficult to prove. Very rarely do defendants 
announced "on this date, I intend to break this criminal code section; just to put everyone on notice, I 
am going to break the law on this date." It never happens that way. 

You have to do it with circumstantial evidence. Or if you're Congress and you realize how difficult it is to 
prove specific intent, you will formulate a statute that allows for gross negligence. 

My time is out, but this is really important. You mentioned there's no precedent for criminal 
prosecution. My fear is there still isn't. There's nothing to keep a future secretary of state or president 
from this exact same e-mail scheme, or their staff. 

And my real fear is this -- it's what the chairman touched upon, this double-track justice system that is 
rightly or wrongly perceived in this country, that if you are a private in the Army and you e-mail yourself 
classified information, you will be kicked out. But if you are Hillary Clinton and you seek a promotion to 
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commander in chief, you will not be. So what I hope you can do today is help the average -- the 
reasonable person you made reference to, the reasonable person understand why she appears to be 
treated differently than the rest of us would be. 

With that, I would yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: I will now recognize the gentlewoman from New York, Ms. Maloney. 

MALONEY: Director, thank you for your years of public service. You have distinguished yourself as the 
assistant U.S. attorney for both the Southern District of New York and the Eastern District of Virginia. 
That's why you were appointed by President Bush to be the deputy attorney general at the Department 
of Justice, and why President Obama appointed you as the director of the FBI in 2013. 

Despite your impeccable reputation for independence and integrity, Republicans have turned on you 
with a vengeance immediately after you announced your recommendation not to pursue criminal 
charges against Secretary Clinton. 

Let me give you some examples. Representative Turner said, and I quote, "The investigation by the FBI is 
steeped in political bias," end quote. Was your investigation steeped in political bias? Yes or no? 

COMEY: No. It was steeped in no kind of bias. 

MALONEY: Thank you. 

The speaker of the House Paul Ryan was even more critical. He accused you of not applying the law 
equally. He said your recommendation shows, and I quote, "the Clintons are living above the law; 
they've being held to a different set of standards; that is clearly what this looks like," end quote. 

How do you respond to his accusations that you held the Clintons to a different set of standards than 
anyone else? Did you hold them to a different standard or the same standard? 

COMEY: It's just not -- it's just not accurate. We try very hard to apply the same standard whether you're 
rich or poor, white or black, old or young, famous or not known at all. I just hope folks will take the time 
to understand the other cases, because there's a lot of confusion out there about what the facts were of 
the other cases that I understand good people, reasonable people to have questions. 

MALONEY: Senator Cruz also criticized you. He said that there are, and I quote, "serious concerns about 
the integrity of Director Corney's decision." He stated that you, quote, "you had rewritten a clearly 
worded federal criminal statute." Did you rewrite the law in any way or rewrite any statute? 

COMEY: No. MALONEY: Now, I hesitate -- I truly hesitate to mention the next one. But Donald Trump 
took these conspiracy theories to a totally new level. He said, and I quote, "It was no accident that 
charges (inaudible) recommended against Hillary the exact same day as President Obama campaigned 
with her for the first time." So did you plan the timing of your announcement to help Secretary Clinton's 
campaign event on Tuesday? 
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COMEY: No. The timing was entirely my own. Nobody knew I was going to do it, including the press. I'm 
very proud of the way the FBI, nobody leaked that. We didn't coordinate it. Didn't tell. Just not a 
consideration. 

MALONEY: Mr. Trump also claimed that Secretary Clinton bribed the attorney general with an extension 
of her job. And I guess this somehow affected your decision. I know it's a ridiculous question, but I have 
to ask it. Did you make your decision because of some kind of bribe to the attorney general? 

COMEY: No. 

MALONEY: I -- I tell you, are you surprised as I am by the intensity of the attacks from the GOP on you, 
after having made a decision, a thoughtful decision, an independent decision with the professional staff 
of the FBI? 

COMEY: I'm not surprised by the intense interest and debate. I predicted it. I think it's important that we 
talk about these things. They inevitably become focused on individual people. That's OK. We'll just 
continue to have the conversation. 

MALONEY: I believe that what we're seeing today is that if the GOP does not like the results of an 
investigation or how it turns out, and we saw they originally were lauding you. The minute you made 
your announcement, they're now attacking you -- the same people. 

And now, I predict they'll be calling for more hearings, more investigations, all at the expense of the 
taxpayer. And they do this instead of working on what the American people really care about. They want 
Congress to focus on jobs, the environment, homeland security, the security of our nation, affordable 
childcare, affordable college educations, and an economy that works and helps all people. 

I thank you for performing your job with distinction and the long history of your whole profession of 
integrity and independence. And thank you very much. My time is expired. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentlewoman. 

We'll now recognize the gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Jordan, for five minutes. 

JORDAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Director, thank you for being with us. On Tuesday, you said, "any reasonable person in Secretary 
Clinton's position should have known that an unclassified system was no place for these conversations." 
You said on Tuesday, "some of her e-mails bore classified markings." And you also said on Tuesday there 
were potential violations of the appropriate statutes. 

Now, I know a bunch of prosecutors back home would look at that fact pattern and look at that 
evidence --you even referenced it in your opening statement, some of your prosecutor -- friends in the 

prosecution business have been on TV saying they would have looked at that same evidence and they 
would have taken it to a grand jury. 

But on Tuesday, you said, and today in your opening statement, you said, "no reasonable prosecutor 
would bring such a case." 
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And then in your statement Tuesday, you cite factors that helped you make that decision and make that 
statement. And one of the factors you said was "consider the context of a person's actions." Typically, 
when I hear "context" in the course of a criminal investigation, it's -- it's from the defense side, not the 
prosecution side. It's at the end of the case after there's been a trial and a guilty verdict, and it's during 
the sentencing phase -- mitigating circumstances. That's the context we typically think about. 

But you said it on the front end. You said "consider the context of the person's actions." And so I'm 
curious. What does "consider the context" mean? Because a lot of Americans are thinking just what the 
chairman talked about in his opening statement, that there are two standards: one for we the people, 
and one for the politically connected. 

A lot of folks I get the privilege of representing back in Ohio think that when you said "consider the 
context," they think that's what Mr. Gowdy just talked about -- the fact that she is former first lady, 
former secretary of state, former senator, major party's nominee for the highest office in the land. And, 
oh by the way, her husband just met with the individual you work with at an airport in Arizona five days 
ago. 

So, you said none of that influenced your decision. But tell us what "consider the context" 
means.COM EV: Thank you, Mr. Jordan. 

What I was trying to capture is the fact that the exercise for prosecutorial discretion is always a 
judgment case. It is in every single case. Among the things you consider are, what was this person's 
background? What was the circumstances of the offense? Were they drunk? Were they inflamed by 
passion? Was it somebody who had a sufficient level of education, and training, and experience that we 
can infer certain things from that to consider the entire circumstances of the conduct and background? I 
did not mean to consider political context. 

JORDAN: The entire circumstances, and Mr. Gowdy just talked about this scheme -- remember what she 
did, right? She sets up this unique server arrange. She alone controlled it. 

On the server, on that system are her personal e-mails, her work related e-mails, Clinton Foundation 
information, and now we know, classified information. This gets discovered. We find out this 
arrangement exists. Then what happens? Her lawyers, her legal team decides which ones we get and 
which ones they get to keep. 

They made the sort on the front end. And then we find out the ones that they kept and didn't give to us, 
didn't give to the American people, didn't give to Congress, the ones they kept, they destroyed them. 
And you don't have to take my word. I'll take what you said on Tuesday, "they deleted all e-mails they 
did not return to the State Department, and the lawyers cleaned their devices in such a way as to 
preclude complete forensic recovery." Now, that sounds like a fancy way of saying they hid the 
evidence, right? And you just told Mr. Gowdy thousands of e-mails fell into those categories. 

Now, that seems to me to provide some context to what took place here. Did Secretary Clinton's legal 
team -- excuse me, let me ask it this way. Did Secretary Clinton know her legal team deleted those e
mails that they kept from us? 

COMEY: I don't believe so. 
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JORDAN: Did Secretary Clinton approve those e-mails being deleted? 

COMEY: I don't think there was any specific instruction or conversation between the Secretary and her 
lawyers about that. 

JORDAN: Did you ask that question? COMEY: Yes. 

JORDAN: Did Secretary Clinton know that her lawyers cleaned devices in such a way to preclude forensic 
recovery? 

COMEY: I don't believe she did. 

JORDAN: Did you ask that question? 

COMEY: Yes. 

JORDAN: Do you see how someone could view the context of what she did, set up a private system, she 
alone controlled it, she kept everything on it? We now know from Ms. Abedi n's deposition they did it for 
that reason, so no one could see what was there based on the depositions Ms. Abedin gave. And then 
when they got caught, they deleted what they had and they scrubbed their devices. Is that part of the 
context in evaluating this decision? 

COMEY: Sure, sure. And I understand what inferences can be drawn from that set of facts, of course. 

JORDAN: Mr. Chairman, I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. We will now recognize the gentle woman from the District of 
Columbia, Mrs. Norton for five minutes. 

NORTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Director Corney, I appreciate your conduct of this investigation in a 
nonpartisan way in keeping with the sterling reputation, which has led presidents of both parties to 
appoint you to highly placed law enforcement positions in our federal government. 

I want to say for the record that this hearing where you call the prosecutor, Mr. Corney, stands in the 
place of the prosecutor, because the Attorney General has accepted entirely the FBl's 
recommendations. When you call the prosecutor to give account for the decision to prosecute or not a 
particular individual raises serious questions of separation of powers, and particularly when you're 
questioning the prosecutor's decision with respect to the decision, to prosecute or not a particular 
individual, it raises serious bill of attainder Constitutional questions. 

These hearings are so often accusatory that they yield no guidance as to how to conduct business in the 
future. And that's the way it looks -- it looks as though that is how this hearing is going. Of course, now, 

everyone understands in the abstract, why it is important for security reasons to use official government 
mail ore- mail rather than private e-mail if security matters are involved. It's a very broad, wide 
proposition. 
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Now, there are no rules so far as I know, requiring members of Congress to use their -- as to how they 
use their official e-mail accounts, whether involving security or not. The Chairman of this Committee 
lists his personal account, for example, on his business card. No one says that's wrong. I don't know if it's 
wrong or right, because there's no guidance. 

Federal agency employees, members of Congress, often have secure information or at least sensitive 
information that shouldn't be made public. Some of our members on the Intelligence Committee, or the 
Defense Committee or even this committee, and they have such matters -- some of these matters may 
concern national security issues. And I don't know if something is sensitive, as the itinerary -- if you're 
going to a hotel as to the route you're taking, and where you will be, all that could be on people's 
personal e-mails. 

Of course, there's a legislative branch, and I spoke of separation of powers. I'm not indicating that there 
should be a government-wide sense that it is ordained from or hide (ph) -- but there ought to be rules 
that everybody understands about especially after the Clinton episode, about the use of personal e-mail. 
So I would like your insight for guidance as far as other federal employees are concerned or other 
members of Congress and their staff because I think we could learn from this episode. 

So strictly from a security standpoint, do you believe that federal employees, staff, even members of 
Congress, should attempt guidance on the issue of the use of personal e-mails versus some official form 
of communication? What should we learn from the process the Secretary has gone through? I'm sure 
there will be questions about how there was even confusion, for example, in the State Department. But 
what should we learn when it comes to our own -- our own use of e-mail and the use of federal 
employees on this question? 

COMEY: May I answer, Mr. Chairman? 

The most important thing to learn is an unclassified e-mail system is no case for an e-mail conversation 
about classified matters. By that, I mean either sending a document as an attachment over unclassified 
e-mail that is classified, or having a conversation about something that is a classified subject on an 
unclassified e-mail system. That's the focus of the concern. 

That's the focus of this investigation, that it was also a personal e-mail adds to the concern about the 
case because of the security vulnerabilities associated with a personal system. But the brute of the 
problem is people using unclassified systems to conduct business that is classified. So all of us should 
have access to, when we have access to classified information, classified communication systems. 

The FBI has three levels an unclassified system, a secret system, and a top secret system. You can e-mail 
on all three, but you need to make sure you don't e-mail on the unclassified system, even if that's a 
government classified system about matters that are classified. That's the important lesson learned. 

Everybody ought to be aware of it. Everybody ought to be trained on it. We spend a lot of time training 
on it in the fib to make sure folks are sensitive to the need of moving a classified discussion, even if it 
doesn't involve sending a document to the appropriate forum. 

NORTON: Members of Congress included? 

COMEY: Of course. 
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NORTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAFFETZ: We'll now recognize the gentleman from Florida, Mr. Desantis for five minutes. 

DESANTIS: Director, the reason why that's so important is because of if top secret information is 
compromised, that could damage our national security, correct? 

COMEY: Yes, by definition ... DESANTIS: And American lives are at stake in some instances, correct? 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESANTIS: You mentioned, a lot of people are upset that there are no consequences for Secretary 
Clinton, but in your statement you pointed out that administrative and security consequences would be 
appropriate if someone demonstrated extreme carelessness for classified information. So for those 
consequences, that would include potentially termination of federal employment? 

COMEY: Correct. 

DESANTIS: It could include revocation of security clearance? 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESANTIS: It could include and ineligibility for future employment in national security positions? 

COMEY: It could. 

DESANTIS: Would you as the FBI Director allow someone, and employee of your agency to work in a 
national security capacity, if that person had demonstrated extreme carelessness in handling top- secret 
info? 

COMEY: The answer to that is we would look very closely at that in a suitability determination. It's hard 
to answer in the abstract, "yes in all cases and no in all cases," but it would be a very important 
suitability scrub. 

DESANTIS: So there would be instances where someone could be extremely careless and maintain 
competence? We have a lot of people who are competent in this country who would love to work for 
your agency, but yet, it would be potentially --you would allow someone to be potentially careless and 
carry on? 

COMEY: In the hypothetical, I can imagine if it was a long time ago, and it was a small amount of conduct 
or something -- that's why it's hard to say other than it would be a very important part ... 

DESANTIS: Let's put it this way. Would being extremely careless in handling top secret information 
expose an employee of the FBI to potential termination? COMEY: Yes. 

DESANTIS: Why shouldn't U.S. officials use mobile devices when traveling to foreign countries, especially 
if they're discussing classifying or sensitive information? 
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COMEY: Because the mobile device will transmit its signal across networks that are likely controlled or at 
least accessed by that hostile power. 

DESANTIS: That's the guidance that the FBI gives all officials when they're traveling overseas? That's still 
good guidance, correct? 

COMEY: That's good guidance. 

DESANTIS: How did top secret information end up on the private server, because your statement 
addressed Secretary Clinton. You did not address any of her aides in your statement. Attorney general 
Lynch exonerated everybody. That information just didn't get there on its own, so how did it get there? 
Were you able to determine that? 

COMEY: Yes, by people talking about a top secret subject in an e-mail communication. 

DESANTIS: So ... 

COMEY: Not about forwarding a top secret document, it's about having a conversation about a matter 
that is top secret. 

DESANTIS: And those were things that were originated by Secretary Clinton's aides and sent to her, 
which would obviously be in her server, but it was also included Secretary Clinton originating those e
mails, correct? 

COMEY: That's correct. 

In most circumstances, it initiated with aides starting the conversation. In the one involving top secret 
information, Secretary Clinton not only received but sent e-mails talking about the same subject. 

DESANTIS: And of that top secret information you found, would somebody who is sophisticated in those 
matters, should it have been obvious to them that was sensitive information? 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESANTIS: So I guess my issue about knowledge of what you're doing is, in order for Secretary Clinton to 
have access to top secret, SCI FBI information, didn't she have to sign a form with the State Department 
acknowledging her duties and responsibilities under the law to safeguard this information? 

COMEY: Yes. Anybody who gets access to SCI, Sensitive Compartmented Information would sign a read
in form that lays that out. I'm sure members of Congress have seen the same thing. DESANTIS: And it 
stresses in that document and other training people would get, that there are certain requirements to 
handling certain levels of information. For example, a top secret document, that can't even be on your 
secret system at the FBI, correct? 

COMEY: Correct. 
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DESANTIS: So you have to follow certain guidelines. And I guess my question is, is she's very 
sophisticated person, she did execute that document, correct? 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESANTIS: And her aides who were getting the classified information, they executed similar documents 
to get a security clearance, correct? 

COMEY: I believe so. 

DESANTIS: And she knowingly clearly set up her own private server in order to -- let me ask you that, 
was the reason she set up her own private server in your judgment was because she wanted to shield 
communications from Congress and the public? 

COMEY: I can't say that. 

Our best information is that she set it up as a matter of convenience. It was an existing system her 
husband had and she decided to have a domain on that system. 

DESANTIS: So the question is, is very sophisticated, this is information that clearly anybody who had 
knowledge of security information would know that it would be classified? But I'm having a little bit of 
trouble to see, how would you not then know that that was something that was inappropriate to do? 

COMEY: Well, I just want to take one of your assumptions about sophistication. I don't think that our 
investigation established she was actually particularly sophisticated with respect to classified 
information and the levels and treatment, and so far as we can tell. .. 

DESANTIS: Isn't she in an original classification of authority? 

COMEY: Yes, sir. 

DESANTIS: Good grief. 

Well, I appreciate you coming. I yield back the balance of my time. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. I ask unanimous consent to enter into the record two documents that 
Mr. Desantis referred to. One is the Sensitive Compartmented Information Nondisclosure agreement, 
the other one is the Classified Information Nondisclosure Agreement, both signed by Hillary Rodham 
Clinton. Without objection, so ordered. I now recognize the gentleman from Missouri, Mr. Clay, for five 
minutes. 

CLAY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Director Corney, for being here today and for the 
professionals whom you lead at the FBI. 

Two years ago, after my urgent request to then Former Attorney General Eric Holder for an expedited 
Justice Department investigation into the tragic death of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, I 
witnessed first hand the diligence, professionalism, and absolute integrity of your investigators. And I 
have no doubt that was the case in this matter as well. 
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I did not think it was possible for the majority to exceed their unprecedented arrogant abuse of official 
channels and federal funds that we have witnessed over the past two years. As they have engaged in a 
partisan political witch hunt at taxpayer expense against Secretary Clinton. But I was wrong, this 
proceeding is just a sequel to that very bad act and the taxpayers will get the bill. 

It's a new low, and it violates both house rules and the rules of this Committee. So with apologies to you 
and the FBI for this blatantly partisan proceeding, let me return to the facts of this case as you have 
clearly outlined them. 

First question. Did Secretary Clinton or any member of her staff intentionally violate federal law? 

COMEY: We did not develop clear evidence of that. 

CLAY: Did Secretary Clinton or any member of her staff attempt to obstruct your investigation? 

COMEY: We did not develop evidence of that. 

CLAY: In your opinion, do the mistakes Secretary Clinton has already apologized for and expressed regret 
for, rise to a level that would be worthy of federal prosecution? 

CO MEY: As I said Tuesday, our judgment, not just mine, but the team's judgment at the FBI is that the 
Justice Department would not bring such a case. No Justice Department would under any --whether 
Republican or Democrat administration. 

CLAY: Thank you for that response. 

I know the FBI pays particular attention to groups by training agents and local law enforcement officers 
and participating in local hate crime working groups. Is that right? 

COMEY: Yes, sir. 

CLAY: Some of these organizations seem relatively harmless, but others appear to be very dangerous 
and growing. Some even promote genocide in their postings and rhetoric online. In your experience, 
how dangerous are these groups and have they incited violence in the past? 

COMEY: I think too hard to answer, Congressman in the abstract, there are some groups that are 
dangerous, there are some groups that are exercising important protected speech under the First 
Amendment. 

CLAY: Let me ask about it in a more direct question. A gentleman named Andrew England is the editor of 
a website called the Daily Stormer that is dedicated to the supremacy of the white race, as well as 
attacking Jews, Muslims, and others. The website features numerous posts with the hash 
#whitegenocide, to protest what they contend is an effort to eliminate the white race. Are you familiar 
with this movement? 

COMEY: I'm not. 
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CLAY: Okay. Well, this hash tag has been promoted all over social media by a growing number of white 
supremacists. For example, one Nazi sympathizer tweeted repeatedly using the handle, 
@whitegenocidetm. Are you concerned that some groups are increasing their followers in this way, 
particularly if some of those followers could become violent? 

COMEY: I don't know the particular enough to comment, Congressman. 

We are always concerned when people go beyond protected speech, which we do not investigate, 
moving towards acts of violence. And so, our duty is to figure out when have people walked outside the 
First Amendment protection and are looking to kill folks or hurt folks. 

I don't know enough to comment on the particular.CLAY: I see. 

Well, one of my biggest concerns is that certain public figures are actually promoting these groups even 
further, and as you may know, one of our most vocal candidates for president retweeted 
@whitegenocidetm. Three weeks later, he did it again. Two days after that, he retweeted a different 
user whose image also included the term white genocide, and that's not even all of them. 

Director Corney, don't these actions make it easier for these racist groups to recruit even more 
supporters? 

COMEY: I don't think I'm in a position to answer that in an intelligent way sitting here. 

CLAY: I appreciate you trying, and thank you, Mr. Director, for your exceptional principled service to our 
country. 

I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank you. We'll now recognize the gentlewoman from Wyoming, Ms. Lummis for five 
minutes. 

LUMMIS: Welcome, Director. Thank you so much for being here. 

My phone has been ringing off the hook in my Washington office, in my Wyoming office -- from 
constituents who don't understand how this conclusion was reached. So I appreciate you being here to 
help walk us through it. 

And here's the issue that the people that are calling me from Wyoming are having, they have access to 
this statute, it's Title XVIII U.S. Code 1924. I'm going to read you the statute, it says, "whoever being an 
officer employee, contractor, or consultant to the United States and by virtue of his office, employment, 
position, or contract becomes possessed of documents or materials containing classified information of 
the United States knowingly removes such documents or materials without authority and with the 
intent to retain such documents or materials at an unauthorized location shall be fined under this title or 
imprisoned for not more than one year or both." Armed with that information, they're wondering how 
Hillary Clinton, who is also an attorney, and attorneys are frequently held to a higher standard of 
knowledge of the law, how this could not have come to her attention. 
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She was the Secretary of State. Of course, the Secretary of State is going to become possessed of 
classified materials. Of course, she was an attorney, she practiced with a prominent Arkansas law firm, 
the Rose Law Firm. She knew from her White House days with her husband, the President, that 
classified materials can be very dangerous if they get into the wrong hands. 

She had to have known about this statute because she had to have been briefed when she took over the 
job as the Secretary of State. So how, given that body of knowledge and experience, could this have 
happened in a way that could have potentially provided access by hackers to confidential information? 

COMEY: You know, it's a good question. A reasonable question. 

The protection we have as Americans is that the government in general and in that statute in particular, 
has to prove before they can prosecute any of us, that we did this thing that's forbidden by the law. And 
when we did it, we knew we were doing something that was unlawful. We don't have to know the code 
number, but that we knew we were doing something that was unlawful. That's the protection we have, 
one I have worked for very hard. 

When I was in the private sector, I did a lot of work with the Chamber of Commerce to stop the 
criminalization of negligence in the United States ... 

LUMMIS: Your know thought Mr. -- may I interrupt and suggest that, this statute says, "knowingly 
removes such documents or materials without authority and with the attempt to retain such documents 
or materials at an unauthorized location." The intent here in the statute is to retain the documents at an 
unauthorized location. It's not intent to pass them on to a terrorist or to someone out in Internet land, 
it's just the intent to retain the documents or materials at an unauthorized location. 

COMEY: It's more than that, though. 

You would have to show that and prove criminal intent both by law, that's the way the judgment would 
instruct the jury, and practice by the Department of Justice. They have reserved that statute, even 
though it's just a misdemeanor, for people who clearly knew they were breaking the law, and that's the 
challenge. 

So should have known, must have know, had to know -- does not get you there. You have to prove 
beyond a reasonable doubt that they knew they were engaged in something that was unlawful. That's 
the challenge. 

LUMMIS: Then may I turn to her attorneys? Did all of Secretary Clinton's attorneys have the requisite 
clearances at the times they received all of her e-mails, especially those that were classified at the time 
they were sent? 

COMEY: No. 

LUMMIS: They destroyed, as has been noted, 30,000 e-mails of Secretary Clinton's. Do you have 100 
percent confidence that none of the 30,000 e-mails destroyed by Secretary Clinton's attorneys was 
marked as classified? 

COMEY: I don't have 100 percent confidence. 
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I'm reasonably confident some of them were classified. There were only three in the entire batch we 
found that bore any markings to indicate they were classified. So that's less likely, but surely, it's a 
reasonable assumption some of the ones they deleted contained classified information. 

LUMMIS: Thank you, Director. Thank you, I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: I now recognize the gentleman from Massachusetts, Mr. Lynch, for five minutes. 

LYNCH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Director Corney, for appearing here to help the Committee 
with this work. 

Director Corney, Secretary Clinton is certainly not the only Secretary of State to use a personal e-mail 
account with information later identified as being classified. I want to show you, this is a book that was 
written by Former Secretary of State Colin Powell. And in his book, he says, "to complement the official 
state department computer in my office, I installed a laptop computer on a private line. My personal e
mail account on a laptop allowed me to direct access to anyone online. So I started shooting e-mails to 
my principle assistants, to individual ambassadors, and increasingly, to my foreign minister colleagues 
who like me were trying to bring their ministries into the 186,000 miles per second world." Were you 
aware of this, that Secretary Colin Powell actually had a private server as well? 

COMEY: Not a private server. I think he used a commercial e-mail account for state department 
business. 

LYNCH: Private line? Unprotected? 

COMEY: Correct. Not a State Department e-mail system. 

LYNCH: Right. 

COMEY: Right. 

LYNCH: He went rogue, so to speak. Right? 

COMEY: I don't know whether I would say that. 

LYNCH: All right. I'm not going to put words in your mouth. 

Do you think this was careless for him to do that, to start -- get his own system.? He installed a laptop 
computer on a private line." My personal e-mail account was on a laptop and allowed me direct access 
to anyone. Anyone online." That's his own statement. 

I'm just trying to compare Secretaries of State because Secretary Powell has never been here. As a 

matter of fact, when we asked him for his e-mails, unlike the 55,000 that we received from Secretary 
Clinton, he said, "I don't have any to turn over." This is a quote. This was on ABC this week. He 
explained, "I don't have any to turn over. I didn't keep a cache of them. I did not print them off. I do not 
have thousands of pages somewhere in my personal files." But he was Secretary of State and he 
operated, you know, on a private system. Were you aware of that? 
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COMEY: Not at the time 15 years ago, but I am now. 

LYNCH: Yes, okay. 

So recently, well, back in October 2015, the State Department sent Secretary Powell a letter requesting 
that he contact his e-mail provider, AOL, to determine whether any of his e-mails are still on the 
unclassified systems. Are you aware of that ongoing investigation? 

COMEY: I don't know of an investigation ... 

LYNCH: Well, that request for information from Secretary Powell, the former Secretary? 

COMEY: Yes. Yes, I am. 

LYNCH: You're aware of that. Are you surprised that he has never responded? 

COMEY: I don't know enough to comment. I don't know exactly what conversation he had with the State 
Department.LYNCH: I try to look at the -- where we have a lot of comparisons of other cases. And it 
seems like all the cases where prosecutions have gone forward, the subject of the investigation has 
demonstrated a clear intent to deliver classified information to a person or persons who were 
unauthorized to receive that. 

So if you look at the, you know, PFC Bradley Manning, now Chelsea Manning, that was a court-martial, 
but he demonstrated a clear intent to publish that information, which was classified. Julian Assange, the 
WikiLeaks editor I guess and publisher, again a wide and deliberate attempt to publish classified 
information. General Petraeus, which we talked about earlier today, shared information with his 
biographer. Jeffrey sterling, of the New York times and Former CIA Officer Kiriakou who was interested 
in writing a book, so he hung on to his information. And even Former Director of the CIA, John Deutsche, 
who retains classified information on a couple of servers, one in Belmont, Massachusetts, and one in 
Bethesda, Maryland, now that is after he became a private citizen. 

So in all those cases, there's a clear intent. As you said before, you look at what people did and what 
they were thinking when they did that. And I would just ask you, is there a clear distinction between 
what those people did and what Secretary Clinton did in her case? 

COMEY: In my view, yes. The Deutsche case illustrates it perfectly. He took huge amount of documents, 
almost all of the TS-CIA level, had them in hard copy at his house, had them on an unclassed system 
attached to the Internet, attempted to destroy some when he got caught. Admitted, "I knew I wasn't 
supposed to be doing this," -- clear intent, obstruction of justice. Those are the kind of cases that get 

prosecuted. 

That's what I said and I meant it when I said it. In my experience, which is three decades, no reasonable 
prosecutor would bring this case. I know that frustrates people, but that's the way the law is, and that's 
the way the practice is in the Department of Justice. 

LYNCH: Thank you for your testimony and for your service. I yield back. 
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CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. We'll go to the gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. Meadows, for five 
minutes. 

MEADOWS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Director Corney, thank you. There has been much said today 
about criticizing you and your service. And I want to go on record that even though many of my 
constituents would love for me to criticize your service because of the conclusion you reached, never 
have I, nor will I criticize your service. And we appreciate your service to this country and the integrity. 

So I'm going to focus on the things that you said, not the conclusion that you drew. And Congressman 
Trey Gowdy and I talked a little bit about this. On February 4th, 2016, Secretary Clinton during a 
presidential debate said, "I never sent or received any classified material. They are retroactively 
classifying it. " Close quote. 

And so in your statement on July 5th, you said that, "there were indeed 110 e-mails, 52 e-mail chains 
which there was classified information on it at the time it was sent or received." So those two 
statements, both of them cannot be true. Is that correct, your statement and her statement.? 

COMEY: It's not accurate to say that she did not send or receive classified ... 

MEADOWS: So she did not tell the truth during that presidential debate that she never sent or received 
classified information, and it was retroactively classified? 

COMEY: I don't think that's a question I should be answering of what was her in head. 

MEADOWS: Well, either your statement is not true or hers is not true. Both cannot be true. Is your 
statement true? 

COMEY: That I can speak to. 

MEADOWS: OK, so your statement is true, so the American people will have to judge with her statement 
not being true. 

So let me go on to another one. On October 22nd, she said, "there was nothing marked classified one
mails either sent or received," and in your statement, you said ,a" very small number of e-mails 
contained classified information, bore markings indicating the presence of classified information at the 
time." So she makes a statement that says there was no markings. You make a statement that there 
was. So her statement was not true? 

COMEY: That one I actually have a little insight into her statement because we asked her about that. 
There were three documents that bore portion markings where you're obligated when something is 

classified to put a marking on that paragraph. 

MEADOWS: Right. 

COMEY: There were three that bore "c" which means that's confidential classified information. 
MEADOWS: So a reasonable person who has been a Senator, a Secretary of State, a First Lady, wouldn't 
a reasonable person know that that was a classified marking? As a secretary of state, a reasonable 
person? That's all I'm asking. 
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COMEY: Before this investigation, I probably would have said, yes. I'm not so sure. I don't find it 
incredibly ... 

MEADOWS: Director Corney, come on. 

I mean, I have only been here a few years and I understand the importance of those markings. So you're 
suggesting that a long length of time that she had no idea what a classified marking would be? That's 
your sworn testimony today? 

COMEY: No, no, not that she would have no idea what a classified marking would be, but it's an 
interesting question as to -- the question about sophistication came up earlier --whether she was 
sophisticated enough to understand what a "c" means. 

MEADOWS: So you're saying the former Secretary of State is not sophisticated enough to understand a 
classified marking? 

COMEY: That's not what I said. 

MEADOWS: That's a huge statement. 

COMEY: That's not what I said. You asked me did I assume someone would know. Probably before the 
investigation, I would have, I'm not so sure of that answer any longer. I think it's possible -- possible that 
she didn't understand what a "c" meant when she saw it in the body of the e-mail like that. 

MEADOWS: After years in the Senate and Secretary of State, I mean, that's hard for me and the 
American people to believe, Director Corney. And I'm not questioning your analysis of it, but wouldn't a 
reasonable person think that someone who has the highest job of handling classified information would 
understand that? 

COMEY: I think that's the conclusion a reasonable person would draw. It may not be accurate ... 

MEADOWS: Let me go a little bit further, because that last quote actually came on October 22nd, 2015, 
under sworn testimony before the Benghazi Committee. So if she gave a sworn testimony, that a 
reasonable person would suggest is not truthful, isn't it a logical assumption she may have misled 
Congress, and we need to look at that further? 

COMEY: Well, the reasonable person test is not what you look at for perjury or false statements. But like 
I said, I can understand why people would ask that question. 

MEADOWS: All right. 

So let me in the last little portion of this, in your three and a half-hour interview on Saturday, did she 
contradict some of these public statements in private? Because you said she didn't lie to the FBI, but it's 
apparent that she lied to the American people. So did she change her statements in that sworn 
testimony with you last Saturday? 

COMEY: I haven't gone through that to parse that ... 
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MEADOWS: Can you do that and get back to this Committee? It's important, I think to the American 
people and to transparency. 

COMEY: I'm sure. And as the Chairman and I have talked about, I'm sure the Committee is going to want 
to see documents of our investigation and whatnot. And we'll work to give you whatever we can 
possibly give you under our law, but I haven't done that analysis at this point. 

MEADOWS: Will you do that and get back to us? 

CHAFFETZ: The gentleman's time has expired. We'll now recognize the gentleman from Tennessee, Mr. 
Cooper, for five minutes. 

COOPER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Director Corney. 

I hate to see one of America's most distinguished public servants pilloried before this Committee. We're 
all highly partisan here. We're a good back seat drivers. We're all today, apparently, armed chair 
prosecutors. 

And you stated the truth when you said, "you didn't know of anyone who would bring a case like this". 
Some of the prosecutors have had the case to do that. I hope that this Committee's effort is not 
intended to intimidate you, or the FBI ,or law enforcement in general, or government employees. And 
I'm thankful at this moment that you have such a lifetime record of speaking truth to power because 
that's very important. 

It's also very important that apparently you're a life-long Republican. You're just here to do your job, 
state the facts. 

I think the key issue here is whether in fact there is a double standard, whether some Americans are 
being treated differently than others? I think I can rely on my Republican colleagues to make sure that 
Hillary Clinton is treated no better than anybody else. There should be some attention given to make 
sure she's not treated any worse than anybody else. 

I think we all know that we wouldn't be having this hearing, especially on an emergency basis, unless she 
were running for President. My colleague from Massachusetts has just pointed out the previous 
Secretaries of State are not being called on the carpet, whether that be Condoleezza Rice, or Colin 
Powell, or others. But I think the grossest double standard here today is the fact that all of the members 
of this Committee, every member of Congress, is not subject to the same law that Secretary Clinton was 
subject to. 

And as lawmakers, that means that we have exempted ourselves from the standard of other federal 
employees. My colleague from D.C., Ms. Norton, referred to this. Why did we exempt ourselves from 
the same rules? Apparently, our Chairman lists his private e-mail account on his business card. We all 

have access to classified information.COOPER: I would like to challenge my Republican colleagues here 
today. Let's work together and introduce legislation to make the same laws apply to us as applied to the 
executive branch and to Secretary Clinton. 
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I would be happy to join in such legislation to make sure that we're not being hypocritical on this panel, 
that we're holding ourselves to the same standards as Secretary Clinton and not trying to accuse her of 
things that we may be guilty of ourselves. I bet my colleagues would be the first to complain if, for 
example, e-mails were retroactively classified. 

That's a situation most people in public service would object to pretty strongly. How did you know at the 
time if you had no idea? So I think it's very important, if we want as Congress to have the trust of the 
American people, to not be hypocritical. To uphold the same standards that we want to see upheld by 
others. 

And I'm just thankful at this moment in our history that we have someone like you who's in charge of 
the FBI. Because too many things are highly politicized. The last thing we should do is criminalize our 
political system. 

I didn't see any of my Republican colleagues complain when former Governor Bob McDonnell was 
exonerated by an eight to zero vote at the Supreme Court for having done certain things that I think 
most Americans would find object able. 

But our court on a bipartisan, unanimous basis exonerated him just a week or two ago. So I think this is a 
moment for committee members reflect, to take a deep breath, to calm down and realize exactly what 
you said, that no reasonable prosecutor would have brought this case. And thank you for stating that so 
clearly and publicly. 

I yield back the balance. I yield to the Ranking Member. 

CUMMINGS: Mr. Director, lemme ask you this. First of all, I associate myself with everything the 
gentleman just said. You were talking about some markings a little bit earlier, is that right? 

Can you describe what those markings are like -- markings on the documents? You said there were three 
documents with certain markings on them. 

COMEY: Yeah. CUMMINGS: That indicated classified, go ahead. 

COMEY: There were three e-mails that down in the body of thee- mail, in the three different e-mails, 
there were paragraphs and the beginning of the paragraph had a parenthesis, a capital "c" and then a 
parenthesis. 

And that is a portion marking to indicate that. 

CUMMINGS: That paragraph. 

COMEY: That paragraph is classified at the confidential level, which is the lowest level of classification. 

CUMMINGS: And so out of 30,000 documents, this is --you found these three markings. Is that what 
you're saying? 
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COMEY: Three e-mails bore "c" markings down in the body. None of the e-mails had headers, which is at 
the top of a document that says it's classified. Three had -- within the body -- the portion marking for 
"c." 

CUMMINGS: Thank you. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. 

I now recognize the gentleman from Tennessee, Mr. Duncan, for five minutes. 

DUNCAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Meadows mentioned one instance in which Secretary Clinton said that she had -- that she did not 
mail any classified material to anyone. Actually, she said that several other times. 

But it is accurate, Director Corney, that you found at least 110 instances of when she had mailed, e
mailed classified material? 

COMEY: One hundred and ten that she either received or sent. 

DUNCAN: Right. And it also is accurate that, quote, "Clinton's lawyers cleaned their devices in such a 
way as to preclude complete forensic recovery." 

COMEY: Correct. 

DUNCAN: And also, when she said --when Secretary Clinton said that nothing she sent was marked 
classified and you said in your press conference, but even if information is not marked classified inane
mail particularly, our participants who know or should know that the subject matter is classified are still 
obligated to protect it. 

Do you -- do you feel that Secretary Clinton knew or should have known that she was obligated to 
protect classified information? 

COMEY: Yes. DUNCAN: With her legal background and her long experience in government. Also, she said 
at one point that she has directed all e-mails, work-related e-mails, to be forwarded to the State 
Department. 

Is it also accurate that you discovered thousands of other e-mails that were work-related other than the 
30,000 she submitted? 

COMEY: Correct. 

DUNCAN: Before I came to Congress, I spent several years as a criminal court judge. I tried several -

presided (ph) over several hundred felony criminal cases. And I can assure you that I saw many cases 
where the evidence of criminal intent was flimsier than the evidence in this case. 

But do you -- do you realize or do you realize that great numbers of people across this country felt that 
you presented such a strong -- such an incriminating case against Secretary Clinton in your press 
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conference that they were very surprised or even shocked when you reached the conclusion to let her 
off? 

Do you doubt that great numbers feel that way? 

COMEY: No, I think so. And I understand the questions. And I wanted to be as transparent as possible. 
We went at this very hard to see if we could make a case. And I wanted the American people to see 
what I honestly believed about the whole thing. 

DUNCAN: Well, do you understand as the chairman said earlier, that great numbers of people feel now 
that there's one standard of justice for the Clintons and another for regular people? 

COMEY: Yeah, I've heard that a lot. It's not true, but I've heard it a lot. 

DUNCAN: Well, even the Ranking Member who is here, who of course, as we understand had to defend 
Secretary Clinton as strongly as possible, he almost begged you to explain the gap between the 
incriminating case you presented and the conclusion that was reached. 

Did -- did that surprise you, that he felt so strongly that there was this big gap? 

COMEY: No, not at all. It's a complicated matter. It involves understanding how the Department Of 
Justice works across decades, how prosecutorial discretion is exercised. I get that folks see 
disconnections, especially when they see a statute that says gross negligence. 

Well, the director just said she was extremely careless. So how is that not prosecutable? So it takes an 
understanding of what's going on over the last 99 years. 

What's the precedent, how do we treat these cases -- I totally I get people's questions and I think they're 
in good faith. DUNCAN: Do you -- we talk about gross negligence here and you said that Secretary 
Clinton was extremely careless with this classified material and how dangerous it could be, how 
threatening to -- even to people's lives that it could be to disclose classified material. 

Do you agree that there is a very thin line between gross negligence and extreme carelessness? And 
would you explain to me what you consider to be that difference? 

COMEY: Sure, judge -- Congressman. As a former judge, you know there isn't actually a great definition 
in the law of gross negligence. Some courts interpret it as close to willful, which means you know you're 
doing something wrong. 

Others drop it lower. My term (ph) extremely careless is trying to be kind of an ordinary person. That's a 
common-sense way of describing it; it sure looks real careless to me. 

The question of whether that amounts to gross negligence frankly is really not at the center of this 
because when I look at the history of the prosecutions and see, it's been one case brought on a gross 
negligence theory. 

I know from 30 years there's no way anybody from the Department Of Justice is bringing a case against 
John Doe or Hillary Clinton for the second time in 100 years based on those facts. 
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DUNCAN: You ended your statement to Congressman Cooper a while ago saying no -- saying once again 
that no reasonable prosecutor could have brought this case, yet you also mentioned earlier today that 
you had seen several of your friends and other prosecutors who have said publicly, many across this 
country, they would have been glad to prosecute this case. 

COMEY: I smile because they're friends and I haven't talked to them I want to say, guys, so where were 
ya over the last 40 years? 

Where were these cases? They just have not been brought for reasons that I said earlier. It's a good 
thing the Department Of Justice worries about prosecuting people for being careless. I don't like it. 

As a citizen, I want people to show they knew they were breaking the law and then we'll put you in jail. 

DUNCAN: Of course, you know many people have been prosecuted for gross negligence by the Federal 
Government, by the FBI. 

CHAFFETZ: The gentleman's time has expired. 

We'll now recognize the gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Connolly, for five minutes. 

CONNOLLY: Thank you. 

And welcome, Director Corney and although our politics are different, I gather you're a Republican. Is 
that correct? 

COMEY: I have been registered Republican for most of my adult life. Not registered any longer. 

CONNOLLY: We don't register by party in Virginia but many have suspected my politics as being 
Democratic. And I thank you for your integrity. As my colleague said and I said in my opening statement, 
your career has been characterized as speaking truth to power. 

And you're doing it again today. 

Just to set the context, Director Corney, not that you're unaware of this, today's hearing is political 
theater. It's not even the pretense of trying to get at the truth. This is the desperate attempt under a -
an extraordinary set of circumstances, an emergency hearing.CONNOLLY: I don't know what the 
emergency is other than one side is about to nominate somebody who is a pathological narcissist who, 
you know, was talking about banning Muslims and Mexicans crossing who are all rapists and women 
who are pigs and terrified at the prospect of the consequences of that in the election, so let's grab onto 

whatever we can to discredit or try to discredit the other nominee. Putative nominee. And you took 
away their only hope. 

And so the theater today is actually trying to discredit you. Subtly (ph), in some cases. My friend from 
South Carolina uses big words like "exculpatory" and kind of goes through what a prosecutor would do. 
The insinuation being you didn't do your job. 
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My friend from Wyoming is apparently flattered (ph) with citizens in her home state who are reading 
the statute that governs classification. A lot of time on the hands back there, I guess, but yeah, this is all 
designed to discredit your finding. 

Now, the FBI interviewed Secretary Clinton, is that correct? 

COMEY: Yes. 

CONNOLLY: Did she lie to the FBI in that interview? 

COMEY: I have no basis for concluding that she was untruthful with us. 

CONNOLLY: Is it a crime to lie to the FBI? 

COMEY: Yes, it is. 

CONNOLLY: David Petraeus did lie to the FBI? 

COMEY: Yes. 

CONNOLLY: And he was prosecuted for that -- well, could have been. 

COMEY: Could have been. Was not for that. 

CONNOLLY: Right. That's always a judgment call. 

COMEY: Correct. 

CONNOLLY: Was she evasive? 

COMEY: I don't think the agents assessed she was evasive. 

CONNOLLY: Hmm. How many e-mails are we talking about, total, universe, that were examined by your 
team? 

CO MEY: Tens of thousands. 

CONNOLLY: Tens of thousands. And how many are in a questionable category that maybe could have, 
should have been looked at more carefully because there could be some element of classification, 
apparently my friend from North Carolina assumes we're all intimately familiar with a fact if a "c" 

appears, it means a classification, though there seems to be some dispute about that because the State 
Department, as I understand it, has actually said some of those were improperly marked and shouldn't 
have had the "c." 

Are you aware of that? 

COMEY: Yes. 
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CONNOLLY: Yes. So could it be that in her hundred trip, four years, 100 overseas trips to 100 countries, 
as secretary of state trying to restore U.S. credibility that had been destroyed in the previous eight years 
overseas, and tens of thousands of e-mail communications, not including phone calls and classified 
conversation and skips and the like, that maybe the small percentage of e-mails she didn't pay as much 
attention to them as maybe in retrospect one would hope she would have. 

Is that a fair conclusion? Could that be a fair conclusion? 

COMEY: I don't usually deal in maybes. It's possible. 

CONNOLLY: Well, you do deal in distinguishing between willful and inadvertent. 

COMEY: Sure. 

CONNOLLY: And in this case, you concluded it has to be in the latter category. It wasn't willful. 

COMEY: We concluded there was not adequate evidence of willful conduct. 

CONNOLLY: Right. So there's no obfuscation, here, unlike in the Petraeus case, and there's no evasion, 
there's no lying. There's no willful attempt to compromise classified material, despite the insinuations of 
my friends on the other side of the aisle. 

And the only hope left in this political theater is to discredit you and your team in the hopes that 
therefore you won't have credibility and we can revisit this monstrous crime of using a private server, 
that server being the server of the former president of the United States, that maybe Mrs. Clinton 
thought would be more secure than the leaky system at the State Department. 

I yield back. CHAFFETZ: I now recognize the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Hurd, for five minutes. 

HURD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I'm offended. I'm offended by my friends on the other 
side of the political aisle saying this is political theater. This is not political theater. For me, this is 
serious. 

I spent nine and a half years as an undercover officer in the CIA. I was the guy in the back allies collecting 
intelligence, passing it to lawmakers. I have seen my friends killed, I have seen assets put themselves in 
harm's way. And this is about protecting information, the most sensitive information the American 
government has, and I wish my colleagues would take this a little bit more seriously. 

Mr. Corney -- Director Corney, excuse me. SAP. Special Access Program. You alluded to earlier that 
includes SCI information. Does SCI information include HU MINT and SIGINT? 

COMEY: Yes. 

HURD: HUM INT and SIGINT, Human intelligence information collected from people that are putting 
themselves in harm's way to give us information to drive foreign policy. Signals intelligence, some of the 
most sensitive things to understand what al Qaeda is doing, what ISIS is doing. 
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So, the former secretary of state had an unauthorized server. Those are your words. In her basement, 
correct? 

COMEY: Correct. 

HURD: Who was protecting that information? Who was protecting that server? 

COMEY: Well, not much. There was a number of different people who were assigned as administrators 
of the server. 

HURD: And at least seven e-mail chains or eight that -- was classified as TS/SCI? 

COMEY: Correct. 

HURD: So the former secretary of state, one of the president's most important advisers on foreign policy 
and national security, had a server in her basement that had information that was collected from our 
most sensitive assets, and it was not protected by anyone. And that's not a crime? 

That's outrageous. People are concerned. What does it take for someone to misuse classified 
information and get in trouble for it? 

COMEY: It takes mishandling it and criminal intent. 

HURD: And so an unauthorized server in the basement is not mishandling? 

COMEY: Well, no, there is evidence of mishandling here. This whole investigation at the end focused on 
is there sufficient evidence of intent. 

HURD: Were -- was this unanimous opinion within the FBI on your decision? 

COMEY: The whole FBI wasn't involved, but the team of agents, investigators, analysts, technologists, 
yes. 

HURD: Did you take into any consideration the impact that this precedence can set on our ability to 
collect intelligence overseas? 

COMEY: Yes. My primary concern is the impact on what other employees might think in the federal 
government. 

HURD: And you don't think this sends a message to other employees that if a former secretary of state 
can have an unauthorized server in their basement that transmits top-secret information, that that's not 
a problem? 

COMEY: Oh, I worry very much about that. That's why I talked about that in my statement, because an 
FBI employee might face severe discipline, and I want them to understand that those consequences are 
still going to be there. 

HURD: Director Corney, do you have a server in your basement? 
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COMEY: I do not. 

HURD: Does anybody in the FBI have a server in their basement? Or in their house? 

COMEY: I don't know. Not to my knowledge. 

HURD: Do you think it's likely? 

COMEY: I think it's unlikely. 

HURD: I would think so, too. I would think so, too. Because I'm proud -- always been proud to serve 
alongside the men and women that you represent. 

So there was no dissenting opinion when you make this decision. It's your job to be involved in 
counterintelligence as well. Right? 

COMEY: Yes. 

HURD: So that means protecting our secrets from foreign adversaries collecting them. Is that correct? 

COMEY: Correct. 

HURD: Did this activity you investigated make America's secrets vulnerable to hostile elements? COMEY: 
Yes. 

HURD: Do you think that pattern of behavior would continue? 

COMEY: I'm sorry? I missed the ... 

HURD: Do you think that pattern of behavior would continue? 

COMEY: Would continue ... 

HURD: By-- by our former secretary of state? 

COMEY: I'm not following you. You mean if we hadn't -- if this had not come to light, you mean? 

HURD: Right now. Based on what we see, do you think there's going to be other elements within the 
federal government that think it's OK to have an unauthorized server in their basement? 

COMEY: They better not. That's one of the reasons I'm talking about it. 

HURD: So but -- what is the ramifications of them doing that? What is the -- what is --you know how is 
there going to be any consequences levered if it's not being levered here? Because indeed, this is -
you're setting a precedent. 
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COMEY: The precedent -- I want people to understand, again, I only am responsible for the FBI, that 
there will be discipline from termination to reprimand and everything in between for people who 
mishandle classified information. 

HURD: Director Corney, I'm not a lawyer, and so I may misstate this. Is there such a thing as the case of 
first impression, and why was this not possibly one of those? 

COMEY: There is such a thing, which just means the first time you do something. The reason this isn't 
one of those is that's just not fair. That would be treating somebody differently because of their 
celebrity status or because of some other factor that doesn't matter. We have to treat people -- the 
bedrock of our system of justice, we treat people fairly, we treat them the same based on their ... HURD: 
And that person mishandling the most sensitive information that this government can collect is -- is not 
fair? It's not fair to punish someone who did that? 

COMEY: Not on these facts. If would be fair -- if that person worked for me, it would be fair to have a 
robust disciplinary proceeding. It's not fair to prosecute that person on these facts. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank -- thank ... 

HURD: Mr. Chairman, I yield back the time I do not have. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank the gentleman. I will now recognize the gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Cartwright, 
for five minutes. 

CARTWRIGHT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'd like to open by acknowledging my colleague from North 
Carolina, Mr. Meadows -- here he comes back in the room -- for -- for acknowledging your integrity, 
Director Corney. 

I think bipartisan sentiments like that are few and far between around here and I appreciate 
Congressman Meadows' remark. You are a man of integrity, Director Corney. It is troubling to me that 
that remark from Congressman Meadows is not unanimous at this point. It used to be. 

Just weeks ago our chairman, Representative Chaffetz, stated on national TV that Republicans, quote, 
"believe in James Corney," unquote. He said this, and I quote, "I do think that in all of the government, 
he is a man of integrity and honesty. His finger's on the pulse of this. Nothing happens without him. And 
I think he is going to be the definitive person to make a determination or a recommendation." But just 
hours after your actual recommendation came out, Chairman Chaffetz went on TV and accused you of 
making a, quote, "political calculation." 

And then our speaker of the House weeks ago referring to you, Director Corney, said, "I do believe that 
his integrity is unequaled." So your integrity was -- it was unanimous about your integrity before you 
came to your conclusion, but after, not so much. That's troubling. 

And I want to give you a chance, Director Corney, how do you respond to that? How important to you is 
maintaining your integrity before the nation? COMEY: I think the only two things I have in life that 
matter are the love of my family and friends and my integrity. So I care deeply about both. 
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CARTWRIGHT: All right. Now Director Corney, you discussed your team a little bit and they deserve a lot 
of credit for all of the hard work and effort that went into this investigation. And I think you just said 
that they were unanimous that everyone who looked at this agreed that no reasonable prosecutor 
would bring a case. Am I correct in that? 

COMEY: Yes. 

CARTWRIGHT: How many people were on this team? 

COMEY: It changed at various times, but somewhere between 15 and 20. Then we used a lot of other 
FBI folks to help from time to time. 

CARTWRIGHT: How many hours were spent on this investigation? 

COMEY: We haven't counted yet. They -- they -- I said to them, they moved -- they put three years of 
work into 12 calendar months. 

CARTWRIGHT: And how many pages of documents did the FBI review in this investigation? 

COMEY: Thousands and thousands and thousands. 

CARTWRIGHT: And the agents do the document review, were they qualified or were they unqualified? 

COMEY: They were an all-star team. They are a great group of folks. 

CARTWRIGHT: How about Secretary Clinton? Did she agreed to be interviewed? 

COMEY: Yes. 

CARTWRIGHT: Come in voluntarily without the need of a subpoena? 

COMEY: Yes. 

CARTWRIGHT: Was she interviewed? 

COMEY: Yes. 

CARTWRIGHT: Was she interviewed by experienced, critical, veteran agents and law enforcement 
officers or by some kind of credulous, gullible, newbies doing their on-the-job training, Director? 

COMEY: She was interviewed by the kind of folks the American people would want doing the interview. 
Real pros. 

CARTWRIGHT: All right. You were asked about markings on a few documents. I have the manual here. 
Marking classified national security information. And I don't think you were given a full chance to talk 
about those three documents with the little "c"s on them. 

Were they properly documented? Were they properly marked according to the manual? 
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COMEY: No. 

CARTWRIGHT: According to the manual, and I ask unanimous consent to enter this into the record, Mr. 
Chairman. 

CHAFFETZ: Without objection ... 

CARTWRIGHT: According to the manual, if you're going to classify something, there has to be a header 
on the document. Right? 

COMEY: Correct. 

CARTWRIGHT: Was there a header on the three documents that we've discussed today that had the 
little "c" in the text someplace? 

COMEY: No. They were three e-mails. The "c" was in the body, in the text, but there was no header on 
the e-mail or in the text. 

CARTWRIGHT: So if Secretary Clinton really were an expert at what's classified and what's not classified 
and were following the manual, the absence of a header would tell her immediately that those three 
documents were not classified. Am I correct in that? 

COMEY: That would be a reasonable inference. 

CARTWRIGHT: All right. I thank you for your testimony, Director. I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. Will now recognize the gentleman from Colorado, Mr. Buck, for five 
minutes. 

BUCK: Good morning, Director Corney. 

COMEY: Morning, sir. 

BUCK: Thank you for being here. I also respect your commitment to law and justice and your career. And 
I -- first question I want to ask you, is this hearing unfair? Has it been unfair to you? 

COMEY: No. 

BUCK: Thank you. One purpose of security procedures for classified information is to prevent hostile 
information -- hostile nations from obtaining classified information. Is that fair? 

COMEY: Yes. 

BUCK: And do -- did hostile nations obtain classified information from Secretary Clinton's servers? 

COMEY: I don't know. It's possible, but we don't have direct evidence of that. We couldn't find direct 
evidence. 
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BUCK: I want to --without making this a law school class, I want to try to get into intent. There are 
various levels of intent in the criminal law, everything from knowingly and willfully doing something all 
the way down, to strict liability. Would you agree with me on that? 

COMEY: Yes. 

BUCK: And in Title 18, most of the -- criminal laws in Title 18 have the words "knowingly" and "willfully" 
in them and that is the standard typically that United States attorneys prosecute under. 

COMEY: Most do. Unlawfully, knowingly, willfully is our standard formulation for charging a case. 

BUCK: And there are also a variety of others between the knowingly and willfully standard and the strict 
liability standard. And in many, like environmental crimes, have a much lower standard because of the 
toxic materials that are at risk of harming individuals. Is that fair? 

COMEY: That's correct. 

BUCK: Okay. Let's talk about this particular statute, 18 U.S.C. 1924. I take it we could all agree -- you and 
I can agree on a couple of the elements. She, Secretary Clinton was an employee of the United States. 

COMEY: Correct. 

BUCK: And as a result of that employment, she received classified information. 

COMEY: Correct. 

BUCK: And there is no doubt about those two elements. Now I don't know whether the next element is 
one element or two, but it talks about knowingly removed such materials without authority and with 
the intent to retain such material at an unauthorized location. 

So I'm going to treat those as two separate parts of the intent element. First of all, do you see the word 
"willfully" anywhere in this statute? 

COMEY: I don't. 

BUCK: And that would indicate to you that there is a lower threshold for intent? 

COMEY: No, it wouldn't. 

BUCK: Why? 

COMEY: Because we often -- as I understand, the Justice Department's practice and judicial practice will 
impute to any criminal statute at that level with a knowingly also requirement that you know that you're 
involved in criminal activity of some sort. A general mens rea requirement. 

BUCK: So -- and you would apply that same standard to environmental (inaudible)? 
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COMEY: No, if it specifically says it is a negligence-based crime, I don't think a judge would impute that. 

BUCK: But -- but Congress specifically omitted the word "willfully" from this statute, and yet you are 
implying the word willfully in the statute. Is that fair? 

COMEY: That's fair. 

BUCK: Okay. So what this statute does say is "knowingly removed such materials without authority." Is it 
fair that she knew that she didn't have authority to have this server in her basement? 

COMEY: Yes, that's true. 

BUCK: And she knew that she was receiving materials, classified information, in -- in the e-mails that she 
received on -- on her BlackBerry and other devices. 

COMEY: I can't answer -- I'm hesitating as a prosecutor because it's always -- to what level of proof. I do 
not believe there's evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that she knew she was receiving classified 
information in violation of the requirements. 

BUCK: But that's not my question. 

COMEY: (Inaudible) evidence of that. 

BUCK: That's not my question. My question, in fairness, is did she know that she was receiving 
information on the servers at her location? 

COMEY: Oh, I'm sorry. Of course, yes. She knew she was using her e-mail system. 

BUCK: And as secretary of state, she also knew that she would be receiving classified information. 

COMEY: Yes, in general. 

BUCK: OK. And did she then have the intent to retain such material at an unauthorized location? She 
retained the material that she received as secretary of state at her server in her basement and that was 
unauthorized. 

COMEY: You're asking me did she have the -- I'm going to ask you the burden of proof question in a 
second. But did she have the intent to retain classified information on the server or just to retain any 
information on the server?BUCK: Well, we've already established that she knew, as secretary of state, 
that she was going to receive classified information in her e-mails. And so did she retain such 

information that she received as secretary of state on her servers in her basement? 

COMEY: She did in fact -- there is, in my view, not evidence beyond certainly probable cause. There's not 

evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that she knew she was receiving classified information or that she 
intended to retain it on her server. 
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There's evidence of that but when I said there's not clear evidence of intent, that's what I meant. I could 
not, even if the Department Of Justice would bring that case, I could not prove beyond a reasonable 
doubt those two elements. 

BUCK: Thank you very much. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank the gentleman. 

Now, we'll go to the gentlewoman from Illinois, Ms. Duckworth for five minutes. 

DUCKWORTH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. When I first entered Congress three years ago, like many 
freshmen members, I -- I'm like many freshmen members. I actually sought out this committee. 

I wanted to be on this committee because I wanted to tackle the challenges of good government, like 
working to eliminate proper payments or prevent wasteful programs duplication. Before I joined 
Congress, I had the privilege of serving in the army for 23 years and I --you know, and as I tackled those 
challenges and in the challenges of helping reduce veteran's homelessness, I witnessed firsthand the 
real world importance of improving and streamlining government operations. 

How even the best policies in the world will not work without proper implementation. And so when it 
comes to implementing true and lasting reforms that will make sure that electronics records and other 
records and the history of our great nation are preserved for future generations, I've done my best to 
approach this goal seriously. 

I'm focused on making sure that our nation sustains a long-term commitment to modernizing our 
federal records keeping (ph) system from improving the laws governing what needs to be collected to 
ensuring our civil servants across government have the necessary tools to achieve what should be 
nonpartisan and a shared goal. 

With respect to examining the tough lessons learned from numerous record keeping incidents that our 
committee has dealt with which transcend any one agency or any single administration, my mission is 
clear. Make sure we here in Congress move beyond partisan politics and engage in the serious hard 
work of ensuring that the laws written in an era of pen and paper are overhauled to meet the digital 
challenges of the 21st century. 

Dr. Corney, the Office of Management and Budget and the national archives and records administration 
released a memorandum known as "the managing government records directive" in 2012. 

And this directive states, and I quote, "by December 31st, 2016, federal agencies will manage both 
permanent and temporary e-mail records in an accessible electronic format. Federal agencies must 
manage all e-mail records in an electronic format. E-mail records must be retained in an appropriate 
electronic system that supports records management and litigation requirements which may include 
preservation in place models, improving the capability to identify, retrieve and retain the records as long 
as they are need." 

As a director of a bureau who deals with sensitive information on a daily basis, do you believe that this 
directive is necessary and attainable for agencies across the board within that four-year time frame from 
August 2012 to December 2016? 
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COMEY: I don't know enough to say both. I can say it's certainly necessary. I don't know whether it's 
achievable. 

DUCKWORTH: OK are you familiar with the capstone approach? That's the federal -- it's approach it says 
that federal agencies should save all e-mails for select senior-level employees and that the e-mails of 
other employees will be archived for a temporary period set by the agency so that senior employees' e
mails are kept forever and those by other lower-level employees are actually archived for short period -
a shorter period. 

COMEY: I'm aware generally. I know what applies to me and when I was Deputy Attorney General of the 
Bush Administration. 

DUCKWORTH: Yes in fact, I understand that FBI is currently actively using this approach according to the 
agencies -- senior agency official for records for records management F.Y. '15 annual report. 

My understanding that capstone approach is aimed at streamlining the record-keeping process fore
mails and reducing the volume of records that an agency has to maintain. Nearly all agencies will be 
required to comprehensively modernize their approach to managing federal records in the near future. 

As the head of a component agency, Director Corney, within the Department of Justice which appears to 
be a leader in adopting the innovative capstone approach across the agency, would you agree with 
respect to instituting foundational reforms that will strengthen records preservation, the capstone 
approach used by DOJ should be accelerated and rode out across the Federal Government? 

COMEY: I think we're doing it in a pretty good way. I don't know -- I'm not an expert enough to say 
whether anybody should do it the way we do it, honestly. 

DUCKWORTH: Are you satisfied with the way that you're doing it? 

COMEY: I am but I don't want to sound overconfident because I'm sure there's a why we can do it better 
but I think we're doing it in a pretty good way. 

DUCKWORTH: Do you have any one person within the FBI that continually reviews the --your record
keeping and also -- or do they report directly to you, as well as -- is there a periodic review of -- of how 
you're implementing this process? 

COMEY: Yes. We have an entire division devoted to records management that assistant director reports 
up to the deputy director who reports to me. We have -- it's an enormous operation as you might 
imagine, requiring constant training. 

And so I -- that's what I mean when I say I think we're doing it in a pretty good way. And we have record 
marking tools. We prompt with dialogue boxes requiring employees to make a decision, what's the 
nature of this record you're creating now and where should it be stored? 

So I think we're doing it in a pretty good way. That's why I say that. 
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DUCKWORTH: Have you seen that in any of the other agencies that you have interacted with or have 
you had a chance -- an occasion to look at what some of the other agencies are doing with their 
sensitive and classified information? 

Are they following the same technique as you are doing in the FBI? 

COMEY: I don't know enough to say. I personally. 

DUCKWORTH: OK. I am out of time but thank you. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank the gentlewoman. 

We'll now recognize the gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Walberg, for five minutes. 

WALBERG: I thank the chairman. 

And thank you, Director Corney, for being here. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing. 

And Director Corney for making it very clear that you believe we've done this respectfully with good 
intention. And I wish some of my colleagues that had instructed us on our intent were here. They have a 
great ability to understand intent better than I guess the director of the FBI. 

But it is an intent that's important here, that we understand we are oversight and government reform 
committee. And if indeed, the tools aren't there to make sure that our country is secure and that 
officials at the highest levels in our land don't have the understanding on what it takes to keep our 
country secure, that we do the necessary government reform to put laws in place that will be effective 
and will meet the needs of distinguished agencies and important agencies like the FBI. 

So thank you, Mr. Chairman, for doing this hearing. It's our responsibility to do oversight and reform as 
necessary. 

Going back, Director Corney, to paraphrase the Espionage Act, people in the 7th district of Michigan 
understand it from this perspective and common sense. What it says, that whoever being entrusted with 
information related to national defense through gross negligence permits the information to be 
removed from its proper place in violation of their trust shall be fined or imprisoned under the statute. 

There doesn't seem to be a double standard there. It doesn't express intent. You've explained your 
understanding of why intent is needed and we may agree or disagree on that. 

But the general public looking at that statute says it's pretty clear. Question I would ask, Director Corney, 
what's your definition of extremely careless, if you could go through that? 

COMEY: I intended it as a common-sense term. It's one of those kind of you know it when you see it sort 
of things. Somebody who is -- should know better, someone who is demonstrating a lack of care that 
strikes me as there's ordinary accidents and then there is just real sloppiness. 
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So I think of that as kind of real sloppiness. 

WALBERG: So you stated you had found 110 e-mails on Secretary Clinton's server that were classified at 
the time they were sent or received. Yet Secretary Clinton has insisted for over a year, publicly, that she 
never sent or received any classified e-mails. 

The question I have from that, would it be difficult for any Cabinet-level official -- specifically, any 
Cabinet official, let alone one who is a former White House resident or U.S. Senator, to determine if 
information is classified? 

COMEY: Would fit be difficult? 

WALBERG: Would it be difficult? 

COMEY: That's hard to answer in the abstract. It would depend upon the context in which they are 
hearing it or seeing it. Obviously, if it's marked, which is why we require markings, it's easy. 

It's too hard to answer because there are so many situations you might encounter it. 

WALBERG: But with the -- the training that we receive and certainly a secretary Of state would receive 
or someone who lives in the White House, that goes a little above and beyond just the common sense 
individual out there trying to determine. 

Knowing that classified information will be brought and to remove to an unauthorized site ought to 
cause a bit of pause applause there, shouldn't it? 

COMEY: Yeah and if you're a government official, you should be attentive to it because you know that 
the matters you deal with could involve sensitive information. So sure. 

WALBERG: So Secretary Clinton's revised statement she never knowingly sent or received any classified 
information is probably also untrue. 

COMEY: Yeah, I don't want to comment on people's public statements. 

We did not find evidence sufficient to establish that she knew she was sending classified information 
beyond a reasonable doubt to meet the intent standard. 

Like I said, I understand why people are confused by the whole discussion. I get that. But you know what 
would be a double standard? If she were prosecuted for gross negligence.WALBERG: But your statement 
on Tuesday said there is evidence to support a conclusion that any reasonable person in secretary 
Clinton's position should have known that an unclassified system was no place for the conversation. 

COMEY: I stand by that. 

WALBERG: Now that's very clear. 

COMEY: That's the definition of carelessness, of negligence. 
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WALBERG: Which happened. 

COMEY: Oh, yeah. 

WALBERG: As a result of our secretary of state's -- former secretary of state's decisions. 

COMEY: Yes. 

WALBERG: Is it your statement then before this committee that Secretary Clinton should have known 
not to send classified material, and yet she did? 

COMEY: Certainly, she should have known not to send classified information. As I said, that's the 
definition negligent. I think she was extremely careless. I think she was negligent. That, I could establish. 
What we can't establish is that she acted with the necessary criminal intent. 

WALBERG: Do you believe that the -- that since the Department of Justice hasn't used the statute 
Congress passed, it's invalid? 

COMEY: No. I think they are worried that it is invalid, that it will be challenged on Constitutional 
grounds, which is why they've used it extraordinarily sparingly in the decades. 

WALBERG: Thank you. I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. We'll now go to -- I'll recognize Mr. Lieu of California for five minutes. 

LIEU: Thank you, Mr. Chair. As I read some of my Republican colleagues' press statements and as I sit 
here today, I am reminded of that quote from Macbeth, "full of sound and fury, signifying nothing." I've 
heard some sound and fury today from members of the committee. And the reason they largely 
significant nothing is because of two fundamental truths that are self-evident. The first of which, none of 
the members of this committee can be objective on this issue. I can't be objective. I've endorsed Hillary 
Clinton for president. As have the Democratic members of this committee. 

My Republican colleagues can't be objective. They oppose Hillary Clinton for president. Which is why we 
have you. You are a non- partisan career public servant that's served our nation with distinction and 
honor. And not only can you be objective, it is your job to be objective to apply the law fairly and equally 
regardless much politics. 

I think it would be important for the American people to get a fuller appreciation of your public service, 
so let me ask you, before your FBI director, how many years did you serve as a federal prosecutor? 

COMEY: I think 15. 

LIEU: For a period of time, you were at Columbia Law School as a scholar and you specialized in national 
security law. Is that correct? 

COMEY: Sometimes I fantasize I still am. 
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LIEU: All right. Thank you. When you served in the Republican administration of President George W. 
Bush, you were then the second- highest ranking member of the Department of Justice. Is that right? 

COMEY: Yes. President Bush appointed me to be U.S. Attorney in Manhattan and then the No. 2 in the 
Department of Justice. 

LIEU: When you were confirmed for the FBI director position, the vote was 93-1. Is that correct? 

COMEY: That's correct. 

LIEU: With that strong bipartisan support, it is not surprising that Senator Grassley, a Republican, said 
during your confirmation, and I quote, "Director Corney has a reputation for applying the law fairly and 
equally regardless of politics." 

In this case, did you apply the law fairly, equally regardless of politics? 

COMEY: Yes. 

LIEU: Did you get any political interference from the White House? 

COMEY: None. 

LIEU: Did you get any political interference from the Hillary Clinton campaign? COMEY: None. 

LIEU: One of the reasons you are appointed to a fixed term of ten years, a very long term, is to help 
insulate you from politics. Isn't that right? 

COMEY: That's correct. 

LIEU: The second fundamental truth today about this hearing is that none of the members of this 
committee have any idea what we're talking about because we have not reviewed the evidence 
personally in this case. 

When I served on active duty in the U.S. Air Force in the 1990s, one of my duties was a prosecutor. One 
of the first things I learned as a prosecutor is it is unprofessional and wrong to make allegations based 
on evidence that one has not reviewed. 

So let me ask you, has any member of this committee, to the best of your knowledge, reviewed the 
30,000 e-mails at issue in this case? 

COMEY: I don't know. Not to my knowledge. 

LIEU: Has any member of this committee sat through the multiple witness interviews that the FBI 
conducted in this case? 

COMEY: No. That I know. No. 
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LIEU: Has any member of this committee received any special information about the files that you kept 
or other FBI agents kept on this case? 

COMEY: Not to my knowledge. 

LIEU: Now let's do a little bit of math here. 1 percent of 30,000 e-mails would be 300 e-mails. Is that 
right? 

COMEY: I think that's right. 

LIEU: 30 e-mails would be one-tenth of 1 percent. And three e-mails would be one one-hundredth of 1 
percent of 30,000. Right? 

COMEY: I think that's right. 

LIEU: So of those three e-mails, one one-hundredth of 1 percent of 30,000, they bore these tiny little 
classified markings which is, as you describe, a "c" with parentheses. Correct? 

COMEY: Correct. 

LIEU: It's certainly (ph) possible that a busy person who has sent and received over 30,000 e-mails just 
might miss this marking of a "c" with parentheses. It is possible, correct? 

COMEY: Correct. LIEU: So let me now just conclude by stating what some of my colleagues have, which 
is, there is just the strongest whiff of hypocrisy going on here. The American public might be interested 
in knowing that all members of Congress receive security clearances just for being a member of 
Congress. 

We get to have private e-mail servers. We get to have private e-mail accounts. We can use multiple 
devices. We can take devices overseas. 

And really, at the end of the day when the American people look at this hearing, they need to ask 
themself (ph) this question -- do they trust the bias partisan politicians on this committee who are 
making statements based on evidence we have not reviewed, or do they trust the distinguished FBI 
director? I would trust the FBI Director. 

I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank you. I will now recognize the gentleman from Florida, Mr. Mica, for five minutes. 

MICA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Director, how long did you investigate this matter? 

COMEY: Just about a year. 

MICA: A year. And do you believe you conducted a legitimate investigation? 

COMEY: Yes, sir. 
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MICA: And -- it was a legitimate subject that was something that you should look into? You had that 
responsibility, is that correct? 

COMEY: Yes. 

MICA: We have a responsibility to hear from you on the action that you took. This weekend --well, 
tomorrow, we'll go back to our districts and we have to explain to people, I'll be at (ph) a couple of cafes 
where I see folks and meetings and they're going to ask a lot of questions about what took place. 

Have you seen the Broadway production Hamilton? 

COMEY: Not yet. I'm hoping to. 

MICA: I haven't either. But I understand it won the choreography Tony Award. I think you and others 
know that. The problem I have in explaining to my constituents in what's come down, it almost looks like 
a choreography. 

Let me just go over it real quickly with you. Last Tuesday -- not this week -- one week ago, former 
President Clinton meets with the attorney general in Phoenix. 

The next Friday, last Friday, Mrs. Lynch, the AG, says she's going to defer to the FBI on whatever you 
came up with. 

On Saturday morning I saw the vans pull up. This is this past Saturday. And you questioned Secretary 
Clinton for three hours? Is that -- I guess that's correct? 

COMEY: Three and a half. 

MICA: OK. And then on Tuesday morning, the morning after July 4th, we watched in our office -- I had 
my interns, I said come in, we've got the FBI director, let's hear what he has to say. We're all kind of 
startled. You basically said you were going to recommend not to prosecute. Correct? 

COMEY: Yes, sir. 

MICA: And then Tuesday --well, we had President Obama and Secretary Clinton arrive in Charlotte at 
2:00 and shortly thereafter we had the attorney general as closing the case. 

This is rapid fire. I mean, now, my folks think that there is something fishy about this. I'm not a 
conspiracy theorist, but there are a lot of questions on how this came down. 

I have questions about how this came down. Did you personally interview the secretary on Saturday 
morning? 

COMEY: I didn't personally, no. 

MICA: How many agents did? 

COMEY: I think we had five or six. 
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MICA: Did you talk to all of those agents after the interview? 

COMEY: I did not speak to all of them, no. 

MICA: Did she testify or talk to them under oath? 

COMEY: No. 

MICA: She did not. Well, that's a problem. But ... 

COMEY: No -- it's still a crime to lie to us. 

MICA: I know it is. Do you have a transcript of that -- that .. 

COMEY: No, we don't record our ... 

MICA: Do you have a 302 -- I guess it's called ... 

COMEY: I do. I don't have it with me, but I do. 

MICA: Did you read it? 

COMEY: Yes. 

MICA: You did? Can we get a copy of it since the case is closed?COMEY: I don't know the answer. 

MICA: I would like a copy of that provided to the committee. I would like also for the last 30 days any 
communications between you or any agent or any person in the FBI with the attorney general or those 
in authority in the Department of Justice on this matter. Could you provide us with that? 

COMEY: We'll provide you with whether we can under the law and under our policy. It would actually be 

easy in my case. 

MICA: You see the problem that I have though, is I have to go back and report to people what took 
place. 

COMEY: Sure. 

MICA: Now, did you write the statement that you gave on Tuesday? 

COMEY: Yes. 

MICA: You did. And did you -- you said you didn't talk to all of the agents. But all of the agents, did they 
meet with you and then is that the group that said that we all vote to not recommend prosecution? 

COMEY: I did not meet with all of the agents. I've met with -- I guess I've -- I've met with all of them ... 
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(CROSSTALK) 

MICA: But we're getting the word that it was like unanimous out of FBI that we don't prosecute. 

COMEY: What's your question, Congressman? 

MICA: Well, again, I want to know who counseled you. You read their summary. OK, you -- she was not 
under oath. And it appears -- members have cited here where she lied or misled to Congress which will 
lead now to the next step of our possibly giving you a referral on this matter. You're aware of that? 

COMEY: Yes, we -- someone mentioned that earlier. 

MICA: And that probably will happen. Thank you for shedding some light on what took place. 

COMEY: Can I -- Mr. Chairman, can I respond just very briefly? 

CHAFFETZ: Go ahead. 

COMEY: I hope what you'll tell the folks in the cafe is, is look me in the eye and listen to what I'm about 
to say. I did not coordinate that with anyone. The White House, the Department of Justice, nobody 
outside the FBI family had any idea what I was about to say. 

I say that under oath, I stand by that. There was no coordination, no --there was an insinuation what you 
were saying that I don't mean to get strong in responding but I want to make sure I was definitive about 
that. 

MICA: Thank you, sir. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank you. 

We'll now recognize the gentlewoman from the Virgin Islands. Ms. Plaskett, for five minutes. 

PLASKETT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

And thank you all for being here. 

Director Corney, I would rather be here talking with you about the FBl's investigation and their resources 
to those individuals who are acting under color of law who've apparently committed egregious 
violations in the killings that we've seen in the recent days. 

But instead, Mr. Chairman, I'm sitting here and I've listened patiently as a number of individuals have 
gone on national TV and made accusations against Director Corney, both directly and indirectly, because 
he recommended against prosecution based upon facts. 

I've listened just very recently here in this hearing, as my esteemed colleague from Florida tries to 
insinuate the condensation of an investigation into a week that actually occurred over a much, much 
longer period of time. 
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And using that condensation and conspiracy theory to say that there's some orchestration. And that 
they have accused Mr. Director Corney of basing his decision on political considerations rather than the 
facts. 

I've heard chuckles and laughter here in this hearing and I don't think there's anything to be smiling or 
laughing about. Because I want to say something to those individuals who are chuckling and laughing 
and making attacks on Director Corney for doing his job. 

You have no idea who you're talking about. Your accusations are completely off base, utterly offensive 
to us as American people. I know this because I've had the honor of working for Director Corney during 
my own service at the Department Of Justice. 

From 2002 to 2004, I served as Senior Counsel to the Deputy Attorney General. I worked with both 
director attorney -- the Deputy Attorney General, Larry Thompson, and Deputy Attorney General Jim 
Corney when he became deputy as a staff attorney. 

And I know from my own experiences that Director Corney is a man of impeccable integrity. There are 
very few times when you as an attorney or as an individual can work with individuals or a gentleman 
who is completely that. 

Someone who is above the fray. Anyone who suggests or implies that he made his recommendations on 
anything but the facts simply does not know James Corney. We've used the term no reasonable 
prosecutor. Well, I know that James Corney doesn't act as what a reasonable prosecutor would do 
because he is the unyielding prosecutor. 

He is the prosecutor who does what is politically not expedient for himself, his staff, but for the law. And 
I'm not the only person in this hearing, in this committee, who's worked with Director Corney or for him. 

Representative Gowdy himself also commended Director Corney and he said this, and I quote, "I used to 
work with him. I think Corney is doing exactly what you want. He's doing a serious investigation behind 
closed doors away from the media's attention and I'm going to trust him until I see a reason not to." 

Representative Gowdy referred to Director Corney as honorable and apolitical. He said this is exactly 
what you want in law enforcement. Well, that's exactly what you want in law enforcement until the 
decision is not the decision that you want. 

Director Corney, Chairman Chaffetz, as it was said by one of my colleagues, went on television and 
accused you of making quote a "political calculation." He said your recommendation was nothing more 
than quote, "a political determination in the end." 

I'm gonna ask you, how do you respond to that? Were your actions in any way, shape or form governed 
by political consideration? 

COMEY: No, not in any way. 

PLASKETT: And did anyone with Secretary Clinton's campaign or the administration influence your 
recommendation for political reasons? 
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COMEY: No, they didn't influence it in any way. 

PLASKETT: I'm going to take you at your word because I know and those who will go through the record 
of your long tenure as a career prosecutor and they look at examples, we'll see that you have taken 
decisions that have not been that. 

Which your supervisors, which the president, which others have wanted you to take. As a fellow 
prosecutor who believed that the facts must come above politics, I'm thankful that we have you. 

And Director Corney, I want to thank you for your service to our country. And you have our support. We 
would like to see as much documents and I'm grateful that you want to keep the transparency so that 
the American public can understand the difference between what they hear in the media and the 
elements of a crime necessary for criminal prosecution. 

Thank you. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank the gentlewoman. 

We'll now recognize the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Farenthold, for five minutes. 

FARENTHOLD: Thank you very much. 

Director Corney, I want to talk a little bit about cyber security. State Department's Inspector General 
reported (ph) detailed instances of multiple attacks on Secretary Clinton's computer, as well as her 
replying to suspicious e-mail from the personal account of Under Secretary Of State. 

Director, you said that hostile actors (ph) successful gained access to the commercial e-mail accounts of 
people Secretary Clinton regularly communicated with. In the case of the Romanian hacker Guccifer, 
according to accessing Sidney Blumenthal's account -- and you know that's been public, for some time. 

During your investigation, were there other people in the State Department or that regularly 
communicated with Secretary Clinton that you can confirm were successfully hacked? 

COMEY: Yes. 

FARENTHOLD: And were these folks that regularly communicated with the secretary? 

COMEY: Yes. 

FARENTHOLD: And were you able to conclude definitively that the attempted hacks referenced in the 
l.G. report were not successful? 

COMEY: We were not able to conclude that they were successful. I think that's the best way to say it. 

FARENTHOLD: All right, well while you said that given the nature of Clinton's server, it would be unlikely 
to see evidence one way or the other whether or not it had been successful hacked. 

How many unsuccessful attempts did you uncover, did you find any there? 
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COMEY: There were unsuccessful attempts. I don't know the number off top of my head. 

FARENTHOLD: Do you have an idea -- were they from foreign governments? Where'd they come from? 
COMEY: I want to be careful what I say in an open setting and so I --we can give you that information 
but I don't want to give the -- any foreign governments knowledge of what I know, so there ... 

FARENTHOLD: But you -- would you be so far as to say if they probably weren't American high school 
students fooling around? 

COMEY: Correct, it was not limited to criminal activity. 

FARENTHOLD: During your investigation, did you or anyone in the FBI interview the hacker Guccifer? 

COMEY: Yes. 

FARENTHOLD: And he claimed he gained access to Sid Blumenthal's e-mail account and traced them 
back to Clinton's private server. Can you confirm that Guccifer never gained access to her server? 

COMEY: Yeah he did not. He admitted that was a lie.FARENTHOLD: All right, well, at least that's good to 
hear. 

All right, Section 793 of Title 18 in the United States Code makes it a crime to allow classified 
information to be stolen through gross negligence. Were you to discover that hostile actors had actually 
gotten into Secretary Clinton's e-mail, would that have changed your recommendation with respect to 
prosecuting her? 

COMEY: Unlikely, although we didn't consider that question because we didn't have those facts. 

FARENTHOLD: All right. I want to go back to the question of intent real quick, for just a second. 

I'm a recovering attorney. It's been decades since I actually practiced law. But you kept referring to she 
had to know it was illegal to have the requisite criminal intent. I was always taught in law school, and I 
don't know where this changed, that ignorance of the law was no excuse. If I'm driving a long at 45 miles 
and hour and didn't see the 35 mile and hour speed limit, I was still intentionally speeding, even though I 
didn't know it. 

Now, I might not have had the requisite criminal intent if maybe my accelerator were jammed or 
something like that, but even though I didn't know the law was 35, I was driving 45, I'm going to get a 
ticket. And I'm probably going to be prosecuted for that. 

So, how can you say ignorance of the law is an excuse in Ms. Clinton's case? 

COMEY: Well, the comparison to petty offenses, I don't think is --you spoke about the question of -
ignorance of the law is no excuse, but here's the distinction. You have to have general criminal intent. 
You don't need to know what particular statute you're violating, but you must be aware of the generally 
wrongful nature of your conduct ... 
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(CROSSTALK) 

FARENTHOLD: We -- now, so Congress when they enacted that statute said "gross negligence." That -
that doesn't say intent. So what are we going to have to enact to get you guys to prosecute something 
based on negligence or gross negligence? Are we going to have to add, "and oh by the way, we don't 
mean --we really do mean you don't have to have intent there"? COMEY: That's a conversation for you 
all to have with the Department of Justice. But it would have to be something more than the statute 
enacted in 1917. Because for 99 years, they've been very worried about its constitutionality. 

FARENTHOLD: All right. Well, I think that's something this committee and Congress as a whole, the 
Judiciary Committee, that Mr. Chaffetz and I also sit on, will be looking at it. 

And I was on television this morning. And I just want to relay a question that I received from a caller into 
that television commercial (sic). It's just real simple: Why should any person follow the law if our leaders 
don't? And we can argue about intent or not, but you laid out the fact that she basically broke the law, 
but you couldn't prove intent. 

Maybe I'm putting words in your mouth, but I do want to know why -- why any person should follow the 
law if our leaders don't have to. Maybe that's rhetorical, but I'll give you an opportunity to comment on 
that. 

COMEY: That's a question I'm no more qualified to answer than any American citizen. It's an important 
question. In terms of my work and my world, my folks would not be -- one of my employees would not 
be prosecuted for this. They would face consequences for this. So the notion that it's either prosecute or 
you walk around, you know, smiling all day long is just not true for those people who work for the 
government. 

The broader question is one for a democracy to answer. It's not for me. 

FARENTHOLD: And I guess the ultimate decision as to whether or not Mrs. Clinton works in government 
or not is not in -- is in everybody's hands. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. 

FARENTHOLD: I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: We'll now recognize the gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Boyle, for five minutes. 

BOYLE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

And thank you, Director Corney, for appearing especially on such short notice. 

I want to share with you actually something a friend of mine was expressing when watching your press 
conference 48 hours ago. And this is someone who's not in any way political. In fact, probably typical of 
most American citizens today in being depressed about the remarkable level of cynicism we have in our 
government, that specifically those of us who are in government make decisions first and foremost 
because of the party hat we wear and not necessarily based on the facts and the evidence. And he 
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texted me after watching your 15-minute presentation, "Oh, it's nice to see a real pro; you can tell that 
he would make the decision based on the facts and the evidence and not what party he wears." 

I think that's so important if we're ever going to get to a place in this country where we restore some of 
the faith that we had in government. If you look at the poll numbers from the 1940s and 1950s, and you 
look at faith in government among the American public, and you look at those numbers today, the 
numbers today are anemic. They're nowhere near the levels that they were decades ago. 

So for that, I want to say thank you, and I think that many citizens have the same -- the same impression. 

When I first met you a couple of years ago at a weekend session in Colonial Williamsburg, you might 
remember that we had a discussion about my biggest concern, frankly, facing the security of the 
American people. And that is the possibility of a lone-wolf terrorist, someone becoming self-radicalized 
and acting based on that. We had an exchange that I'll keep private, but I think I can characterize that 
you share my concern. 

I'm just thinking for the last two-and-a-half hours that we've been here, we've had the FBI director 
asking questions on this matter, when frankly I would have much rather your time spent dealing with 
the potential lone-wolf terrorists and other coordinated facts that we face. 

But since this is the Oversight and Government Reform Committee, trying to find something that we can 
now take and possibly use in a systemic way, not just the celebrity of Secretary Clinton and the fact 
because it involves her, let's face it, that's the reason why we're here. 

But I want to try to take something out of this very expensive and long investigation and try to use it in a 
productive way toward reforming government that possibly we can get something good out of it. So 
toward that end, I'm really concerned about this issue of up- classification because it seems as if, and I 
was not aware of this until the investigation, there is quite a strong discrepancy between not just former 
Secretary Clinton, but even former Secretary Powell, what he thinks should be classified and then what 
is classified after the fact. 

And I think you'd, if I'm right, there were some 2,000 e-mails that were up-classified. I was wondering if 
you could -- you could speak to that. 

COMEY: It actually was not a concept I was real familiar with before this. It's the notion that something 
might not have been classified at the time, but that in hindsight, as a government agency considers 
releasing it, they raise the classification level to protect it, because it would -- it's a candid assessment of 
a foreign leader or something like that. I think it is largely a State Department thing because their 
diplomats will often be conversing in an unclassified way, that when they look at releasing it in response 
to a FOIA request, they think it ought to be protected in some fashion. 

But honestly, those --1 kind of pushed those to the side. The important thing here was what was 
classified at the time. That's what matters. 

BOYLE: Right. And that for a law enforcement official matters. But I'm just wondering if you could share 
with us any of your impressions about a system that exists where there is such gray area and 
discrepancy in what is classified and what's not. And if you or your agents had any suggestions for us 
either in Government Reform or I happen to be on the Foreign Affairs Committee that has oversight of 
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State Department. Do you believe that this is a matter that we should take up where there is such 
discrepancy on what's classified and what's not classified? 

I even -- I think of one example. Ambassador Ross put something in a book that wasn't classified, and 
then was up-classified after the book came out. What -- what good does that do us as a country in terms 
of trying to protect the intelligence of the United States? 

COMEY: I'm not an expert in this up-classification business, but I do suspect it will be a fertile ground for 
trying to figure out whether there are ways to do it in a more predictable, reliable way. 

BOYLE: Yeah. Well, thank you again for your service, and I yield back my time. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. 

I will now recognize the gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Hice, for five minutes. 

HICE: Director Corney, your statement on Tuesday clearly showed that Secretary Clinton not only was 
extremely careless in handling classified information, but that also any reasonable person should have 
known better, and that also in doing so, she put our national security at risk with her reckless behavior. 

So it seems to me that the American people are only left, based on your assessment, with just a few 
options. Either Secretary Clinton herself is not a reasonable person, or she is someone who purposefully, 
willfully exhibited disregard for the law, or she is someone who sees herself as above the law. 

And to muddy the water even further after listening to you lay out the facts of the investigation, much 
of what you said directly contradicted her in previous statements that she had made. 

I think that all this compiled, putting the -- connecting the dots -- that so many American people are 
irate that after all of this, there was not a recommendation for Secretary Clinton to be prosecuted.HICE: 
Now, I do greatly appreciate the fact that you came out with much more information on this than you 
would have in other cases. And I think that was the right thing to do. Undeniably, this is not a typical 
case. This is something of great public interest. Obviously, the subject of the investigation, a former 
secretary of state, former senator, and all those things that we have talked about, former first lady and 
so forth. And in addition to this, her husband who happens to be a former president of the United States 
is meeting privately with the attorney general right before all of this interview takes place. 

Obviously, this is very suspicious. Just the optics of it all. And at the same time, that you're coming out or 
more or less the same time that you are announcing the decision, Secretary Clinton is flying around in 
Air Force One with the president doing a campaign event. 

I mean there's nothing about this case that's ordinary. There's nothing about the subject that's ordinary. 
So let me ask you this. Director, did Secretary Clinton in fact comply with the department's policies or 
the Federal Records Act? 

COMEY: I don't think so. I know you have the State Inspector General here, who's more of expert on all 
the department's policies but at least in some respects, no. 
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MICA: So keeping the servers at home and all these types of things obviously is not in compliance with 
the department's policies. 

COMEY: Yes and I've read the Inspector General's report on that. So that's part of the reason I can 
answer that part with some confidence. 

MICA: OK and yet she said publicly that she fully complied. So there again, is another issue. If you had 
the same set of facts but a different subject, a different individual involved say just an average, ordinary 
State Department employee or an anonymous contractor, what would have been the outcome? 

COMEY: I'm highly confident there would be no criminal prosecution no matter who it was. There would 
be some range of discipline, they might get fired, they might lose their clearance, they might be 
suspended for 30 days, could be some discipline. 

Maybe just a reprimand, I doubt it, I think it'd be higher on the discipline spectrum but some sort of 
di sci pli ne. 

MICA: So is it your opinion there should likewise be some discipline in this case? 

COMEY: That's not for me to say. I can talk about what would happen if it was a government employee 
under my responsibility. 

MICA: Well, then what you're laying out is that there is a double standard for someone else, a different 
subject, an anonymous contractor or someone at the State Department. 

There would absolutely be discipline but because of who the subject is, you're not willing to say there 
should be discipline. So there's again -- this whole issue -- this is what the American people are so upset 
about. Let me say that -- when you -- when you stated that no reasonable prosecutor would pursue this 
case, is that because the subject of this investigation was unique? 

COMEY: No. There's no double standard there. And there's no double standard either in the sense that if 
it was John Doe, former government employee, you'd be in the same boat. 

We wouldn't have any reach on the guy. He wouldn't be prosecuted. 

MICA: But he would have some discipline. 

COMEY: Well, not if he had -- not if he had left government service. 

MICA: Had they lied about having servers, had they lied about sending and receiving classified e-mails, 
had they lied about not deleting those e-mails to the public, had they lied about not having any marked 
classified -- the statements are clearly documented. 

And you're saying that this -- an average person would experience discipline by your own words, but 
Secretary Clinton does not deserve to be disciplined. 

CHAFFETZ: The gentleman's time has expired but the director may answer if he wants to. 
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COMEY: An average employee still in government service would be subject to a disciplinary process. 
Now, if they'd left, you'd be in the same boat. 

CHAFFETZ: Gentleman from Georgia yields back. 

The chair now recognizes the gentleman from Vermont, Mr. Welch. 

WELCH: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 

Thank you, Director Corney. The prosecutor has really awesome power. The power to prosecute is the 
power to destroy. And it has to be used with restraint. You obviously know that. 

You're being asked to --you had to exercise that responsibility in the context of a very contested 
presidential campaign, enormous political pressure. You had to do it once before. And I go back to that 
evening of March 10, 2004, when the question was whether a surveillance program authorized after 
9/11 by President Bush was going to continue despite the fact that the Justice Department had come to 
an independent legal conclusion that it actually violated our constitutional rights. 

That's a tough call because America was insecure. The president was asserting his authority as 
Commander In Chief to take an action that was intended to protect the American people but you and 
others in the Justice Department felt that whatever that justification was, the Constitution came first 
and you were going to defend it. 

As I understand it, you were on your way home and had to divert your drivers to go back to the hospital 
to be at the bedside of a very sick, at that time Attorney General. And you had to stand in the way of the 
White House Chief of Staff and the White House Council. 

I'm not sure that was a popular decision or one that you could have confidently thought would be a 
career booster. But I want to thank you for that. Fast forward, we've got this situation of a highly 
contested political campaign. And there is substantive concern that's legitimate by Democrats and 
Republicans for independent political reasons. 

But you had to make a call that was based upon your view of the law, not your view of how it would 
affect the outcome of who would the next Commander in Chief. Others have asked this for you, but I 
think I'm close to the -- close to the end. 

I want to give you a chance to just answer I think the bottom line questions, here. 

Had you, after your thorough investigation, found evidence that suggested that criminal conduct 
occurred, is there anything, anything or anyone that could have held you back from deciding to 
prosecute? 

COMEY: No. I mean I -- I don't have the power to decide prosecution but I worked very hard to make 

sure that a righteous case was prosecuted. 

WELCH: And you would have made that recommendation to the Attorney General? 

COMEY: Yes. 
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WELCH: Was there any interference, implicit or explicit, from the President of the United States or 
anyone acting on his behalf to influence the outcome of your investigation and the recommendation 
that you made? 

COMEY: No. 

WELCH: Was there anyone in the Hillary Clinton campaign, or Hillary Clinton herself, who did anything 
directly or indirectly to attempt to influence the conclusion that you made to recommend no 
prosecution? 

COMEY: No. 

WELCH: At this moment, after having been through several hours of questioning, is there anything in the 
questions you've heard that would cause you to change the decision that you made? 

COMEY: No, I don't --1 don't love this, but it's really important to do. And I understand the questions and 
concerns. I just want the American people to know we really did this the right way. 

You can disagree with us but you cannot fairly say we did it in any kind of political way. We don't carry 
water for anybody. We're trying to do what the right thing is. 

WELCH: I -- I very much appreciate that and I very much appreciate that it takes strong people of 
independent judgment to make certain that we continue to be a nation of laws. 

Mr. Chairman, just one final thing and I'll yield to Mr. Cummings. 

We've got a political debate where a lot of these issues that are going to be -- that have been raised are 
going to be fought on the campaign. And we've got Secretary Clinton who's going to have to defend 
what she did. 

She's acknowledged it's a mistake; we've got that great constitutional scholar, Mr. Trump, who's going 
to be making his case about why this was wrong, but that's politics. That's not really having anything to 
do with the independence of prosecutorial discretion. 

Thank you, Director Corney. 

And I yield whatever additional time I have to Mr. Cummings. 

CHAFFETZ: I think the gentleman's gonna yield back, I have spoken with Mr. Cummings, so. 

We'll now recognize the gentleman from Kentucky, Mr. Massie, for five minutes. 

MASSIE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

And thank you, Director Corney, for showing up and your willingness to be transparency and answer a 
lot of unanswered questions. A few hours before this hearing started I went on to social media and 
asked people to submit questions. 
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And I've got over SOO questions and I don't think I'll get to ask them all in these five minutes. But I'm 
sure you'll be willing to answer them. One of the common things that I came in here to ask but I realize 
it's not the right question now, is what's the difference between extremely careless and gross 
negligence? 

But in the process of this hearing, what I'm hearing you say is, that's not what we -- that's not what your 
reluctance is based on. It's not based on the reluctance to prosecute. 

Your reluctance to recommend a prosecution -- or an indictment is not based on parsing those words. 

It's based on your concern for this statute with this -- this statute. Is that correct? From your opening 
statement? 

COMEY: It's broader than that, actually. The statute -- and it fits within a framework of fairness and also 
my understanding of what the Department of Justice has prosecuted over the last SO years.MASSIE: So 
when you say a reasonable prosecutor wouldn't take this case, it's not because you don't think she 
made -- that she lied in public or that maybe she was negligent, it's because you have concern with the 
prosecutorial history of this statute? 

COMEY: Not just that statute, but also 1924, which is the misdemeanor. I also don't see cases that were 
prosecuted on facts like these. 793 (ph) and 1924 ... 

MASSIE: ... But you did find one prosecution in -- has it been overturned by the Supreme Court? 

COMEY: No, there was one time it was charged in an espionage case, and the guy ended up pleading 
guilty to a different offense so it was never adjudicated. 

MASSIE: So, your concern is with the negligence threshold. You think it requires mens rea, or knowing 
the crime. But in all SO states, isn't there negligent homicide statute, and aren't people prosecuted for 
that all the time? Doesn't the Supreme Court, and all the courts below that, uphold those prosecutions 
just on the basis of negligence? 

COMEY: I don't know about all SO states. I think negligent homicide and manslaughter statutes are 
relatively common. 

MASSIE: OK, don't all SO states have something like that, and aren't those sustained in the upper courts, 
those convictions? 

COMEY: I don't know whether all SO states have something like that, but again, I think it's very common 

and I think those are sustained. 

MASSIE: Don't we have a history of --you implied the American judicial system doesn't have a history of 
convicting somebody for negligence, but don't we in other domains of justice? 

COMEY: We do. I know the federal system best. There are very few in the federal system. They're 
mostly, as you (ph) talked about earlier, in the environmental and Food and Drug Administration area. 
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MASSIE: Thank you. Now, I want to ask another question that's come up here. You've basically related to 
us that this information, this top secret or classified information got into these e-mail chains because of 
conversations people were having. They were relating what they heard before in other settings. Is that 
correct? COMEY: No. Maybe in some cases, but it was people having an e-mail conversation about a 
classified subject. 

MASSIE: OK, so they were having an e-mail conversation, but how in this e-mail conversation did this 
bore (ph) marking show up? Like, if they're not sophisticated enough, as you said before, even Hillary 
Clinton wasn't sophisticated enough to recognize a bore (ph) marking to, the "C" with the parenthesis 
for confidential or classified. If they weren't that sophisticated, how did they recreate that bore marking 
in their e-mails when they're having these discussions? 

CO MEY: A lot of what ended up on Secretary Clinton's server were stuff that had been forwarded up the 
chain. It gets to her from her stack, a lot of that, forwarding. And, then she comments sometimes on it. 
Someone down in the chain, in typing a paragraph that summarized something put a portion marking 
"C", "paren", "C", "paren", on that paragraph. 

MASSIE: Doesn't it take a lot of intent to take a classified document from a setting that's, you know, 
authorized and secure, to one that's not? Wouldn't it require intent for somebody to recreate that 
classification marking in an unsecure setting? 

COMEY: I don't know. It's possible, but also, I could ... 

MASSIE: ... Could you accidentally type, "Open parenthesis", "C", "closed parenthesis", and indent the 
paragraph? 

COMEY: Oh no, you wouldn't accidentally type ... 

MASSIE: ... Right ... 

COMEY: ... Someone actually down the chain ... 

MASSIE: ... OK, so this is my question is someone down the chain being investigated? Because they had 
the intent clearly if they had the sophistication -- which Hillary Clinton, you insinuate, may have lacked. 
If they had the sophistication to know what this bore marking was, they had to have the intent to 
recreate it, or the intent to cut, copy, paste from a secure system to an unsecure system. Wouldn't that 
be correct? 

COMEY: Potentially, but we're not -- there's not an open criminal investigation of that person way down 
the chain ... 

MASSIE: ... Shouldn't there be? 

COMEY: A criminal investigation? 

MASSIE: An investigation if there's intent, which is what you --1 mean, and I think you may be 
reasonable in requiring that threshold. Don't we treat everybody the same whether they're the top of 
the chain or the bottom of the chain? 
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COMEY: Sure, you want to if the conduct is the same. We did not criminally investigate whoever started 
that chain and put the "C" on that -- those paragraphs. We didn't. 

MASSIE: OK, I would suggest maybe you might want to do that, and I will yield back to the Chairman. 

CHAFFETZ: OK, I thank the gentleman. I now recognize the gentlewoman from Michigan, Mrs. Lawrence 
for five minutes. 

LAWRENCE: Director Corney, how many years have you been the director? 

COMEY: Two -- three years. I don't know the exact day count at this point. 

LAWRENCE: How many cases have you investigated, approximately, that you had to render a decision? 

COMEY: The Bureau investigates tens of thousands of cases. The Director only gets involved in a very 
small number of them. 

LAWRENCE: About how many? 

COMEY: I think I've been deeply involved in probably 10 to 20. 

LAWRENCE: Have you even been called before Congress on any of those other decisions? 

COMEY: No, this is the first time. 

LAWRENCE: Thank you. There are some Republicans who support you. Not surprisingly, they're the ones 
who actually know you. I have a letter here, and I would like to enter it into the record, from Richard 
Painter, he was President Bush's Chief Ethics lawyer. May it be entered into the record? 

CHAFFETZ: She's asking unanimous consent, without objection, so ordered. 

LAWRENCE: Mr. Painter refers to Mr. Corney as a man of, and I quote, "the man of the utmost integrity 
who calls the shots as he saw them, without regard to political affiliation or friendship." He states, and I 
quote, "throughout the FBI investigation of Secretary Clinton's e-mail server, I have been convinced that 
the Director would supervise the investigation with being impartial, and strict adherence to the law, as 
well as procedural." 

He also adds, although I'm aware of very few prosecutions for carelessness in handling classified 
information as opposed to intentional disclosure, I knew that the Director would recommend 
prosecution in any and all circumstances where it was warranted. I can not think of someone better 
suited to handle such a politically sensitive investigation." 

Finally, and I quote, "I urge all members of the United States Congress to stop from inferring in specific 
decisions, particularly those involving political allies, or opponents. During my tenure in the White 
House there were very unfortunate allegation that power Senators sought politically motivating firing of 
United States attorney. Whether or not such allegations were true, it is imperative," and I'm still 
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quoting, "that members of the Senate or the House never again conduct themselves in a manner where 
such interference could be suspected." 

And, I want to be on the record, I wholeheartedly agree with Mr. Painter. 

Director, you have demonstrated yourself, you sat here and asked (ph) the questions, and I would never 
oppose to finding the answers to any situation that is directly related to federal agencies which we, on 
this committee, are responsible for. But, I want to be clear that Congress has no business, no business 
interfering with these types of decisions that are coming in this -- in your responsibility. 

These type of attacks are not only inappropriate, but they're dangerous. They're dangerous because 
they could have a chilling effect on the future investigations. And, I ask that question, how long have you 
been this position? How many times have you made decisions, and it were knocked, pulled in 24 before 
this committee? How many times? And, then we say it's not political. 

And, you have said repeatedly, regardless of who it was you would have conducted the investigation as 
required under your responsibility. And, here you have Republicans who are saying you are an 
honorable man. Until this day, I have not heard any complaints of your judgment. So, I sit here today as 
a member of Congress on the record that the slippery slope that we're seeing today in this hearing, I 
want every member to be cautious of what we're saying. That in America when we have investigation 
that we will allow our own elected Congress and Senate to make this a political agenda to attack, but 
only if it's in their agenda. This goes for Democrats and Republicans, we are not here to do that. 

Thank you, and I yield back my time. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentlewoman. 

Will now recognize the gentleman, Mr. Blum.BLUM: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Thank you, Director Corney for being here today, and thanks for hanging in there until every last 
question is answered. 

I'm not a lawyer, that's the good news. I'm a career businessman. I spent most of my career operating in 
the high high- tech industry. 

Today, I heard words such as common sense, reasonable person, carelessness, judgment, or lack 
thereof. I like these words. I understand these words. I think the average American does as well. I'd like 
to focus on that. 

Last Tuesday, Director, you said, and I quote, "none of these e-mails should have been on any kind of 
unclassified system, but their presence is especially concerning because all these e-mails were housed 
on unclassified personal servers not even supported by full- time security staff like those found at 
agencies of the United States government or even with a commercial e-mail service such as Gmail." 
Director Corney, my small Iowa business doesn't even use Gmail for our e-mail because it's not secure 
enough. 
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I know some security experts in the industry. I check with them. The going rate to hack into somebody's 
Gmail account, $129. For corporate e-mails, they can be hacked for $500 or less. If you want to hack into 
an IP address, it's around $100. I'm sure the FBI can probably do it cheaper. This is the going rate. 

Director Corney, are you implying in that statement that the private e-mail servers of Secretary Clinton's 
were perhaps less secure than a Gmail account that is used for free by a billion people around this 
planet? 

COMEY: Yes. And I'm not looking to pick on Gmail. Their security is actually pretty good, the weakness is 
individual users. But, yes, Gmail has full-time security staff and thinks about patching, and logging, and 
protecting their systems in a way that was not the case here. 

BLUM: I would like to ask you, what kind of judgment -- we talked a lot about judgment today -- does 
this decision to potentially expose to hackers classified information on e-mail service that's less secure 
than Gmail, your words --what does that suggest to you? 

COMEY: It suggests the kind of carelessness I talked about. BLUM: In August of last year, Secretary 
Clinton was asked by Ed Henry of Fox News whether she had wiped her entire server, meaning that, did 
she delete all the e-mails on here server? Her response, "you mean with a cloth?" March of 2015, during 
a press conference, Secretary Clinton assured us that her private e-mail server was secure saying, "the 
server was on private property guarded by the Secret Service." 

Now, this would have laughable if it wasn't so serious. I know, you know, my constituents in eastern 
Iowa know, you don't need to be a cat burglar to hack into an e-mail server and you don't need a cloth 
to wipe a server clean. One would think that a former United States Senator, one would think that a 
Former Secretary of State would know this as well. Would you agree with that statement? 

COMEY: You would think, although as I said before, one of the things I learned in this case is that the 
Secretary may not have been as sophisticated as people assumed. 

She didn't have a computer in her office at the State Department for example. I don't think -- so I would 
assume the same thing about someone who had been a Senator and a high-ranking official. I'm not sure 
it's a fair assumption in this case. 

BLUM: In your opinion, did Secretary Clinton know that a server could in fact be wiped clean 
electronically and not with a cloth? 

COMEY: Well, I assume -- I don't know ... 

BLUM: Would you assume she knows that? 

COMEY: I would assume it was a facetious comment about a cloth. I don't know a particular on that one. 

BLUM: Would you also assume Director, that Secretary Clinton knew that a server could be wiped clean 
electronically, that it could be hacked electronically, not physically? You don't need a cat burglar to hack 
a server. Would you assume -- is reasonable to assume she knows that? 

COMEY: To some level she would know that. To some level of understanding. 
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BLUM: Then once again, for someone who knew these things or we assume to some level she knew 
these things, what kind of judgment does a decision to expose classified material on personal servers 
suggest to you? What type of judgment? 

COMEY: It's not my place to assess judgment. I talk in terms of state of mind, negligence in particular. I 
think there was carelessness here. In some circumstances, extreme carelessness. 

BLUM: Was her server hacked? 

COMEY: I don't know. I can't -- can't prove that it was hacked. 

BLUM: That answer says to me it could have been hacked. 

COMEY: Sure. 

BLUM: And if it was hacked, potentially damaging material, damaging to American secrets, damaging to 
American lives, could have been hacked, could have been exposed, correct? Lives could have been put 
at risk if that server was indeed hacked? 

COMEY: I'm not prepared to say yes as to that last piece. That would require me going into a way --1 
can't here due to the nature of the classified information. But there is no doubt that it potentially would 
have exposed information that's classified -- information that was classified because it could damage the 
United States of America. 

BLUM: So it could I have happened, the FBI just isn't aware? 

COMEY: Correct. 

BLUM: Thank you very much. 

I yield back the time I do not have. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. 

I now recognize the gentlelady from New Jersey, Ms. Watson Coleman, for five minutes. 

WATSON COLEMAN: Thank you. 

And thank you, Director. I've got a number of questions so I'm going to zip through these. 
This is a question I'm going to ask you and you may not even have the answer to it because you may not 
have known this. This is about the classification marking issue that you've been asked about earlier. 
According to the State Department which addressed the issue yesterday, a spokesman said that, "the 
call sheets appear to bear classified markings -- but this was actually a mistake." To quote, "generally 
speaking, there's a standard process for developing call sheets for the Secretary of State. Call sheets are 
often marked, but it's not untypical at all for them to be marked at the confidential level prior to the 
decision of the Secretary that he or she will make that call. Often times, once it is cleared, the Secretary 
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intends to make a call, the department will then consider the call sheet SBU, Sensitive But Unclassified 
or unclassified altogether, and then marked appropriately." 

The classifications of a call sheet therefore is not necessarily fixed in time and staffers in the Secretary's 
office who are involved in preparing and finalizing these call sheets, they understand that. Given this 
context, it appears that markings in the documents raised in the media reports were no longer 
necessary or appropriate at the time they were sent as an actual e-mail. Those markings were human 
error. They didn't need to be there. Did you know this? 

COMEY: No. WATSON COLEMAN: Thank you, Mr. Director. 

Can you tell me based upon your information has there been and is there any evidence that our national 
security has been breached or at risk as a result of these e-mails and their being on this server? Is there 
any evidence? 

COMEY: There's no direct evidence of an intrusion. 

WATSON COLEMAN: Thank you very much. 

I have to tell you that while I think that this should conclude this discussion, I know we're going to hear 
this issue ad nauseam. But I am concerned about another issue that I think really is resonating with the 
people in this country. That issue has to do with experiences that we had just the last two days. 

Mr. Director, I want to bring this up for your consideration because I want to ask you, what can the FBI 
do in this issue? This morning, we woke up to another graphic and deeply disturbing video that actually 
brought me to tears when my staff played it for me, where a Minnesota woman's boyfriend has been 
shot as her young child sat in the back-seat after apparently telling the officer he was licensed to carry a 
weapon. He had it on him, and was going to reach for his identification. 

Just the other day, there was a -- an incident in Baton Rouge involving a Mr. Alton Sterling, an African
American man who was shot while pinned to the ground by police officers in Baton Rouge. An 
interaction taped by two bystanders with cell phones captured this. So I think that we've got an issue 
here, an issue of real national security. 

And I want to ask you, Mr. Director, do we have an opportunity to direct our time and resources in your 
department to those issues? Is it -- is it not important that we save their names to remind people of the 
loss of a Tamir Rice, to an Eric Garland, to an Alton Sterling, to a John Crawford Ill, to a Michael Brown, 
to a Walter Scott, and even a Sandra Bland? Deaths in the hands of police custody or by police 
happening -- are these not happening at an alarming rate and is this not a legitimate space for the FBI to 
be working in? 

COMEY: Yes, is the emphatic answer. Those are incredibly important matters. 

As you know, the FBI spends a lot of time on them because they're very, very important. We have an 
investigation open on the Baton Rouge case. I was briefed this morning on the Minnesota case and I 
would expect we'll be involved in that as well. It's an important part of our work.WATSON COLEMAN: Do 
you feel that you have the resources from the legal imperative to the funding to address these cases and 
what seems to be a disturbing pattern in our country today? 
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COMEY: I'm a bad bureaucrat, but I have --1 believe I have sufficient resources and we are applying 
them against those situations. because I believe the individual cases matter enormously, but also the 
people's confidence in law enforcement is one of the bedrocks of this great country of ours. I have the 
resources and we're applying them too. 

WATSON COLEMAN: And in addition, we believe that our law enforcement is by in large of high integrity 
and have the desire to keep us protected and safe. But when we find out that there are these occasions, 
and when there's an indication that there's a pattern that is taking place in this country, we have a 
responsibility to ensure that everyone in this country is safe. And simply because you're a black man or a 
black woman does not make you a target. 

Thank you. I yield back my time. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentlewoman. We'll now recognize the gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. 
Walker. 

WALKER: Thank you Mr. Chairman. Thank you Director Corney for being here. 

There are a few things in this town that people agree on both sides of the aisle, one is your reputation. 
I'm reminded of the passage in James: Swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath. 

I am a little disappointed in some of the things I've heard from my colleagues about some of the attacks 
on your character and integrity. I haven't heard those. And I hope that we have not --you've not 
experienced that. 

I also struggle with a change of heart that we're hearing today. I have a list of elected officials who have 
questioned your investigation, even attacked it. In fact, former President Clinton said, "This is a game." 
In fact, last Friday, Congresswoman Wasserman Schultz said, "Secretary Clinton is not the target of this 
investigation, or whatever you want to call it." 

My question to you today: Do you feel like this has been a Republican witch hunt, this hearing? COMEY: 
No. I said from the beginning, I understand people's questions and interest. I'm a huge fan of 
transparency. I think that's what makes our democracy great. 

WALKER: I think that is one of the reasons as to why you are so respected. 

To me, this hearing is about understanding and disseminating the facts, and how you saw them, and 
how the American public sees them. And specifically in the areas of where there was wrongdoing 
admitted under your investigation, where there was obviously breaking the law, but also some cover
ups. Did Congress ask you to pursue this investigation? 

COMEY: No. It was a referral from the Inspector General of the intelligence community. 

WALKER: So it wasn't Republicans either was it? 

COMEY: No. 
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WALKER: How did you go about collecting the evidence? 

COMEY: We used the tools we normally use in a criminal investigation. 

WALKER: Did or do you receive a congressional referral for all the information you collected? 

COMEY: Not to my knowledge. 

WALKER: One of the things I'm struggling with or what I would like to know specifically is, under oath 
Ms. Clinton made these three comments that we now know are untrue in the Benghazi hearing. 

Number one, she's turned over all her work related e-mails. Number two, telling the committee that her 
attorneys went through every single e-mail. And finally, and probably the one that continues to stick the 
most, there was, and I quote, "nothing marked classified on my e-mails," end quote. 

Now, earlier when the chairman questioned you about this, you said something about needing a 
congressional referral, recommendation. My question is something of this magnitude, why -- can you 
help me understand why didn't it rise to your investigation or someone bringing that to your knowledge 
as far as saying this is a problem, here she is, again, Secretary Clinton lying under oath specifically about 
our investigation? 

COMEY: We out of respect for the legislative branch being a separate branch, we do not commence 
investigations that focus on activities before Congress without Congress asking us to get involved. That's 
a long-standing practice of the Department of Justice and the FBI. So we don't watch on TV and say we 
ought to investigate that, Joe Smith said this -- in front of the committee. It requires the committee to 
say, "We think we have an issue here; would you all take a look at it?" 

WALKER: With all due respect, if you have the Secretary Clinton under oath speaking about your very 
investigation, and you've talked about your wonderful staff, and certainly have no reason to deny it; why 
wouldn't that rise to the level of suspicion that -- here she is saying this under oath. Lying under oath is a 
crime is it not? 

COMEY: Yes. 

WALKER: What's the penalty on that? That's considered perjury right? 

COMEY: Perjury, it's a felony, I forget the exact -- it's potentially years in prison. 

WALKER: I don't understand -- would you help me understand why somebody wouldn't have tipped you 
off that she's talking about the specific case under oath that you're investigating? 

COMEY: There's a difference between us being aware of testimony and us opening a criminal 
investigation for potential perjury. 

Again, it's not this case in particular, but all cases. We don't do that without the committee saying, "We 
think there was an issue in testimony given in this separate branch of the government." 
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WALKER: You also mentioned earlier, and it's been quoted several times, that no reasonable prosecutor 
would move forward with some of the facts. Is there any room at all that somebody would differ on the 
opinion? I know that former United States Attorney General Michael Mukasey said that an illegal server 
disqualifies her from holding any federal office. So there are people of highest esteem that may differ 
obviously not privy to the exact facts. 

Can you make any room? You said no reasonable person. Do you understand why American people or 
would understand why other people may say that she has stepped across a line or broke enough laws 
here that you would come to a different conclusion? 

COMEY: Sure, I respect different opinions. 

My only point -- as I said earlier, I smile because those folks are my friends, I've worked with them for a 
long time. None of those guys in my position I believe knowing what I know, would think about it 
differently. But I also respect that they have a different view from the outside. 

WALKER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. I now recognize the gentleman from California, Mr. DeSaulnier. 

DESAULNIER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Director, I just want to thank you as others have, and I know 
you don't need this but I think the American people clearly need to hear it, you've done a wonderful job 
today. There are moments in my political life and as an American I despair for the future of this country, 
not often but -- in those moments comes an individual like yourself, be it by providence or good fortune 
or framework of the U.S. constitution, I really believe you served this country and all Americans well 
irrespective of their party affiliation. 

So really two questions. Two lines of questions, I should say. One is I -- another colleague brought this 
up, but you mentioned in just previous testimony about the bedrock and the importance of public 
confidence and public safety institutions, yours and all. So I just want to give you an opportunity, I think 
you have responded to this multiple times -- but given you had little opportunity tonight -- because I 
think it's important for the American public to know that the system isn't rigged, that there are people 
such as yourself and the 15 individuals who worked on this case and others that do their job and believe 
in the Constitution of the United States. And if you have any further comments about -- comments that 
would say that the system's rigged and Americans should give up on the system. 

COMEY: One of the reason I welcome this opportunity to have this conversation, is I was raised by great 
parents who taught me, you can't care what other people think about you. In my business, I have to and 
deeply do, that people have confidence that the system's not fixed, against black people, for rich people, 
for powerful people. 

It's very, very important that the American people understand that there really are people that you pay 
for with your tax dollars who don't give a rip about Democrats or Republicans, or this or that, who care 
about finding out what is true. And I am lucky to lead an organization that is that way to its core. 

I get a ten-year term to ensure that I stay outside of politics, but in a way that it's easy. I lead an 
organization that is resolutely apolitical. We are tough aggressive people. If we can make a case, we'll 
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make a case. We do not care what the person's stripes are or what their bank account looks like. I worry 
very much when people doubt that. 

It's the reason I did the press conference two days ago. I care about the FBl's reputation, I care about 
the Justice Department, I care about the whole system deeply. And so I decided I'm going to do 
something no Director's ever done before. I'm not going to tell the Attorney General or anybody else 
what I'm going to say or even I'm going to say it. They didn't know nor did the media know until I walked 
out what I was going to talk about and then I offered extraordinary transparency, which I'm sure 
confused and bugged a lot of people. 

It's essential that people see as much as they can so they can make their judgment. Again, they may 
conclude I'm an idiot and that I should reason different, but what I hope they will not conclude is that 
I'm a dishonest person. I'm here trying to do the right thing in the right way. 

I lead 36,000 people who have that as their spine. That's what I want them to know. I don't care that 
people agree or disagree about our democracy, but at its core, you need to know there are good people 
trying to do the right thing all day long. You pay for them and we'll never forget that.DESAULNIER: I 
appreciate that. 

Within context of these are human institutions -- pretty clear to me as non-lawyer that you had a bright 
line in terms of your decision about pursuing prosecution. But you did spend an extended period of time 
talking about, what I think I take from you as being a fairly objective analysis of what was careless in 
terms of handling of it, either ascribed to the former secretary of state or to the department. 

You said, and I quote, during your comments, "while not the focus of our investigation, we also 
developed evidence that a security culture of the State Department in general with respect to the use of 
unclassified e-mail systems in particular was generally lacking in the kind of care classified information 
found elsewhere in the government." 

That's accurate, isn't it? 

COMEY: Yes, sir. 

DESAULNIER: So struggling with this, and this is in the context of this hearing, oversight in State 
Department in this committee, as to how do we go from here, and be clearer about how the State 
Department -- we'll talk about this with the l.G., and some of the comments former Secretary Powell has 
made including that the absurdity of the retroactive classification. 

And now we have 1,000 of these e-mails from Secretary Clinton that's out in the public and are being 
spread even further. So there are other people involved. 

Sitting there, how does this committee go forward to make sure the State Department can still function 
in the way it does with human beings and have conversations that are both transparent, but also 
national security? 

What are the things we need to do to make sure that this doesn't happen again? 
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COMEY: Well, I think a good start -- I think the reason the chairman has the l.G. from the State 
Department here is to start that conversation. The l.G. knows deeply the culture of a department and is 
far better equipped than I to say, you ought to focus here, you ought to focus there to make it better. 

So I think that's the place to start. DESAULNIER: Thank you, Mr. Director. I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank you. We'll now recognize the gentleman from Tennessee, Mr. DesJarlais, for five 
minutes. 

DESJARLAIS: Director Corney, thank you for appearing so quickly on short notice. I think it's really 
important that you're here because of the way you laid out the case on Tuesday, there is a perception 
that you felt one way and then came to another conclusion. 

I, like many of my colleagues, put a post up back in my district and let them know you were coming. And 
in less than 24 hours, I had 750 questions sent to ask you. So again, thank you for being here. 

But a common theme, just to summarize a lot of those concerns, were that in this case Clinton was 
above the law, that there was a double standard and a lot of that was based on the way you presented 
your findings. 

Now, your team, you said you did not personally interview her on Saturday, but your team did for about 
three-and-a-half hours, correct? 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESJARLAIS: OK. Do you know, in reading the review or the summary, did they ask Hillary Clinton about 
her comment that she had never sent or received classified information over private e-mail? 

COMEY: I think so, but I can't --1 can't remember specifically. 

DESJARLAIS: OK. 

COMEY: It's a very long, 302. I'd have to check and then get back to you. 

DESJARLAIS: OK. And we'll get access to that. 

Do you know if they asked her when she said that there was nothing marked classified on my e-mails 
sent or received? 

COMEY: Same answer. I'm not sure. 

DESJARLAIS: OK. And so the same answer then when she said, I did not e-mail any classified material to 
anyone on my e-mail, there was no classified material, you don't know whether they asked her that? 

COMEY: I don't know whether they asked her that question. The entire interview was going to be -- was 
focused on, so what did you know, what did you see, what is this document, that kind of thing. 
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DESJARLAIS: OK. Do you know if she asked her whether she stands by the fact she that said she just used 
one device and that was for her convenience? 

COMEY: I don't know. I know they established, in talking to her, she used many devices during her four 
years. So I don't know whether they asked her specifically about that statement. That's easy to check, 
though. 

DESJARLAIS: OK. I guess my point is, you're trying to get inside the head of Hillary Clinton in this 
investigation and know whether there was intent. And so we all know what she told the people. That 
has been well-documented. 

She said that she did not do those things, that she did not send or receive classified e-mails, that she 
used one server and one device for her convenience. 

And since then, I think even in your statement, you recognize that those were not correct. Is that fair? 

COMEY: I really don't want to get in the business of trying to parse and judge her public statements. And 
so I think I've tried to avoid doing that sitting here. 

DESJARLAIS: Why do you feel that's important? 

COMEY: Because what matters to me is what did she say to the FBI. That's obviously first and foremost 
for us. 

DESJARLAIS: Right. 

(CROSSTALK) 

DESJARLAIS: Honest people don't need to lie, is that right? 

COMEY: Honest people don't need to lie? I hope not. 

DESJARLAIS: OK. Well, in this case, for some reason, she felt the need to misrepresent what she had 
done with this server all throughout the investigation. You guys after a year, brought her in on Saturday 
and in three-and-a-half hours came out with a conclusion that she shouldn't be prosecuted because 
there was no intent, is that right? 

COMEY: No. 

DESJARLAIS: OK. So I don't want to put words in your mouth. But is it fair to say that your interpretation 
of Hillary Clinton's handling of top secret information, classified documents was extremely careless? 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESJARLAIS: And is it fair to say that you said that --you went on to define "extremely careless," that 
Hillary Clinton's handling of top secret information was sloppy or represents sloppiness? 

COMEY: Yes. That's another way of trying to express the same concept. 
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DESJARLAIS: OK. And then just a few minutes ago, you also stated that you now believe that Hillary 
Clinton is not nearly as sophisticated as people thought, is that correct? 

COMEY: Yes, I think that's fair, actually -- no, not as people thought, but as people would assume about 
somebody with that background. 

DESJARLAIS: OK. So ... 

COMEY: I'm sorry. I should be clear about this. Technically sophisticated. I'm not opining on other kinds 
of sophistication. 

DESJARLAIS: All right. In the last minute, Director, I want to talk a little bit about precedent, because I 
think my colleague Trey Gowdy made a great point that there still is really no precedents in terms of 
punishment for this type of behavior. 

Are you particular with Bryan Nishmura's case. 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESJARLAIS: OK. He's a naval reservist, for those who don't know, and he was prosecuted. What is the 
difference between his case and Hillary Clinton's case in terms of extremely carelessness and gross 
negligence, because we're dealing with Statute 793 Section F where it does not require intent, is that 
correct? 

COMEY: I'm sorry, 793-F is the gross negligence standard. 

DESJARLAIS: Right. 

(CROSSTALK) 

DESJARLAIS: Right, and is that why Bryan Nishimura was punished? 

COMEY: No. Nishimura was prosecuted under the misdemeanor Statute 1924 on facts that are very 
different -- if you want me to go through them, I'll go through them, but very different than ... 

(CROSSTALK) 

DESJARLAIS: Well, OK, I think that there has been a review of this case, and they're very similar. And 
that's why people feel that there's a double standard ... 

(CROSSTALK) 

COMEY: What they're reading in the media is not a complete accounting of the facts in that case. 

DESJARLAIS: Well, would you agree then with Representative Gowdy that there still is really no 
precedents for punishing someone like Hillary Clinton, and she could really go in -- potentially be elected 
president and do this again without fear of being punished? 
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COMEY: I don't think I'm qualified to answer that question. 

DESJARLAIS: All right. My time has expired. Thank you for your time. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank the gentleman. 

Now recognize the gentlewoman from New Mexico, Ms. Lujan Grisham. 

LUJAN GRISHAM: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

I've had the benefit of -- when you're last to -- or nearly last, to really have both the benefit and then to 
question the kinds of statements and the dialogue back and forth. 

And where I'm settled at this point in time is in a couple of places, but particularly, I don't think there's 
any member in this committee, or quite frankly any member in Congress who doesn't both want and 
expect that the FBI and the Department of Justice to be -- to operate in a fair, unbiased, and highly 
independent manner. 

Otherwise, you can't appropriately uphold or enforce federal law. And while we've all -- this has been 
stated in a couple of different ways, I'm going to see if we can't -- I want to get direct answers. 

So, Mr. Corney, is there any evidence, given that that's the standard that we all want, desire, and expect, 
to suggest that Hillary Clinton was not charged by the Department of Justice due to inappropriate 
political influence or due to her current or previous public positions? 

COMEY: Zero. And if there is such evidence, I'd love folks to show it to me. 

LUJAN GRISHAM: And in that regard, was there a double standard? 

COMEY: No. In fact, I think my entire goal was to avoid a double standard, to avoid what sometimes 
prosecutors call "celebrity hunting," and doing something for a famous person that you would never do 
for an ordinary Joe or Jane. 

LUJAN GRISHAM: Thank you. And I really appreciate that you're here today and explaining the process in 
great detail, frankly. And I've -- this committee works at getting specific detail about a variety of reviews, 
investigations, policies, concepts throughout federal government. 

And I think I can say that this committee often finds that we don't get very much clarity or specific 
responses to the majority of questions that we ask. So I really appreciate that, and that in explaining 
that what led the FBI to conclude that Hillary Clinton should not be charged. 

Saying that, however, I'm still concerned, frankly, that the use of this hearing and some of the public 
statements made by the elected officials accusing the Department of Justice of using a double standard, 
without any evidence at all to support that statement, leaning on accusations of such, in fact jeopardizes 
the very thing we want the most, which is an apolitical and independent Department of Justice. And we 
have every right to ask these tough questions and to be clear that the process that you use for everyone, 
including elected officials, works, and that there's a responsibility not to substitute your own political 
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preferences for the outcome of an independent and apolitical Department of Justice investigations on 
any level, whether it involves Hillary Clinton or anybody else. 

Do you agree with that general statement?COMEY: Yes. 

LUJAN GRISHAM: For me, that's a really important ethical line that I believe should never be crossed. I 
worry that some of what we did today, could be frankly interpreted as violating that very standard. 

And for that I certainly want the American people and my constituents who are watching to understand 
that very important line and to be sure that our responsibility is better served making sure that we do 
have, in fact, an independent body, whose aim it is to bring about truth and justice and uphold the 
federal law. 

And, sir, based on everything that you said today, I don't see any reason to disagree with your 
statements, your assessments or the explanation of that process. With the little time I do have left, I do 
want to say that given that some of the classified material that we've both debated and talked about 
today can be classified later or up classified. 

Or that other agencies have different determinations of what constitutes classified and not. I do think 
that's a process that warrants refining. And if something can come out of this hearing about making sure 
that we do something better in the future, for everyone, not just appointed or elected officials that, that 
ought to be something that we do. 

I'm often confused by some of the things that are clearly told to us in a classified briefing that appear to 
be different or -- or already out in the public in some way, and I'm not sure who's making those 
decisions. I honor my responsibility to the highest degree, but I think that's a process that could use 
some significant refining, and that's my only suggestion, sir. 

Thank you for being here today. 

COMEY: Thank you. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the -- I thank the gentlewoman. We'll now recognize the gentleman from Georgia, 
Mr. Carter for five minutes. 

CARTER: Thank you Mr. Chairman. And Director Corney, thank you for being here today. I appreciate it. 
I'm over here. 

COMEY: Oh, sorry. 

CARTER: I'm over here. And I'm gonna -- I'm gonna be real quick and -- and try to be succinct. I --1 want 
to clarify some things that you said, and -- and look, I --1 don't want to go over everything that 
everybody's been through today. I mean, we've had some great questions that have -- have asked you 

about, you said this, she said that. 

Representative Gowdy made a great case of, you know, this is what she said under oath, and -- and 
publicly, and yet, you dispute that and say, no, this is the case. But, look I'm just -- just got a couple of 
questions. OK? 
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First of all, did I understand you correctly that your decision, that this decision was made within 3 and 
1/2 hours of -- of an interview, and that was all? 

COMEY: No, we investigated it for a year. 

CARTER: You investigate, but you interviewed her for 3 and 1/2 hours last week and then came to the 
conclusion? 

COMEY: Correct. We interviewed her on Saturday for 3 and 1/2 hours, the last step in a year-long 
investigation. 

CARTER: OK. Now, as I understand that Hillary Clinton has testified that -- that the servers that she used 
were always safe and secure. Yet, you refute that and say, no, that is not the case at all. Were they ever 
secure? Were the servers that she would use, were they ever secure? 

COMEY: The challenge of security is not binary, it's just degrees of security. It was less secure than one 
at the State Department, or as I said, even one at a private commercial provider like a Gmail. 

CARTER: Well, let me ask you this, she's got staff, and she's got people around her. Did they know she 
was doing this? Did they know that she was using these other devices? Did anybody ever bring it to her 
attention and say, hey, you don't suppose to be doing that? 

COMEY: I think a lot of people around the secretary understood she was using a private personal email 
set ... 

CARTER: Than why didn't they say something? Don't they have a responsibility as well? 

COMEY: That's an important question that goes to the culture of the State Department that's worth 
asking. 

CARTER: I --you -- I mean, look we all surround ourselves, we get people and we depend on to help us. I 
don't -- should they be held responsible for that? For not bringing that to someone's attention? If I see 
someone who's breaking --who's not following protocol, is it my responsibility to report them? 

COMEY: Yes. Yeah. 

CARTER: Well, I certainly ... 

COMEY: Especially when it comes to security matters. Obligation to report a security violation that you 
may witness, whether it's involving you or one of your co-workers. But this is about -- so if someone ... 

CARTER: What about Bryan Pagliano? Did -- did he ever know? Do you know if he knew that she was -

she was not following proper protocol here? 

COMEY: He helped set it up. 

CARTER: He helped set it up? So obviously he knew. 
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COMEY: Yeah. Obviously he knew that ... 

CARTER: OK, is anything going to be done to him? Any -- any prosecution, or any discipline, any ... 

COMEY: I don't know about discipline, but there's not going to be any prosecution of him. 

CHAFFETZ: Will the -- will the gentleman yield? 

CARTER: I yield. 

CHAFFETZ: My understanding, Director, is that you offered him immunity. Why did you offer him 
immunity and what did you get for it? 

COMEY: You know, that I have to -- I'm not sure what I can talk about in open setting about that. 

CHAFFETZ: Well, he's not going to be prosecuted, so ... 

COMEY: Right, but I -- I want to be careful. I'm doing this 24 hours after the investigation closed. I want 
to be thoughtful, because we're -- we're as you know, big about the law, that I'm following the law 
about what I disclose about that. So I'll have to get back to you on that one. I don't want to answer that 
off the cuff. 

CARTER: Director Corney, I -- I am not a lawyer. I'm not an investigator. I'm a pharmacist, but I'm a 
citizen. And citizens are upset. I watched with great interest last -- earlier this week when you laid out 
your case. And -- and I'm telling you, you laid it out, barn, barn, barn, here's what she did wrong, wrong, 
wrong, wrong. 

And then all of a sudden you used the word, however. And -- and it was like you could hear a gasp 
throughout the country of people saying, ah, here we go again. Do you regret presenting it in a way like 
that? 

COMEY: No, I -- I'm highly -- I think I didn't use the word "however." I try never to use that in speaking, 
but I did lay it out, I thought in the way that made sense and that I hoped was maximum transparency 
for people. And I know ... 

CARTER: But that's the point -- I'm sorry, but that's the point it didn't make sense. The way you were 
laying it out, it would have made sense in the way that the questions have been asked here and -- and 
we've made all these points of where -- where she was obviously told lies underneath -- under oath that 
it would have been OK, we -- we finally got one here. 

COMEY: Yeah, I think it made sense. I just hope folks go back, maybe with a cup of tea and open their 
minds and read my statement again, carefully. But again, if you disagree, that's OK. 

CARTER: But it -- but it -- but when we -- look, I've only been here 18 months. And I'm gonna tell ya, it -
this "inside the beltway" mentality, no wonder people don't trust us. 
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COMEY: Well, I -- I have no -- I don't know who you're talking about. I have no kind of "inside the 
beltway" mentality. 

CARTER: But this is an example of what I'm talking about here. It -- it -- it -- just was as a non-lawyer, as a 
non-investigator, it would appear to me, you have got a hell of a case. 

COMEY: And I'm telling you do, and I hope people take the time to understand why. 

CARTER: Mr. Chairman, I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank the gentleman. I will now recognize the gentleman from Arizona, Mr. -- Mr. Goshar. 
Oh, let's go ahead and go to the gentleman from South Carolina, Mr. Mulvaney first. 

MULVANEY: Thank you gentleman. Director Corney, earlier today you heard a long list of statements 
that Ms. Clinton has made previously, both to the public and to Congress that were not factually 
accurate. 

I think you went down the whole long list. When she met with you folks on Saturday last week, I take it 
she didn't say the same things at that interview? 

COMEY: I'm not equipped sitting here without the 302 in front of me to answer in that broad ... 

MULVANEY: But it's your -- it's your testimony ... 

COMEY: But I have no basis -- we do not have a basis for concluding she lied to the FBI. 

MULVANEY: Gotcha. Did anybody ask her on Saturday, why she told y'all one thing and told us another? 

COMEY: I don't know as I sit here. I mean, I can -- I'll figure that out. 

MULVANEY: Would that have been of interest to you in helping to establish intent? 

COMEY: It could have been, sure. 

MULVANEY: More importantly I think, did anybody ask her why she set up the email system as she did in 
the first place? 

COMEY: Yes. 

MULVANEY: And the answer was convenience? 

CO MEY: Yeah, it was already there. It was a system her husband had and so she just jumped on to it. 

MULVANEY: Were you aware that just earlier this week, her -- her assistant actually said it was for an 
entirely different reason? It was to -- it was to keep emails from being accessible, and that it was for 
concealment purpose. So she was -- Huma Abedin was asked in her deposition why it was set up. 
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And it was said, to keep her personal emails from being accessible. To the question, to whom? To 
anybody. Where you aware of that testimony? 

COMEY: Generally, yes. 

MULVANEY: OK. So here's -- here's sort of the summary I take from what we've done today, which is 
that over the course of the entire system, what she did, she intentionally set up a system. According to 
your -- to your testimony, your findings, she was careless regarding its technical security. 

I think you said, that even a basic free account, a Gmail account had better security than she had. And 
she did that according to her own staffer's sworn deposition, "For the purpose of preventing access to 
those emails." As a result of this, she exposed top secret information to potential hack by foreign actors. 
You've seen the emails. We have not. 

I think you said earlier that the emails could be of the sort that would put national security at risk. And I 
think we had testimony earlier that -- and got you to -- to acknowledge that it might even put our agents 
overseas at risk.COMEY: Yeah, I don't think I agree with that. But, it's still important. 

MULVANEY: Okay, all right. She kept all of that secret until after she left the State Department. She lied 
about it, or at least made untrue statements about it, after it finally came to light. She thereafter 
ordered the destruction of evidence, evidence that was destroyed so thoroughly, that you folks could 
not do an adequate recovery. 

Yet she receives no criminal penalty. So I guess this is my question to you, are we assume, as we sit here 
today, that if the next President of the United States does the exact same thing on the day he or she is 
sworn into office, sets up a private email service for the purpose of concealing information from the 
public or from anybody, that as a result of that, potentially exposes national security level information to 
our enemies, lies about it and then destroys the evidence during an investigation, that there be no 
criminal charges, if you're the FBI Director, against that person? 

COMEY: Yeah, that's not a question the FBI Director should answer. I mean, I ... 

MULVANEY: No, I'm asking you, I'm asking you if, if she does the exact same thing as President as she's 
done today, your result would be the exact same as it was 40 hours ago. There would be no criminal 
findings, right? 

COMEY: If the facts were exactly the same? 

MULVANEY: Right. 

COMEY: And the law was exactly the same? 

MULVANEY: Right. 

COMEY: Yeah, the result would be the same. 
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MULVANEY: And I guess under the theory that if there's, the law is to be equally applied to everybody. 
That if a White House staffer does the exact same thing, for the exact same purpose and exposes the 
exact same risks, that there'll be no criminal action against that person. 

It could be, as you've mentioned administrative penalties, there are no administrative penalties as I 
understand it, by the way, against the President, correct? 

COMEY: I don't think so, but I'm not at ... 

(CROSSTALK) 

MULVANEY: I don't think there are either. I don't think, I don't think you can take away the President's 
top security clearance and I'm pretty sure you can't fire the President, because we've tried. 

Not only would a staffer not have any criminal charges brought against them, but it, I suppose a summer 
intern could do the exact same thing under the theory that, we're going to apply the law equally 
regardless of who the people are. 

My question to you is this, and it's not a legal question, it's, I guess it's a common-sense ordinary 
question that folks are asking me, from a national security standpoint, somebody who used to lecture on 
that, does that bother you? 

COMEY: The mishandling of classified information bothers me no matter what circumstance it occurs in, 
because it has national security implications. 

MULVANEY: Does it bother you that the precedent that you are setting today, may well lead to a 
circumstance where our top secret information continues to be exposed to our potential enemies? 

COMEY: No, in this sense, the precedent that I'm setting today is my absolute best effort to treat people 
fairly without regard to who they are. If that continues to be the record of the FBI and Justice 
Department, that's what it should be. 

The rest of the implications in your question, are beyond that. 

They're important, but they're not, they're not for the FBI to answer. We should, we should aspire to be 
apolitical, facts in the law, treat Joe the same as Sally as Secretary so-and-so. That's my goal. 

MULVANEY: If you would come to a different decision, I, by the way, I, I tend to (inaudible) agree 
everything you just said, if you'd come to a different decision, do you think it would have a different 
precedential value, that would keep our information more safe? 

COMEY: If we decided to recommend criminal ... 

MULVANEY: Yes Sir. 

COMEY: Charges here? I don't know, that's a good question. I don't know. I could, I could argue it both 
way, I guess I'm a lawyer, I can argue everything both ways, but I could argue that both ways. 
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MULVANEY: All right, thank you Director Corney. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

COMEY: Yeah. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank you Gentlemen. Now recognize the gentlemen from Arizona, Mr. Gosar, for five 
minutes. 

GOSAR: Thanks Mr. Chairman. Thank you Mr. Corney for being here. My, my colleague alluded to Brian 
Paglia no, the IT advisor and were you made aware of the deal of immunity with him? 

COMEY: I am aware. 

GOSAR: Now that Attorney General Lynch has stated there'll be no charges, there's many that suspect 
that in his (inaudible) that he failed to answer questions in his congressional deposition, that he had 
something to hide. Why did your investigators at the DOJ decide it was necessary to offer Mr. Paglia no 
immunity? 

COMEY: As I said in response to your earlier question, I need to be more thoughtful about what I say 
about an immunity deal in public. May be totally fine, just don't want to screw up because we're doing 
this quickly. 

GOSAR: Okay. 

COMEY: In general I can answer, because I've done it many times as a Prosecutor. You make a grant of 
immunity in order to get information that you don't think you could get otherwise. 

GOSAR: But you know that there maybe something there in hindsight, right? You're looking, you're 
looking ahead because of the pertinent information this person possesses? 

COMEY: Right, they may have, they, you believe they have relevant information to the investigation. 

GOSAR: So, did the investigators draft an interview report known as a 302 with Mr. Pagliano? 

COMEY: Yes. 

GOSAR: Do you have any importance of this case where you commit to voluntary disclosing the 302's for 
review of Brian Paglia no and other witnesses interviewed on, as part of your investigation? 

COMEY: I'll commit to giving you everything I can possibly give you under the law, and to doing it as 
quickly as possibly. That's said then, that means I got to go back and sort it out. For example, the 302 of 
Secretary Clinton, it's classified at the TSSCI level, so we got to sort through all that, but we'll do it, we'll 
do it quickly. 

GOSAR: Yeah, I know you've done this, because you've done this for Lois Learner and other cases, so we 
would expect that. Now, Director Corney, Hillary Clinton testified before Congress and told the American 
people multiple times that she never emailed any classified information to anyone on her private email 
servers. Your investigation revealed a 110 of Clinton's emails, 52 email chains contained classified 
information. Clinton told the American people, and I quote, "The laws and regulations in effect when I 
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was Secretary State, allowed me to use my email for work. This is undisputed." Your investigation 
revealed that that also wasn't true. Clinton claimed she turned over all her work related emails. 

Your investigator, investigation revealed that this wasn't also true. Clinton claimed that there was no 
security breaches and her private servers had numerous safeguards. Your investigation revealed eight 
email chains on Clinton's private servers containing top secret information. And that it was possible, 
hostile, "Hostile actors gained access to sensitive information." 

Further, multiple people she emailed with regularity were hacked by hostile actors and her private 
servers are less secure than a Gmail account, making a security breach all the more likely. Director 
Corney, it's a federal crime, as you know, to mishandle classified information in a grossly negligent way, 
and you stated Clinton and her colleagues were extremely careless. 

Clinton was publicly, has publicly stated she was well aware of the classification requirements. Then she 
broke the law anyway. Multiple people have been prosecuted for less and there's a growing trend of 
abuses in senior level employees. 

The only difference between her and others, is her total resistance to acknowledge, to acknowledge her 
irresponsible behavior, that jeopardized our national security and the American people. I think you 
should have recommended Clinton be prosecuted under Section 793, or Section 1024 or Title 18. 

If not who, if not now, when? Your recommendation deprived the American people of their opportunity 
for justice in this matter. 

There shouldn't be a double standards for the Clintons and they shouldn't be above the law. With that, 
I'm going to yield the rest of my time, gentlemen from South Carolina, Mr. Gowdy. 

GOWDY: Thank you Doctor Gosar. Director Corney, I want to go back to the issue of intent for just a 
second. We could disagree on whether or not it's an element of the offense, let's assume for the sake of 
argument, that you're right and I'm wrong and that it is an element of the offense. 

Secretary Clinton said that she was, "Well aware of classification requirements". Those are her words, 
not mine and not yours. So if she were, "Well aware of classification requirements", how did that impact 
your analysis of her intent? Because I've heard you this morning, describe her as being less than 
sophisticated. She disagrees with that. 

COMEY: Well, I was talking about technical sophistication. The question is, I would hope everybody who 
works in the Government is aware of classification requirements. The question then is, if you mishandle 
classified information, when you did that thing, did you know you were doing something that was 
unlawful? That's the intent question. 

GOWDY: All right, well you and I are going to have to get together some other time and discuss all the 
people we prosecuted who were unaware that they were breaking the law. That, there are lots of really 
dumb defendants out there, who don't know that what they're doing is against the law. But let's go with 
what you say ... 

COMEY: I disagree. I, you may have prosecuted a lot of those folks. I did not prosecute all those folks. 
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GOWDY: I was a gunner prosecutor and you were a white collar prosecutor. Trust me, there, there are 
lots of people who don't know you can't kill other people. Let me ask you this, on the issue of intent, you 
say it was convenience, okay? You're a really smart lawyer, if it were convenience Director, she wouldn't 
have waited two years to return the documents and she wouldn't have deleted them four years after 
they were created. 

So you can't really believe that her intent was convenience when she never turned them over until 
Congress started asking for them, could you? 

COMEY: Yeah my focus, and I hope I made this clear, my focus is on, what was the thinking around the 
classified information. I mean it's relevant why the system was set up and the thinking there. But she 
didn't, I don't understand her to be saying, we'll I think I've said it already, that, that's my focus. 

GOWDY: So, I know I'm out of time, but, but it just strikes me, you are reading a specific intent element 
into a gross negligence statute, not even general intent? 

CHAFFETZ: Gentlemen's time. 

GOWDY: A specific intent ... 

CHAFFETZ: Gentleman's time has expired. 

GOWDY: Element. 

COMEY: Yeah. Is that? Oh, sorry. 

CHAFFETZ: Go, the Director can answer. COMEY: I enjoyed, I enjoyed talking with him. The, the question 
you've got to ask is, why is it that the Department of Justice, since 1917, has not used that gross 
negligence statute for charging at once in an espionage case. And whether their decision was smart or 
not, that is the record of fairness. 

And so you have to decide, do I treat this person against that record? And if I do, is that a fair thing to 
do? Even if you're not worried about the constitutionality of it, and my judgment is, no reasonable 
prosecutor would do that. That would be celebrity hunting. That will be treating this person differently 
than John Doe. 

MULVANEY: Director, I want to follow up on that. 

Why did you do what you did? My interpretation of what the FBI is supposed to be doing, is to come to a 
determination of the facts and then turn it over to a prosecutor. You were a prosecutor but you are not 
a prosecutor now. 

COMEY: Right. 

MULVANEY: It is unprecedented that an FBI Director gave the type of press conference that he did and 
took a position that an unreasonable prosecutor would only take this case forward. Why would do you 
that? 
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COMEY: Yes, it's a great question. 

Everything I did would have been done privately in the normal course. We have great conversation in 
the FBI, as prosecutors we make recommendations, we argue back and forth. What I decided to do was 
offer transparency to the American people about the "whys" of that, what I was going to do because I 
thought it was very, very important for their confidence in the system of justice. And within that their 
confidence in the FBI. 

I was very concerned that if I didn't show that transparency, that in that lack of transparency people 
would say, "what is going on here -- something seems squirrely here? So I said I would do something 
unprecedented because I think it is unprecedented situation. 

Now, the next Director who is criminally investigating one of the two candidates for president may find 
him or herself bound by my precedent. OK, if that happens in the next 100 years, they will have to deal 
with what I did. I decided it was worth doing. 

CHAFFETZ: Mr. Cummings. 

CUMMINGS: Director, I have just one question. 

I'm sitting here listening to this and I really -- this is something that bothered me in the Lois Lerner case 
and in this case. I'm wondering of what your opinion -- Ms. Lawrence talked about this -- the chilling 
effect of your having to come here and justify your decisions. 

I know that you have been really nice and you explained why you did what you did and I'm glad you are 
doing it, but --you know, do you at all -- taking off -- I'm talking about -- here you have people making 
decisions and then being pulled here in the Congress to then say - OK, to be questioned about the 
decisions. At what point, or do you even think about it becoming a chilling effect? Because most people 
when their decision is made, they don't get this kind of opportunity. 

As you well know, there are no statements. They either get indicted or they are not. I know you see this 
as a special case. I'm wondering whether you agree with Ms. Lawrence that we may be just going down 
a slippery slope? That's all I want to know. 

COMEY: My honest answer is I don't think so. 

When I talked to the Chairman, I agreed to come because I think the American people care deeply about 
this. There's all kinds of folks watching this at home or being told, "well, lots of other cases are being 
prosecuted and she wasn't." I want them to know that's not true. 

I want to have this conversation. I welcome the opportunity. Look, it's a pain. I have had to go to the 
bathroom for about an hour but is ... 

CHAFFETZ: Don't worry, we're half way done. 

COMEY: It is really important to do because this is an unprecedented situation. 
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Transparency is the absolute best thing for me and for democracy. And I realize Mr. Chairman, my folks 
told me I screwed up one fact that I should fix. I was mis-remembering, in the Petraeus case, we didn't 
find the note books in the attic, we found it in his desk. So I wanted to make sure I was fair to him about 
that. 

I really don't think it has a chilling effect. Again, if there is another presidential candidate being 
investigated by the FBI, maybe they will be bound by this. Lord willing it will not happen again ,certainly, 
my 2,619 days left on this job. It won't happen on my term but if it does, I won't be chilled. 

CHAFFETZ: If we need a humanitarian break just give me a cue. 

COMEY: I feel like we are almost done. 

CHAFFETZ: We're on the right trajectory, yes. 

We would like to recognize the gentleman from Alabama, Mr. Palmer for five minutes. 

PALMER: Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Director Corney, your statement on Tuesday indicated that Secretary Clinton and her colleagues sent or 
received e-mails marked classified on an unsecured private e-mail server that may or may not have been 
hacked by foreign power. Are you aware that teenage hackers hack personal accounts of CIA Director 
John Brennan, the Director of U.S. National Intelligence, James Clapper and FBI deputy director Mark F. 
Giuliano? 

COMEY: I am intensely aware. They didn't hack in the way we normally think of it, but they got there by 
treachery, got access to their accounts. 

PALMER: The point I want to make that is that these were personal - commercial protected personal e
mail accounts that contained no classified information. Yet, Ms. Clinton used her personal e-mail, not a 
commercial account, on a server in her basement without even this basic protection, and transmitted 
classified information through that account. 

If teenagers in England were able to hack personal e-mail accounts of the Director of the CIA, the 
Director of the U.S. National Intelligence, and the Deputy Director of the FBI, does it concern you that 
sophisticated hackers or hackers working for foreign interest never attempted? I mean, does it seem 
reasonable that they never attempted or were never successful in hacking Mrs. Clinton's personal e-mail 
accounts or one of her devices? 

CO MEY: It concerns me a great deal. That is why we spent so much time trying to see if we could figure 
out -- see finger prints of that. 

PALMER: You said in your statement regarding your recommendation not to prosecute - to be clear, this 

is not to suggest that in similar circumstances a person who engaged in this activity would face no 
consequences. To the contrary, these individuals are often subject to security or administrative 
sanctions, that is not what we are deciding here. Do you stand by that? 

COMEY: Yes. 
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PALMER: I thought you would. 

You also said, "you could not prove intent." I want to touch on a couple things here. One, a reasonable 
person would not have compromised classified information by keeping that information on 
inadequately secured private devices. In other words, such a person would be viewed as unreasonable 
and unsuitable for any position in our government that included any responsibility for handling and 
protecting classified information. Would you agree? COMEY: I would agree it would be negligent. I can't 
prejudge a suitability determination but it would be definitely be stared at very hard. 

PALMER: Let me tell you why I bring this up. 

I sat up here next to Mr. Hurd who served our country valiantly, put his life on the line. I don't know if 
you can sense the passion and intensity of his questions, because he knows people whose lives are on 
the line right now. In regard to his questions, if someone -- a U.S. intelligence agent had mission 
com promised or worse, had been killed, or injured, or captured because of carelessness of someone 
responsible for protecting classified information, would intent matter at that point? 

COMEY: In deciding whether to prosecute the person, of course. Yes, that's the answer. Of course, it 
would - the matter would be deadly serious, but the legal standards would be the same. 

PALMER: What we are dealing with in this hearing is not the lack of due diligence in handling routine 
government data or information, but the lack of due diligence by Secretary Clinton and her carelessness 
in handling classified information that could have compromised American national security- as Mr. Hurd 
pointed out, the missions and personal safety of our intelligence agents. That troubles me greatly. 

And I think the issue here --1 do respect you. I have spoken in your defense many times, at this point to 
my detriment. I do believe that your answers are honest and factual. 

Based on your answers regarding plus Mrs. Clinton's use of e-mail and based on what we know, it seems 
to me that she is stunningly incompetent in understanding of basic technology of e-mail and stunningly 
incompetent in handling classified information. I mean, you should never associate the Secretary of 
State and classified information with the word careless. It doesn't matter. 

I mean, we have to exercise the utmost due diligence. All of us in this Committee do in handling this. You 
do in prosecuting cases and I see that in what you are trying to do. I just think we need to leave here 
with this understanding that there is more to this story than we know. 

If a foreign hacker got into this I can assure you that they know what was in those e-mails that were 
deleted. They read them all. They know what is in the e-mails that we never received. 

Mr. Chairman, I yield back. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. We will now go to the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Grothman for 
five minutes. GROTH MAN: Thank you. Thanks for coming on over to the Rayburn building. 

As I understand it your testimony today, is that you have not brought criminal charges against Hillary 
Clinton in part because you feel you can't prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, and in part because 
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she didn't understand the laws with regard to e-mails, and servers, and that sort of thing. Question for 
you. When she erased these e-mails --you, however, did say that if somebody did this under you there 
would be consequences. 

If somebody did exactly what Mrs. Clinton did or was one of your lieutenants or you think (ph) one of 
the lieutenants under the CIA or some other agency that deals with top secret documents, what would 
you do to those underlings (ph)? 

COMEY: I would make sure that they were adjudicated through a security disciplinary proceeding to 
figure out what are all circumstances and what punishment discipline is appropriate that could range 
from being terminated to being reprimanded and a whole spectrum between suspensions, loss of 
clearance, it's a bunch of different options. 

GROTH MAN: OK but somehow let's say one of your top two or three lieutenants you find out that 
they've had this separate server out there and they're keeping secret documents, flipping them around, 
do you think they should be fired? Not criminally charged but fired? 

COMEY: Yeah, I don't think it's appropriate to say. I think it should go through --we have a very robust 
process. There ought to be a very intense suitability review of that person. 

Maybe there's something we're missing that would mitigate the punishment we would impose but it 
would have to go through our system. 

GROTH MAN: OK next question. Just for the listening audience, here. At first when I hear about erasing 
e-mails I think it's like you know, like on my phone where I might erase an auto insurance solicitation. 

The erasers here, however, were not just Mrs. Clinton pressing delete. Or they -- there was a much 
greater effort made to make sure that these e-mails would never be recovered. Do you want to 
comment on what was done to erase the e-mails? 

COMEY: I think what you're referring to is after her lawyers -- her lawyers say -- although I don't -- I'm 
not able to verify this. There were 60,000 or so left at the end of 2014. 

They went through them in a way I described in my statement two days ago and then they produced the 
ones that were work related and then they erased from their system the ones that were not work 
related. That was done using technical tools basically to remove them from lawyers -- from the servers 
to wipe them away. 

GROTH MAN: OK so in other words, the effort was not just Mrs. Clinton, where somebody went delete, 
delete, delete. They went above and beyond that so that your top technical experts could not get back 
at these e-mails, correct? 

COMEY: Right, not fully. We were able to ... 

GROTHMAN: You recovered a few. 

COMEY: Yeah, we can go up through the lawyer's laptops and see some traces but not fully -- not fully 
recover them. 
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GROTHMAN: OK now, the information that I have and you can correct me if I'm wrong implies that these 
erasers were done in December of 2014 after the Benghazi scandal broke, after there were questions 
about the Clinton Foundation. 

Did you ever come across why she allowed these e-mails to sit out there even for years after she 
stopped being Secretary of State but all of a sudden as these other scandals began to bubble up she felt 
-- or her lawyers felt -- that she had to erase them? 

COMEY: Yeah I think the way the process worked is she had e-mails that were just on her system. She 
actually had deleted some I think over time as an ordinary user would. And then the State Department 
contacted her and other former secretaries and said we have a gap in our records, we need you to look 
and see if you have e-mails and give them back. 

She then tasked her lawyers to engage in this review process of that 60 some thousand and make that 
cut and then was asked by her lawyers at the end, do you want us to keep the personal e-mails. And she 
said I have no use for them anymore. 

It's then that they issued the direction that the technical people delete them. 

GROTHMAN: Do you think Mrs. Clinton knew that the technical people were erasing these e-mails so 
that even your top technical experts could recover them? 

COMEY: Based on my sense now for technical sophistication, I -- I --1 don't think so. 

GROTH MAN: You don't think the lawyers told her that that's what they were doing? Erasing all these e
mails that everybody on this committee wanted to look at? 

COMEY: Yeah -- and I'm sure we've asked this ... 

GROTH MAN: What type of lawyer wouldn't tell their client they were doing that? But ... 

COMEY: I don't think -- I think --1 think our evidence -- our investigation is they did not. That they asked 
her, do you want to keep them and they said no and they said wipe them away. 

GROTH MAN: OK. Now, as I understand it, the goal was just to erase personal e-mails but you have 
recovered e-mails that wouldn't be considered personal e-mails at all. 

COMEY: Correct. 

GROTH MAN: OK I don't know that you didn't recover them (ph) but based upon the e-mails that you 
recovered presumably, her lawyers or somebody was going well beyond personal e-mails. Is it possible 
we'll never be able to recover e-mails that dealt with the Clinton Foundation or dealt with the Benghazi 

scandal? 

Is it possible because of what her lawyers did that they were erasing things that were incriminating, 
maybe involving items that you were not particularly investigating but these have now been destroyed 
forever? 
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COMEY: If it's possible -- as I said in my statement on Tuesday, we did not find evidence to indicate that 
they did the eraser to conceal things of any sort. But it's possible, as I said on Tuesday, that there are 
work related e-mails that were in the batch that were deleted. 

GROTH MAN: I'm sorry, when you go to this length to make sure you can never recover the e-mails who 
are erased, wouldn't you think the intent is to make sure nobody looks at them again? 

Why --why-- otherwise, couldn't you just (inaudible). 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. We'll give the director time to -- if he wants to respond. 

COMEY: I guess it's a bit circular. You delete because you want to delete. But that -- that -- what I mean 
is we didn't find any evidence of evil intent and intent to obstruct justice. 

GROTH MAN: You wouldn't haven able to because you don't know what was deleted. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the -- we'll now recognize Mr. Russell of Oklahoma, for five minutes. 

RUSSELL: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Director Corney, thank you for your long service and your long suffering. I think we're toward the end of 
the line, here. I want to say for the record with regard to national security, I sleep a little easier at night 
knowing that you're at the helm of the FBI. And thank you for your dedicated service and your integrity. 
You have stated in your statement and also multiple times here, that there should be consequences for 
the mishandling of state secrets. If I hold a top secret SCI in the bureau and I did hold one when I was in 
the United States Army in a career of service. 

I handle classified information here, if I -- if I held that in the FBI and you discover that I mishandled 
state secrets on a private server in my basement, would I be trusted by the bureau to further handle top 
secret information? 

COMEY: Maybe not. You would go immediately through a security process to review whether you 
should continue working for us and if you do what clearances you should retain. 

RUSSELL: If I violated the handling of state secrets in the FBI, would you consider me the best suitable 
candidate for promotion and higher responsibility? 

COMEY: It would be a serious concern and we would stare at it very hard in a suitability review. 

RUSSELL: Although you have recommended to the Department of Justice that no criminal charges be 
brought to bear (ph), are you recommending to the Department of Justice that there be no 
consequences for mishandling of state secrets? 

COMEY: No, my recommendation was solely with respect to criminal charges. 

RUSSELL: What would you recommend? 
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COMEY: I don't think it's for me to recommend. 

RUSSELL: But you do -- you've been very open and even stated why you felt that these were unique sets 
of circumstances that called for greater transparency. You do make recommendations routinely, as 
you've stated here today. 

We're talking top secret SCI information that's been mishandled. You would take a dim view to that if I 
were an agent. What consequence -- this is what the American people feel exasperated about. There 
seems to be no consequence. 

So in a case like this, if it's not going to be criminal charges recommended, what are the American 
people to do to hold their officials accountable if maybe they shouldn't be trusted for further promotion 
and higher responsibility? 

COMEY: And what I -- and what I meant earlier is that's not a question that the American people should 
put to FBI director. I can answer about things within my remit but that -- I understand the question but 
it's not one for me to answer in my role. 

RUSSELL: Well, I hope it's one that the American people answer in the future because we do have a 
choice about those that would mishandle information. And while we're all fallible human beings and we 
all make mistakes, in a case like this, for decades of my service in the army infantry and handling top 
secret SCI information and then as a member of Congress, we know those responsibilities. 

Is it your view and others that have interviewed Mrs. Clinton that she would not have known what those 
responsibilities were? 

COMEY: No, I think in a -- in a way, you would expect she understood the importance of protecting 
classified information.RUSSELL: Well, I would agree with that and there's been a breach. I think that the 
American people demand a consequence, that they demand an accountability. And I think it's important 
to uphold the form of our Republican government that we have a consequence. And with that, thank 
you for your appearance here today. 

And I would like to yield the remainder of my time to Chairman Chaffetz. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank you, I think if you yield back, through mutual agreement Mr. Cummings and I have 
agreed that I do have about a dozen or so quick follow up questions. 

You have been most generous with your time but I would like to get through this last bit and again, we'll 
do so with equal time. How did the Department of Justice, or how did the FBI view the incident in which 
Hillary Clinton instructed Jake Sullivan to take the markings off of a document that was to be sent to 
her? 

COMEY: Yes, we looked at that pretty closely. There was some problem with their secure fax machine 
and there was an e-mail in which she says in substance, take the headers off of it and send it as a non
paper and as we've dug into that more deeply, we've come to learn that at least this one view of it that 
is reasonable, that a non-paper in State Department parlance (ph) means a document that contains 
things we could pass to another government. 
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So essentially take out anything that's classified and send it to me. Now it turned out that didn't happen, 
we actually found that the classified fax was then sent, but that's our best understanding of what that 
was about. 

CHAFFETZ: So this was a classified fax? 

COMEY: Correct. 

CHAFFETZ: So Hillary Clinton sends to Jake Sullivan, Jake --well let me go back, Jake Sullivan says they 
say they had issues sending secure fax, they're working on it. Hillary Clinton sends to Jake Sullivan, if 
they can't, turn into non-paper with no identifying heading and send non-secure. So you're telling me 
it's a classified piece of information, she's taking off the header and she's instructing them to send it in a 
non-secure format. Is that not intent? 

COMEY: Well that actually caught my attention when I first saw it and what she explained to us in her 
interview was, and other witnesses too as well, is what she meant by that is make it into a non-classified 
document, that's what a non-paper is in their world, and send it to us because I don't need the classified 
stuff I just need the ... 

CHAFFETZ: Then why take off the heading if it's going to be turned into a non-classified document, why 
take off the heading? 

COMEY: I assume because it would be non-classified anymore so you wouldn't have a classified header 
on it. Because what she said during her interview ... 

CHAFFETZ: Because she wanted to be technically correct, is that what you're saying, that you're ... 

COMEY: No, I think what she said during the interview is I was telling him in essence, send the 
unclassified document, take the header off, turn it into a non-paper, which is a term I had never heard 
before but I'm told by people I credit that in diplomatic circles something we can pass to another 
government ... 

CHAFFETZ: You are very generous in your accepting of that. Did any unclear individuals receive any 
classified information over Hillary Clinton's server? 

COMEY: Did any uncleared (ph) people receive classified information? I don't think any of the 
correspondents on the classified e-mails were uncleared people. These were all people with clearances 
working, doing State Department business, on the unclassed (ph) system. 

CHAFFETZ: Did Mr. Paglia no have the requisite security clearance? 

COMEY: As I sit here, I can't remember. He was not a participant on the classified e-mail exchanges 
though. 

CHAFFETZ: But he was running the server, he set it up ... 
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COMEY: That's a different question. That's -- I'm sorry I misunderstood your question then. Yes, there's 
no doubt that uncleared people had access to the server because even after Paglia no there were others 
who maintained the server who were private sector folks. 

CHAFFETZ: So there are hundreds of classified documents on these servers, how many people, without a 
security clearance had access to that server? 

COMEY: I don't know the exact number as I sit here, it's probably more than two, less than ten. 

CHAFFETZ: I appreciate your willingness to follow up with this. Did Secretary Clinton's attorneys have 
the security clearances needed? 

COMEY: They did not. 

CHAFFETZ: Does that concern you? 

COMEY: Oh yes, sure. 

CHAFFETZ: Is there any consequence to an attorney rifling through Secretary Clinton's, Hillary Clinton's 
e-mails without a security clearance? 

COMEY: Well, not necessarily criminal consequences but there's a great deal of concern about an 
uncleared person not subject to the requirements we talked about in the read (ph) in (ph) documents 
potentially having access. That's why very, very important for us to recover everything we can back from 
attorneys. 

CHAFFETZ: So what's the consequence? I mean here Hillary Clinton gave direction to her attorneys 
without a security clearance to go through documents that were classified. 

COMEY: I think that's what happened in fact, whether that was the direction is a question I can't answer 
sitting here. 

CHAFFETZ: See --you're parsing (ph) that one a little bit ... 

COMEY: No, no you were just asking me -- I don't ... 

CHAFFETZ: What's the consequence? They don't work for the government, we can't fire them so is there 
no criminal prosecution of those attorneys, should they lose their bar license, what's the consequence 
to this? 

COMEY: But they acted with criminal intent or active with some mal-intent ... 

CHAFFETZ: What you're telling us is it doesn't matter if you have a security clearance or not because I 

may be innocent enough, hello I'm just an attorney, I like the secretary, I'm trying to help Hillary Clinton, 
I'm not trying to give it to the Chinese or the Russians, I'm just trying to help her. So there's no intent? It 
doesn't matter if these people have security clearances? 

COMEY: Of course it matters, that's why I said ... 
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CHAFFETZ: But there's no consequence, Director, there's no consequence. 

COMEY: Well, I don't know what consequence you'd have in mind, very ... 

CHAFFETZ: Prosecute them. 

COMEY: An attorney for receiving from his client information that ends up being classified. 

CHAFFETZ: I asked you at the very beginning, does Hillary Clinton, is there a reasonable expectation that 
Hillary Clinton would send and receive if not day -- hourly if not daily, classified information. That's 
reasonable to think that the Secretary of State would get classified information every moment. She's not 
the head of Fish and Wildlife so the idea that she would turn over her e-mails, her system, her server to, 
what it sounds like, up to ten people without security clearances and there's no consequence. So why 
not do it again? 

COMEY: That's a question I don't think you should put to me, you're asking -- I'm talking about my 
criminal investigation. 

CHAFFETZ: But how can that -- there's no intent there, does she not understand that these people don't 
have security clearances? 

COMEY: Surely she understands at least some of them don't have security clearances. 

CHAFFETZ: So she understands they don't have security clearances and it's reasonable to think she's 
going to be in (ph) classified information. Is that not intent to provide a non-cleared person access to 
classified information? 

COMEY: You're mixing it up though. I don't think it's reasonable to assume -- mixing me up, sorry, not 
your fault -- that someone who is maintaining your server is reading your e-mails, in fact I don't think 
that's the case here. There's a separate thing which is when she is engaging counsel (ph) to comply with 
the State Department's request, are her lawyers then exposed information that may be on there that's 
classified, so ... 

CHAFFETZ: And did they see any classified information? Did Hillary Clinton's attorneys, without security 
clearances, see classified information? 

COMEY: As (ph) I sit here, I don't know the answer to that. 

CHAFFETZ: It has to be yes Director, you came across 110 and they said they went through all of them. 

COMEY: Well, they didn't read them all they just looked at headings (ph) ... 

CHAFFETZ: So their excuse is we saw the e-mails but we didn't read them? 

COMEY: You know I think I said this in my statement on Tuesday, they sorted the e-mails by using 
headers and search terms to try and find work related e-mails, we read them all. 
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CHAFFETZ: I know that you read them all. Do you think it's reasonable or unreasonable to think that her 
attorneys, under her director, did or did not read those e-mails? Because there were -- let me go back to 
this, yes or no, were there or were there not classified e-mails that her -- that Hillary Clinton's attorneys 
read? 

COMEY: I don't know whether they read them at the time. 

CHAFFETZ: They -- did Hillary Clinton give non-cleared people access to classified information? 

COMEY: Yes. Yes. 

CHAFFETZ: What do you think her intent was? 

COMEY: I think then was to get good legal representation and to make the production to the State 
Department. That can be a very tall order, in that circumstance (ph) I don't see the evidence there to 
make a case that she was acting with criminal intent in her engagement with her lawyers. 

CHAFFETZ: And I'd just --1 guess I read criminal intent as the idea that you allow somebody without a 
security clearance access to classified information. Everybody knows that Director, everybody knows 
that. I've gone way past my time, let me recognize Mr. Cummings for an equal amount of 
time.CUMMINGS: Director thank you for your patience. I wanted to clear up some things. I want to 
make sure I understand exactly what you testified to on the issue of whether Secretary Clinton sent or 
received e-mails that were marked as classified. 

On Tuesday you stated, and I quote, "only a very small number of the e-mails containing classified 
information bore markings, and I emphasis bore markings, indicating the presence of classified 
information." 

Republicans have pounced on this statement as evidence that Secretary Clinton lied. But today we 
learned some significant new facts and I hope the press listens to this. First you clarify that you were 
talking about only three e-mails out of 30 thousand. Your office is reviewed. Is that right? 

COMEY: Three, yes. 

CUMMINGS: Three out of 30 thousand, is that right? 

COMEY: Yes at least 30 thousand. 

CUMMINGS: At least 30 thousand. Second, you confirmed that these three e-mails were not properly 
marked as classified at the time based on Federal guidelines and manuals. 

They did not have a classification header; they did not list the original classifier, the agency, officer of 
origin, reason for classification, or date for declassification. Instead these e-mails included only a single 
quote see parenthesis, end parenthesis and then end of quotation mark for confidential on one 
paragraph lower down in the text, is that right? 

COMEY: Correct. 
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CUMMINGS: Third, you testified that based on these facts it would have been a quote "reasonable 
inference for Secretary Clinton to" quote "immediately" end of quote conclude that these e-mails were 
not in fact classified. So that was also critical new information. But there's one more critical fact that 
these e-mails were not in fact, and that is this Director, and to the press these e-mails were not in fact 
classified. 

The State Department explained to us yesterday -- they reported that these e-mails are not classified 
and that including the little Con these e-mails was a result of a human error. The bottom line is that 
those little Cs should not have been on those documents because they were not in fact classified. 

When Representative Watson Coleman asked you a few minutes ago about this you testified that you 
had not been informed. And I understand that, I'm not beating up on you I promise you. But can you tell 
us why Director Corney -- because I want -- because republicans are pouncing saying the Secretary lied 
and I want to make sure we're clear on this. Can you tell us why Director Corney did you consult, and 
we're just curious, did you consult about these three e-mails out of the more than 30 thousand or did 
this just not come up? What happened there? 

COMEY: Yes I'm not remembering for sure while I'm here. I'm highly confident we consulted with them 
and got their view on it. I don't know about what happened yesterday. Maybe their view has changed or 
they found things out that we didn't know. But I'm highly confident we consulted with them about it. 

CUMMINGS: So this is solely different than what we understood yesterday. Today we learned that these 
e-mails were not in fact classified, they should not have been included in those -- they should not have 
included those straight (ph) markings. They were not properly marked as classified and the Director of 
the FBI believes it was reasonable for Secretary Clinton to assume that these documents were not 
classified. Chairman, you raised a question about whether Secretary Clinton's attorneys have security 
clearances. 

It is my understanding that they did. We can double check that, but that is my understanding. And we'll 
double check that. Let me move to the next topic. You explained on Tuesday that you were providing 
quote an update on the FBl's investigation of Secretary Clinton's use of a personal e-mail system during 
her time as Secretary of State. You explained that you received a referral on this matter from Inspector 
General of Intelligence Community on July 6th, 2016. Is that right? 

COMEY: Yes. 

CUMMINGS: Today 10s of thousands of Secretary Clinton's e-mails are probably available on the State 
Department's website. And our staff have been reviewing the e-mails that were retroactively 
determined to include classified information. Based on this review, it appears that these e-mails 
included more than one thousand individuals who sent or received the information that is not redacted 
as classified. Let me make that clear. About one thousand people sent or received the same information 
that was contained in Secretary Clinton's e-mails and retroactively classified. Were you aware of that? 

COMEY: No, the number doesn't surprised me though. 

CUMMINGS: Why not? 
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COMEY: Because this was -- they were doing the business of the State Department on this e-mail 
system, so I don't know how many thousands of people work in the State Department. But it doesn't 
surprise there'd be lots of people on these chains. CUMMINGS: And would you agree that something 
needs to be done with regard to this classification stuff because classified things are classified then 
they're not classified, then they are retroactively classified. I mean does that go into your consideration 
when looking at a case like this? 

COMEY: Yes I don't pay much attention to the up classified stuff because we're focused on intent. So if 
someone classifies it later, it's impossible that you formed intent around that because it wasn't classified 
at the time. I know that's a process -- I wasn't familiar with it before this investigation, but I don't spend 
a lot of time focused on it in the course of a criminal investigation. 

CUMMINGS: I understand. We also reviewed who these people are and they include a host of very 
experienced career diplomats with many years of experience. So let me ask you this. When you received 
this referral from the Inspector General about Secretary Clinton's e-mails, did you also receive any 
referrals for any of the other one thousand people who sent and received those e-mails? Did you? 

COMEY: No. 

CUMMINGS: I understand that ... 

COMEY: Well I should stop there. Within the scope of our investigation was a group of people closer to 
the Secretary. We looked at their conduct. I forget what the number is -- four or five of them, but then 
the hundreds of others that may have been on the chain were not the subjects of the investigation. 

CUMMINGS: OK, I have 30 more seconds. I understand that Secretary Clinton is the only one running for 
President, but it does not make sense that she was singled out for a referral to the FBI. Do you agree 
with that? 

COMEY: I don't think I agree with that. 

CUMMINGS: So let's go back to Colin Powell; do you think you ought to look at his situation or 
Condoleezza Rice? 

COMEY: Well there's been no referral on them. I know only brief (ph) of service (ph) superficial (ph) level 
of their circumstances this case strikes me as very different from those and not an inappropriate referral 
from the Inspector General. 

CHAFFETZ: Thank you gentlemen. Who was Hillary Clinton e-mailing that was hacked? 

COMEY: Yes I don't want to say in open forum. We can get you that information, but again, I don't want 
to give any hostile adversaries insight into who -- what we figured out. 

CHAFFETZ: Fair enough. 

COMEY: So I know the names, but ... 
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CHAFFETZ: Understood, understood. Was there any evidence of Hillary Clinton attempting to avoid 
compliance with the Freedom of Information Act? 

COMEY: That was not the subject of our criminal investigation, so I can't answer that sitting here. 

CHAFFETZ: It's a violation of law, is it not? 

COMEY: Yes, my understanding is there are civil statutes that apply to that. I don't know ... 

CHAFFETZ: So let's put the boundaries on this a little bit. What you didn't look at. You didn't look at 
whether or not there was an intention or the reality of non-compliance with the Freedom of Information 
Act? 

COMEY: Correct. 

CHAFFETZ: You did not look at testimony that Hillary Clinton gave in the United State Congress, both the 
House and the Senate. 

COMEY: To see whether it was precarious in some respect? 

CHAFFETZ: Yes. 

COMEY: No we did not. 

CHAFFETZ: Did you review and look at those transcripts as to the intent of your recommendation. 

COMEY: I'm sure my folks did. I did not. 

CHAFFETZ: So OK, and this is an important point because I think those of us in Congress, knowing that 
you got a criminal referral from an Inspector General, thought that you were also looking at whether or 
not Hillary Clinton had provided false testimony, which is a crime, to the Congress, but you didn't look at 
that. 

COMEY: Correct. As I said, I'm confident my folks looked at the substance of the statements, try to 
understand the circumstances around the entire situation ... 

CHAFFETZ: Can you confirm that? I just want to make sure. 

COMEY: Yes we'll confirm that. Also, again, maybe I'm missing this, but I don't think we got a referral 
from Congressional Committees -- a perjury referral. 

CHAFFETZ: No it was the Inspector General that initiated this. Did the fact that Hillary Clinton refused to 
be interviewed by the Inspector General, what did that say to you about intent? 

COMEY: At least for our criminal investigation, not particularly germane.CHAFFETZ: Are you familiar -
you're familiar there's a website, I mean lots of government agencies have a website. The State 
Department has a website; state.gov<http://state.gov/>. And they have a YouTube site. Videos that are 
uploaded to a YouTube site, would those be considered Federal Records? 
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COMEY: I don't know. 

CHAFFETZ: So they're paid for by federal dollars. They're maintained by federal employees. Would that 
not be a federal record? 

CHAFFETZ: Yeah I just don't know. I'm sure there's an expert who can answer that in two seconds but 
I'm not that expert. 

CHAFFETZ: OK we've kept you here a long time. I want to follow up on that. Is the FBI still investigating 
Hillary Clinton's aides? 

COMEY: No is the answer. The Department of Justice declined on all of those who were subjects 
communicating her through that e-mail system. 

CHAFFETZ: What recommendations did you make about her aides? 

COMEY: Same, same. We didn't recommend that anybody be prosecuted on those facts. 

CHAFFETZ: And if you can help us understand who precisely had been ruled out for prosecution that 
would be. 

COMEY: Sure. 

CHAFFETZ: Did you look at the Clinton Foundation? 

COMEY: I'm not going to comment on the existence or nonexistence of any other investigations. 

CHAFFETZ: Was the Clinton Foundation tied into this investigation? 

COMEY: Yeah I'm not going to answer that. 

CHAFFETZ: The server that was set up in her home was originally set up by, you said, former President 
Bill Clinton. 

COMEY: Correct. 

CHAFFETZ: Do you know who paid for that? 

COMEY: I don't sitting here. 

CHAFFETZ: OK. I'll have equal time for my colleague and friend, Mr. Cummings. 

CUMMINGS: I'm going to yield two minutes of my 3.43 to Mr. Lynch. 

LYNCH: Thank you, Mr. Director. We're talking about hacking. And so on this committee, we --we -
we're very much interested in cyber security. And we review a lot of the major hacks that are going on. 
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So just recently, I would say in the last 18 months, we've had a major hack February of 2016 at the 
Department Of Homeland Security and the FBI. We had a hacking group; the Site Intelligence Group 
reported that a group called crackers with attitude had hacked 9,000 employees' data from Department 
Of Homeland Security including names, e-mail addresses, locations, and telephone numbers. 

Also, 20,000 FBI workers. We had another hack direct evidence obviously of those, another hack at OPM 
of 4.2 million current and former federal government employees. Their information had been stolen 
including social security numbers which are not redacted. 

We had IRS in May 2015, millions -- no, I'm sorry 200,000 attempted and 100,000 were successful. We 
had State Department announced a breach of its computer systems after an infiltration forced the 
agency to temporarily shut down its classification system. 

We had the United States Postal Service, 800,000 postal employees, 2.9 million customers. The White 
House, Washington Post reported back in -- this is back in 2014, that the White House computer was 
hacked. 

National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration; we had -- I'm on another committee for financial services 
we had Verizon, USCLA health systems, thousands and thousands and thousands of employees, Anthem 
Health Care, Sony Pictures, Staples, Home Depot, JP Morgan -- it gets into the millions. 

Community health systems, Target, TJX, all of these we have direct evidence, millions and millions and 
million of people their accounts being hacked. Any direct evidence that Hillary Clinton's e-mails were 
hacked? 

COMEY: No. 

LYNCH: OK. 

I have no further questions. I yield back. 

CUMMINGS: Mr. Director, we are about at the end. I'm gonna do a concluding statement and then I 
think the chairman will. I wanna -- first of all, I want to go back to something that Ms. Watson Coleman 
said a little earlier. As an African-American man in this country, 66 years old, moving towards the 
twilight of my life, we cannot allow black men to begin -- to continue to be slaughtered. 

This morning I woke up to my wife literally crying, watching the tape of this guy Anton Sterling in Baton 
Rouge and then she looked at the one the Philandro Castle near Minneapolis. 

And I hope you watch them. There's something wrong with this picture. And don't get me wrong, I am 
all for --1 supported police, I am a lawyer. And I know how important police are and I know there are so 
many great folks. 

But Mr. Director, if you do nothing else in your 2,000 plus days left, you have got to help us get a hold of 
this issue. It is so painful. I can't even begin to tell you. And so I don't want -- I've been fortunate in my 
life. 
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I've been very fortunate that I have not been harmed by the police, but I've been stopped 50 million 
times. Now, with regard to this hearing I want to thank you again. You know, as I listen to you, you said 
something that I will never forget. And for some reason it gave me a chill. 

You said there are two things that are most important to me, two things. You said my family and my 
reputation. My family and my reputation. And I -- I don't know whether your family is watching this but I 
hope that they are as proud of you as I am. 

Because you are the epitome of what a public servant is all about. Sacrificing over and over and over 
again, trying to do the right thing, sometimes coming under ridicule, but yet still doing the right thing. 
And so I hope that they are proud of you. 

The second thing I hope is that no matter what has happened in this hearing, I hope that you know that 
your reputation is still in tact. And so I conclude by summarizing that I think some of our key findings 
today, first the director testified that his entire team of 15 to 20 FBI investigators and analysts 
unanimously agree on the recommendation not to prosecute Secretary Clinton. 

Second, Director Corney made crystal clear that Republican claims, some of the talking heads claims of 
bias are completely false. Testified that he would treat John Doe the same way he would treat Hillary 
Clinton, that he was forceful on that point. 

Third, on the claim that Secretary Clinton sent or received e-mails that were marked as classified, that 
claim has now been significantly under cut. Those documents were not classified and those markings 
were not proper. 

Finally, Republicans have repeatedly cried foul about a double standard when it comes to Secretary 
Clinton's e-mails. But Director Corney testified the real double standard would have been to prosecute 
her with this completely -- with this completely inadequate evidence. Again, director, I thank you. But I 
thank somebody else. I thank and having practiced law for many years and having dealt with the FBI on 
many cases, I want to thank the people who work with you because it's not just -- this is not just about 
you. 

This is not just about Secretary Clinton. When we are addressing you the whole cad ray of people who 
give their blood, their sweat and their tears to protect us as Americans. And I just want to thank them 
because sometimes I think they are forgotten, unseen, unnoticed, unappreciated and unapplauded. 

But today I applaud them and I thank you. 

Thank you very much and I yield back.CHAFFETZ: And I thank the gentleman. And I concur with the idea 
that every FBI agent I have ever met has just been above reproach and they make us proud and they 
work hard, they put their lives on the line. 

They serve overseas, they serve domestically. Can't thank them enough for what they do. And I hope 

that is part of the message that we carry back. 

I cannot thank you personally enough, you, on a personal level, for your accessibility, your ability to get 
on the phone with me the same day that you make your announcement, and then in rapid fire when I 
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said to you, what day is best -- we're going to have to do this so which day is best for you. And you said 
Thursday, and here we are and doing it. 

I can't thank you enough. I wish all of the government employees would have that attitude and 
approach. And I really do. And I can't thank you enough. I look forward to working with you and your 
staff as we move forward in getting this documentation, things that you can't share publicly and others. 

It is the intention of the committee to -- I told Mr. Cummings here that we would come back after votes. 
Votes have been pushed back now a bit. So what I would like to do is to go into recess for five minutes 
and then we will start with our second panel. 

Committee stands in recess until five minutes from now. 

Thank you, again, Director Corney. 
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REP.JORDAN 

CHAFFETZ: Did you review the documents where Congressman Jim Jordan asked her specifically and she 
said, quote, "there was nothing marked classified on my e-mails either sent or received," end quote? 

CO MEY: I don't remember reviewing that particular testimony, I'm aware of that being said, though. 

CHAFFETZ: Did the FBI investigate her statements under oath on this topic? 

COMEY: Not to my knowledge. I don't think there's been a referral from Congress. 

CHAFFETZ: Do you need a referral from Congress to investigate her -- her statements under oath? 

COMEY: Sure do. 

JORDAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Director, thank you for being with us. On Tuesday, you said, "any reasonable person in Secretary 
Clinton's position should have known that an unclassified system was no place for these conversations." 
You said on Tuesday, "some of her e-mails bore classified markings." And you also said on Tuesday there 
were potential violations of the appropriate statutes. 

Now, I know a bunch of prosecutors back home would look at that fact pattern and look at that 
evidence -- you even referenced it in your opening statement, some of your prosecutor -- friends in the 
prosecution business have been on TV saying they would have looked at that same evidence and they 
would have taken it to a grand jury. 

But on Tuesday, you said, and today in your opening statement, you said, "no reasonable prosecutor 
would bring such a case." 

And then in your statement Tuesday, you cite factors that helped you make that decision and make that 
statement. And one of the factors you said was "consider the context of a person's actions." Typically, 
when I hear "context" in the course of a criminal investigation, it's -- it's from the defense side, not the 
prosecution side. It's at the end of the case after there's been a trial and a guilty verdict, and it's during 
the sentencing phase -- mitigating circumstances. That's the context we typically think about. 

But you said it on the front end. You said "consider the context of the person's actions." And so I'm 
curious. What does "consider the context" mean? Because a lot of Americans are thinking just what the 
chairman talked about in his opening statement, that there are two standards: one for we the people, 
and one for the politically connected. 

A lot of folks I get the privilege of representing back in Ohio think that when you said "consider the 
context," they think that's what Mr. Gowdy just talked about -- the fact that she is former first lady, 

former secretary of state, former senator, major party's nominee for the highest office in the land. And, 
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oh by the way, her husband just met with the individual you work with at an airport in Arizona five days 
ago. 

So, you said none of that influenced your decision. But tell us what "consider the context" 
means.COM EV: Thank you, Mr. Jordan. 

What I was trying to capture is the fact that the exercise for prosecutorial discretion is always a 
judgment case. It is in every single case. Among the things you consider are, what was this person's 
background? What was the circumstances of the offense? Were they drunk? Were they inflamed by 
passion? Was it somebody who had a sufficient level of education, and training, and experience that we 
can infer certain things from that to consider the entire circumstances of the conduct and background? I 
did not mean to consider political context. 

JORDAN: The entire circumstances, and Mr. Gowdy just talked about this scheme -- remember what she 
did, right? She sets up this unique server arrange. She alone controlled it. 

On the server, on that system are her personal e-mails, her work related e-mails, Clinton Foundation 
information, and now we know, classified information. This gets discovered. We find out this 
arrangement exists. Then what happens? Her lawyers, her legal team decides which ones we get and 
which ones they get to keep. 

They made the sort on the front end. And then we find out the ones that they kept and didn't give to us, 
didn't give to the American people, didn't give to Congress, the ones they kept, they destroyed them. 
And you don't have to take my word. I'll take what you said on Tuesday, "they deleted all e-mails they 
did not return to the State Department, and the lawyers cleaned their devices in such a way as to 
preclude complete forensic recovery." Now, that sounds like a fancy way of saying they hid the 
evidence, right? And you just told Mr. Gowdy thousands of e-mails fell into those categories. 

Now, that seems to me to provide some context to what took place here. Did Secretary Clinton's legal 
team -- excuse me, let me ask it this way. Did Secretary Clinton know her legal team deleted those e
mails that they kept from us? 

COMEY: I don't believe so. 

JORDAN: Did Secretary Clinton approve those e-mails being deleted? 

COMEY: I don't think there was any specific instruction or conversation between the Secretary and her 
lawyers about that. 

JORDAN: Did you ask that question? COMEY: Yes. 

JORDAN: Did Secretary Clinton know that her lawyers cleaned devices in such a way to preclude forensic 
recovery? 

COMEY: I don't believe she did. 

JORDAN: Did you ask that question? 
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COMEY: Yes. 

JORDAN: Do you see how someone could view the context of what she did, set up a private system, she 
alone controlled it, she kept everything on it? We now know from Ms. Abedi n's deposition they did it for 
that reason, so no one could see what was there based on the depositions Ms. Abedin gave. And then 
when they got caught, they deleted what they had and they scrubbed their devices. Is that part of the 
context in evaluating this decision? 

COMEY: Sure, sure. And I understand what inferences can be drawn from that set of facts, of course. 

JORDAN: Mr. Chairman, I yield back. 

Rep. Gowdy 

CHAFFETZ: Yeah. We'll now recognize the gentleman from South Carolina, Mr. Gowdy, for five minutes. 

GOWDY: Good morning, Director Corney. Secretary Clinton said she never sent or received any classified 
information over her private e-mail. Was that true? 

COMEY: Our investigation found that there was classified information sent ... 

GOWDY: So it was not true? 

COMEY: That's what I said. 

GOWDY: OK. Well, I'm looking for a little shorter answer so you and I are not here quite as long. 
Secretary Clinton said there was nothing marked classified on her e-mails, either sent or received. Was 
that true? 

COMEY: That's not true. There were a small number of portion markings on, I think, three of the 
documents. 

GOWDY: Secretary Clinton said, I did not e-mail any classified material to anyone on my e-mail, there is 
no classified material. Was that true? 

COMEY: There was classified material e-mailed. 

GOWDY: Secretary Clinton said she used just one device. Was that true? 

COMEY: She used multiple devices during the four years of her term as secretary of state. 

GOWDY: Secretary Clinton said all work-related e-mails were returned to the State Department. Was 
that true? 

COMEY: No. We found work-related e-mails, thousands that were not returned. 
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GOWDY: Secretary Clinton said neither she nor anyone else deleted work related e-mails from her 
personal account. Was that true? 

COMEY: That's a harder one to answer. We found traces of work- related e-mails in -- on devices or in 
slack space. Whether they were deleted or whether when the server was changed out something 
happened to them. There's no doubt that the work-related e-mails that were removed electronically 
from the e-mail system. 

GOWDY: Secretary Clinton said her lawyers read every one of the e-mails and were overly inclusive. Did 
her lawyers read the e-mail content individually? 

COMEY: No. 

GOWDY: Well in the interest of time, and because I have a plane to catch tomorrow afternoon, I'm not 
going to go through anymore of the false statements. But I am going to ask you to put on your old hat. 
False exculpatory statements, they are used for what? 

COMEY: Either for the -- a substantive prosecution or for evidence of intent in a criminal prosecution. 

GOWDY: Exactly. Intent and consciousness of guilt, right? Is that right? 

COMEY: Right. 

GOWDY: Consciousness of guilt and intent. In your old job, you would prove intent, as you just 
referenced, by showing the jury evidence of a complex scheme that was designed for the very purpose 
of concealing the public record and you would be arguing in addition to concealment the destruction 
that you and I just talked about or certainly the failure to preserve. 

You would argue all of that under the heading of content (ph) -- intent. You would also be arguing the 
pervasiveness of the scheme, when it started, when it ended and the number of e-mails, whether they 
were originally classified or up-classified. 

You would argue all of that under the heading of intent. You would also, probably, under common 
scheme or plan, argue the burn bags of daily calendar entries or the missing daily calendar entries as a 
common scheme or plan to conceal.GOWDY: Two days ago, Director, you said, "A reasonable person in 
her position should have known a private e-mail was no place to send and receive classified 
information." You're right. An average person does know not to do that. 

This is no average person. This is a former first lady, a former United States senator, and a former 
secretary of state that the president now contends is the most competent, qualified person to be 
president since Jefferson. He didn't say that in '08, but he says is now. 

She affirmatively rejected efforts to give her a state.gov account. She kept these private e-mails for 
almost two years, and only turned them over to Congress because we found out she had a private e
mail account. 

So you have a rogue e-mail system set up before she took the oath of office, thousands of what we now 
know to be classified e-mails, some of which were classified at the time. One of her more frequent e-
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mail comrades was in fact hacked, and you don't know whether or not she was. And this scheme took 
place over a long period of time and it resulted in the destruction of public records. 

And yet you say there is insufficient evidence of intent. You say she was extremely careless, but not 
intentionally so. You and I both know intent is really difficult to prove. Very rarely do defendants 
announced "on this date, I intend to break this criminal code section; just to put everyone on notice, I 
am going to break the law on this date." It never happens that way. 

You have to do it with circumstantial evidence. Or if you're Congress and you realize how difficult it is to 
prove specific intent, you will formulate a statute that allows for gross negligence. 

My time is out, but this is really important. You mentioned there's no precedent for criminal 
prosecution. My fear is there still isn't. There's nothing to keep a future secretary of state or president 
from this exact same e-mail scheme, or their staff. 

And my real fear is this -- it's what the chairman touched upon, this double-track justice system that is 
rightly or wrongly perceived in this country, that if you are a private in the Army and you e-mail yourself 
classified information, you will be kicked out. But if you are Hillary Clinton and you seek a promotion to 
commander in chief, you will not be. So what I hope you can do today is help the average -- the 
reasonable person you made reference to, the reasonable person understand why she appears to be 
treated differently than the rest of us would be. 

With that, I would yield back. 

GOWDY: Thank you Doctor Gosar. Director Corney, I want to go back to the issue of intent for just a 
second. We could disagree on whether or not it's an element of the offense, let's assume for the sake of 
argument, that you're right and I'm wrong and that it is an element of the offense. 

Secretary Clinton said that she was, "Well aware of classification requirements". Those are her words, 
not mine and not yours. So if she were, "Well aware of classification requirements", how did that impact 
your analysis of her intent? Because I've heard you this morning, describe her as being less than 
sophisticated. She disagrees with that. 

COMEY: Well, I was talking about technical sophistication. The question is, I would hope everybody who 
works in the Government is aware of classification requirements. The question then is, if you mishandle 
classified information, when you did that thing, did you know you were doing something that was 
unlawful? That's the intent question. 

GOWDY: All right, well you and I are going to have to get together some other time and discuss all the 
people we prosecuted who were unaware that they were breaking the law. That, there are lots of really 
dumb defendants out there, who don't know that what they're doing is against the law. But let's go with 
what you say ... 

COMEY: I disagree. I, you may have prosecuted a lot of those folks. I did not prosecute all those folks. 

GOWDY: I was a gunner prosecutor and you were a white collar prosecutor. Trust me, there, there are 
lots of people who don't know you can't kill other people. Let me ask you this, on the issue of intent, you 
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say it was convenience, okay? You're a really smart lawyer, if it were convenience Director, she wouldn't 
have waited two years to return the documents and she wouldn't have deleted them four years after 
they were created. 

So you can't really believe that her intent was convenience when she never turned them over until 
Congress started asking for them, could you? 

COMEY: Yeah my focus, and I hope I made this clear, my focus is on, what was the thinking around the 
classified information. I mean it's relevant why the system was set up and the thinking there. But she 
didn't, I don't understand her to be saying, we'll I think I've said it already, that, that's my focus. 

GOWDY: So, I know I'm out of time, but, but it just strikes me, you are reading a specific intent element 
into a gross negligence statute, not even general intent? 

CHAFFETZ: Gentlemen's time. 

GOWDY: A specific intent ... 

CHAFFETZ: Gentleman's time has expired. 

GOWDY: Element. 

COMEY: Yeah. Is that? Oh, sorry. 

CHAFFETZ: Go, the Director can answer. COMEY: I enjoyed, I enjoyed talking with him. The, the question 
you've got to ask is, why is it that the Department of Justice, since 1917, has not used that gross 
negligence statute for charging at once in an espionage case. And whether their decision was smart or 
not, that is the record of fairness. 

And so you have to decide, do I treat this person against that record? And if I do, is that a fair thing to 
do? Even if you're not worried about the constitutionality of it, and my judgment is, no reasonable 
prosecutor would do that. That would be celebrity hunting. That will be treating this person differently 
than John Doe. 

Rep. Farenthold 

FARENTHOLD: Thank you very much. 

Director Corney, I want to talk a little bit about cyber security. State Department's Inspector General 
reported (ph) detailed instances of multiple attacks on Secretary Clinton's computer, as well as her 
replying to suspicious e-mail from the personal account of Under Secretary Of State. 

Director, you said that hostile actors (ph) successful gained access to the commercial e-mail accounts of 
people Secretary Clinton regularly communicated with. In the case of the Romanian hacker Guccifer, 
according to accessing Sidney Blumenthal's account -- and you know that's been public, for some time. 
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During your investigation, were there other people in the State Department or that regularly 
communicated with Secretary Clinton that you can confirm were successfully hacked? 

COMEY: Yes. 

FARENTHOLD: And were these folks that regularly communicated with the secretary? 

COMEY: Yes. 

FARENTHOLD: And were you able to conclude definitively that the attempted hacks referenced in the 
l.G. report were not successful? 

COMEY: We were not able to conclude that they were successful. I think that's the best way to say it. 

FARENTHOLD: All right, well while you said that given the nature of Clinton's server, it would be unlikely 
to see evidence one way or the other whether or not it had been successful hacked. 

How many unsuccessful attempts did you uncover, did you find any there? 

COMEY: There were unsuccessful attempts. I don't know the number off top of my head. 

FARENTHOLD: Do you have an idea -- were they from foreign governments? Where'd they come from? 
COMEY: I want to be careful what I say in an open setting and so I -- we can give you that information 
but I don't want to give the -- any foreign governments knowledge of what I know, so there ... 

FARENTHOLD: But you -- would you be so far as to say if they probably weren't American high school 
students fooling around? 

COMEY: Correct, it was not limited to criminal activity. 

FARENTHOLD: During your investigation, did you or anyone in the FBI interview the hacker Guccifer? 

COMEY: Yes. 

FARENTHOLD: And he claimed he gained access to Sid Blumenthal's e-mail account and traced them 
back to Clinton's private server. Can you confirm that Guccifer never gained access to her server? 

COMEY: Yeah he did not. He admitted that was a lie.FARENTHOLD: All right, well, at least that's good to 
hear. 

All right, Section 793 of Title 18 in the United States Code makes it a crime to allow classified 
information to be stolen through gross negligence. Were you to discover that hostile actors had actually 
gotten into Secretary Clinton's e-mail, would that have changed your recommendation with respect to 
prosecuting her? 

COMEY: Unlikely, although we didn't consider that question because we didn't have those facts. 
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FARENTHOLD: All right. I want to go back to the question of intent real quick, for just a second. 

I'm a recovering attorney. It's been decades since I actually practiced law. But you kept referring to she 
had to know it was illegal to have the requisite criminal intent. I was always taught in law school, and I 
don't know where this changed, that ignorance of the law was no excuse. If I'm driving a long at 45 miles 
and hour and didn't see the 35 mile and hour speed limit, I was still intentionally speeding, even though I 
didn't know it. 

Now, I might not have had the requisite criminal intent if maybe my accelerator were jammed or 
something like that, but even though I didn't know the law was 35, I was driving 45, I'm going to get a 
ticket. And I'm probably going to be prosecuted for that. 

So, how can you say ignorance of the law is an excuse in Ms. Clinton's case? 

COMEY: Well, the comparison to petty offenses, I don't think is --you spoke about the question of -
ignorance of the law is no excuse, but here's the distinction. You have to have general criminal intent. 
You don't need to know what particular statute you're violating, but you must be aware of the generally 
wrongful nature of your conduct ... 

(CROSSTALK) 

FARENTHOLD: We -- now, so Congress when they enacted that statute said "gross negligence." That -
that doesn't say intent. So what are we going to have to enact to get you guys to prosecute something 
based on negligence or gross negligence? Are we going to have to add, "and oh by the way, we don't 
mean -- we really do mean you don't have to have intent there"? COMEY: That's a conversation for you 
all to have with the Department of Justice. But it would have to be something more than the statute 
enacted in 1917. Because for 99 years, they've been very worried about its constitutionality. 

FARENTHOLD: All right. Well, I think that's something this committee and Congress as a whole, the 
Judiciary Committee, that Mr. Chaffetz and I also sit on, will be looking at it. 

And I was on television this morning. And I just want to relay a question that I received from a caller into 
that television commercial (sic). It's just real simple: Why should any person follow the law if our leaders 
don't? And we can argue about intent or not, but you laid out the fact that she basically broke the law, 
but you couldn't prove intent. 

Maybe I'm putting words in your mouth, but I do want to know why -- why any person should follow the 
law if our leaders don't have to. Maybe that's rhetorical, but I'll give you an opportunity to comment on 
that. 

COMEY: That's a question I'm no more qualified to answer than any American citizen. It's an important 
question. In terms of my work and my world, my folks would not be -- one of my employees would not 
be prosecuted for this. They would face consequences for this. So the notion that it's either prosecute or 

you walk around, you know, smiling all day long is just not true for those people who work for the 
government. 

The broader question is one for a democracy to answer. It's not for me. 
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FARENTHOLD: And I guess the ultimate decision as to whether or not Mrs. Clinton works in government 
or not is not in -- is in everybody's hands. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. 

FARENTHOLD: I yield back. 

Rep. Desantis 

CHAFFETZ: We'll now recognize the gentleman from Florida, Mr. Desantis for five minutes. 

DESANTIS: Director, the reason why that's so important is because of if top secret information is 
compromised, that could damage our national security, correct? 

COMEY: Yes, by definition ... DESANTIS: And American lives are at stake in some instances, correct? 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESANTIS: You mentioned, a lot of people are upset that there are no consequences for Secretary 
Clinton, but in your statement you pointed out that administrative and security consequences would be 
appropriate if someone demonstrated extreme carelessness for classified information. So for those 
consequences, that would include potentially termination of federal employment? 

COMEY: Correct. 

DESANTIS: It could include revocation of security clearance? 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESANTIS: It could include and ineligibility for future employment in national security positions? 

COMEY: It could. 

DESANTIS: Would you as the FBI Director allow someone, and employee of your agency to work in a 
national security capacity, if that person had demonstrated extreme carelessness in handling top- secret 
info? 

COMEY: The answer to that is we would look very closely at that in a suitability determination. It's hard 
to answer in the abstract, "yes in all cases and no in all cases," but it would be a very important 
suitability scrub. 

DESANTIS: So there would be instances where someone could be extremely careless and maintain 
competence? We have a lot of people who are competent in this country who would love to work for 
your agency, but yet, it would be potentially --you would allow someone to be potentially careless and 
carry on? 
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COMEY: In the hypothetical, I can imagine if it was a long time ago, and it was a small amount of conduct 
or something -- that's why it's hard to say other than it would be a very important part ... 

DESANTIS: Let's put it this way. Would being extremely careless in handling top secret information 
expose an employee of the FBI to potential termination? CO MEY: Yes. 

DESANTIS: Why shouldn't U.S. officials use mobile devices when traveling to foreign countries, especially 
if they're discussing classifying or sensitive information? 

COMEY: Because the mobile device will transmit its signal across networks that are likely controlled or at 
least accessed by that hostile power. 

DESANTIS: That's the guidance that the FBI gives all officials when they're traveling overseas? That's still 
good guidance, correct? 

COMEY: That's good guidance. 

DESANTIS: How did top secret information end up on the private server, because your statement 
addressed Secretary Clinton. You did not address any of her aides in your statement. Attorney general 
Lynch exonerated everybody. That information just didn't get there on its own, so how did it get there? 
Were you able to determine that? 

COMEY: Yes, by people talking about a top secret subject in an e-mail communication. 

DESANTIS: So ... 

COMEY: Not about forwarding a top secret document, it's about having a conversation about a matter 
that is top secret. 

DESANTIS: And those were things that were originated by Secretary Clinton's aides and sent to her, 
which would obviously be in her server, but it was also included Secretary Clinton originating those e
mails, correct? 

COMEY: That's correct. 

In most circumstances, it initiated with aides starting the conversation. In the one involving top secret 
information, Secretary Clinton not only received but sent e-mails talking about the same subject. 

DESANTIS: And of that top secret information you found, would somebody who is sophisticated in those 
matters, should it have been obvious to them that was sensitive information? 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESANTIS: So I guess my issue about knowledge of what you're doing is, in order for Secretary Clinton to 
have access to top secret, SCI FBI information, didn't she have to sign a form with the State Department 
acknowledging her duties and responsibilities under the law to safeguard this information? 
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COMEY: Yes. Anybody who gets access to SCI, Sensitive Compartmented Information would sign a read
in form that lays that out. I'm sure members of Congress have seen the same thing. DESANTIS: And it 
stresses in that document and other training people would get, that there are certain requirements to 
handling certain levels of information. For example, a top secret document, that can't even be on your 
secret system at the FBI, correct? 

COMEY: Correct. 

DESANTIS: So you have to follow certain guidelines. And I guess my question is, is she's very 
sophisticated person, she did execute that document, correct? 

COMEY: Yes. 

DESANTIS: And her aides who were getting the classified information, they executed similar documents 
to get a security clearance, correct? 

COMEY: I believe so. 

DESANTIS: And she knowingly clearly set up her own private server in order to -- let me ask you that, 
was the reason she set up her own private server in your judgment was because she wanted to shield 
communications from Congress and the public? 

COMEY: I can't say that. 

Our best information is that she set it up as a matter of convenience. It was an existing system her 
husband had and she decided to have a domain on that system. 

DESANTIS: So the question is, is very sophisticated, this is information that clearly anybody who had 
knowledge of security information would know that it would be classified? But I'm having a little bit of 
trouble to see, how would you not then know that that was something that was inappropriate to do? 

COMEY: Well, I just want to take one of your assumptions about sophistication. I don't think that our 
investigation established she was actually particularly sophisticated with respect to classified 
information and the levels and treatment, and so far as we can tell. .. 

DESANTIS: Isn't she in an original classification of authority? 

COMEY: Yes, sir. 

DESANTIS: Good grief. 

Well, I appreciate you coming. I yield back the balance of my time. 

CHAFFETZ: I thank the gentleman. I ask unanimous consent to enter into the record two documents that 
Mr. Desantis referred to. One is the Sensitive Compartmented Information Nondisclosure agreement, 
the other one is the Classified Information Nondisclosure Agreement, both signed by Hillary Rodham 
Clinton. Without objection, so ordered. I now recognize the gentleman from Missouri, Mr. Clay, for five 
minutes. 
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Rep.Buck 

BUCK: Good morning, Director Corney. 

COMEY: Morning, sir. 

BUCK: Thank you for being here. I also respect your commitment to law and justice and your career. And 
I -- first question I want to ask you, is this hearing unfair? Has it been unfair to you? 

COMEY: No. 

BUCK: Thank you. One purpose of security procedures for classified information is to prevent hostile 
information -- hostile nations from obtaining classified information. Is that fair? 

COMEY: Yes. 

BUCK: And do -- did hostile nations obtain classified information from Secretary Clinton's servers? 

COMEY: I don't know. It's possible, but we don't have direct evidence of that. We couldn't find direct 
evidence. 

BUCK: I want to -- without making this a law school class, I want to try to get into intent. There are 
various levels of intent in the criminal law, everything from knowingly and willfully doing something all 
the way down, to strict liability. Would you agree with me on that? 

COMEY: Yes. 

BUCK: And in Title 18, most of the -- criminal laws in Title 18 have the words "knowingly" and "willfully" 
in them and that is the standard typically that United States attorneys prosecute under. 

COMEY: Most do. Unlawfully, knowingly, willfully is our standard formulation for charging a case. 

BUCK: And there are also a variety of others between the knowingly and willfully standard and the strict 
liability standard. And in many, like environmental crimes, have a much lower standard because of the 
toxic materials that are at risk of harming individuals. Is that fair? 

COMEY: That's correct. 

BUCK: Okay. Let's talk about this particular statute, 18 U.S.C. 1924. I take it we could all agree --you and 
I can agree on a couple of the elements. She, Secretary Clinton was an employee of the United States. 

COMEY: Correct. 

BUCK: And as a result of that employment, she received classified information. 

COMEY: Correct. 
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BUCK: And there is no doubt about those two elements. Now I don't know whether the next element is 
one element or two, but it talks about knowingly removed such materials without authority and with 
the intent to retain such material at an unauthorized location. 

So I'm going to treat those as two separate parts of the intent element. First of all, do you see the word 
"willfully" anywhere in this statute? 

COMEY: I don't. 

BUCK: And that would indicate to you that there is a lower threshold for intent? 

COMEY: No, it wouldn't. 

BUCK: Why? 

COMEY: Because we often -- as I understand, the Justice Department's practice and judicial practice will 
impute to any criminal statute at that level with a knowingly also requirement that you know that you're 
involved in criminal activity of some sort. A general mens rea requirement. 

BUCK: So -- and you would apply that same standard to environmental (inaudible)? 

COMEY: No, if it specifically says it is a negligence-based crime, I don't think a judge would impute that. 

BUCK: But -- but Congress specifically omitted the word "willfully" from this statute, and yet you are 
implying the word willfully in the statute. Is that fair? 

COMEY: That's fair. 

BUCK: Okay. So what this statute does say is "knowingly removed such materials without authority." Is it 
fair that she knew that she didn't have authority to have this server in her basement? 

COMEY: Yes, that's true. 

BUCK: And she knew that she was receiving materials, classified information, in -- in the e-mails that she 
received on -- on her BlackBerry and other devices. 

COMEY: I can't answer -- I'm hesitating as a prosecutor because it's always -- to what level of proof. I do 
not believe there's evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that she knew she was receiving classified 
information in violation of the requirements. 

BUCK: But that's not my question. 

COMEY: (Inaudible) evidence of that. 

BUCK: That's not my question. My question, in fairness, is did she know that she was receiving 
information on the servers at her location? 

COMEY: Oh, I'm sorry. Of course, yes. She knew she was using her e-mail system. 
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BUCK: And as secretary of state, she also knew that she would be receiving classified information. 

COMEY: Yes, in general. 

BUCK: OK. And did she then have the intent to retain such material at an unauthorized location? She 
retained the material that she received as secretary of state at her server in her basement and that was 
unauthorized. 

COMEY: You're asking me did she have the -- I'm going to ask you the burden of proof question in a 
second. But did she have the intent to retain classified information on the server or just to retain any 
information on the server?BUCK: Well, we've already established that she knew, as secretary of state, 
that she was going to receive classified information in her e-mails. And so did she retain such 
information that she received as secretary of state on her servers in her basement? 

COMEY: She did in fact -- there is, in my view, not evidence beyond certainly probable cause. There's not 
evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that she knew she was receiving classified information or that she 
intended to retain it on her server. 

There's evidence of that but when I said there's not clear evidence of intent, that's what I meant. I could 
not, even if the Department Of Justice would bring that case, I could not prove beyond a reasonable 
doubt those two elements. 

BUCK: Thank you very much. 
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House Judiciary Committee Holds Hearing on FBI Oversight 

GOODLATTE: 

Good morning. The Judiciary Committee will come to order. Without objection, the chair is authorized 

to declare a recess of the committee at any time. We welcome everyone to this morning's hearing on 

oversight of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Before I begin this hearing, I want to take a few minutes to recognize the chief counsel of the 

Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, Homeland Security and Investigation, Caroline Lynch. 

After 15 years working on Capitol Hill, Caroline has decided to move back to her home state of Arizona 

be close to her family and to pursue the next steps in her career. Needless to say, we are very sad to see 

Caroline go. During her time in Washington, D.C., Caroline worked for Representative John Shadegg 

both in his personal office and as chief counsel of the House Republican Policy Committee. 

In 2006, Caroline came to work for the House Judiciary Committee and in 2008 she became chief 

counsel of the Judiciary Committee's Crime Subcommittee. At the committee, Caroline has had an 

enormous impact on the reform of our criminal and national security laws. Few people in Washington 

have done as much to promote the safety of our communities. 

Caroline has overseen the drafting, negotiation and passage of critical legislation regarding the Foreign 

Intelligence Surveillance Act, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act and the most sweeping set of 

reforms to government surveillance practices in nearly 40 years, the USA Freedom Act among many 

other priority legislative initiatives. 

Anyone who has met Caroline knows she is immensely intelligent, hard working, loyal and a discerning 

chief counsel. And of course, those people she has negotiated with have found her to be a skillful and 

formidable but fair advocate. Her team at the subcommittee know her to be a determined leader and a 

steadfast friend. I have appreciated Caroline's deep knowledge of criminal laws, the strength of her 

convictions and her courage to speak the truth in a place where it is rarely convenient to do so. 

We wish Caroline well in her new endeavors and I thank her for her years of dedicated service to this 

committee, the U.S. House of Representatives and the American people. 

(APPLAUSE) 

And I know the ranking member, Mr. Conyers, would like to say a few words as well. 

CONYERS: 

Thank you very much, Chairman Good latte. 

This is a -- indeed a unique moment in our history. And on behalf of the Democratic staff and 

Democratic members of the committee, I want to recognize Caroline Lynch for her hard work and her 

dedication for the past 10 years. 

As chief crime counsel for the Republicans during this time, she worked collegiately with her Democratic 

colleagues on a broad range of criminal justice issues. The Crime Subcommittee is legislatively the 
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busiest subcommittee, to me, in all of Congress and every crime- related bill that has been enacted 

during her time here has had the benefit of her expertise. 

There are many examples of this, but I will cite her role in helping members find common ground on 

Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act so that we could enact important reforms in the USA FREEDOM Act. This 

important law will both safeguard our national security and our civil liberties and it set a precedent for 

how we can proceed on such issues in the future. Her work on this legislation was essential to its 

ultimate success. 

CONYERS: 

We'll miss her insight on these issues as well as her friendship and her friendliness as she leaves the 

committee for other endeavors in her home state of Arizona. We wish you all the best. 

(APPLAUSE) 

GOODLATTE: 

I think you would agree with me in saying that while her work is not quite done, today and the rest of 

the week, she has also been very critical to the bipartisan work that we have been doing here the past 

few years culminating in 11 bills so far passing out of this committee dealing with criminal justice reform 

and we thank you for the contribution you made for that. 

And that work has been indeed very bipartisan and thank you all. We now welcome Director Corney to 

your fourth appearance before the House Judiciary Committee since your confirmation as the seventh 

director of the FBI. Needless to say, the past year since our last oversight hearing has been challenging 

for the FBI on a number of fronts that we hope to review with you today. 

I want to begin by commending the men and women of the FBI and the NYPD and the New Jersey Police 

Department for their swift action in identifying and apprehending Ahmad Khan Rahami, who's cold and 

cowardly acts of terrorism last week injured 29 American citizens. This was the latest in a string of 

attacks stretching back to the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing and continuing through the terror 

attacks in San Bernardino, Orlando and Minneapolis. 

They all share one common thread, namely radical Islam. This administration however, including the FBI, 

has coined this cancer with the euphemism of countering violent extremism. If the FBI and the rest of 

our national security apparatus continues its myopia about focusing on ethereal issues of extremism, 

their mission to protect the American people will always be one of following up on terrorism aftermath. 

I look forward to hearing from you about how the FBI is working to proactively combat radical Islamic 

terrorism and put an end to this string of violence. While terrorism is a malignancy which must be 

purged, other events at home have called into question the confidence that Americans have historically 

held in a blind and impartial justice system. Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and the FBl's 

investigation into her seemingly criminal conduct is a case in point. 

It seems clear that former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton committed multiple felonies involving the 

passing of classified information through her private e-mail server. The FBI however, declined to refer 
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the case for prosecution on some very questionable bases. This past Friday afternoon, the FBI released 

additional investigative documents from the Clinton investigation which demonstrate, among other 

things, that more than 100 of the e-mails on Secretary Clinton's private server contained classified 

information and that e-mails required to be preserved under federal law were in fact destroyed. 

Even more alarming, we have recently learned that President Obama used a pseudonym to 

communicate with Secretary Clinton on her e-mail server. Why is this relevant? As Secretary Clinton's 

top aide, Hum a Abedin acclaimed (ph), when informed by the FBI of the existence of an e-mail between 

her boss an the president, how is that not classified? 

Armed with knowledge of the president's now known to be false claim that he only learned of Clinton's 

private e-mail account quote, "the same time everybody else learned it through news reports," did the 

FBI review why the president was also sending classified information over unsecure means. In effect, 

this president and the former secretary of state improperly transmitted communications through non

secure channels placing our nation's secrets in harm's way. 

Secretary Clinton's decision to play fast and loose with our national security concerned not simply her 

daughter's wedding planning or yoga routine, but instead quoting you Director Corney quote, "seven e

mail chains concerned matters that were classified at the top secret special access program level when 

they were sent and received." Top secret special access programs contain some of the most sensitive 

secret information maintained by our government. This is a truly remarkable fact. 

Were anyone of lesser notoriety than Hillary Clinton guilty of doing this, that person would already be in 

jail. For Americans unsure what a special access program, or SAP is, it is the kind of information that a 

war planner would use to defeat an enemy or even clandestined (ph) intelligence operation. The Wall 

Street Journal explained that a SAP usually refers to highly covert technology programs, often involving 

weaponry. Knowledge of these programs is usually restricted to small groups of people on a need-to

know basis. 

For those wondering whether this kind of information on an unsecure server is a problem, you need 

read no further than the Huffington Post, which reported Hillary Clinton's private e-mail server, 

containing tens of thousands of messages from her tenure as Secretary of State was the subject of 

hacking attempts from China, South Korea and Germany after she stepped down in 2013. To conclude, 

let me ask everyone to engage in a thought experiment. 

One of this nation's signature accomplishments in the war on terror was the raid on Abbottabad, 

Pakistan on May 2, 2011 that resulted in the killing of Osama bin Laden. That operation, which was 

conducted an elite team of U.S. Navy special operators was of course, highly classified. Now imagine if 

you will, that classified information relating to the raid was passed through a non-secure e-mail server 

and was accessed by nations or individuals hostile to the United States. 

Rather than a highly successful covert operation, we might have had a team of dead U.S. servicemen. 

Hillary Clinton chose to send and receive top secret information over a personal, unsecure computer 

server housed in her various homes and once reportedly placed in a bathroom closet. These actions, 

without a doubt, opened these communications to hostile interception by our enemies and those who 

wish America harm. 
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These facts, and not the imagined history I have asked you to contemplate, were the basis of the 

investigation by the FBI and these are the facts that you, Director Corney, chose to hold unworthy of a 

recommendation to prosecute, saying that no reasonable prosecutor would bring such a case. We, as 

Congress and the American people, are troubled how such gross negligence is not punished and why 

there seems to be a different standard for the politically well connected, particularly if your name is 

Clinton. 

Mr. Director, I look forward to your testimony today. 

And at this time I'm pleased to recognize the ranking member of the committee, the gentleman from 

Michigan, Mr. Conyers, for his opening statement. 

CONYERS: 

Thank you, Chairman Good latte. 

Welcome again, Director Corney, for your appearance here today. 

The FBl's mission is a complex undertaking to protect the United States from terrorism, to enforce our 

criminal laws and to lead the nation's law enforcement community. That mission ought to mirror our 

own priorities in this committee. In the past few days for example, we have witnessed near fatal 

terrorist attacks in Minnesota, New York and New Jersey. These attacks underscore the growing fear 

that individuals can be moved to violence at home by the propaganda by ISIS and other terrorist groups 

abroad even though they have no direct connection to those organizations. 

To me, this threat is dire. We should be doing all we can within our communities and within our 

constitutional framework to mitigate the danger. But will our majority here in the House use their time 

today to discuss these attacks? I suspect that they will not be in their focus in this campaign season. In 

Charlotte, in Tulsa, in Dallas, right here in Washington and in other cities across this country, our citizens 

demand answers to questions about race and policing and the use of lethal force by law enforcement. 

Our police are under siege, often under-resourced and in some cases, hard pressed to build trust with 

the communities they serve. Director Corney, your continued work to foster lines of communication 

between police officers and the general public is commendable and necessary if we are to keep our 

citizens safe from harm. But will my colleagues discuss this pressing issue with the director of the FBI, for 

his leadership in the law enforcement community is paramount? I hope so. 

I'm almost afraid their focus may be elsewhere. The FBI is the lead agency in the investigation of cyber

based terrorism. Computer intrusions. Online sexual exploitation and major cyber fraud. We've known 

for some years about the persistent cyber threat to our critical infrastructure. Now we hear reports of a 

new cyber threat to the very basis of our democratic process. Twice this summer, Director Corney, I 

wrote to you with my fellow ranking members to ask you to look into reports that Russian state actors 

are working to undermine our election process. 

Without objection Mr. Chairman, I ask that both these letters be placed in the record. 
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GOODLATTE: 

Without objection, they will be made a part of the record. 

CONYERS: 

Thank you. It is now the clear consensus of the intelligence community that the Russian government was 

behind the hack of the Democratic National Committee and not, as some suggested, somebody sitting 

on their bed that weights 400 pounds. Our -- on Friday we learned that from one report that the United 

States intelligence officials are seeking to determine whether an American businessman, identified by 

Donald Trump as one of his foreign policy advisers, has opened up private communications with senior 

Russian officials. 

Including talks about the possible lifting of economic sanctions if the Republican nominee becomes 

president. The report cites to an unnamed quote, "senior U.S. law enforcement official," end quote, 

which I presume means someone in your orbit, Mr. Director. Without objection, I ask that this article, 

Mr. Chairman, be placed into the record as well. 

GOODLATTE: 

Without objection it will remain part of the record. 

CONYERS: 

Thank you. Let me be clear. If true, this allegation represents a danger to our national security and a 

clear violation of federal law, which expressly prohibits this type of back channel negotiation. And I'm 

not alone in describing the nature of this threat. Speaker Ryan himself has said that, "Russia is a global 

menace led by a devious thug, Putin should stay out of this election." end quotation 

But will our majority join us in press you on this problem today, Director Corney? Instead I believe that 

the focus of this hearing will be more of the same, an attack on you and your team at the Department of 

Justice for declining to recommend criminal charges against Secretary Hillary Clinton. 

In recent weeks, this line of attack has been remarkable only for its lack of substance. Your critics dwell 

in character assassination and procedural minutia like the proper scope of immunity agreements and 

your decision to protect the identities of individuals wholly unrelated to the investigation. 

They want to investigate the investigation, Director Corney, and I consider that an unfortunate waste of 

this committee's time. With so many actual problems confronting this nation and so many of those 

challenges within your jurisdiction and ours, you would think my colleagues would set their priorities 

differently. I hope that they do and they listen to our conversation today. I thank the Chairman and I 

yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 
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Thank you Mr. Conyers and without objection, all other member's opening statements will be made a 

part of the record. We welcome our distinguished witness and if you would please rise, I'll begin by 

swearing you in. 

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony that you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth 

and nothing but the truth, so help you God? Thank you, let the record reflect that the witness answered 

in the affirmative. 

FBI Director James Corney is a graduate of the College of William and Mary and the University of Chicago 

Law School. Following law school, Director Corney served as an assistant United States attorney for both 

the Southern District of New York and the Eastern District of Virginia. 

GOODLATTE: 

He returned to New York to become the U.S. attorney for the Southern District of New York and in 2003, 

he served as the deputy attorney general at the Department of Justice. 

Director Corney, we look forward to your testimony. Your written statement will be entered into the 

record in its entirety and we ask that you summarize your testimony in five minutes. You may begin. 

Welcome. 

CO MEY: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Conyers, members of the Judiciary Committee. It's good to be back 

before you, as the chairman said, for the fourth time. I have six more to go and I look forward to our 

conversations each time. I know that this morning there will be questions about the e-mail investigation 

and I'm happy to answer those to the absolute best of my ability. 

In July when we closed this case, I promised unusual transparency and I think we've delivered on that 

promise in frankly an unprecedented way and I will do my absolute best to continue to be transparent in 

every way possible. But what I thought I would do, because I know we'll talk about that quite a bit, I 

want to just focus on some of the other things the FBI has been doing just in the last couple of weeks. 

And my objective is to make clear to you and the American people the quality of the people who have 

chosen to do this with their lives, to do something that's not about money, that's not about the living, 

it's about the life that they make. And I just picked four different examples of things we've been working 

on to illustrate the quality of the folks, the scope of the work, which is extraordinary, and the 

importance of partnerships because it is true that the FBI does nothing alone. 

So just to tick off four from four different parts of our organization, obviously as the chair and Mr. 

Conyers both mentioned, in the last couple of weeks, our folks in the New York area have been working 

in an extraordinary way with their partners at federal, state and local organizations of all kinds to bring 

to justice very quickly the bomber in New Jersey and New York attacks. 
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That work was done in a way, frankly, that would have been hard to imagine 15 years ago in a time of 

turf battles and worries about my jurisdiction, your jurisdiction, they should you how it should be done, 

how it must be done and I think we should all be very proud of them. 

Second, within the last week, a hacker from Kosovo who worked for the so-called Islamic State, in 

hacking in and taking the identities and personal information of American military employees and then 

giving it to the Islamic State so they could target these people. 

He was sentenced to 20 years in jail for that hacking, his name is Ardit Ferizi. Our great folks, together 

with lots of partners around the world, found this Kosovar in Malaysia and our Malaysian partners 

arrested him, brought him back to Virginia where he was just sentenced to 20 years for his hacking on 

behalf of the Islamic State. Terrific work by our cyber investigators and obviously as you know, we are 

doing an awful lot of work through our counter-intelligence investigators to understand just what 

mischief is Russia up to in connection with our election. 

That is work that goes on all day every day, about which I'm limited in terms of answering questions but 

I wanted you to note that's a part of our work we don't talk about an awful lot but it's at the core of the 

FBI. 

And the last one I want to mention is, two weeks ago a six year old girl was kidnapped off her front lawn 

in Eastern North Carolina in a stranger kidnapping. And all of law enforcement in North Carolina surged 

on that case, we rolled out Child Abduction Rapid Deployment Team, which is a capability we built 

around the country to help in just these kinds of situations. 

These are agents and analysts who are expert at doing what has to be done in that golden 24 hours you 

have to try and save a child. And so we rolled those resources, we worked with our partners at state and 

local levels in North Carolina and overnight we found that little girl. We found that little girl chained by 

her neck to a tree in the woods alive, thank God, and she was rescued. 

The picture that they showed that morning of that little girl with wide eyes and her long hair around her 

shoulders with still a thick chain around her neck connecting her to that tree is one I will never be able 

to get out of my own head because it's both terrible and wonderful. It's terrible because of what 

happened to this little girl, it's wonderful because together we found her and saved her. So I called the 

sheriff in North Carolina, I called our key team members who worked on that to thank them, and they 

told me that they were relieved and exhausted. 

And that they are all hardened investigators but they stood that early morning in the command center 

and cried together because it almost never ends this way. So I said to the sheriff and our people, I wish 

we didn't live in a world where little girls were kidnapped off of their front lawns, where we had to do 

this kind of work but unfortunately we live in that world and because we do, I am so glad that those 

people and the rest of the people that work for the FBI are in that world. Because we are safer, we're 

better, because they have chosen to do this with their lives. 

The best part of my job is the people I get to watch. To see their work, to admire their work, to support 

their work in any way that I can. They are doing extraordinary work for the American people across an 

incredible array of responsibilities. I know you know that and we're very grateful for the support you 

give to the men and women of the FBI and I look forward to our conversation about their work Mr. 

Chairman, thank you. 
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GOODLATTE: 

Thank you Director Corney. We will now begin questioning under the five minute rule and I'll begin by 

recognizing myself. 

You testified that the FBI did not investigate the voracity of Secretary Clinton's testimony to the Select 

Benghazi Committee under oath. We referred the matter to the United States attorney for the District of 

Columbia. Is the FBI now investigating the voracity of Secretary Clinton's testimony to the Select 

Benghazi Committee? 

CO MEY: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. The department has the referral, I think there were two referrals, has the 

referrals. Now it's pending and so there's -- I'm not going to comment on a pending matter at this point 

but the matter has been received by the Department of Justice. They have the letters from the 

committee. 

GOODLATTE: 

And you cannot tell us whether or not you are indeed investigating? 

CO MEY: 

I can't. 

GOODLATTE: 

When do you expect that you'll be able to tell us more about this pending matter before the FBI? 

CO MEY: 

I don't know, sir. 

GOODLATTE: 

Paul Combetta with Platte River Networks posted to Reddit asking, "how to strip out a VI P's very VIP e

mail address from a bunch of archived e-mail," end quote. He went on, quote, "the issue is that these e

mails involve the private e-mail address of someone you'd recognize and we're trying to replace it with a 

place folder address as to not expose it," end quote. This clearly demonstrates actions taken to destroy 

evidence by those operating Secretary Clinton's private server and by her staff. 

Certainly Combetta did not take it upon himself to destroy evidence but had been instructed to do so by 

Secretary Clinton or her staff. My first question to you is was the FBI aware of this Reddit post prior to 

offering Mr. Combetta immunity on May 3, 2016? 
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CO MEY: 

I'm not sure. I know that our team looked at it, I don't know whether they knew about it before then or 

not. 

GOODLATTE: 

Isn't this information evidence of obstruction of justice and a violation of Mr. Combetta's immunity 

deal? 

CO MEY: 

Not necessarily, no. 

GOODLATTE: 

Why not? 

CO MEY: 

It depends on what his intention was, why he wanted to do and I think our team concluded that what he 

was trying to do was when they produced e-mails, not have the actual address, but have some name or 

placeholder instead of the actual dot-com address in the "from" line. 

GOODLATTE: 

Last week the American people learned that Cheryl Mills, Secretary Clinton's long-time confidant and 

former State Department chief of staff, and Heather Samuelson, counsel to Secretary Clinton in the 

State Department, were granted immunity for production of their laptops. 

Why were they not targets of the FBl's criminal investigation? 

CO MEY: 

Well target is someone on whom you have sufficient evidence to indict. A subject is someone who's 

conduct at some point during the investigation falls within the scope of the investigation. So certainly 

with respect to Ms. Mills, at least initially, because she was an e-mail correspondent, she was a subject 

of the investigation. 

GOODLATTE: 

Did the FBI find classified information on either of their computers? 
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CO MEY: 

I think there were some e-mails still on the computer that were recovered that were classified, is my 

recollection. 

GOODLATTE: 

Is that a crime? 

CO MEY: 

Is what a crime sir? 

GOODLATTE: 

Having classified information on computers that are outside of the server system of the Department of 

State unsecured? 

CO MEY: 

No, it's certainly something, without knowing more you couldn't conclude whether it was a crime. You'd 

have to know what were the circumstances, what was the intention around that? But it's certainly 

something, it's the reason we conducted a year long investigation to understand where e-mails had 

gone on an unclassified system that contained classified information. 

GOODLATTE: 

And what did you determine with regard to the e-mails found on her computer? 

CO MEY: 

I hope I'm getting this right and my troops will correct me if I'm wrong, but they were duplicates of e

mails that had been produced because the e-mails had been used to sort before our production. 

GOODLATTE: 

Now both Cheryl Mills and Heather Samuelson were granted immunity for production of these 

computers, these laptops. Why were they then allowed to sit in on the interview with Secretary Clinton? 

CO MEY: 
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Might be -- the Department of Justice reached a letter agreement with the two lawyers to give them 

what's called act of production immunity, meaning nothing that's found on there -- the laptop they turn 

over -- will be used against them directly and which is a fairly normal tool in investigations. 

They were -- Ms. Mills in particular was a member of the -- Secretary Clinton's legal team and so 

Secretary Clinton decides which of her lawyers come to voluntary interviews with the FBI. 

GOODLATTE: 

Is it usual to allow a witness or potential witness in a subsequent prosecution had one been undertaken 

to be present in the room when the FBI interviews another witness and potential target of an 

investigation? 

CO MEY: 

The FBI has no ability to exclude or include any lawyer that a subject being interviewed chooses to have 

there. 

GOODLATTE: 

Even if the lawyer is a witness in the case? Can you cite any other instance in which a witness to a 

criminal investigation who has already been interviewed by the FBI has been allowed to accompany and 

server as legal counsel to the target of that investigation? 

CO MEY: 

I can't from personal experience. It wouldn't surprise me if it happened. The Department of Justice -

excuse me, the FBI has no ability to decide who comes to an interview in a voluntary interview context. 

If it was a judicial proceeding, a judge could police who could be there. Obviously lawyers are governed 

by canons of ethics to decide what matters they can be involved in but it doesn't fall to us to say you can 

be in, you can't be in. 

GOODLATTE: 

But wouldn't you agree that it is a conflict of interest for them to serve as attorney for Secretary Clinton 

in this matter having been interviewed by the FBI as witnesses? 

CO MEY: 

That's a question a lawyer has to answer for him or herself. 

GOODLATTE: 

You're a lawyer, Director Corney. What's your opinion of that? 
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CO MEY: 

Oh, I don't want to offer an opinion on that but that's something a lawyer has to decide for themselves. I 

assume with counsel and consulting our canons of ethics what matters you can be involved in and what 

you can't. But again, the bureau's role in conducting a voluntary interview is to interview the subject. 

Who they bring is up to them. 

GOODLATTE: 

How can you trust the voracity of Secretary Clinton's answers knowing that witnesses previously 

interviewed by the FBI were allowed to participate in the interview? 

CO MEY: 

We assessed the answers based on what's said and all the other evidence we've gathered. It ... 

GOODLATTE: 

Consultation with her quote, "attorneys who are also witnesses to what was previously done early and 

may have in fact themselves violated the law for which they requested and were granted immunity." 

CO MEY: 

The answer's the same. We make the assessment based on what the witness says and the other 

evidence we've gathered in the case. Who's sitting there, to me, is not particularly germane. 

GOODLATTE: 

Thank you. My time has expired. The chair recognizes the gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Conyers for his 

questions. 

CONYERS: 

Thank you. Thank you so much. Director James Corney, twice this past week, the city of Charlotte, North 

Carolina has been shaken by the shooting deaths of black men. It's only one city out of many in this 

country looking for answers about the use of force by police. We on this committee are looking for 

answers too. You are a vocal advocate for better collection of information about violent encounters 

between police and civilian. 

Has the FBl's ability to collect this information improved in the years since we have last discussed it and 

why are these statistics so important to our current discussion on the use of force by police? 
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Thank you Mr. Conyers. We're having passionate, important conversations in this country about police 

of use force in connection with encounters with civilians especially with African Americans. All of those 

conversations are uninformed today. 

They're all driven by anecdote because as a country we simply don't have the information to know, do 

we have an epidemic of violence directed by law enforcement against black folks, do we have an 

epidemic involving brown folks, white folks, we just don't know. 

And in the absence of that data, we're driven entirely by anecdote and that's a very bad place to be. I 

don't know whether there's an epidemic of violence. My instincts tell me there isn't but I don't know. I 

can't tell you whether shootings involving people of any different color are up or down or sideways and 

nor can anybody else in this country. 

And so to discuss the money important things that are going on in this country, we need information 

and the government should collect it -- I can't think of something that's more inherently governmental 

than the need to use deadly force in an encounter during law enforcement work. 

And so what's changed in the last year, which is really good news, is that everybody in leadership in law 

enforcement of the United States has agreed with this, and they've agreed the FBI will build and 

maintain a database where we collect important information about all such encounters involving the 

use of deadly force. 

That will allow us to know what's going on this country so we can have a thoughtful conversation and 

resist being ruled by individual anecdotes. That's why it matters so much. 

We're making progress. We will have this done, I'd like to have it done in the next year. Certainly in the 

next two years, this database will be up and running because everybody gets why it matters so much. 

CONYERS: 

Thank you. On August 30th, I wrote to you regarding Donald Trump's extensive connections to the 

Russian government. The letter cites to a number of troubling reports, some that suggest mere conflicts 

of interests, others that might suggest evidence of a crime. 

Last Friday, we read a new report suggesting that Mr. Trump's foreign policy advisor has been meeting 

with high ranking sanctioned officials in Moscow to discuss lifting economic sanctions. 

If Mr. Donald Trump becomes president, the same report quotes -- quote, "a senior United States law 

enforcement official who says that this relationship is being quote "actively monitored and investigated" 

end quotation. 

Is the FBI investigating the activities of Mr. Trump or any advisor to the Trump campaign with respect to 

any line of communication between the campaign and the Russian government? 
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I can't say sir. As I said in response to a different question from the Chairman, we don't confirm or deny 

investigation. 

CONYERS: 

Well, more generally then, is it lawful for a private citizen to enter into official government negotiations 

with a foreign nation? 

CO MEY: 

I don't think it's appropriate for me to answer that hypothetical. 

CONYERS: 

Well, in my view our research shows that it is not. The Logan Act 18 USC section 953 prohibits this 

conduct in my view. And finally, does Mr. Trump currently receive intelligence briefings from the FBI? 

CO MEY: 

Both candidates and their running mates are offered on a regular basis briefings from the entire 

intelligence community. Some portion of the first briefing included an FBI segment, so yes. 

CONYERS: 

Does his staff attend those meetings as well? 

CO MEY: 

No, just the candidate and the vice presidential candidate. 

CONYERS: 

And finally, if a member of either. .. 

CO MEY: 

OK, no I'm wrong. I'm sorry, I've got to correct what I said. Each was allowed to bring two people and as 

I recall, Mr. Trump did bring two individuals with clearances to the briefing. Secretary Clinton did not. 

I'm sorry, I misstated that. 

CONYERS: 
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All right. Finally, if a member of either campaign were engaged in secret back channel communications 

with a foreign adversary, could that line of communication pose a threat to national security? 

CO MEY: 

Mr. Conyers, I don't think it's appropriate given that I'm not commenting on whether we have an 

investigation to answer hypotheticals that might make it look like I'm commenting on whether we have 

an investigation so I'd prefer not to answer that sir. 

CONYERS: 

Well, thank you for being here today and I thank the Chairman and yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Sensenbrenner for 

five minutes. 

SENSENBRENNER: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Director Corney welcome. 

Who authorized granting Cheryl Mills immunity? 

CO MEY: 

I'm sorry? 

SENSENBRENNER: 

Who authorized granting Cheryl Mills immunity? 

CO MEY: 

It's a decision made by the Department of Justice. I don't know at what level inside. In our 

investigations, the -- anything -- any kind of immunity comes from the prosecutors not the 

investigations. 

SENSENBRENNER: 

OK. Did she request immunity? 

CO MEY: 
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I don't know for sure what the negotiations involved. I believe her lawyer asked for act of production 

immunity with respect to the production of her laptop. That's my understanding but again the FBI 

wasn't part of those conversations. 

SENSENBRENNER: 

Now, its been a matter of public record that Secretary Clinton brought nine people into the room where 

two FBI agents were questioning her. Is that normal practice? 

CO MEY: 

No, there is no normal practice. I've been in -- done interviews with a big crowd and some with just the 

subject. It's unusual to have that large a number but it's not unprecedented in my experience. 

SENSENBRENNER: 

Now, Cheryl Mills you know, also stated that she was an attorney. 

I'm very concerned that when a fact witness represents a client who might be the target of an 

investigation, there's a conflict of interest and rather than letting Ms. Mills make a determination, would 

the FBI be willing to refer the matter of fact witness, Ms. Mills in this case representing a target, 

Secretary Clinton in this case, to the appropriate bar association for investigation? 

CO MEY: 

That's not a role for the FBI. We're investigating -- even though I happen to be a lawyer, we're not 

lawyers, we're investigators. So that's a question for the legal part of the Department of Justice. 

SENSENBRENNER: 

OK, why did Ms. Mills request immunity? Was she hiding something or was she afraid that something 

would incriminate her that was on her laptop? 

CO MEY: 

I don't know. That's a -- I'm sure that's a conversation she and her lawyer had and then her lawyer had 

with lawyers at the department. I just don't know. 

SENSENBRENNER: 

Well, there was an op-ed by Professor Jonathan Turley that appeared in the media that said that there 

are a lot of good cases scuttled by granting immunity and there was lots of immunity that was granted 

here. 
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Doesn't it concern you as an investigator that your chiefs in the Justice Department decided to become 

an immunity producing machine for many people who would have been very key witnesses should there 

have been a prosecution? 

CO MEY: 

I don't think of it that way. Doesn't strike me there was a lot of immunity issued in this case. I know it's a 

complicated subject but there's all different kinds of immunity. There's probably three different kinds 

that featured in this case. Fairly typical in a complex white collar case especially as you try and work your 

way up towards your subject. So my overall reaction is, this looks like ordinary investigative process to 

me. 

SENSENBRENNER: 

Well, the target was not an ordinary target. I think we all know that and since you announced that there 

would be no prosecution of Secretary Clinton in July, there have been several very materially issues that 

are troubling and would this not require a re- opening of the investigation to sole those issues? 

CO MEY: 

I haven't seen anything that would come near to that kind of situation. I know there's lot's of questions, 

lot's of controversy, I'm very proud of the way this was done. 

SENSENBRENNER: 

Well, you know -- come on now, with all due respect, since you made this announcement there have 

been many more issues that came out that were not on the table prior to your announcement that the 

investigation against Secretary Clinton had been dropped and I think the American public is entitled to 

answers on this particularly since we have to know the extent of the classified information which ended 

up being on the private e-mail server. 

All of us on this committee have got security clearances of some kind or another and I'm kind of worried 

that if I got some classified information and went back to my office and used an unsecured server to 

send it to somebody who may also have had classified information, I would be in big trouble. And I 

should be in big trouble if I did something like that. 

SENSENBRENNER: 

There seems to be different strokes for different folks on this and that's what Americans are concerned 

about, particularly when we're looking to elect someone to the highest office of the land and the leader 

of the free world. I don't think your answers are satisfactory at all, Mr. Corney. I do have a great deal of 

respect for you but I think that there's a heavy hand coming from some place else and with that I yield 

back. 
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GOODLATTE: 

The chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes the gentleman from New York, Mr. Nadler for five 

minutes. 

NADLER: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. First let me express my admiration and thanks to the FBI for their professional 

manner and excellent work they did in the bombings that occurred in New York about a block out of my 

district to apprehend this suspect within what, 48 hours and do everything was a very good indication of 

team work and professionalism and I congratulate on that. 

Secondly, let me say that I think that the mud that is being thrown from the other side of this table here 

continually only because of the ongoing presidential elections in a case in which the FBI decided there 

was nothing to prosecute, it's over and we all know nobody would even be talking about it if Hillary 

Clinton weren't the presidential candidate. This is pure political maneuvering. 

But let me talk about a case that may pose a current national security threat to the United States and 

ask you a few questions about that. In his earlier remarks, Mr. Conyers referenced an August 30th letter 

from the ranking members of a number of House committees. 

That letter asked whether the FBI was investigating troubling connections between Trump campaign 

officials and Russian interests and whether they contributed to the illegal hacking of the Democratic 

National Committee and the Democratic National Campaign Committee. You're familiar with that letter, 

I think? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, I'm familiar with the letter. 

NADLER: 

If I could ask you a few questions. The letter said this and I quote, "on August 8th, 2016, Roger Stone, a 

Donald Trump confidant revealed that he has communicated with WikiLeaks founder, Julian Assange 

about the upcoming release of additional illegally hacked Democratic documents. Mr. Stone made this 

statements during a Republican campaign event while answering a question about a potential October 

surprise. 

Obviously if someone stating publicly that he's in direct communication with the organization that 

obtained these illegally hacked documents, I assume the FBI would want to talk to that person. Has the 

FBI interviewed Roger Stone about his communications with Julian Assange for his knowledge of how 

WikiLeaks got these illegally obtained documents? 
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I can't comment on that. 

NADLER: 

Mr. Stone stated that he has knowledge about upcoming leaks of additional illegally hacked documents. 

Has the FBI asked him about those communications? 

CO MEY: 

I also can't comment on that. 

NADLER: 

Because it's an ongoing investigation? 

CO MEY: 

I don't want to confirm whether there is or is not an investigation. That's why -- that's the way I 

answered Mr. Conyer's questions as well. 

NADLER: 

Director Corney, the FBI acknowledged in private -- in public statements and testimony that it was -

acknowledged that it was investigating Secretary Clinton's use of a private e-mail server and that was 

while the investigation was still ongoing. Now you can't comment on whether there's an investigation. Is 

there a different for Secretary Clinton and Donald Trump? If not, what is the consistent standard? 

CO MEY: 

No, our standard is we do not confirm or deny the existence of investigations. There's an exception for 

that when there is a need for public to be reassured, when it's obvious, it's apparent given our activities, 

public activities that the investigation is ongoing but our overwhelming rule is we do not comment 

except in certain exceptional circumstances. 

NADLER: 

I know, aren't there exceptional circumstances when close officials to a candidate of a major political 

party for the United States says publicly that he's in communication with foreign officials and anticipates 

further illegal activity? 

CO MEY: 

I don't think so. 
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NADLER: 

Mr. Trump's campaign chairman, Paul Manafort resigned after failing to disclose his role in assisting a 

pro-Russian party in Ukraine. The Associated Press reported, and I quote, "Donald Trump's campaign 

chairman helped a pro-Russian party in Ukraine secretly route $2.2 million in payments to two primary 

Washington lobbying firms in 2012 and did so in a way that affectively obscured the foreign political 

party's efforts to influence U.S. policy. 

Has the FBI interviewed Mr. Manafort about his failure to disclose his work for this foreign government 

as federal law requires? 

CO MEY: 

I have to give you the same answer Mr. Nadler. 

NADLER: 

Has the FBI interviewed Rick Gates, who reported that he still works for the Trump campaign about his 

involvement in this thing (ph)? 

CO MEY: 

Same answer sir. 

NADLER: 

Director Corney, after you investigated Secretary Clinton, you made a decision to explain publicly who 

you interviewed and why. You also disclosed documents including those from those interviews. Why 

shouldn't the American people have the same level of information about your investigation with those 

associated with Mr. Trump? 

CO MEY: 

I'm not confirmed that we're investigating people associated with Mr. Trump. In the matter of the e-mail 

investigation, it was our judgment, my judgment and the rest of the FBl's judgment that those were 

exceptional circumstances where the public needed ... 

NADLER: 

OK my final question is the following, you investigated Secretary Clinton's e-mails and so-forth, 

everything we've been talking about. You concluded, I believe quite properly, that there was nothing to 

prosecute and you announced, in my opinion quite properly, that you had investigated it and there was 

nothing there, there was nothing to prosecute. That was proper. 
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But having announced that a prosecutorial agency announced that we've investigated so and so and 

we've decided to prosecute because, or we've investigated so and so and we've decided not to 

prosecute because. 

Why is it appropriate for that prosecutorial agency to go further and say, even though we decided not to 

prosecute, we still think this person did this, that or the other thing and it was proper, improper, why is 

it proper for a prosecutorial agency to characterize your opinion of the propriety of the actions of 

someone who you have announced that you have decided there's nothing criminal and shouldn't be 

prosecuted? 

CO MEY: 

It's a very hard decision, that's why it's the exception to the rule. It -- you do risk damaging someone 

who isn't convicted. The judgment I made in this case is given the unusual, in fact I hope unprecedented, 

nature of this investigation that it was appropriate to offer that transparency. Not an easy call, I really 

wrestled with it but I think I'm balancing ... 

NADLER: 

Let me just say before my time expires that I think, and I'm just talking to myself, that that was highly 

inappropriate. That having determined that there was nothing to prosecute and having announced that 

quite properly, the prosecuting agency, the Department of Justice to comment with comments that will 

be looked upon as authoritative. 

That what she did was right or wrong or good or bad is not the appropriate role of a prosecuting agency 

and risks, not in this case perhaps, but risks -- and I talk really now because of the future, I don't want to 

see that happen again. 

With regard to anybody because it puts anybody, who did not commit a crime, who you have -- you or 

the Justice Department, whoever's determined, did not commit a crime and there's no evidence that's 

sufficient to prosecute isn't at the mercy of the opinion of an individual or individuals within the 

prosecuting agency and that's just not right under our system. I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

Time of the gentleman has expired. The chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Smith for five 

minutes. 

SMITH: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Director Corney thank you for those examples of the FBl's good work in your 

opening statement. I think we all appreciate what the FBI has done. My first question is this, would you 

re-open the Clinton investigation if you discovered new information that was both relevant and 

substantial? 
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CO MEY: 

It's hard for me to answer in the abstract. We would certainly look at any new and substantial 

information. 

SMITH: 

In general, and less impartializing (ph), in general if you discovered new information that was substantial 

and relevant, you would re-open an investigation, would you not? 

CO MEY: 

Again, even in general, I don't think we can answer that in the abstract. What we can say is if any 

investigation of people have new and substantial information, we'd like to see it so we can make an 

evaluation. 

SMITH: 

OK, let me give you some examples and mention several new developments that I think have occurred 

and ask you if you have become aware of them. The first example is what the chairman mentioned a 

while ago. 

An employee at a company that managed Former Secretary Clinton's private e-mail server said quote, "I 

need to strip out ABIP's (ph), bury BIP e-mail address from a bunch of archived e-mails. Basically they 

don't want the BIP's e-mail address exposed to anyone." I assume you're aware of that? 

CO MEY: 

I'm aware of that. 

SMITH: 

OK, the same employee called a new retention policy designed to delete e-mails after 60 days a quote, 

"Hillary cover-up operation," and you saw that did you not? 

CO MEY: 

Say the last, I'm sorry Mr. Smith, I couldn't hear the last ... 

SMITH: 
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Same employee called a new retention policy designed to delete e-mails after 60 days a Hillary cover-up 

operation. You saw that? 

CO MEY: 

I don't know that particular language. 

SMITH: 

Oh, OK. We'll get you the source but you can take my word for it that that's what he said. 

CO MEY: 

I will. 

SMITH: 

Another examples, a former Clinton Foundation employee who also managed the Clinton server 

destroyed devices used by Former Secretary Clinton by smashing them with a hammer. You're aware of 

that? 

CO MEY: 

Yes. 

SMITH: 

OK. Two employees of the company that managed Former Secretary Clinton's server recently plead the 

fifth amendment to Congress to avoid self-incrimination. You're aware of that? 

CO MEY: 

Yes. 

SMITH: 

OK, and then lastly, 15,000 more work related e-mails were discovered though there had been an 

attempt to wrongly delete them. And you're aware of that? 

CO MEY: 

I think we discovered them. 
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SMITH: 

Right. To me, Director Corney, what I cited are not the actions of innocent people. There is a distinct 

possibility that Mrs. Clinton or her staff directed others to destroy evidence in a government 

investigation which of course is against the law. So I would urge you to re-open your investigation. Do 

you want to comment on that? 

CO MEY: 

I don't. 

SMITH: 

OK. I know you can't tell us whether you have or have not, but I believe I have given evidence of new 

information that is relevant and substantial that would justify re-opening the investigation. My next 

question is this, I know you have granted immunity to a number of individuals but if you had new 

information that is relevant and substantial, you would be able to investigate them further wouldn't 

you? 

CO MEY: 

Not to quibble, the FBI doesn't grant immunity to anybody, the Department of Justice is able to grant 

very different kinds of immunity. Yes (ph) an immunity -- if new and substantial evidence develops 

either that a witness lied under a grant of use immunity or under any kind of immunity, of course the 

Department of Justice can pursue it. 

SMITH: 

OK. 

CO MEY: 

Nobody gets lifetime immunity. 

SMITH: 

Right, OK. Thank you Director Corney. Last question is, as chairman of the Science Committee, I issued 

the FBI a subpoena on September 19th, 2016. The due date for a response was two days ago, 

September 26th. Your all (ph) staff has still not provided the requested information and documents. 

Yesterday we pointed out to them that the Science Committee has jurisdiction over the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology, which sets standards for the Federal Information Security 

Modernization Act of 2014. I trust you intend to comply with the subpoena? 
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CO MEY: 

I intend to continue the conversations we've been having about the subpoena. As you know we've made 

a lot of documents available to at least six committees and the question of whether we should make 

additional -- to available to another committee is something that we're struggling with but talking to 

your folks about. 

SMITH: 

And to me there's no struggle if we have clear jurisdiction which we can demonstrate it, I think obligates 

you to comply with this subpoena. 

CO MEY: 

Yes sir, we're not trying to be disrespectful. We're just not sure we see the jurisdictional issue the way 

that your folks do but we're continuing to talk about it. 

SMITH: 

OK, thank you Director Corney. 

GOODLATTE (?): 

The gentleman -- did the gentleman yield? 

SMITH: 

I'll yield to the gentleman from California. 

ISSA: 

Thank you, the chairman of full committee had asked something earlier and I just want to point out and 

ask to be placed in the record. According to the Maryland Code of Ethics, 19301.11, it specifically 

prohibits a former or current government officer and employee from acting as a counsel to someone 

that they represented in government. I'd like that to be placed in the record. 

GOODLATTE: 

Without objection, it will be made a part of the record. 

ISSA: 
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In light of the fact that the Maryland Bar has this prohibition, would that have changed your view of 

allowing her in and saying you had no authority? 

CO MEY: 

I'm not qualified nor am I going to answer questions about legal ethics in this forum. The FBI has no 

basis to exclude somebody from an interview who the subject of the interview says is on their legal 

team. 

ISSA: 

OK. 

SMITH: 

And thank you Director Corney, thank you Mr. Chairman. I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair thanks the gentleman, recognizes the gentlewoman from California, Ms. Lofgren for five 

minutes. 

LOFGREN: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman and thank you Director Corney for once again appearing before this committee 

as you appear before so many committees here on the House. Sometimes I wonder how you get any 

work done at all that you are called up here so frequently. You know there's been a lot of focus on the 

private e-mail that Secretary Clinton used just as her predecessor Colin Powell used. 

So far as I'm aware from the public comments, there's no forensic evidence that there was a breach of 

that service although theoretically you could intrude and not leave evidence. But there's been very little 

focus on the breach at the State Department e-mail system. Now its been reported in the press that this 

breach of the State Department e-mail system was one of the largest ever of a federal system and was 

accomplished by, according to the press, either China or Russia. 

I'm wondering if you are able to give us any insight into whether it was in fact the Russians who hacked 

into the State Department e-mail system or whether that's still under investigation. 

CO MEY: 

Not in this open forum I can't. 

LOFGREN: 
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All right, I'm hoping that we can get some insight in an appropriate classified setting on that. Now we 

have watched with some concern, and I know you are also concerned, about the Russian intrusion into 

our election system. 

The -- its been reported to us that the Russians hacked into the Democratic National Committee 

database. They also hacked into the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee and it seems that 

they are making an effort to influence the outcome of this election. 

We've been warned that the information stolen might not just be released but also be altered and 

forged and then released in an effort to impact the election here in the United States. 

Yesterday there were press reports, and I don't know if they're accurate and I'm interested if you are 

able to tell us, that the Russians have also hacked the telephones of Democratic staffers and that there 

was a request for Democratic staffers to bring their cell phones into the FBI to have them mirrored. Can 

you tell us anything about that? 

CO MEY: 

I can't at this point but I can say in response to the first part of your question, any hacking is something 

we take very seriously. Any hacking in connection with this nation's election system is something we 

take extraordinarily seriously. 

The whole of government and so it is something the FBI is spending a lot of time on right now to try and 

understand, so what are they up to and what does it involve and what's the scope of it, to equip the 

president to decide upon the appropriate response. And so that's one of the reasons I have to be very 

careful about what I say about it. That work is ongoing. 

I should make clear to folks, when we talk about our election system, there's been a lot of press 

reporting about attempts to intrude into voter registration databases. Those are connected to the 

internet, that's very different than the electoral mechanism in this country ... 

LOFGREN: 

No I -- we have actually a hearing and I had the chance to talk to Alex Pedilla, who's the secretary of 

state in California. Number one they encrypt their database. Number two, even if you were to steal it, 

there's back ups that you couldn't steal so they can't really manipulate that but you could cause a lot of 

damage. 

I mean you could create chaos on election day that would -- and you could target that chaos to areas 

where voters had a tendency to vote for one candidate over another in an attempt to influence the 

outcome. 

So it's not a benign situation certainly and one that we want to worry. I want to just quickly touch on a 

concern I have also on cyber on Rule 41 and how the FBI is interpreting that. I'm concerned that the 

change as understood by the FBI would allow for one warrant for multiple computers but would include 

allowing the FBI to access victims' computers in order to clean them up. 
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The cyber security experts that I've been in touch with have raised very strong concerns about that 

provision, especially using malware's own signaling system to disable the malware. 

The cyber experts who have talked to me and expressed concern believe that that ultimately could 

actually trigger attacks and so I'm wondering if you have any comments on how the FBI intends to use 

Rule 41 vis a vis malware on victims' computers. 

GOODLATTE: 

Thank you, the time of the gentlewoman has expired. The witness will be permitted to answer the 

question. 

CO MEY: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I'm not an expert but one of the challenges we face especially in dealing with 

these huge criminal bot- nets, which have harvested and connected lots of innocent people's computer 

is, how do we execute a search warrant to try and figure out where the bad guys are and get them away 

from those innocent people and the challenge that we've been facing is to go to every single jurisdiction 

and get a warrant would take literally years. 

And so we're trying to figure out, can we use Rule 41 to have one judge issue that order and give us that 

authority? 

LOFGREN: 

But -- Mr. Chairman, I know my time is expired, I'd just like to close my expressing the hope that the FBI 

might seek the guidance of some of the computer experts at our national labs on this very question of 

triggering malware attacks and I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

The point is well taken. The chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Chabot for five minutes. 

CHABOT: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Director Corney, Chairman Good latte in his introduction of you mentioned 

that you're a graduate of the College of William and Mary and as you may well know, I'm a graduate of 

William and Mary as well. 

Anyway, you may remember that our alma mater is very proud of something called the honor code. And 

I checked out the wording of the honor code to make sure that I was correct on it and I'll tell you exactly 

what it says. 

It says, "as a member of the William and Mary community, I pledge on my honor not to lie, cheat or 

steal either in my academic or my personal life." Well, one of the people who's behavior you 

investigated, Hillary Clinton, didn't have the good fortune to attend the College of William and Mary but 
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she did attend Wellesley and I wondered whether they had an honor code and I found out, I looked it 

up, they do and they did. 

And here's what it says, "as a Wellesley college student, I will act with honesty, integrity and respect. In 

making this commitment, I am accountable to the community and dedicate myself to a life of honor." 

Let me repeat part of that again, "I wil I act with honesty." 

Now, I'm sure the young women attending Wellesley today, and those that have attended it in the past, 

are proud that one of their own could be the next president of the United States. 

But a majority of the American people have come to the conclusion that Hillary Clinton is not honest and 

cannot be trusted, it's about two to one who say that she's dishonest. 

In the latest Quinnipiac Poll for example, the question being, would you say that Hillary Clinton is honest 

or not, 65 percent said no and only 32 percent said yes, she is honest. Republican and Democrats not 

surprisingly were overwhelmingly one way or another, but Independents, 80 percent of them said no, 

she's not honest and only 19 percent of them said she is. 

So, Director Corney, since you and your people were the ones who investigated Hillary Clinton's e-mail 

scandal, I'd just like to ask a couple of questions. First, Hillary Clinton claimed over and over that none of 

the e-mails that she sent contained classified information. Was she truthful when she said that? 

CO MEY: 

As I said when I testified in July, there were -- I'm forgetting now, two, two and a half months, the exact 

number but there were 80 or so e-mails that contained classified information. 

CHABOT: 

OK, so she said they didn't contain classified information and they did so that sounds like not being 

truthful. Not trying to put words into your mouth but I think that's what that means. Hillary Clinton then 

came up with a fall-back position saying, well, none of the e-mails I sent were marked classified but that 

wasn't true either, was it? 

CO MEY: 

There were three, as I recall, three e-mails that were within the body of the text portion marking that 

indicated they were classified confidential. 

CHABOT: 

And again, not putting words in your mouth but I think that means that no, she didn't tell the truth in 

that particular instance. Hillary Clinton said she decided to use a personal e-mail server system for 

convenience and that she had only had to carry around one Blackberry. Was she being truthful when 

she said she just used one device? 
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CO MEY: 

She used during her tenure as secretary of state, multiple devices, not at the same time but sequentially. 

CHABOT: 

OK again I'm going to take that as she said one and it was more. So therefore, not honest. And in fact, 

some of the devices were destroyed with a hammer as its already been mentioned. Is that the type of 

behavior that you would expect from someone who is being fully cooperative with an investigation, 

destroying devices containing potential evidence with hammer? 

CO MEY: 

Well, we uncovered no evidence that devices were destroyed during the pendency of our investigation 

and so why people destroyed devices when there's no investigation is a question I'm not able to answer. 

CHABOT: 

OK, thank you and Mr. Director, a little less than two months Hillary Clinton, in talking about her e-mails, 

claimed that you said and I quote, "that my answers were truthful." Politi Fact by the way gave this claim 

a pants on fire rating. Did you say that she was telling the truth with respect to her e-mail claims? 

CO MEY: 

I did not. I never say that about anybody. Our business is never to decide whether someone, whether 

we believe someone, our business is always to decide what evidence do we have that would convince us 

not to believe that person. It's an odd way to look at the world but it's how investigators look at the 

world. 

CHABOT: 

Thank you. Director Corney, it must have been, and I'm almost out of time, it must have been very 

awkward for you. 

You're tasked with investigating a person who could be the next president of the United States and the 

current president of the United States has already pre-judged the case and telegraphed to you and the 

entire Justice Department that he, your boss, has come to the conclusion that there is not even smidgen 

of corruption. 

His own words, before you've even completed your investigation. You were aware that he'd said that, 

weren't you? 

CO MEY: 
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Yes I saw those, they were reported in the press. 

CHABOT: 

OK and finally it just seems to me here that there was clearly a double standard going on, by for 

example, if anybody else had done this like a soldier or a serviceman who did virtually the same thing, 

they would've been prosecuted and were, but not Hillary Clinton. And that's a double standard and 

that's not the way it's supposed to work in America and I'm out of time, I yield back. 

CO MEY: 

I disagree with that characterization but ... 

GOODLATTE: 

The gentleman is permitted to respond. 

CO MEY: 

I don't think so. I actually if I -- if we were to recommend she be prosecuted, that would be a double 

standard because Mary and Joe at the FBI or some other place, if they did this, would not be prosecuted. 

They'd be disciplined, they'd be in big trouble. In the FBI if you did this, you would not be prosecuted, 

that wouldn't be fair. OK. 

GOODLATTE: 

The time of the gentleman has expired, the chair recognizes the gentlewoman from Texas, Ms. Jackson 

Lee for five minutes. 

JACKSON LEE: 

Chairman thank you so very much. Many Americans have come to trust Hillary Clinton as a dedicated, 

committed public servant but I believe it's important as we address these questions, let me make one or 

two points. My colleagues have already made it and I look forward maybe to coming back to 

Washington to dealing with the potential Russian intrusion on the election system. 

I'm not asking you Director at this time, and also the issue of connecting the dots as we deal with 

terrorism across America. 

But I do want to acknowledge Eric Williams (ph), an outstanding detailee (ph) to this Judiciary 

Committee, thank him for his service and I want to thank the sack (ph) in Houston, Mr. Turner for 

helping us in the shooting that occurred in Houston as you well know that gave us a great deal of fear 

and scare just a couple of days ago. 
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But Director Corney, my Republican colleagues have questioned, second guessed and attacked you and 

your team of career FBI agents. 

They disagree with the results of your investigation, they want you to prosecute or to ask the DOJ to 

prosecute Secretary Clinton regardless of the facts. So they've engaged in an almost daily ritual of 

holding hearings definitely trying to tear down the investigation and your recommendation. 

I believe you testified previously that your recommendation in that case was unanimous and your 

investigation was carried out by what you called an all star team of career agents and prosecutors. Is 

that right? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, these were some of our very best. And sometimes because I'm lucky enough to be the person who 

represents the FBI, people think it's my conclusion. Sure it's my conclusion but I'm reporting what the 

team thought and their supervisors and their supervisors. As I said, this was, as painful as it is for people 

sometimes, this was not a close call. 

JACKSON LEE: 

Let me continue. You have written that the case itself was not a cliffhanger. Is that right? 

CO MEY: 

Correct, correct. 

JACKSON LEE: 

Recently Republicans have attacked the decision to provide limited immunity to individuals during the 

investigation. 

For example, when Congressman Chaffetz learned about this he stated and I quote, "no wonder they 

couldn't prosecute a case, they were handing out immunity deals like candy." I understand that the FBI 

does not make the final call on immunity agreements, that was the DOJ, you made that clear. 

So his statement was just wrong. But did you consult closely with DOJ before these immunity 

agreements were concluded by giving, by having facts? 

CO MEY: 

Right, our job is to tell them what facts we'd like to get access to. The prosecutor's job is to figure out 

how to do that and so they negotiate, I think there were five limited immunity agreements. There are 

different kinds that they negotiated. 

JACKSON LEE: 
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Did you or anyone at the FBI ever object to these decisions to grant immunity, did you think they made 

sense? 

CO MEY: 

No, it was fairly ordinary stuff. 

JACKSON LEE: 

Was the FBI or DOJ handing out immunity agreements like candy? 

CO MEY: 

That's not how I saw it. I didn't see it. 

JACKSON LEE: 

Congressman Gowdy, a good friend, also objected to granting immunity to Brian Pagliano and Mr. 

Combetta at Platte River networks. 

He quoted, these are the two people that FBI decides to give immunity to, Brian and the guy at Platte 

River -- if it happened, those are the two that you would want to prosecute so you're giving immunity to 

the trigger people and everybody goes free. Do you agree with this assessment? Did the FBI screw up 

here and let everyone go free because of these limited immunity deals? 

CO MEY: 

No I don't think so. The goal in an investigation like this is to work up and if people have information 

that their lawyers are telling you that you're not going to get without some limited form of immunity 

and they're lowered down, you try to get that information to see if you can make a case against your 

subjects. 

JACKSON LEE: 

Congressman Gowdy also said this about the FBI and I quote, I've been underwhelmed by an agency 

that I once had tremendous respect for. 

Let me just say sitting on this Judiciary Committee for many, many years, going through a number of 

investigations, I have never been proud of an agency that has always been there when vulnerable 

people are hurting and when there is a need for great work. But my question to you is, what is your 

response to that, Director Corney? Do you believe these criticisms are fair? 

CO MEY: 
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I think questions are fair. I think criticism is health and fair. I think reasonable people can disagree about 

whether I should have announced and how I should have done it. What's not fair is any implication the 

bureau acted in any way other than independently, competently and honestly here. 

That's just not true. I knew this going to be controversial, I knew there'd be all kinds of rocks thrown but 

this organization and the people who did this are honest independent people. 

We do not carry water for one side or the other. That's hard for people to see because so much of our 

country, we see things through sides. We are not on anybody's side. This was done exactly the way you 

would want it to be done. That said, questions are fair. Feedback is fair. 

JACKSON LEE: 

Absolutely but the foot soldiers, we use that term in the civil rights movement, your agents on the 

ground, you take issue with whether or not they were compromised or they were adhering to 

somebody's message. Is that what you're saying? 

CO MEY: 

Absolutely. You can call us wrong but don't call us weasels. We are not weasels, we are honest people 

and we did this in that way. Whether your disagree or agree with the result, this was done the way you 

want it to be done. 

JACKSON LEE: 

You were able to learn that Mr. Pagliano and Mr. Combetta, you learned what they had to say and if 

anyone provided statements to the FBI had actually provided evidence that Secretary Clinton had 

committed a crime, would you then have recommended prosecution to the DOJ? 

CO MEY: 

Oh yes, if the case was there, very aggressively. 

JACKSON LEE: 

You sure you wouldn't have been a little nervous about doing so, a little intimidated? 

CO MEY: 

No, I really don't care. 

JACKSON LEE: 

You don't look like it, you're kind of tall and that's ... 
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CO MEY: 

I have a 10 year term, that's the beauty of this -- while there's a lot of challenging things about this job, 

one of the great things is I have a certain amount of job security and so no, either way we would have 

done what the facts told us should be done. 

JACKSON LEE: 

So are you now second guessing your decision regarding Hillary Clinton? 

CO MEY: 

No. 

(CROSSTALK) 

JACKSON LEE: 

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the director and ask my colleagues to give the respect that this agency in 

this instance deserves. Thank you so very much for your service, I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair thanks the gentlewoman, recognizes the gentleman from California, Mr. Issa for five minutes. 

ISSA: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Director, I've got a lot of concerns but one of them refers to Redd it. 

At the time that the Department of Justice at your behest or your involvement gave Paul Combetta 

immunity, did you do so knowing about all of the posts he had on Reddit and capturing all of those posts 

in correspondence where he was asking where to wipe or completely erase on behalf of a very, VVIP so 

to speak? 

CO MEY: 

I'm not sure sitting here. My recollection isn't -- and I'll check this and fix it if I'm wrong, that we had 

some awareness of the Reddit post. I don't know whether our folks had read them all or not. We had a 

pretty good understanding of what we thought he had done but that's my best recollection. 

ISSA: 
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OK in the last week, en masse he's been deleting them from Reddit post. Is that consistent with 

preserving evidence? And I said that because there's still an ongoing interest by Congress and only in 

spite of Reddit's own senior, what they call flack team, trying to hide it only because a few people 

caught it, do we even know about and is this and other committees interested in getting the backups 

that may exist on these deletions. 

I guess my question to you is, is he destroying evidence relevant to Congressional inquiries? And I'll 

answer it for you, yes he is and what are you going to do about it? 

CO MEY: 

That's not something I can comment on. 

ISSA: 

Let me go into something that concerns this body in a very specific way. As a former chairman issuing 

subpoenas, I issued a subpoena and additionally I issued preserved letters in addition to that. Now 

Chairman Chaffetz issued whatever effectively preserved letters. 

Some of them were directly to Hillary Rodham Clinton while she was still secretary. Others, the 

subpoena in the 2013 was to Secretary Kerry. These individuals destroyed documents pursuant, or took 

it out of federal custody, pursuant to our subpoena and our discovery. 

As a result, they committed crimes. My question to you is, when I was a chairman and I wanted to grant 

immunity to somebody, I had to notice the Department of Justice and you were consulted, isn't that 

correct? 

CO MEY: 

In a particular matter? 

ISSA: 

In any matter. 

CO MEY: 

I don't know whether the FBI is consulted in that circumstance. 

ISSA: 

OK, for the record yes, the Department of Justice does not grant immunity without checking with federal 

law enforcement to see whether it will impact any ongoing investigation. That's the reason we have a 

requirement to give notice. 
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When the reverse was occurring, you were granting, handing out like candy according to some, 

immunity. Did you, or to your knowledge, Department of Justice confer with Chairman Good latte, 

Chairman Chaffetz, Chairman Smith or any of the other chairmen who had ongoing subpoenas and 

investigations? 

CO MEY: 

Not to my knowledge. 

ISSA: 

So isn't there a double standard that when you granted immunity to these five individuals, you took 

them out of the reach of prosecution for crimes committed related to destruction of documents or 

withholding or other crimes pursuant to Congressional subpoenas? 

CO MEY: 

I don't think anybody was given transactional immunity. 

ISSA: 

Oh really? Now we have not allowed to make your immunities public but I'm going to take the privilege 

of making one part of it public. I read them. You gave immunity from destruction to both of those 

attorneys, not just turning them, the documents over, specifically destruction. You did the same thing 

with these other two individuals, Brian and Paul Combetta. You gave them immunity from destruction. 

CO MEY: 

Yes I don't think -- again, I could always be wrong but I don't have them in front of me ... 

ISSA: 

Well, because you don't let us take them out of the skiff, it's a little hard for us too but the fact is when 

you read them ... 

(CROSSTALK) 

CO MEY: 

... my answer -- I'm pretty sure that what was granted was use immunity. In the case of those two 

people coextensive with 18 USC 6001, which means no statement you make can be used against you 

directly or indirectly. Transactional immunity is sometimes given also by prosecutors, says you will not 

be prosecuted in any event for this set of facts. I don't think there was any transactional immunity. 
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ISSA: 

Well, when I read for both of the attorneys that immunity was granted, it in both cases said destruction 

in addition to the turning over. Why was that -- why would you believe that was necessary or do you 

believe that would be necessary? 

You wanted the document -- you wanted the physical evidence, why did you have to give them 

immunity from destruction of materials and because my time is expiring, when you look into it and 

hopefully get back to this committee, I'd like to know does that immunity apply only to destruction on 

the computers delivered so that other destructions by Cheryl Mills could still be prosecuted? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, again my recollection is no transactional immunity was given. A protection of statements was given 

to the Combetta guy and Mr. Pagliano. 

ISSA: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair thanks the gentleman, recognizes the gentleman from Tennessee, Mr. Cohen. 

ISSA: 

Mr. Chairman. I would ask unanimous consent quickly that a group of documents be included and I'll 

summarize them. They're basically the letters and subpoenas that led up to the destruction of 

documents that were previously held for preservation. Additionally, the blog post from Reddit if those 

could all be placed in the record. 

GOODLATTE: 

Without objection, they will be a part of the record. 

ISSA: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

GOODLATTE: 

Gentleman from Tennessee is recognized. 
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COHEN: 

Thank you sir. Director Corney, would you consider the FBl's most important job presently fighting 

terrorism and threats to the homeland? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, that's our top priority. 

COHEN: 

How much time do you think the FBI and you have spent responding to Congressional inquiries and on 

this particular e-mail investigation? Could you give me an idea how many man, months or years have 

been expended on responding to the different committees that have called you in time after time after 

time and repetitiously accused you of doing politics rather than being an FBI director. 

CO MEY: 

I can't, I don't have any sense. 

COHEN: 

Could it be, would it be months of cumulative man hours or would it be years of cumulative man hours? 

CO MEY: 

You know I don't know. A lot of folks have done a lot of work to try and provide the kind of transparency 

that we promised. Its been a lot by a lot of people. I just don't have a sense of the ... 

COHEN: 

How many hours have you spent before Congress on this? 

CO MEY: 

Testimony? Four hours and 40 minutes, without a bathroom break, I want a note for the record and 

whatever today is. Those would be the two main appearances. I was asked questions at Senate 

Homeland yesterday about this and then House Homeland in July I think. I'm guessing 10 hours or so. 

COHEN: 

And you prepared for this though and the 10 hours is just like the iceberg. 
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CO MEY: 

Oh, sure. 

COHEN: 

Could your time and the FBl's time better be used fighting terrorist threats here in America? 

CO MEY: 

You know we're still doing it all so no one should think that we've taken a play off because we're also 

doing oversight. We do both. 

COHEN: 

In the case in New York where Mr. Rahami tried to detonate some bombs, did detonate a bomb, his 

father had accused him of being a terrorist at one time and he'd stabbed his brother and was in jail. Did 

the FBI interview him when he was in jail about his possible terrorist tendencies and his trips to Pakistan 

or Afghanistan? 

CO MEY: 

I'll answer that -- I'm trying to be very circumspect in how I answer questions about the case because 

the guy's alive and is entitled to a fair trial and so I don't want to do anything that would allow him to 

argue he lost the ability to have a fair trial. The answer is we did not interview him when he was in jail in 

2014. 

COHEN: 

Fourteen. And why would that be? You interviewed the father I believe, you might have talked to the 

brother, you might have talked to a friend. The best evidence was him. He's in jail, you didn't have to -

why did they not go and talk to him? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, sitting here I don't want to answer that question yet. I've commissioned as I do in all of these cases 

a deep look back. We're trying to make the case now. We will go back very carefully, try to understand 

what decisions the agents made who investigated that and why and whether there is learning from that. 

So I don't want to answer it just now because I'd be speculating a bit. 

COHEN: 
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Thank you sir. Some people have suggested you made a political calculation in your recommendation 

dealing with Secretary Clinton and the e-mails. Did you make a political calculation in your 

recommendation dealing with Secretary Clinton and the e-mails? Did you make a political calculation in 

coming to your ultimate decision? 

CO MEY: 

None. 

COHEN: 

Some said that the -- on national television that Secretary Clinton's e-mails were destroyed after a direct 

implement (ph) Clinton campaign. You announced your decision, you stated publicly and I quote, "we 

found no evidence that Secretary Clinton's e-mails were intentionally deleted in efforts to conceal 

them." Is that not correct? 

CO MEY: 

That's correct. 

COHEN: 

Others have said they lost confidence in the investigation and question the genuine effort in which it 

was carried out. Did the FBI make a genuine effort to carry out a thorough investigation? 

CO MEY: 

Oh yes, very much. 

COHEN: 

And did you take some hits from the position you took when you announced your decision? 

CO MEY: 

A few, yes. 

COHEN: 

Difficult. 

CO MEY: 
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Difficult but I just thought it was the right thing to do. I'm not loving this but I think it's important that I 

come and answer questions about it. As long as people have questions, I will try to answer them. 

COHEN: 

You're not loving this. Do you need a bathroom break? 

CO MEY: 

No, no I'm good. 

COHEN: 

Setting a record? 

CO MEY: 

I'll let you know at 4:40. 

COHEN: 

Thank you sir. And FBI billings (ph), we know what they shouldn't be named and you know my position 

on that and I hope you keep that well in mind. You're a credit to the FBI, you're a credit to government 

service and to your alma mater and I yield back the balance of my time. 

GOODLATTE: 

Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes the gentleman from Iowa, Mr. King, for five minutes. 

KING: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I thank you Director for your testimony here before this committee. Again, 

listening in the exchange between yourself and Mr. Issa, I'd just like to confirm that you were confirming 

that Mr. Combetta made the Reddit posts? 

CO MEY: 

No one (ph) confirming it. I think he did is my understanding but -- yes, that's my understanding. I think 

he did. I haven't dug into that myself. I've been focused on a lot of other stuff as we've talked about but 

I think that's right. 

KING: 
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I certainly can accept that and I'd like to just go back to the interview with Hillary Clinton and how that 

all came about on that July 2nd date but first I'm looking at the dates of the conditional immunity 

documents that I've reviewed and I see that Mr. Pagliano had one dated December 22nd and another 

one dated December 28th. 

Can you tell me what brought about that second agreement, why the first one wasn't adequate and if 

there was an interview with Mr. Paglia no in between those dates of December 22nd and 28th of 2015? 

CO MEY: 

I think what it is and Mr. Gowdy and Mr. Marino will recognize this term, the first one is what we call a 

Queen For a Day Agreement, which was to govern an interview, so limited use immunity for an 

interview. 

And I believe the second one is the agreement for use immunity in connection with the investigation. So 

it's sort of a try out for him to get interviewed for the prosecutors and investigators to poke at him and 

then the second one is the agreement they reached. I think that's right. 

KING: 

And so they said, if we're going to go any further we'll go off of the December 28th agreement. That'd 

be how I would understand that, your description. 

CO MEY: 

I think they're both important to him and his lawyer but the first is an intermediate step to the second. 

KING: 

OK, thank you. Then were you aware of the president's statement on October 9th, 2015 when he has 

reported to -- and this what they reported on October 9th of 2015, that he said that Hillary Clinton 

would not have endangered national security? 

CO MEY: 

Obviously, I don't know the dates but I remember public reporting on a -- on a statement like that. 

KING: 

And -- and the fall (ph) October -- and I'll state it as (inaudible) the report I have is October 9th. Then 

again on April 10th, 2016, it was reported that the president had said that Hillary Clinton was careless 

but not intentionally endangering national security. 

Were you aware of that statement as well? 
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CO MEY: 

Yes. 

KING: 

And then I'd like it if you could characterize the interview sometime around, I believe, May 16th, it was 

reported that you said you intended to interview Hillary Clinton personally? 

CO MEY: 

I never said that because I never intended that. I'm sure I didn't say that publicly. 

KING: 

Were you aware of the report that that was your public statement? 

CO MEY: 

Yes. I think I read it and smiled about it. People imagine the FBI Director does things that the FBI -

doesn't do. 

KING: 

In fact, and I'm not disputing your answer, I've just simply, for the record, this is -- this is a record that is 

dated September 28th, 2016. "Buffalo News" (inaudible) your picture on it, and takes us back to -- that's 

when it was printed, excuse me -- takes us back to a document, May 16th, 2016, has a picture of you on 

the front of it, and I will ask to introduce it in the record. 

It says, FBI director James Corney told reporters that he would personally interview Hillary Clinton, 

quote, "in coming days," close quote. And I would ask unanimous consent to introduce this article into 

the record. 

GOODLATTE: 

Without objection, it will be made a part of the record. 

KING: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And -- and not as a matter, and I don't dispute your word on this, it's what the 

public expectation was hanging out there, is my real point. And then with that public expectation, I think 

the public was surprised to learn about who was or was not in that room. 
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Can you tell us who was in the -- who was in the room involved in either listening to or conducting the 

interview of Hillary Clinton on that date of July 2nd (ph), 2016? 

CO MEY: 

I cannot tell you for sure. I can give you a general sense. The witness and her legal team and then on our 

side of the table, our agents, prosecutors from the Department of Justice, I don't know if (ph) any of our 

analysts were in there or not. But sort of our team, their team. 

KING: 

And how many of your team? How many FBI investigators? 

CO MEY: 

I do not know for sure sitting here. I think we probably had 8 to 10 people on our side, prosecutors and 

agents. That is a noble fact. I just do not know it sitting here. 

KING: 

Prosecutors, did Loretta Lynch have her people in there? 

CO MEY: 

If you mean Department of Justice lawyers, yes, sure. 

KING: 

So how many Department of Justice lawyers would have been there? 

CO MEY: 

I do not know for sure. Again, I think it was probably about eight people, probably about four lawyers, 

about four from the FBI. But again, I could be wrong. 

KING: 

OK. I think I -- I think I got it (ph). So about around four investigators, around four potential prosecutors 

from the DOJ, a couple of attorneys for Hillary Clinton, Hillary Clinton herself. That would set the scene 

fairly closely? 

CO MEY: 
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I think the -- Secretary Clinton's team was bigger than that. I do not know the exact number. 

KING: 

OK. And then when you receive (ph) the counsel as to the recommendation you were to make to Loretta 

Lynch, I'm just going to just say -- go through this quickly. You did not review a videotape, an audiotape, 

or a transcript, so you would have had to rely upon the briefings from the people that were in the room 

who would have been your investigative team. 

CO MEY: 

Yes, the agents -- the agents who conducted the interview, yes. 

KING: 

Uh-huh. And they were briefing off of notes that they had taken, which are now in the skiff, but (ph) 

redacted. 

CO MEY: 

Right. They write them up in what is called an FBI 302 (ph). 

KING: 

And so Loretta Lynch had her people in the room and they would have had access to your investigators 

in the room and out of that came a piece of advice to you that she had already said she was going to 

hand that responsibility over to you as director of the FBI as to making the recommendation, which 

turned out to be the decision, on whether or not to indict Hillary Clinton. 

GOODLATTE: 

The time of the gentleman has expired. The director -- will answer the question. 

CO MEY: 

I'm not sure I'm following entirely. There was no advice to me from the Attorney General or any -- any of 

the lawyers working for her. My team formulated a recommendation that was communicated to me and 

the FBI reached its conclusion as to what to do, uncoordinated from the Department of Justice. 

KING: 

Even though a justice was in the room with your investigators and I -- make that final comment and I 

yield back. Thank the Chairman. 
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GOODLATTE: 

Chair thanks the gentleman. Recognize the gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Johnson, for five minutes. 

JOHNSON: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Russian hacking into the databases of the Democratic National Committee 

and the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, as well as Russian hacks into the voter 

registration systems of Illinois (ph) and Arizona, serve as ominous warnings to the American people 

about the risks that our electoral processes face in this modern era. 

Unfortunately, Trump Republicans in the House are as obsessed with Hillary Clinton's damn e-mails as 

Trump has been about President Obama's birth certificate. Just like the Donald closed his birth 

certificate investigation after five years of fruitless investigation, however, I predict that the Trump 

Republicans will at some point close this e-mail persecution. 

The American people are sick of it. The attention of the American public is increasingly focused on the 

security of this nation's election infrastructure. 

On Monday the ranking members of the House and Senate Intelligence Committees, Senator Dianne 

Feinstein and Congressman Adam Schiff, issued a joint statement setting forth the current status of this 

investigation. 

It said this, and I quote, "Based on briefings we have received, we have concluded that the Russian 

intelligence agencies are making a serious and concerted effort to influence the U.S. election. They work 

closely with intelligence community individuals to be able to put that statement out to the American 

public." 

Director Corney, I do not want to ask you about any classified information, but is their statement 

accurate? 

CO MEY: 

I do not -- I cannot comment on that in this forum. As I said in my opening, we are investigating to try to 

understand exactly what mischief the Russians might be up to in connection with our political 

institutions and the election system, more broadly. But I do not want to comment on that at this point. 

JOHNSON: 

Free and fair elections are the linchpin of our society. A compromise or disruption of our election 

process is something that this Congress certainly should be looking into. Would you agree with that? 

CO MEY: 

I cannot speak, sir, to what Congress should be looking into, but the -- the FBI is looking into this very, 

very hard for the reasons you say. We take this extraordinarily seriously. 
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JOHNSON: 

Thank you. In June, the FBl's cyber division issued a flash alert to state officials warning that hackers 

were attempting to penetrate their election systems. The title of the flash alert was, and I quote -

quote, "targeting activity against State Board of Election systems," end quote. 

JOHNSON: 

The alert disclosed that the FBI is currently investigating cyber attacks against at least two states. Later 

in June, the FBI warned officials in Arizona about Russian assaults on their election system and hackers 

also attacked the election system in Illinois, where they were able to download the data of at least 

200,000 or up to 200,000 voters. 

In August, the Department of Homeland Security convened a conference call warning state election 

officials and offering to provide federal cyber security experts to help scan for vulnerabilities and 

yesterday it was announced that at least 18 states have already requested election cyber security help 

to defend their election systems. 

Director Corney, since these flash alerts and warnings went out over this summer, I'd appreciate you 

letting us know whether or not there have been any additional attacks on state operations or databases 

since June. 

CO MEY: 

There have been a variety of scanning activities, which is a preamble for potential intrusion activities as 

well as some attempted intrusions at voter registration databases beyond those we knew about in July 

and August. We are urging the states just to make sure that their deadbolts are thrown and their locks 

are on and to get the best information they can from OHS just to make sure their systems are secure. 

And again, these are the voter registration systems. This is very different than the vote system in the 

United States which is very, very hard for someone to hack into because it's so clunky and dispersed. It's 

Mary and Fred putting a machine under the basketball hoop at the gym. 

Those things are not connected to the internet but the voter registration systems are so we urge the 

states to make sure you have the most current information and your systems are tight because there's 

no doubt that some bad actors have been poking around. 

JOHNSON: 

All right and with that I will yield back the balance of my time and thank you sir. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Gohmert for five minutes. 
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GOHMERT: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Director Corney thanks for being here. I was a bit astounded when you said 

the FBI is unable to control who a witness coming in voluntarily brings into an interview. I've seen a lot 

of FBI agents tell people who could come into an interview and who could not. 

And in this case, and I'm sure you've heard some of the questions raised by smart lawyers around the 

country about providing immunity to people like Cheryl Mills in return for her presenting a laptop that 

you had every authority to get a subpoena. 

And if you had brought a request for search warrant, based on what we now know, I would have had no 

problem signing that warrant so you could go get it anywhere you want. And in fact I've talked to former 

U.S. attorneys, AUSA's, who have said if an FBI agent came in and recommended that we give immunity 

to a witness to get her laptop that we could get with a subpoena or a warrant, then I would ask the FBI 

not to ever allow this agent on a case. 

Can you explain succinctly why you chose to give immunity without a proffer of what was on the laptop, 

give immunity to Cheryl Mills while she was an important witness and you could have gotten her laptop 

with a warrant or a subpoena? 

CO MEY: 

Sure, I'll give it my best shot. The immunity we're calling about here, and the details really matter that 

we're talking about, is Act of Production Immunity, which says, we want you to give us a thing. We won't 

use anything we find on that thing directly against you. Right, it's a fairly ... 

GOHMERT: 

And I understand that and I understood that from reading the immunity deal and that's what's so 

shocking because she was working directly with Hillary Clinton and therefore it's expected since the 

evidence indicates she was pretty well copied on so many of the e-mails that Hillary Clinton was using 

that pretty much anything in there would've been usable against her. And you cleaned the slate before 

you ever knew. 

Now, some of the immunities you gave, the last paragraph mentions a proffer. Was there a proffer of 

what the witness would say before the immunity deals were given to those that those immunities? 

CO MEY: 

Can I answer first though your question about why I think it made sense to have active production 

immunity for Cheryl Mills' laptop? 

GOHMERT: 

I'd rather -- my time is so limited. Please. 
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CO MEY: 

OK, all right -- it's an important question and I think there's a reason why I answer it but I'll give it 

another time. The -- I think in at least one of the cases, and I'm mixing up the guys but with Mr. 

Combetta maybe also with Mr. Pagliano, no I got that reversed ... 

GOHMERT: 

It's yes or no. Did you have a proffer from them as to what they would say before you gave them 

immunity? 

CO MEY: 

I believe there was a proffer session governed by what I just referred to, is called a Queen for a Day 

Agreement, with at least one of them to try and understand what they would say but ... 

GOHMERT: 

Because the deals that I have seen back 30 years ago before I went to the bench, the FBI would say, you 

in the DOJ, of course we know FBI can't give immunity, it has to come from DOJ just like it's not the FBl's 

job to say what a reasonable prosecutor should do or not do. 

You give them the evidence and then you let them decide but a proffer is made saying this is what my 

client will say, then the DOJ decided based on that proffer, here's the plea we'll offer, here's the 

immunity we'll offer and if your client deviates from that proffer, the deal's off. 

You got really nothing substantial. It's as if you went into the investigation determined to give immunity 

to people instead of getting a warrant. You gave immunity to people that you would need to make a 

case if a case were going to be made. And I know we have people across the aisle that are saying, well 

it's only because she's a presidential candidate. 

It happens to be in my case, I wouldn't care whether she was a presidential candidate or not. What is 

important to maintaining a civilization with justice and fairness is a little righteousness where people are 

treated fairly across the board and it does not appear that in this case, it comports with anything that 

FBI agents with centuries of experience have told me, they'd never seen anything like this. 

So one other thing, I know this happened before your watch, but under Director Mueller, Kim Jensen, 

who prepared 700 pages of training material for those who would go undercover and try to embed with 

Al- Qaeda. 

It was wiped out because CAIR (ph) and some of the people that were unindicted co-conspirators named 

in your Holy Land Foundation trial, they said we don't like them. They do not allow agents to know what 

Kim Jensen put in that 700 pages that was so accurate, so good about Islam that we could embed people 

in Al-Qaeda and they wouldn't suspect them. 
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GOHMERT: 

I would encourage you to start training your FBI agents so whether they're in San Bernardino, Orlando, 

New Jersey, wherever, they can talk to a radicalized lslamist and determine whether they're radicalized. 

Without Kim Jensen's typed (ph) material, you'll never be able to spot them again and we'll keep having 

people die. Thank you, my time's expired. 

GOODLATTE: 

The time of the gentleman has expired. 

The director is permitted to respond if he chooses to do so. 

CO MEY: 

I don't think I have anything at this point. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair recognizes the gentlewoman from California, Ms. Chu, for five minutes. 

CHU: 

Thank you. 

Director Corney, during this committee's oversight hearing last year, I asked you about the cases of 

Sherry Chen and Shao-jung Chi (ph), both U.S. citizens who were arrested by the FBI accused at different 

crimes related to economic espionage for China, only to have those charges dropped without 

explanation. 

Since you last testified before the committee, both cases have been closed. Now, I know they may not 

be personally familiar with the individuals' cases or may not be inclined to comment on the facts of 

these cases to the committee today, however, would you be willing to provide a written explanation or 

possibly a summary of the investigations to clarify how and why the FBI handled the cases the way they 

did? 

CO MEY: 

I don't want to commit to that sitting here. We would certainly consider what we can supply consistent 

with things like the Privacy Act. But we'll certainly consider it. 

I'm familiar with the case. I remember our --your questions about it last year. And so we'll take a look at 

what we can share with you. We can't obviously do it in an open forum in any event. 
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CHU: 

I understand that, but I appreciate the consideration. 

Now, I'd like to address a different topic. Director Corney, your agency recently introduced an on line 

initiative aimed at promoting education and awareness about violent extremism called Don't be a 

Puppet. This program was designed to serve as a tool for teachers and students to prevent young people 

from being drawn toward violent extremism. 

However, national education groups, faith groups and community organizations have raised serious 

concerns about the way in which the program presents the problem of violent extremism. Particularly 

troublesome is the website's charge that teachers and students should look for warning signs that a 

person may be on a slippery slope of violent extremism and to report activity that may -- may or may 

not be indicative of radicalization. 

For instance, the website encourages students and teachers to report when others use unusual 

language or talk about traveling to suspicious places. The user of the website, however, is left to draw 

inferences about what constitutes a suspicious place or what language is unusual enough to be reported 

to a trusted authority. 

For example, a trip to France or Germany, which hosts many far- right extremist groups, may not sound 

suspicious to many users, but a trip to Saudi Arabia or Iraq, home to various Muslim holy sites, possibly 

would. 

So on August 9th, the American Federation of Teachers led a number of national groups in a letter 

written to you -- and Mr. Chair, I'd like to submit this for the record. And among the many concerns they 

raise is the potential for such initiatives to exacerbate the profiling and bullying of students of Middle 

Eastern background that -- that -- and what they -- over and above what they already experience. 

So how do you respond to the concerns expressed by the American Federation of Teachers about the 

impact of the FBl's Don't be a Puppet program and the effect it may have on schools (ph) in immigrant 

communities? 

CO MEY: 

Thank you for that. I'm glad they shared their feedback. Boy, I hope either before or after the feedback 

they go on and actually go through the Don't be a Puppet because I've done it. I honestly can't 

understand the concerns. It's a very common sense thing. 

One of our big challenges is how -- if a kid starts to go sideways towards violence, the people closest to 

him are going to see something likely. 

How do we get folks to a place where they're sensitized to make common sense judgments that this 

person may be headed in a very dangerous direction? It's never going to be perfect, but I actually think a 

lot of thought went into this, including faith groups, all kinds of civic groups to make sure we got 

something that was good common sense education for kids and for teachers. 
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And so I'm a -- I'm a little bit at a loss. Maybe we (ph) ought to meet with them, they can show me which 

parts of it they actually think are problematic. But I think it's a pretty darn good piece of work is my 

overall reaction. 

CHU: 

So -- so Director Corney, you've gone to the website and -- and looked at it. So what then would you 

consider to be a place that sounds suspicious or what would you consider to be an unusual language 

that somebody is speaking, so much so that a student should report them to the authorities? 

CO MEY: 

I think what it says is speaking -- using unusual language not -- not -- not speaking Pesh (ph) to or French 

or German. I think it means speaking in an unusual way about things. And suspicious place -- Syria leaps 

to my mind. 

If someone is talking to classmates about thinking about traveling to Syria, the classmates ought to be 

sensitized to that, the teacher ought to be sensitized to it so we can try and intervene with that kid 

before we have to lock them up for most of their life. 

CHU: 

But do you have evidence to show that this program is actually countering recruiting efforts by violent 

extremists? 

CO MEY: 

I don't, but it sure makes a lot of sense to me. It seems like a common sense way to equip kids to resist 

the siren song that comes from radical lslamists or skinhead groups or hate groups of different kinds. 

And so look, it's not -- I'm sure it's not perfect because nothing in life is. We'd welcome feedback, but 

the general idea makes a lot of sense to me. 

CHU: 

I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio. Mr. Jordan, for five minutes. 

JORDAN: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Director, in your opening comments, you said this was an unusual case. I would say that's the 

understatement of the year. 

Husband of the subject meets with the attorney general three days before Secretary Clinton is 

interviewed by the FBI. Nine people get to sit in with Secretary Clinton during that interview. One of 

those was her Chief of Staff Cheryl Mills, who was a subject of the investigation. Five people get some 

kind of immunity. 

Five people get some kind of immunity, yet no one is prosecuted. Three of those people who get 

immunity take the Fifth in front of Congress and one of them doesn't even bother to show up when he's 

subpoenaed. Supposed to have been at that very chair you're sitting at. 

And of course, the attorney general announces that she's going to follow your recommendations, even 

though she doesn't know what those recommendations are. The only time she's ever done that. So of 

course this was unusual. We've never seen anything like this. 

Which sort of brings me to the post. I'd like to put up the post that some have talked about, which is the 

post by Mr. Combetta on Reddit. And you said earlier that you don't know if you examined this during 

your investigation, so let's examine it now. "I need to strip out a VI P's address from a bunch of archived 

e-mail. Basically, they do not want the VIP's e-mail address exposed to anyone." 

Director, when I hear the term strip out e-mail address, I think somebody's trying to hide something, 

somebody's trying to cover up something. And this sort of raises an important question from these two 

sentences. Who's the they who wants something said hid? And who's the VIP who also wants something 

hid? 

Director Corney, is it likely the VIP (inaudible) just the VIP, it's a very, very important person according to 

Mr. Combetta. Is it likely that person is Secretary Clinton? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, sure. 

JORDAN: 

OK. And is it also likely that the "they" refers to her -- Secretary Clinton's staff and specifically Cheryl 

Mills? 

CO MEY: 

I don't know that. Either her lawyers or some staff that had tasked him with the production. 

JORDAN: 

So one other thing that's important on that -- if we could put that back up. One other thing that's 

important is the date. The date at the top says July 24, 2014. So whenever I see a date -- I'm sure you do 
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the same thing -- I always look at what's happening about that same timeframe, what may have 

happened directly before that and maybe directly after that. 

JORDAN: 

So I went back to your reports that you guys had given to us. The first report back last month, August 18, 

2016, page 15. On page 15 it says, during the summer of 2014, State Department indicated to Cheryl 

Mills a request for Clinton's work related e-mails would be forthcoming. 

State Department gives Cheryl Mills a heads up that she's got to go round up all of Secretary Clinton's e

mail. On that same page, it says the House Select Committee on Benghazi had a recent agreement with 

the Statement regarding production of documents on July 23rd, 2014. 

Just the day before, which I find kind of interesting. Then from your report that we got just last week, 

after reviewing several documents dated in and around July 23rd, 2014, Paul Combetta had a 

conversation with Cheryl Mills and after reviewing a July 24th, there's that date again, 2014 e-mail from 

Brian Paglia no, Paul Combetta explains, Cheryl Mills was concerns (ph), Clinton's then current e-mail 

address would be disclosed publicly. 

So, sure looks to me like it's Secretary Clinton, as you said, but also that it's Cheryl Mills and Brian 

Pagliano who are urging Mr. Combetta to cover this stuff up. Do you agree? 

CO MEY: 

With what you read it sure sounds like they're trying to figure out a way to strip out the actual e-mail 

address from what they produce. 

JORDAN: 

Well, they're actually trying to strip it all out, PSD file, everything. Here's the takeaway in my mind. Mills 

gets a heads up, Cheryl Mills gets a heads up in mid-summer of 2014. 

July 23rd, the day before Mr. Combetta's Reddit post, the Benghazi Committee and the Senate 

Department reach an agreement on production of documents. Cheryl Mills has a conversation with Paul 

Combetta. He goes on Reddit then and tries to figure out how he can figure out how he can get rid of all 

this e-mail. 

Even though he's not successful then, he has to do it later down the road with Bleach Bit, and then the 

clincher. The clincher, just last week, he's gone on line and trying to delete these Reddit posts. He's trying 

to cover up his tracks, he's trying to cover up the cover- up. So I guess the question is, and someone's 

asked it earlier, in light of all this, are you thinking about re-opening the investigation? 

CO MEY: 
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I may have misunderstood what you said during the question. I don't understand that to be talking 

about deleting thee- mails. I understand it to be talking about removing from the from line, the actual 

e-mail address. And but anyhow, maybe I misunderstood you but ... 

JORDAN: 

Well, this same guy later BleachBit, to Bleachbit, and did delete e-mails. 

CO MEY: 

Sure, yes. That's ... 

JORDAN: 

My question is, the guy you gave immunity to, the guy who took the fifth in front of us, is on line trying 

to figure out how to remove e-mail addresses, change evidence, later uses Bleach Bit. 

That guy, who won't testify in front of Congress, and he has correspondence with Cheryl Mills. Cheryl 

Mills, a subject of the investigation, Cheryl Mills who also got some kind of immunity agreement, Cheryl 

Mills who walked out for part of the questions during the interview with the FBI. Seems to me that's 

pretty compelling and the timeline's pretty compelling as well. 

CO MEY: 

I'm not following compelling of what? There's no doubt that Combetta was involved in deleting e-mails. 

JORDAN: 

After conversations with Cheryl Mills. 

CO MEY: 

He had the oh, S-H-1-T moment, as he told us, and that's why it was very important for us to interview 

this guy to find out who told you to do that, why did you do that, that's why he was giving you ... 

JORDAN: 

Did you know about the Reddit post when you interviewed him? 

CO MEY: 

As I said earlier, I think we did, I mean -- I think our investigators did. I'm not positive as I sit here. 
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JORDAN: 

Mr. Chairman I -- I mean the guy is trying to cover up the Reddit post where he's trying to figure out how 

he can cover up the e-mail addresses and I find that compelling, particularly in light of the fact that just 

the day before he's talking with Cheryl Mills and the State Department is on notice that the Benghazi 

Committee wants these very documents. 

JORDAN: 

I find that compelling. Obviously, the FBI didn't, and this is just one more -- one more on that list of 

things that make this case highly unusual. 

I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

The director is permitted to respond, if he chooses to do so. 

CO MEY: 

No, I don't think so. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida, Mr. Deutch, for five minutes. 

DEUTCH: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Director Corney, the FBI is tasked with a very serious responsibilities. You're on the front lines trying to 

prevent terrorist attacks. You're investigating public corruption. And as I told your agents on a recent 

visit to your Miami field office, I'm grateful to you and your agents, all of the women and men of the FBI, 

for your dedication to and commitment to the pursuit of justice. We're most grateful. 

Now, one critical responsibility of the FBI is to investigate when American citizens violate federal laws 

involving improper contacts with foreign governments. 

Director Corney, if an American national goes outside government channels to negotiate with a foreign 

government on behalf of the United States, that's a very serious crime, one that would violate the Logan 

Act, which as you know, is the law the prohibits unauthorized people from negotiating with foreign 

governments in the place of the United States government. 
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Director Corney, would the FBI take allegations of Logan Act violations seriously? Is that within your 

jurisdiction? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, it's within our jurisdiction. 

DEUTCH: 

And if you had credible evidence that someone had violated the Logan Act, would the FBI investigate 

that alleged violation of law? 

CO MEY: 

I think we have done many Logan Act investigations over the years and we certainly will in the future. 

DEUTCH: 

And am I correct in assuming that you're familiar with publicly quoted comments from various 

intelligence sources that have said that Russia has targeted the United States with illegal state- directed 

hacking? 

CO MEY: 

I'm aware of the published reports. 

DEUTCH: 

If an American citizen, Director Corney, conducted meetings with a Russian individual who has been 

sanctioned by the United States about potential weakening of U.S. sanctions policy, in violation of the 

Logan Act, would the FBI investigate? 

CO MEY: 

I don't think it's appropriate to answer that. That gets too close to confirming or denying whether we 

have an investigation. It seems too close to real life. So I'm not going to commment. 

DEUTCH: 

OK. But there are -- you have investigated Logan Act violations? It's something that's clearly within your 

jurisdiction. 
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I appreciate, Director Corney, your confirming that the FBI would treat these potential violations of law 

both seriously and urgently. Because everything that I just outlined that you said the FBI would 

investigate, has apparently happened already. 

Public reports suggest that the Logan Act may have been violated by Carter Page, one of the men 

Donald Trump singled out as a top foreign policy adviser, who now the campaign appears eager to revise 

Mr. Page's role, given the attention rightly being given to his illicit negotiations with a sanctioned 

Russian official. 

I've read reports from Yahoo News from last week that law enforcement may already be looking into 

this issue and I assume we all agree that the allegations are very serious. 

Russia, a nation that hacks America, a nation that continues to enable Assad -- the Assad regime to 

slaughter the Syrian people, a nation that threatens and violates the territorial integrity of its neighbors 

and our European allies -- it is a dangerous violation of federal law if Donald Trump's adviser, Carter 

Page, is engaging in freelance negotiations with Russia. 

And here's what we know. In March, Donald Trump named Carter Page as a foreign policy adviser. In 

July, Mr. Page traveled to Moscow to give a speech that was harshly critical of the United States. 

And during that trip, Mr. Page is reported to have also met with a Russian official named Igor Sechin, a 

member of Vladimir Putin's inner circle and the president of the petroleum company, Rosneft, who was 

sanctioned by the United States under executive order 13361 prohibiting him from traveling to the 

United States or conducting business with U.S. firms. 

So, Mr. Sechin has a clear and personal interest in lifting U.S. sanctions against him and other top 

Russian officials put in place by President Obama after Russia's military action in Ukraine. 

Now, if these two men met to discuss sanctions policy or lifting of sanctions under a potential Trump 

administration, this would be enormously concerning. Just last week, the press reported that U.S. 

intelligence officials are seeking to determine whether an American businessman identified by Donald 

Trump as one of his foreign policy advisers has opened up private communications with senior Russian 

officials, including talks about possible lifting of sanctions. 

Mr. Corney, it is illegal if Trump's adviser met with Russians who have been sanctioned by the United 

States about lifting these sanctions. And I am grateful for your reassurances this morning that the FBI 

would investigate potential violations of the Logan Act by any individual who engages in unauthorized 

negotiations with a foreign government. 

I remind my colleagues that Donald Trump invited Russia to hack the United States. I remind my 

colleagues that Donald Trump suggested breaking America's longstanding commitment to our NATO 

allies and weakening U.S. sanctions against Russia. 

Is there a connection between these reckless and dangerous policy proposals and the potential violation 

of the Logan Act by Donald Trump's Russia adviser? 

Mr. Corney, we appreciate very much the FBl's vigilance in pursuing justice. 

Mr. Chairman, I yield back. 
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GOODLATTE: 

The witness is permitted to respond if he chooses to do so. 

The chair now recognizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Marino, for five minutes. 

MARINO: 

Thank you, Chairman. 

Thank you, Director, for being here. I think we worked on a couple of cases together in our districts. 

Would you clarify something for me on active production immunity? Does active production immunity 

go beyond the scenario that I'm going to state? 

You ask for a computer from a witness. You give that witness act of production immunity that, in my 

interpretation, is that the agent who has that now in his or her hand, the witness is immune from the 

agent getting on the stand and saying that person -- this is that person's computer because they gave it 

to me. 

Does it go beyond that? And -- or was there additional immunity for Ms. Mills stating that anything on 

that computer cannot be used against her? 

CO MEY: 

As I recall it, Congressman, the act of production immunity for Ms. Mills was you give us this computer; 

we will not use -- "we" the Justice Department -- anything we find on the computer directly against you 

in connection with investigation or prosecution for mishandling of classified information. 

I think that's how they defined it. 

MARINO: 

But that goes beyond act of production. Doesn't act of production simply state that I'm the agent; I can't 

get on the stand and say that belongs to that individual because they simply gave it to me. It sounds like 

more additional immunity was given that says "and what is on this we cannot hold against you." 

CO MEY: 

I think of it as -- I still think of it as an act of production immunity. From my experience, that's what I 

would characterize that agreement. I guess you're right, there could be a more limited form of act of 

production immunity which simply says "your fact of giving us this object will not be used against you 

directly." I have to think through whether it can be parsed that way. 

But I think I take your point. 
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MARINO: 

So that's why I'm saying additional immunity was given. And I don't think it was warranted at that point. 

Let me ask you this, we have both impaneled many grand juries, investigative grand juries. Why not 

impanel an investigative grand jury whereby you have reasonable suspicion that a crime may have been 

committed, and then you have the ability to get warrants, subpoenas, (inaudible) information, subpoena 

witnesses before the grand jury under oath. 

And if they take the Fifth, if it's not the target, if they take the Fifth, they simply -- and say "I'm not going 

to talk to you," you can give them, whether it's use immunity, the A.G. can give them that, and you had 

that authority, and then transactional has to come from the judge. 

And if they refuse to testify then, then you can say, fine, we're going to take you before a judge, hold 

you in contempt, and then you're going to sit in jail until you answer our questions. 

Wouldn't that have been much simpler and more effective than the way this has gone about? I know 

that I've done it many, many times. And sometimes we find a situation where there isn't enough 

evidence, and most of the time we find there is enough evidence. 

CO MEY: 

It's a reasonable question. The -- and I don't want to talk about grand jury in connection with this case 

or. .. 

(CROSSTALK) 

MARINO: 

That's why I posed it the way I did. 

CO MEY: 

Right. From our training, we know we're never supposed to talk about grand jury publicly. 

MARINO: 

Yes. 

CO MEY: 

But I can answer more generally than that. Anytime you're talking about the prospect of subpoenaing a 

computer from a lawyer, it involves the lawyer's practice of law, you know you're getting into a big 

magilla. 
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MARINO: 

Please let me interrupt here. 

CO MEY: 

Sure. 

MARINO: 

I understand that clearly. Why did you not decide to go to an investigative grand jury? It would have 

been cleaner. It would have been much simpler. And you would have had more authority to make these 

witnesses testify -- not the target, but the witnesses testify. 

That seems the way to go, Director. We've done it thousands of times. This just was too convoluted. 

CO MEY: 

Again, I need to steer clear of talking about grand jury use in a particular matter. In general, in my 

experience, you can often do things faster with informal agreements, especially when you're interacting 

with lawyers. 

In this particular investigation, the investigative team really wanted to get access to the laptops that 

were used to sort these e-mails. Those are lawyers' laptops. That is a very complicated thing. I think 

they were able to navigate it pretty well to get us access. 

MARINO: 

The media says that Mrs. Clinton repeated -- the media says -- 41 times that "I do not recall" or "I do not 

remember" or variations of that. Is that a fact? 

CO MEY: 

I don't know. I have not counted. I have read the 302, obviously. 

MARINO: 

Wouldn't that have been taken into consideration? 

CO MEY: 

I'm sorry? 
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MARINO: 

Wouldn't that selective memory be taken into consideration? 

CO MEY: 

Sure. The nature and quality of a subject's memory is always a factor. 

MARINO: 

My time is expired. Thank you, sir. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair recognizes the gentlewoman from Washington state, Ms. Delbene, for five minutes. 

DELBENE: 

Thank you, Mr. Chair. 

And thank you, Director Corney, for spending all this time with us today. 

In 2010, the White House set up the vulnerabilities equities process, the VEP, and implemented it in 

2014. So if you give the government a process for determining whether, how, and when to disclose 

vulnerabilities to technology companies so that they would be able to address those vulnerabilities and 

patch them. 

And in a couple of situations, I know there was disclosure from the FBI. In April of this year, the FBI 

informed Apple of a security flaw in older versions of IOS and OS-10 -- its first vulnerability to Apple 

under the vulnerability equities process. 

DELBENE: 

In May of this year, the FBI Cyber Division warned the private sector about a fake USB device charger 

that can log the keystrokes of certain wireless keyboards. And that was 15 months after the FBI 

discovered the vulnerability. 

In the warning, the FBI stated quote, "If placed strategically in an office or other location where 

individuals might use wireless devices, a malicious cyber actor could potentially harvest personally 

identifiable information, intellectual property, trade secrets, passwords or other sensitive information," 

end quote. 
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Other instances of the FBI using the VIP are scarce and indeed, there have been reports that it's rare for 

the FBI to use this process. And so I wanted to you know, ask you why this is and what's your view of the 

process? 

CO MEY: 

Thank you for that question. The process seems to me to be a reasonable process to -- to in a structured 

fashion, bring everybody who might have an optic on this in the government together to talk about how 

do we think about disclosing a particular vulnerability to the private sector as against the equities that 

may be at stake in terms of national security, in particular. 

So I think it makes sense to have such a process. The FBI participants in it -- when we come across a 

vulnerability that we know the vulnerability and it falls within the VI P's jurisdiction. I don't know the 

particulars of the case (ph) you said there was a 15 month delay in disclosing a particular vulnerability. 

I don't know enough to react to that probably wouldn't react in an open forum in any event. But that's 

my overall reaction. 

DELBENE: 

And does every vulnerability discovered go through this process in terms of understanding whether or 

not you would disclose? 

CO MEY: 

I think there's a definition of what falls under the process. You have to know the vulnerability so we 

have to have knowledge so what is it that allows it, the vulnerability to be exploited. 

We didn't for example, in the San Bernardino case. We bought access but we didn't know the 

vulnerability, what was behind it. But I forget the definitions I sit (ph) here of which vulnerabilities have 

to be considered. 

DELBENE: 

And so is there another process that you might use that's different from the VEP or when you're looking 

at vulnerabilities and whether or not they ... 

CO MEY: 

For the VIP, I know our folks would routinely have made a disclosure to private entities. But I don't think 

there's a -- I don't know of a process outside of VIP. 

DELBENE: 
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And so that -- but you're not sure if in every situation, the VIP is used whenever you discover a 

vulnerability? 

CO MEY: 

Sounds like a circular answer but if it's a -- and obviously, I didn't read the VIP before coming here today. 

I -- we can get smart on it very quickly and have somebody talk to you about it. 

But if it falls under the definition of things that have to be discussed at the VIP of course we do. I just 

can't remember what that definition is, exactly. 

DELBENE: 

OK I'm trying to understand if a vulnerability is discovered, if there's always a standard process that you 

would go through to understand whether or not that's -- that information would be disclosed and if that 

process is the VIP, that's the. 

CO MEY: 

Yeah that's a great question, I don't know the answer to that whether there's a set of vulnerabilities that 

would fall outside of the VEP process. And if that's the case, how do we deal with it 1-- I don't know 

sitting here. 

DELBENE: 

Thanks, if you have other feedback on that I'd appreciate that another time. In August, you said that 

stakeholders needed to take some time to collect information on the going dark issue and come back 

afterward to have an adult conversation. 

And I agree with you and so I wondered if you had agreed that there's room for us to work together on 

ways to help law enforcement that don't include mandating a back door. 

CO MEY: 

Totally. I keep reading that I'm an advocate of back doors, I wanna mend these back doors -- I am not. I 

have never advocated we have to have back doors. We have to figure out how we can solve this 

problem together and it has to be everybody who cares about it coming together to talk about it. 

I don't know exactly what the answer is, frankly. I can see the problem which I think is my job is to tell 

people the tools you're counting on us to use to keep you safe. You're (ph) less and less effective, that's 

a big problem. 

But what to do and how to do it is -- is a really complicated thing and I think everybody has to 

participate. 
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DELBENE: 

Thank you. Thank you so much for that. 

And I yield back, Mr. Chair. 

GOODLATTE: 

Chair thanks the gentlewoman. 

Recognize the gentleman from South Carolina, Mr. Gowdy for five minutes. 

GOWDY: 

Well, thank you Mr. Chairman. 

I wanna start by acknowledging progress, I think it's important that we do so. This morning, we've had 

nine straight Democrats talk to the FBI about e-mails without asking for immunity. That's a record. 

And I suspect the reason that they have not asked for immunity from Director Corney is they would say 

they've done nothing wrong. I find that interesting because that's exactly what Heather Samuels said 

and Cheryl Mills attorneys said. 

In fact, they said it just a few days ago and I'll -- I'll quote it, "The FBI considered my clients to be 

witnesses and nothing more." And then Ms. Mills and Ms. Samuels's attorney said this, I think this is the 

most interesting part, "The Justice Department assured us, my clients, that nothing wrong." 

Well, Mr. Chairman if you're assuring subjects or targets or witnesses whatever you wanna call them 

that they've done nothing wrong, it does begs to the question, what are you seeking and receiving 

immunity from? I mean if you've done nothing wrong -- laptops don't go to the Bureau of Prisoners, Mr. 

Chairman, people do. 

So the immunity was not for the laptop. The immunity was for Cheryl Mills. And if the Department of 

Justice says you've done nothing wrong, it does beg the question of why you are seeking or receiving 

immunity. 

And it could be, Mr. Chairman, for a couple of different -- it could be for the classified information that 

was the -- the genesis of the investigation. It would be for the destruction of federal records which came 

from that initial investigation. 

Or it could be both. Mr. Corney, I wanna -- I wanna ask you this. Did the bureau interview everyone who 

originated an e-mail that ultimately went to Secretary Clinton that contained classified information? 

CO MEY: 

I don't think so, nearly everyone but not everyone. 
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GOWDY: 

Well, you and I had a discussion the last time about intent. You and I see the statute differently. My 

opinion doesn't matter. Yours does, you're the head of the bureau. 

But -- but in my judgment, you read an element into the statute that does not appear on the face of the 

statute. And then we had a discussion about intent. So why would you not interview the originator of 

the e-mail to number one, determine whether or not that originator had a conversation with the 

secretary herself? 

CO MEY: 

We're a handful of people who we -- that the team decided it wasn't a smart use of resources to track 

down. One was a civilian in Japan as I recall who had forwarded something that somehow got classified 

as it went up. 

And the other were a group of low level State Department people deployed around the world who had 

written things that ended up being classified. Nearly everyone was interviewed, but there was a small 

group that the team decided it isn't worth the resources. 

GOWDY: 

Well, to that extent, if you interviewed the overwhelming majority of the originators of the e-mail, will 

you make those 302s available to Congress because I counted this morning, 30-something 302s that we 

do not have. 

CO MEY: 

OK I'll go back and check. My goal is maximum transparency consistent with our obligations under the 

law. I'll check on that. 

GOWDY: 

Well, 1-- and I'll appreciate it for this reason, intent is awfully hard to prove. Very rarely do defendants 

announce ahead of time I intend to commit this crime, on this date, go ahead and check and code 

section, I'm gonna do it. That rarely happens. 

So you have to prove it by circumstantial evidence, such as whether or not the person intended to set 

up an e-mail system outside the State Department, such as whether or not the person knew or 

should've known that his or her job involved handling classified information. 

Whether or not the person was truthful about the use of multiple devices, whether or not the person 

knew that a frequent e-mailer to her had been hacked and whether she took any remedial steps after 

being put on notice that you're e-mail or someone who's been e-mailing with you prolifically had been 

hacked. 
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And whether or not -- and I think you would agree with this, director -- false exculpatory statements are 

gold in a court room. I would rather have a false exculpatory statement than a confession. 

I would rather have someone lie about something and it be provable that that is a lie, such as that I 

neither sent nor received classified information. Such as, that I turned over all of my work- related e

mails. 

All of that to me goes to the issue of intent. So I got two more questions then I'm gonna be out of time. 

For those who may have to prosecute these cases in the future, what would she have had to do to 

warrant your recommendation of a prosecution? 

If all of that was not enough, because all of that's what she did. If all of that's not enough, then surely 

you cannot be arguing that you have to have an intent to harm the United States to be subject in this 

prosecution. 

I mean that -- that's treason. That's not a violation of the statute. 

CO MEY: 

No I think we'd have to be able to prove beyond a reasonable doubt a general awareness of the -- of the 

unlawfulness of your conduct. You knew you were doing something you shouldn't do. 

And then, obviously that's the -- on the space (ph) of the statute itself, then you need to consider so 

who else has been prosecuted and what circumstances because it's all about prosecutorial judgment. 

But those two things would be the key -- key questions. 

Can you prove that the person knew they were doing something they shouldn't do, a general criminal 

intent, general mens rea? 

GOWDY: 

But the -- but the way to prove ... 

(CROSSTALK) 

CO MEY: 

... treated other people similarly? 

GOWDY: 

The way to prove that is whether or not someone took steps to conceal or destroy what they've done. 

That is the best evidence you have. That they knew it was wrong. That they lied about it. 

CO MEY: 

It's awful -- it's very good evidence, always wanna look at that the subject said about their conduct. 
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GOWDY: 

Well, and there's a lot, there's a lot. If you saw her initial press conference, it all falls under the heading 

of false exculpatory statement. 

I'm out ohime, Mr. Chairman. 

But the director -- you started off by giving us examples of things the bureau has done. And -- and 

everyone of us who's worked with the FBI, that is -- that is the FBI that I know, the one that went and 

saved that girl in North Carolina. That is the FBI that I know. 

What concerns me director, is when you have five immunity agreements and no prosecution. When you 

are allowing witnesses who happen to be lawyers, to happen to be targets, to sit in on an interview; that 

is not the FBI that I used to work with. 

So I've been really careful to not criticize you, in fact I said it again this morning. They wanted to know 

was he gotten to (ph), did somebody corrupt him? No I just disagree with you. But it's really important 

to me that the FBI be respected. 

And you -- you gotta help us understand because it looks to be like some things were done differently 

that I don't recall being done back when I used to work with them. 

And with that, I will yield back to the chairman. 

CO MEY: 

Can I respond to that? 

GOODLATTE: 

Yes you may. 

CO MEY: 

I hope some day when this political craze is over, you will look back on this. Because this is the FBI you 

know and love. This was done by pros in the right way. That's the part I have no patience for. 

Sorry, sir. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair recognizes the gentleman from Rhode Island Mr. Cicilline for five minutes. 

CICILLINE: 
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

And thank you Director Corney for your extraordinary service to our country and please convey to the 

professionals at the FBI my gratitude for their exemplary service to the people of this country. 

And particularly, I want to acknowledge the extraordinary prompt and effective response to the recent 

bombings in New Jersey and New York. 

It's just another example of this extraordinary agency and your extraordinary leadership. Director 

Corney, many of us have expressed a concern about the growing incidence of gun violence in this 

country. 

We expressed condolences and concern following the recent mass shootings in Burlington, Washington 

where five people lost their lives. We shared the same sentiments after incidents in Aurora and Newton 

and Charleston but as more Americans lose their lives to senseless gun violence, this Congress has been 

absolutely silent and inactive on this issue. 

So I'd like to really turn to you and your career in public service and both as U.S. attorney and now as the 

FBI director, with so much experience in dealing with the consequences of gun violence and ask you to 

kind of share with us what you think might be some things Congress could do to help reduce gun 

violence in this country? 

I know-- if I recall correctly in 2013 during confirmation hearings, you at least alluded to your support 

for universal background checks, bans on illegal trafficking of guns, assault weapons and high capacity 

magazines. So I'm wondering what you think would be effective for us to do to help reduce the 

incidence of gun violence in this country. 

CO MEY: 

Thank you Congressman. And you're exactly right, we do spend a lot of time thinking, investigating and 

mourning the deaths in mass shootings. I think it's really important though the bureau not be in the 

policy business and be in the enforcement business. And so I'm going to respectfully avoid your question 

honestly, because I think we should not be in the place of -- we should be a factual input to you, we 

should not be suggesting particular laws with respect to guns or anything else. 

CICILLINE: 

So let me ask you Director about a very specific enforcement challenge. I introduced a piece of 

legislation called the Unlawful Gun Buyer Alert Act to get at this issue of a default (ph) process. This is 

where people buy a gun, they purchase a gun but they are not permitted to buy one under law but the 

three day time period has elapsed and between 2010 and 2014, 15,729 sales to prohibited persons 

occurred. 

That means people who are not lawfully permitted to buy a gun got a gun 15,000 times. So my 

legislation would require that when that happens that local enforcement is notified. They can then make 

a decision, should we go prosecute this person who's now in possession of a gun illegally, should we 

execute a search warrant but they would at least be put on notice. 
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In your community, a person who should not have a gun bought one, so they can take some action. 

Would that make sense in terms of your enforcement responsibilities? 

CO MEY: 

It might. I know ATF is notified in those circumstances. 

CICILLINE: 

Which of course is a very different set of priorities for ATF. Do they go and actually execute a warrant 

and charge somebody? But there are state and local prohibitions on that, that could be acted upon. So 

would it also make sense to notify local law enforcement? 

CO MEY: 

It might. I'd want to think through and ask ATF how do they think through the de-confliction issues that 

might arise there but it's a reasonable thing to look at. 

CICILLINE: 

The second -- my next question, Director, is there has been a recent discussion about implementing stop 

and frisk in cities to address crime even at the national level. 

And although the data shows that this disproportionately targets people of color, and just to give you 

some context, in 2011 when stop and frisk activity reached an all-time high in New York City, police 

stopped 685,000 people. Fifty-three percent of those individuals were black, 34 percent were Latino and 

nine percent were White. 

More than half were aged 14 to 24 years old and of the 685,000 people that were stopped and frisked, 

88 percent were neither arrested nor received any sort of citation. Do you believe this stop and frisk 

policy is an effective tactic to address crime in our nation's cities? 

What would a federal implementation look like that Mr. Trump has called for and how can Congress 

minimize racial profiling and discriminatory ineffective techniques like stop and frisk and instead 

promote activities that build trust and confidence between the police and the community? 

CO MEY: 

I don't know what a federal program would look like because we're not in the policing business. We're 

investigative agencies at the federal level. But the Terry stop, the stop and frisk is not a term we use in 

the federal system, the Terry stop, which is the stop of an individual based on reasonable suspicion that 

they're engaged in criminal activity, is a very important law enforcement tool. To my mind, its 

effectiveness depends upon the conversation after the stop. 

When it's done well, someone has stopped, then they are told, I stopped you because we have a report 

of guy with a gray sweatshirt who matches you. That's why I stopped you sir, I'm sorry. 
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Or I stopped you because I saw you do this behavior. Because the danger is, what's an effective law 

enforcement technique can become a source of estrangement for a community and you need the help 

of the community. So it's an important tool when used right and what makes the different between right 

and wrong is what's the nature of the conversation with the person you've stopped. 

CICILLINE: 

Thank you Director. Mr. Chairman I would just like to finally associate myself with the remarks of 

Congressman Deutch regarding the Logan Act violations and the remarks of many of colleagues 

regarding the attempts by the Russians to interfere with our democracy and electoral process and take 

great comfort in the director's commitment to continue to understand this as an important 

responsibility of the agency to protect the integrity of our democracy and with that I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair thanks the gentleman. The chair recognizes the gentleman from Utah, Mr. Chaffetz, and as I 

do so I want to thank him for making, as chairman of the Oversight and Government Reform Committee, 

this very nice hearing room available to us while the Judiciary Committee hearing room is under 

renovation so gentleman is recognized for five minutes with my thanks. 

CHAFFETZ: 

Well, and I appreciate the extra five minutes of questioning for doing so, so thank you very much. 

Director thank you for your accessibility, you have been very readily available and we do appreciate 

that. 

This investigation started because the inspector general found classified information in a non-secure 

setting and the FBI went to a law firm and found this information. They seized at least one computer 

and at least one thumb drive, did you need an immunity agreement to get those? 

CO MEY: 

It was not -- I don't think there was -- in fact, I'm certain there was no immunity agreement used in 

connection with that. 

CHAFFETZ: 

So, did it really take the FBI a full year to figure out that Cheryl Mills and Heather Samuelson also had 

computers with classified information on them? 

CO MEY: 

No, it took us to that point in the investigation to insist that we try to get them. 
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CHAFFETZ: 

Were you getting them because they had classified information or because there was some other 

information you wanted? 

CO MEY: 

No, we thought those tools, as we understood it, that had been used to sort the e-mails and the 

investigative team very much wanted to understand if they could, whether there was an electronic tale 

of how that had been done because the big issue was, what did they delete, what did they keep ... 

CHAFFETZ: 

But why did you need an immunity agreement? Why didn't they just cooperate and hand them over? 

The law firm did, didn't they? 

CO MEY: 

Well, yes. That's a question really I can't answer. That's between a lawyer and her client and the Justice 

Department lawyers. For whatever reason, her lawyer thought it was in her interest to get an active 

production immunity agreement with the Department of Justice. 

CHAFFETZ: 

The FBI interviewed David Kendall's partner but did not interview David Kendall. Why didn't you 

interview David Kendall? 

CO MEY: 

I don't remember. I don't remember that decision. 

CHAFFETZ: 

Going back to this Reddit post, this was put up on July 24th of 2014. You believe this to be associated 

with Mr. Combetta, correct? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, I think that's right. 

CHAFFETZ: 
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This is the one that Mr. Jordan put up about the need to strip out a VI P's very VIP e-mail address and a 

bunch of archived e-mails. This is a -- he's referring to a federal record, isn't he? 

CO MEY: 

I don't know what exactly which records he's referring to. 

CHAFFETZ: 

How is this not a conscious effort to alter federal records? I mean the proximity to the date is just 

stunning. 

CO MEY: 

Sorry, what's the question? 

CHAFFETZ: 

How is this not a conscious effort to alter a federal record? 

CO MEY: 

Well, depending upon what the record was and exactly what he was trying to do and whether there 

would be disclosure to the people they were producing it to saying we changed this for privacy 

purposes. I just don't know sitting here. 

CHAFFETZ: 

These are documents that were under subpoena. These federal records were under subpoena, they 

were under a preservation order. Did Mr. Combetta destroy documents? 

CO MEY: 

I don't know whether that was true in July of 2014 they were under subpoena. 

CHAFFETZ: 

Did he ultimately destroy federal records, Mr. Combetta? 

CO MEY: 

No. I have no reason to believe he destroyed federal records. 
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CHAFFETZ: 

He used BleachBit, did he not? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, the question is what was already produced before he used the Bleach Bit. He definitely -- the reason 

he wanted immunity was he had done the Bleach Bit business after there was publicity about the 

demand from Congress for the records. That's a potential. .. 

CHAFFETZ: 

Not just publicity. There was a subpoena. 

CO MEY: 

Right, that's ... 

CHAFFETZ: 

And there was communication from Cheryl Mills that there was a preservation order, correct? 

CO MEY: 

Yes. 

CHAFFETZ: 

And he did indeed use BleachBit on these records? 

CO MEY: 

Sure. 

CHAFFETZ: 

So he ... 

CO MEY: 

That's why the guy wouldn't talk to us without immunity. 
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CHAFFETZ: 

And so when you got him immunity, what did you learn? 

CO MEY: 

We learned that no one had directed him to do that. That he had done it ... 

CHAFFETZ: 

You really think that he just did this by himself? 

CO MEY: 

I think his account, again I don't, I never affirmatively believe anybody except my wife but the question 

is do I have evidence to disbelieve him and I don't. 

His account is credible that he was told to do it in 2014, screwed up and didn't do it. Panicked when he 

realized he hadn't and then raced back in and did it after Congress asked for the records and the New 

York Times wrote about them. That was his oh, S-H-1-T moment. 

That was credible, again I don't believe people, but we did not have evidence to disbelieve that and 

establish someone told him to do that. No e-mail, no phone call, nothing. The hope was, if he had been 

told to do that, that'd be a great piece of evidence. If we give him immunity, maybe he'll tell us so and so 

told me so, so and so asked me to and then we're working up the chain. 

CHAFFETZ: 

But he did indeed destroy federal records and he was told at some point to do this, correct? Who told 

him to do that initially? When he was supposed to do it in December and he didn't do it, who told him to 

do that? 

CO MEY: 

One of Secretary Clinton's staff members. I can't remember sitting here, we know that. One of her 

lawyers, it might have been Cheryl Mills. Someone on the team said, we don't need those e-mails 

anymore, get rid of the archived file. 

CHAFFETZ: 

This is what's unbelievable about this because there is classified information, there are federal records 

that were indeed destroyed and that's -- that's just the fact pattern. Let's go back to -- let's go back to 

this -- here's the other thing that I'll draw to your attention that is new. 
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September 15th of this year, I issued a subpoena from the Oversight and Government Reform 

Committee on these Reddit posts. Four days later they were destroyed, or taken down. They were 

deleted. 

I would hope the FBI would take that into consideration. Again, we're trying under a properly issued 

subpoena to get to this information. Let's go to Heather Mills real quick. 

CHAFFETZ: 

How does the -- in the 2016 interview with Cheryl Mills, she says quote, "Mills did not learn" -- in the 

interview report that you -- the interview summary from the FBI, "Mills did not learn Clinton was using a 

private e-mail server until after Clinton's tenure." 

Back -- also, you have this interview with Mr. Pagliano, who said he approached, quote, "Pagliano then 

approached Cheryl Mills in her office and relayed a State Department employee's concerns regarding 

federal records retention and the use of a private server. Pagliano remembers Mills replying that former 

secretaries of state had done similar things to include Colin Powell." 

It goes then on to a page 10 -- and this is what I don't understand -- the FBI writes, "Clinton's immediate 

aides, to include Mills, Abedin, Sullivan," and - a redacted name- "told the FBI they were unaware of the 

existence of a private server until after Clinton -- Clinton's tenure at State or when it became public 

knowledge." 

But if you look back at the email from -- from Heather Mills, if you go back to 2010, this is to Justin 

Cooper, OK, Mills to Cooper, who does not -- which you were -- he works for Clinton's. He doesn't work 

for the State Department. 

"FYI, HRC email coming back. Is server OK?" Cooper writes back, "You are funny. We're on the same 

server." She knew there wasn't (ph) a server. When there was a problem with Hillary Rodham Clinton's 

e-mail, what did they do? She called the person, who has no background in this, who is not a State 

Department employee, no security clearance, and then tells the FBI, well, I never knew about that. 

CHAFFETZ: 

But there's direct evidence that contradicts this. How do you come to that conclusion and write that in 

the summary statement that she had no knowledge of this? 

CO MEY: 

That's a question? 

CHAFFETZ: 

Yes. 
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GOODLATTE: 

The time of the gentleman has expired, but the director will answer the question. 

CO MEY: 

I don't remember exactly sitting here (ph) -- having done many investigations myself, there is always 

conflicting recollections of facts, some of which are central, some of which are peripheral. I don't 

remember sitting here (ph) about that one. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida, Mr. Desantis, for five minutes. 

DESANTIS: 

Director Corney, violent crime is up in this country, isn't it? 

CO MEY: 

Our UCR stats we just released show a rise in homicide and other violent crime -

DESANTIS: 

Violent crime, I think, was about 4 percent. But the homicides were up 10 percent, is that correct? 

CO MEY: 

10.8 percent. 

DESANTIS: 

And that's a pretty startling, concerning increase, do you agree? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, it is concerning. 

DESANTIS: 

Now, I don't know if you have data on 2016, but is your sense that 2016 is going to look closer to 2015 

or will it be - is there any indication that the rate's going to go back down? 
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CO MEY: 

No, we continue to see spikes in -- in some big cities in a way we can't quite make sense of. There's no 

doubt that's -- that some 15 to 30 cities are continuing to experience a spike. Whether that will drive the 

whole number up, I don't know. 

DESANTIS: 

Now the FBI has now assumed control of the - Dahir Adan, the Minnesota stabbing terrorist 

investigation. Is that confirmed that that was a terrorist attack at this point? 

CO MEY: 

We're still working on it. It -- it does look like, at least in part, he was motivated by some sort of 

inspiration from radical Islamic groups. Which groups and how, we're not sure of yet. 

DESANTIS: 

But he was - he was praising Allah, was asking at least one of the potential victims whether they were 

Muslim, and I know ISIS did take the responsibility for it, correct? 

CO MEY: 

They claimed responsibility, that is an - a dispositive for us, because they will claim responsibility for any 

savagery they can get their name on. But we're going through his entire electronic record and history of 

-- of all of his associations to try and understand that. 

DESANTIS: 

Now there was a report from the House Homeland Security last year that said that Minnesota was 

actually the number one source for ISIS fighters in the United States. One - do you acknowledge that 

that, or do you agree that that's true? And if so, why is Minnesota churning out so many jihadists? 

CO MEY: 

I don't know for sure whether that's true, but it sounds about right. We have very few ISIL fighters from 

the United States, even - over the last two years, there have been a number of Somali American heritage 

young men who've gone to fight with Al-Shabaab in Somalia and -- and with ISIL. 

I suspect the reason is that's one of the few areas in the United States where we have a large 

concentration that is susceptible to that recruiting. The great thing about America is everybody's kind of 

dispersed. 
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That's one of the areas where there's an immigrant Muslim community that seems to be susceptible for 

some reason. In -- in small measure, again, we're talking about eight people, I think the number is. But 

that -- that's my reaction to that. 

DESANTIS: 

But what's the FBI doing a deal with -- with the problem? You have an insular community that -- that -

that may make this problem more -- more significant. So how's the FBI combating that? 

CO MEY: 

Oh, in a bunch of different ways. With (ph) lots of partners to make sure we know the folks in - in -

especially the Somalia-American community in Minneapolis. U.S. attorney there has done a great job -

DESANTIS: 

have they been helpful with the FBI? 

CO MEY: 

Very. Very. Because they don't want their sons or daughters involved in this craziness anymore than 

anybody else does. 

DESANTIS: 

Now with - with Paul Combetta, I'm just trying to figure out what happened here. He never said that he 

remembered anything from that March 25th phone conversation with the Clinton people. Of course, 

that was days before he Bleach Bitted the e-mails. 

He never said he had any factual knowledge of anything that happened on that call. Is that his basic 

statement? Because I read the 302s (ph), he didn't really provide any information. 

CO MEY: 

I can't remember for sure. It would be in the 302. You've probably seen it more recently than I have. 

DESANTIS: 

Well, I saw one 302 said that he pied the fifth, obviously, he was given immunity. Another said that 

there was an invocation of attorney-client privilege at one time in one of the other summaries. So I'm 

just trying to figure out, you know, what happened - with Combetta? Why was he not able to provide 

information? 
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He had immunity, this was something that was much more fresh in his mind than previous conversations 

with Clinton people would've been. And yet you said he was credible. 

To me, feigning ignorance, that is not credible given the timeline where you have the time - "New York 

Times" saying that the server existed. The House immediately sends a subpoena. He has this 

conversation and then lo and behold a few days later all the e-mails are BleachBitted. 

CO MEY: 

he told us that, with immunity, that no one directed him to do it, instructed him to do it. We developed 

no evidence to contradict that. Again, we're never in the business of believing people. The question is 

always what evidence do we have that establishes disbelief. We don't have any contrary evidence. His 

account is uncontradicted by hard facts. 

DESANTIS: 

Well it's -- it's -- he's in a situation where he has these things are now under a subpoena and he has 

conversations with people who they -- they potentially could implicate. Then he takes this - this action. 

So I guess the question is, is it more reasonable to think that he just would have said, oh, you know 

what, I just need to all of a sudden Bleach Bit this stuff without any direction at all? I just find that to be 

something that is -- that is difficult to square. 

Let me ask you this. In September, you sent a memo to your employees at the FBI basically defending 

the way the bureau handled this investigation. Why did you send that? 

CO MEY: 

It was about how we were doing transparency, because it was all kinds of business about whether we 

were trying to hide stuff by putting it out on a Friday and I wanted to equip our workforce with 

transparency about how we were doing, our productions to Congress, so they can answer questions 

from their family and friends. I want them to know we're conducting ourselves the way they would want 

us to. 

DESANTIS: 

And you have -- because you mentioned former agents and people in the community, I mean, this has 

provoked some controversy within -- within the ranks of current and former agents? 

CO MEY: 

Not within the FBI. Again, who knows what people don't tell the director, but I should've -- I should've 

asked Mr. Gohmert (ph). 
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If there are agents in the FBI who are concerned or confused about this, please contact me. We will get 

you the transparency you need to see that your brothers and sisters did this the way you would want 

them to. 

DESANTIS: 

All right. I'm out of time, but I will say just - when I was in the military, you had said no one would be 

prosecuted. I mean - and maybe that was just for civilian, but I can tell you that people, if you had 

compromised top-secret information, there would've been a court-martial in your future. And I yield 

back 

GOODLATTE: 

Would the director care to respond to that? 

CO MEY: 

No. Fine (ph). 

GOODLATTE: 

It's a direct comparison to the finding of yourself that, as you test -- as you stated in your news 

conference, that no prosecutor could (ph) prosecute somebody under similar (ph) circumstances. 

CO MEY: 

I understand Mr. Desantis to be expressing a personal opinion. I -- I accept that at face value. I just 

haven't seen the cases that show me on the public record that that's true. But I accept - I accept his 

good faith. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Ratcliffe, for five minutes. 

RATCLIFFE: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Director, did you make the decision not to recommend criminal charges 

relating to classified information before or after Hillary Clinton was interviewed by the FBI on July the 

2nd? 

CO MEY: 

After. 
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RATCLIFFE: 

OK, then I'm going to need your help in trying to understand how that's possible. 

I think there's a lot of prosecutors or former prosecutors that are shaking our heads in (ph) how that 

could be the case, because if there was ever any real possibility that Hillary Clinton might be charged for 

something that she admitted to on July the 2nd, why would two of the central witnesses and the (ph) 

potential prosecution against her be allowed to sit in the same room to hear the testimony? 

Now I've heard your earlier answers today. You said that, well, it was because the interview was 

voluntary and -- and they were her lawyers. But I think you're skirting the real issue there, Director. 

First of all, the fact that it was voluntary, it didn't have to be, right? You could've impaneled an 

investigative grand jury. She could've been subpoenaed. And I know you've said that you can't comment 

on that. And I don't really care about the decision about whether or not there should've been a grand 

jury here. 

But since you didn't have one, it -- it goes to the issue at hand about whether or not this interview 

should've ever taken place. With - (inaudible) respect to the answers that you've given, the FBI and the 

Department of Justice absolutely control whether or not the interview is going to take place with other 

witnesses in the room. 

Because the simple truth is -- under the circumstances, as you've described, those interviews never take 

place. 

If there was ever any possibility that something Hillary Clinton might've said on July 2nd could have 

possibly resulted in criminal charges, that might possibly resulted in a trial against or relating to this 

classified information, well then to use your words, Director, I don't think that there's any reasonable 

prosecutor out there who would've allowed two immunized witnesses central to the prosecution 

approving the case against her to sit in the room with the interview -- the FBI interview of the subject of 

that investigation. 

And if I heard you earlier today, in your long career I heard you say that you've never had that 

circumstance. Was that - did I hear you correctly? 

CO MEY: 

That's correct, but -

RATCLIFFE: 

OK. And I never have either, and I've never met a prosecutor that's ever had that. So to me, the only way 

that an interview takes place with the two central witnesses and the subject of the investigation is if the 

decision has already been made that all three people in that room are not going to be charged. 

CO MEY: 
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Can I respond? 

RATCLIFFE: 

Yes, please. 

CO MEY: 

I know in our political life (ph) sometimes people casually occur - accuse each other of being dishonest, 

but if colleagues of ours believe I am lying about when I made this decision, please urge them to contact 

me privately so we can have a conversation about this. 

All I can do is tell you again, the decision was made after that because I didn't know what was going to 

happen in that interview. She maybe lied during the interview in a way we can prove (ph) - let me finish. 

I would also urge you to tell me what tools we have, as prosecutors and investigators, to kick out of an 

interview someone that the subject says is their lawyer. 

RATCLIFFE: 

That's not my point. The interview never should've taken place if you were going to allow the central 

witnesses that you needed to prove the case to sit there and listen to the testimony that the subject was 

going to give. It never happens. It never happened to you and it's never happened to me or any other 

prosecutor that I've met. 

And I know you've defended the people that were involved of this of being great (ph), but if it's never 

happened, I wonder why this is a case of precedent with respect to that practice that you and I have 

never seen in our careers. 

CO MEY: 

You and I don't control the universe of what's happened. I suspect it's very unusual. A key fact, though, 

that maybe is leading to some confusion here, is we had already concluded we didn't have a 

prosecutable case against Heather Samuelson, or Cheryl Mills at that point. If they were targets of our 

investigation, maybe we would've canceled the interview, but frankly, our focus was on the subject. The 

subject at that point was Hillary Clinton. 

RATCLIFFE: 

All right. Let me move on. 

According to the FBl's own documents, Paul Combetta was in his first interview on February the 18th, 

told FBI agents that he had no knowledge about the preservation order for the Clinton e-mails. Correct? 
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CO MEY: 

I don't know the dates of that, but I'm sure it's in the 302. 

RATCLIFFE: 

OK. But then two and a half months later on May the 3rd, his second interview, he made a 180 degree 

turn and he admitted that in fact he was aware of the preservation order and he was aware of the fact 

that that meant that he shouldn't disturb the Clinton e-mails. Correct? 

CO MEY: 

Yes. 

RATCLIFFE: 

OK. Well, then, I need your help again here because when I was at the Department of Justice, your 

reward for lying to federal agents was an 18 USC 1001 charge or potential obstruction of justice charge, 

it wasn't immunity. 

CO MEY: 

It depends on where you're trying to go with the investigation. It's a low-level guy, you're trying to move 

up in the chain, you might think about it differently. 

RATCLIFFE: 

Well, you -- he lied to an FBI agent. You don't think that's important? 

CO MEY: 

It's very important. Happens all the time unfortunately. It's very, very important. Sometimes, you 

prosecute that person and end their cooperation. Sometimes, you try and sign them up. 

RATCLIFFE: 

But if they lie to an FBI agent after they're given immunity, they violated the terms of their immunity 

agreement. 

CO MEY: 

Oh sure. After -- after the agreement. 
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RATCLIFFE: 

And so that's my point. If -- he shouldn't have immunity anymore. 

CO MEY: 

I'm sorry. I may have misunderstood you. He lied to us before he came clean under the immunity 

agreement and admitted that he had -- had deleted the e-mails. 

RATCLIFFE: 

No, not according to the FBl's documents. He had an immunity agreement in December of 2015. These 

interviews took place in February and March and May of this year, 2016. 

CO MEY: 

Combetta? 

RATCLIFFE: 

Combetta. 

CO MEY: 

OK. I'm -- then I'm -- I'm confused and misremembering. But I don't think that's right. 

RATCLIFFE: 

OK. Well, let me -- my time's expired, but I have one last question and I think that's important. At this 

point, based on everything, do you think that any laws were broken by Hillary Clinton or her lawyers? 

CO MEY: 

Do I think that any laws were broken? 

RATCLIFFE: 

Yeah. 

CO MEY: 

I don't think there's evidence to establish that. 
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RATCLIFFE: 

OK. Well, I think you're making my point when you say there's no evidence to establish that. Maybe not 

in the way she handled classified information, but with respect to obstruction of justice -- and you've got 

a pen (ph) here, I just want to make sure the record's clear about the evidence that you didn't have that 

you can't use to prove. 

So this comes from the FBl's own report. Says that the FBI didn't have the Clinton's personal Apple 

server used for Hillary Clinton work e-mails. That was never located, so the FBI could never examine it. 

An Apple Macbook laptop and thumb drive that contained Hillary Clinton's e-mail archives was lost, so 

the FBI never examined that. Two Blackberry devices provided to the FBI didn't, have SIM cards or SD 

data card. Thirteen Hillary Clinton personal mobile devices were lost, discarded or destroyed with a 

hammer, so the FBI clearly didn't examine those. 

Various server backups were deleted over time, so the FBI didn't examine that. After the State 

Department and my colleague, Mr. Gowdy here, notified Ms. Clinton that her records would be sought 

by the Benghazi Committee, copies of her e-mails on the laptops of both of her lawyers, Cheryl Mills and 

Heather Samuelson, were wiped clean with Bleach Bit, so the FBI didn't review that. 

After those e-mails were subpoenaed, Hillary Clinton's e-mail archive was also permanently deleted 

from the Platte River Network with Bleach Bit, so the FBI didn't review that. And also after the subpoena, 

backups of the Platte River server were manually deleted. 

Now, Director, hopefully that list is substantially accurate because it comes from your own documents. 

My question to you is this. Any one of those in that very, very long list to me says obstruction of justice. 

Collectively, they scream obstruction of justice. And to ignore them, I think, really allows not just 

reasonable prosecutors but reasonable people to believe that maybe the decision on this was made a 

long time ago not to prosecute Hillary Clinton. 

And with that, I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

Director, do you care to respond? 

CO MEY: 

(inaudible), to ignore that which we don't have -- we're in a fact-based world, so we make evaluations 

based on the evidence we're able to gather using the tools that we have. So I -- it's hard for me to react 

to these things that you don't have. So that's my -- that's my reaction to it. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Farenthold, for five minutes. 
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FARENTHOLD: 

Thank you very much. 

Director Corney, thank you for being here. I know this is -- there are a lot of things you would probably 

much rather be doing than sitting on the hot seat, so to speak. 

And here's where I'm coming from on this. You've been asked a lot of questions today about the Clinton 

investigation, and what I'm hearing from folks back in Texas -- and I'm just going to take (ph) a big 

picture view of this -- is this stuff just simply doesn't pass the smell test on a lot of-- a lot of (inaudible). 

You just had my colleague from Texas, Mr. Ratcliffe, list a long list of things that y'all didn't have in the 

investigation. You've been asked earlier today, well, you know, would you re-open the investigation, 

what would it take to get you to re-open the investigation. 

We've had five people given immunity, which basically we got nothing, when perhaps a plea (ph) 

agreement or something else might have worked. You have your interpretation in your -- in your 

previous testimony before Congress that Section 793F required intent, when in fact, the standard is -- is 

gross negligence. And it's just a long list of things that just have people scratching their heads going, "If 

this were to happen to me, I would be in a world of hurt, probably in jail." 

And the -- how do you respond to people who are saying that this is not how average American would 

be treating (sic), this is only how Hillary Clinton would be treated? 

CO MEY: 

Look, I've heard that a lot, and my-- my response is demand -- when people tell you that, that others 

have been treated differently, demand from a trustworthy source the details of those cases because I -

I'm a very aggressive investigator, I was a very aggressive prosecutor. 

I have gone back through 40 years of cases, and I'm telling you under oath that to treat (ph), to 

prosecute on these facts would be a double standard, because Jane and Joe Smith would not be 

prosecuted on these facts. 

Now, you'd be in trouble. That's the other thing I've had to explain to the FBI workforce. You use our -

an unclassified e-mails system to do our business, and in the course of doing our business talk about 

classified topics, you will be in big trouble with the FBI. I'm highly confident of that. I'm also highly 

confident, in fact certain, you would not be prosecuted. That's what folks tend to lump together. 

So I care deeply about what people think about the justice system and that it not have two standards. It 

does not and this demonstrates it. 

FARENTHOLD: 

But you look at General Petraeus and his handling of classified information. You look at -- and I'll go back 

to what you're saying ... 
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CO MEY: 

But when you look at it, demand to know the facts. I don't want to dump on General Petraeus because 

the case if over, but I would be happy to go through how very different that circumstance is than this 

circumstance. 

FARENTHOLD: 

And you talk about--you tell your FBI agents if you do what we're investigating here with material from 

the FBI, you'll be in a world of trouble. I would assume that could potentially be fired. Is Hillary Clinton in 

-- she didn't get in any trouble at the State Department. The only trouble she's got now is trying to 

explain it to the American people. 

CO MEY: 

She's not a government employee, so the normal range of discipline that would be applied to FBI 

employees if they did something similar doesn't apply. And I gather -- I think that's some of the reason 

for people's confusion, lumping these two together and their frustration, but it is what it is. And all I can 

tell people is demand the facts. When people tell you so and so's been treated differently, demand the 

facts on that. 

FARENTHOLD: 

All right. So if somebody were to -- let's just do a hypothetical. Let's say somebody here in Congress 

were to e-mail my personal e-mail some classified information and I -- I'm on my -- I get my phone -- it 

comes to my cell phone too, my personal e-mail comes to my personal cell phone. I look at it, go "Wow, 

that probably shouldn't be on there," and don't do anything. 

I mean, to me, that's being grossly negligent with classified information and I should -- and that's a 

violation of 793F. And that's exactly what Hillary Clinton did I think. At what point -- at what point do 

you get to intent? The classified information was on an unsecure server, you knew it was there and you 

didn't do anything about it. To me, that's gross negligence period. I would think -- I would be prosecuted 

for that. 

CO MEY: 

I'm confident that you wouldn't, but we'd just have to agree to disagree. 

FARENTHOLD: 

All right, if I ever get trouble ... 

CO MEY: 
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Don't do it. 

FARENTHOLD: 

... I'll just (inaudible). 

CO MEY: 

Don't do it. But I guess I can't control Congress. If you work for us, don't do it. 

FARENTHOLD: 

No, I have absolutely no intention of doing it. 

So again, I -- I just want to say don't -- don't get frustrated when we continue to ask these questions 

because we're not badgering you because we want to badger you. We are talking to you because the 

American people are upset about this and don't think it was handled appropriately, and that's the basis 

at least of my questioning. And I thank you for appearing here. 

CO MEY: 

And I totally understand that. I think there are lots of questions people have, which is why I've worked 

so hard to try and be transparent. There's never been this kind of transparency in a criminal case ever, 

but because I understand the questions and the importance of it, I've tried. 

And I hope people will separate two things; questions about facts and judgment from questions and 

accusations about integrity. As I said before, you can call us wrong, you can call me a fool. You cannot 

call us weasels, OK? That is just not fair. And I hope we haven't gotten to a place in American public life 

where everything has to be torn down on integrity basis just to disagree. You can disagree with this. 

There is just not a fair basis for saying that we did it in any way that wasn't honest and independent. 

That's when I get a little worked up. Sorry. 

FARENTHOLD: 

I'm out of time. 

GOODLATTE: 

The chair recognizes the gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Bishop, for five minutes. 

BISHOP: 

Thank you. 
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Thank you, Director Corney. I appreciate your testimony here today. Just to follow up to all this 

discussion regarding the Clinton investigation, specifically with regard to the interview of Secretary 

Clinton, I'm holding in my hand a memorandum from Deputy Attorney General James Cole. It's dated 

May 12, 2014. This memorandum was issued to you and others on the policy concerning electronic 

recording of statements. Are you familiar with this ... 

CO MEY: 

Yes. 

BISHOP: 

... memorandum? 

CO MEY: 

Mhm. 

BISHOP: 

The policy established a -- establishes a presumption that the FBI will electronically record statements 

made by individuals in their custody. Now, I know that Secretary Clinton was not technically in custody, 

but the policy also encourages agents and prosecutors to consider electronic recording in investigative 

or other circumstances where that presumption does not exist. 

BISHOP: 

The policy also encourages agents and prosecutors to consult with each other in such circumstances, 

and given the magnitude of what we've been talking about today and the -- and the huge public interest 

in demand for information with regard to the public trust, I -- I think this is specifically important to this 

discussion. Now, you're aware of this policy, correct? 

BISHOP: 

Right, that applies to people that are in handcuffs. But not -- it also applies to -- the policy also 

encourages agents and prosecutors consider electronic recording in investigative matter -- in other 

matters where that presumption does not exist. Does it not? 

CO MEY: 

Sure. The FBI doesn't do it, but sure I understand the -- they encouraged us to talk about it. 
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BISHOP: 

So did -- did the agents then did not consider to conduct the interview in -- in a recorded situation then? 

CO MEY: 

We do not record non-custodial interviews. Now, maybe someday folks' II urge us to change that policy, 

but we don't. And we sure wouldn't want to change it in one particular case. 

BISHOP: 

Well, that's the policy. I'm just reading the policy that's issued by the Deputy Attorney General, James 

Cole, that is to you and to others in the Department of Justice that establishes the policy. So I -- if you 

don't do it, I -- I assume that you're doing it against the policy of the Department of Justice. 

CO MEY: 

No, that -- that policy only governs custodial interrogations. So people who have been locked up. We do 

not, and it is not inconsistent with Department of Justice policy, record non- custodial -- that is voluntary 

interviews where someone's not in our custody. 

BISHOP: 

Well, I'm reading this differently then because it does say that there's an exception that -- that it is 

within your discretion to -- to record such ... 

CO MEY: 

You could and, I don't know, maybe some other federal investigative agencies do. The FBl's practice is 

we do not record non-custodial interviews. 

BISHOP: 

OK, thank you, Director. I -- I want to pivot, if I can and build off Representative's Desantis' question with 

regard to the refugees attempting to enter the United States, and specifically with regard to Syrian 

refugees. 

Wondering if you could tell me, we've -- we've talked about this -- this process and the fact that we do 

not have a process in place that we can rely upon. Even the kid (ph) before, when you testified and 

asked the question that it's -- we simply don't have enough information to ensure that we have the 

information that we need to ensure that these people are not a threat to our country. 

Can you -- can you expand upon that now after a year? Can you tell me whether or not we've got more 

information, more capabilities to vet these refugees? And I say this because, in my district in Michigan, 
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in this fiscal year Michigan has taken the fourth most refugees of all states, 4,178, and we're the -- we've 

taken the third most for Iraq, the second most from Syria. 

Michigan has absorbed enormous number of refugees, and I think you can understand our concern with 

regard to the fact that we don't have information necessary to identify whether or not they're a threat. 

Can you assuage my concern, the concerns of my constituents, that we have a system in place that we 

can vet these individuals and they don't pose a threat to our country? 

CO MEY: 

I can assuage in part and restate my concern in part. The -- our process inside the United States 

government has gotten much better at making sure we touch all possible source of information about a 

refugee. 

The interview process has gotten more robust, so we've gotten our act together in that respect. The 

challenge remains, especially with respect to folks coming from Syria, we're unlikely to have anything in 

our holdings. 

That is, with people coming from Iraq, the United States government was there for a very long period of 

time. We had biometrics, we had source information. We're unlikely to have that kind of picture about 

someone coming from Syria, and that's the piece I just want folks to be aware of. 

BISHOP: 

Has anything change in your vetting process? Have you updated it? Do you have any concerns with 

regard -- now we've seen an increased terrorist activity in the last six months, including New York, New 

Jersey, and Minneapolis. 

Has anything changed in the vetting process? Can you be confident that foreign fighters or other 

refugees entering the country are not planning future attacks on our country? 

CO MEY: 

Well, as I said, over the last year since I was last before you, the vetting process has gotten more 

effective in the ways I described. I'm in the business where I can't ever say there's no risk associated 

with someone. 

So we wake up every day in the FBI worrying about who might have gotten through in any form or 

fashion to the United States or who might be getting inspired while they're here. So I can't ever give a 

blanket assurance. 

BISHOP: 
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Director, I respect your opinion. And this is not a policy question, I'm asking you based on your personal 

opinion as a law enforcement officer that we rely upon to keep this country safe. Is there anything that 

you would do to ensure, as you said, that our country is safe with regard to this -- this refugee process? 

CO MEY: 

Anything that I would do? 

BISHOP: 

Anything that you'd do, any recommendations you have for Congress, for this country that would ensure 

our safety. 

CO MEY: 

I -- I'd (ph) shy away from assurances of safety given the nature of the threats we face. I do think that 

there may be opportunities to do more in the social media space with refugees in particular. And I -- and 

I talked to Jeh Johnson yesterday about it. I know there's (ph) a work in progress. 

So much of people's lives, even if we don't have in our holdings, may be in the -- in digital dust that 

they've left in different places, are we harvesting that dust on people who want to come into this 

country in the best way. And I think there may be ground for improvement there. 

BISHOP: 

Thank you, Director. 

And -- and I will yield back, but Mr. Chairman, I'd ask unanimous consent to enter the memorandum 

that I referenced earlier from -- dated May 12, 2014 into the record. 

GOODLATTE: 

Without objection, it will be made part of the record. 

The chair recognizes the gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Collins, for five minutes. 

COLLINS: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Director Corney, I -- I appreciate you being here. You are, I believe, forthright, much more so (inaudible) 

you said as any criminal case we've had. But I'm also still in the military. I'm still in the Air Force Reserve. 

I went to my drill (ph) back in July. 
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I was hit by an amazing amount of questions from different servicemembers on this issue of how the 

secretary -- former secretary of State get to do this, and yet, we have members of the military who are 

prosecuted all the time. 

Your statements earlier were fairly startling when you said, "I don't know of anybody else that's been 

(inaudible) this." Just since 2009, Department of Justice prosecuted at least seven people under the 

Espionage Act all for very similar cases. Now, you said go look at the facts. Well, we're looking at the 

facts in these cases. 

The interesting one, and you know, you said that in looking back at your investigation, the (ph) 

mishandling or removal of classified information, we cannot find a case that will support bringing 

criminal charges on these facts. All right. Well, it didn't take nothing but a simple legal search to find a 

Marine -- the following. Now, I guess their name is not Jane or Joe, so they did get prosecuted, OK? 

And this is the issue. Under 18 USC 793F, gross negligence. This is what the Marine did. Out of -- they 

took classified information that was put into a gym bag (inaudible) and took, all right? Simple 

mishandling. 

Court of Appeals actually upheld this case, and is what they said, that the purpose of federal espionage 

statutes (ph) to protect classified documents from unauthorized procedures such as removal from 

proper place of custody, which would mean how you deal with this, regardless of means of removal, it 

was (inaudible) gross and was (ph) approximate cause of the document's removal. 

It is -- and they quote United States vs. (inaudible), said it is clear the Congress' (ph) intent to create a 

hierarchy of offenses against national security ranges from (inaudible) to merely losing classified 

materials through gross negligence or the mishandling of. 

COLLINS: 

It was sort of also ironic for me that when I had to go back in July and this past month when I went back, 

I had to do my annual information assurance training. 

They went through everything that we have to do with handling classified information. 

I have been in a war zone, I've been in -- this is just common knowledge among most everybody in the 

world, obviously not to the secretary. How can you then explain to me this Marine's mistake in taking 

classified documents, or mishandling them, is more severe than the secretary of state who sent and 

received classified e-mails on a regular basis? 

Including those that were originally classified, not those that were classified later, but were originally 

classified. 

CO MEY: 

I'm familiar with the case and I'm quite certain it's not a 793F case. It was prosecuted ... 
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COLLINS: 

His conviction was under 793F. 

CO MEY: 

Yes, I don't think-- I mean I'll go back and check again and I'd urge you to too. I'm pretty sure it's not 

under the gross negligence prong (ph) of 793F but it's a uniform court of military justice prosecution, not 

by the Department of Justice, am I remembering correctly? 

COLLINS: 

This was from and has appealed at in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces of the United 

States ... 

CO MEY: 

OK, OK, but regardless. I think even -- I don't think this is under the same provision but even there, that's 

a case involving someone who actually stole classified information, hard copies. 

What people need to remember, and I don't say this to make little of it, I think it's a very matter, what 

happened here is, the secretary used an unclassified e-mail system, her personal system, to conduct her 

business. 

COLLINS: 

And let's just stop right there. That in and of itself, and I understand as an (inaudible), you've been 

through a lot of questions, I apologize. But let's just come back to the basics here. We're trying to parse 

that I didn't have such a sandy burger or all these others who confronted you, they took a hard copy. 

In today's society and even understanding if you go through any insurance class or anything else, they 

tell you it cannot be on a personal laptop (ph). In fact, there was another chief petty (ph) officer who 

had classified information on a personal computer and went back and forth to work (ph). 

That is not physical documents, it's on a -- to parse words like that is why the American people are fed 

up. They're fed up with the IRS commissioner when he does it, they're fed up here. I'm not attacking 

your -- I think you're one of the more upright people I've met. I think you just blew it. I think the 

attorney general blew it, I shared this with her, and I think when we come to this thing, there's no other 

way that you can say that there's no others that resemble this. 

As a lawyer, you're taught all the time to take facts and put them -- they may not be exact, but they fit 

under the law. You can -- I mean, so I guess maybe I'm going to change the question because we're 

going to go down to a dead end. You're going to say ... 

(CROSSTALK) 
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COLLINS: 

Now let me ask you this. I want to change the questions. 

Do you honestly believe that a lady, a woman of vast intelligence, who was the first lady of the United 

States, who was a senator, who had access to classified information, all the members here do, who was 

secretary of state who had even further classification ability even beyond what we have here, do you 

believe that in this case, honestly she was not grossly negligent or criminal in her acts? 

CO MEY: 

First of all, I don't believe anyone, other than my wife. My question is what evidence do I have to 

establish that state of mind and I don't believe I have evidence to establish it beyond a reasonable 

doubt. 

COLLINS: 

Then really what we're saying here is this, if she is -- and this is in essence to what you're saying, you 

said I can't prove it and I understand. There's a lot of folks out there in the law that they come to us all 

the time. I'm an attorney as well and they come to us, say this, it's not what we know, it's not what we 

think, it's what we can prove. 

I get it but here's the problem with this and this is the person who's asking to lead this country. If she 

can hide behind this and gleamily (ph) get approval from the FBI through an investigation which has 

been covered here thoroughly, then I just do not understand. 

She is either the most arrogant, which probably so, or the most insanely naive person we've ever met. 

Because when I actually show evidences of basically the same thing which you can take fact and 

correlate to law. This is why the Armed Forces right now have the term called the Clinton Defense. 

I didn't know, I didn't mean to, it's on my -- it's the Clinton Defense. With questions like this, Director, 

we have (ph) give the ability now to where nobody takes this seriously and this is why people are upset. 

When it was originally classified, she can tell all the stories she wants. She can have the back up from 

you that no prosecutor, which is again amazing to me, that a law enforcement would tell the prosecutor 

because how many times I've been on both sides of this, where the law enforcement agent said, I'm not 

sure we have a case here but when the prosecutor looks at it, the prosecutor says, yes there's a case 

here. 

I don't really frankly, no offense, care if I'm in prosecuting, what the law enforcement -- if I can see the 

case and I can make it, that's my job, not yours. And yet now we have a whole system that has been 

turned upside down. Not because I don't believe your honesty of your people but I believe you blew it 

because you frankly didn't have the whole situation into effect where the FBI wouldn't look political and 

unfortunately, that's all you've become in this and it's a sad thing because y'all do great work. 
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You have done great work and you will do great work. But I think it's time to start bringing down the 

curtain. There's a wizard behind the thing, Mrs. Hillary Clinton, who is playing all of us because she's not 

that naive, she's not stupid. 

She knew what she was doing because she was simply too bored. If she, God forbid, gets into 1600 

Pennsylvania Avenue and just gets bored with the process, then God help us all. Mr. Chairman, I yield. 

CO MEY: 

Mr. Chairman, there's two ... 

GOODLATTE: 

The director is permitted to respond. 

CO MEY: 

Yes, two pieces that I need to respond to. First, he said, hiding behind something. This case was 

investigated by a group of professionals. So if I blew it, they blew it too. Career FBI agents, the very best 

we have were put on this case and career analysts. 

We are a team. No one hid behind anything. American citizens should insist that we bring criminal 

charges if we're able to investigate and produce evidence beyond reasonable doubt to charge 

somebody. 

That should be true whether you're investigating me, or you or Joe Smith on the street. That's the way 

this case was done. It's about evidence and the rest of it I'll let go. 

COLLINS: 

Mr. -- I would and I apologize, if (inaudible) -- I'm not -- this is the problem though. When you take it as a 

whole, its been setup here this is a unique case. You talked about it being a unique case. 

Director, this is a unique case because I truly, and I don't think you convinced hardly anybody except 

your own group, that I don't think you ever said they couldn't blow it, they blew it. Anybody else would 

have been prosecuted under this. In my humble opinion ... 

CO MEY: 

You're just wrong. You're just wrong. We'll just have to agree to disagree. 

COLLINS: 

Well, unfortunately there's a lot to disagree on this one, thank you Mr. Chairman. 
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GOODLATTE: 

The time of the gentleman has expired. The gentleman from Idaho, Mr. Labrador is recognized for five 

minutes. 

LABRADOR: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Director Corney, I've always appreciated your testimony before this 

committee and I respect the work that you do for the FBI. When you made your recommendations to 

the Department of Justice to not prosecute Hillary Clinton, I actually disagreed with your decision but I 

appreciated your candor in explaining to the American people and to us those recommendations. 

Since that decision I continued to view you as honorable and a strong leader for the critical federal 

agency. In fact, I did 20 town hall meetings over the recess and I was lambasted at every one of them, in 

fact I think I lost votes because I defended your integrity at every one of those town hall meetings. And I 

told them why, even though I disagreed with your conclusions, I thought you came from an honorable 

place. 

LABRADOR: 

However, as more and more information has come to light, I question the thoroughness and I'm not 

questioning your integrity, but the thoroughness and the scope of the FBl's investigation. In the past 

week, we have learned of the granted immunity to several key witnesses in the Clinton investigation 

including Hillary Clinton's former chief of staff and one of the individuals responsible for setting up her 

server. 

And I'm really disappointed by this revelation, and confused as to why these immunity grants were 

necessary and appropriate given the circumstances. 

It appears to me that the FBI was very early in this investigation -- too willing to strike deals and ensure 

that top officials could never be prosecuted for their role in what we now know was a massive breach of 

national security protocol. We have a duty to ensure that our FBI is still in the business of investigating 

criminal activity. 

So at what point in the investigation was Cheryl Mills offered immunity? 

CO MEY: 

Cheryl Mills was never offered immunity-- not to quibble, but she was given letter (ph) immunity to 

govern ... 

LABRADOR: 

At what point? 
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CO MEY: 

June of 2016, so June of this year. So about 11 months into the investigation. 

LABRADOR: 

So to be clear, was she offered immunity for an interview and potential (ph) testimony or for turning 

over the laptop as evidence? 

CO MEY: 

Turning over the laptop as evidence. It governed what could be done -- in terms of using it against her -

that laptop. 

LABRADOR: 

To you knowledge, was Cheryl Mills an uncooperative witness prior to the immunity deal? 

CO MEY: 

I think our assessment was, she was cooperative -- I forget the month she was interviewed -- but she 

was interviewed fully before that. 

LABRADOR: 

And she always cooperated? 

CO MEY: 

I think our assessment was -- again, this is the odd I look at the world -- we had no reason to believe that 

she was being uncooperative. 

LABRADOR: 

So could this investigation have been completed without these grants of immunity in place? 

CO MEY: 

In my view, it couldn't be concluded professionally without doing our best to figure out what was on 

those laptops. So getting the laptops was very important to me and to the investigative team. 

LABRADOR: 
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So in your vast experience as investigator, as a DOJ attorney, now as an FBI director; how many times 

have you allowed a person who is a material witness to a crime you're investigating to act as the lawyer 

in that same investigation? 

CO MEY: 

"To let," is what I'm stumbling on. The FBI has no power to stop someone in a voluntary interview ... 

LABRADOR: 

No, no, you're speaking -- let's just be honest. You allowed -- the FBI allowed Cheryl Mills to act as the 

attorney in a case that she was a material witness. How many times ... 

CO MEY: 

In the same sense that I'm allowing you to question me. 

LABRADOR: 

How many times ... 

CO MEY: 

I can't stop you from questioning me. 

LABRADOR: 

How many times have you done that prior? 

CO MEY: 

I have not had an experience where the subject of the interview was represented by a lawyer who was 

also a witness in the investigation. 

LABRADOR: 

OK, so you have never had that experience? 

CO MEY: 

Not in my experience. 

LABRADOR: 
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You prosecuted terrorists and mobsters, right? 

CO MEY: 

Correct. 

LABRADOR: 

And during your time in Justice, how many times did you allow a lawyer who was a material witness to 

the case that you were prosecuting to also act as the subject of -- as the attorney to the subject of that 

investigation? 

CO MEY: 

As I said, I don't think I've encountered that situation where a witness -- a lawyer for the subject of the 

investigation was also a witness to the investigation. 

LABRADOR: 

So this was highly unusual to have ... 

CO MEY: 

In my experience, yes. 

LABRADOR: 

OK. 

In your answer to Chairman Chaffetz, you indicated that you had no reason to disbelieve Paul Combetta 

when he told you that he erased the hard drive on his own, is that correct? 

CO MEY: 

Correct. 

LABRADOR: 

However, in the exchange on Reddit, he said, "I need to strip out a VI P's e-mail address from a bunch of 

archived e-mails. Basically they don't want the VIP's e-mail address exposed to anyone." Those two 

statements are not consistent. 

How can you say that he was truthful when he told you, nobody told him to act this way. But yet, you 

saw this Reddit account where it says where "they" told him that he needed to act in this way. 
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CO MEY: 

I think the assessment of the investigative teams --- those are two very -- about two different subjects. 

One is a year before about -- in the summer of 2014 -- about how to produce e-mails and whether 

there's a way to remove or mask the actual e-mail address, the HRC, whatever it is, dot com and the 

other is about actually deleting the content of those e-mails sitting on the server. 

LABRADOR: 

It seems like, in your investigation, you found time after time evidence of destruction, evidence of 

breaking iPhones and other phones -- all these different things -- but yet, you find that there's no 

evidence of intent. 

And I'm a little bit confused as to your interpretation of 18 U.S.C. 793 (f). On the one hand you've said 

that Secretary Clinton couldn't be charged because her conduct was extremely careless, but not grossly 

negligent, correct? 

CO MEY: 

That's not exactly what I said. 

LABRADOR: 

That is what you said today. But you have also said there was no evidence of her intent to harm the 

United States. 

So -- but you will agree that a person can act with gross negligent or even act knowingly without 

possessing some additional specific intent? So which is it? Is it a lack of gross negligence that she had or 

a lack of intent? 

CO MEY: 

In terms of my overall judgment about whether the case was worthy of prosecution, it is the lack of 

evidence to meet what I understand to be the elements of the crime, one. And two, a consideration of 

what would be fair with respect to how other people have been treated. Those two things together tell 

me, and I'm -- nothing has happened that's changed my view on this -- that no reasonable prosecutor 

would bring such a case. 

The -- the specific intent question, yes, I agree that harm -- specific intent to harm the United States is a 

different thing than a gross negligence or a willfulness. 

LABRADOR: 

So just one last question. 
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You have talked about Mary and Joe. Now Mary and Joe would be disciplined at the FBI if they did what 

Hillary Clinton did. If Mary and Joe came to you and asked for a promotion immediately after being 

disciplined, would you give them that promotion? 

CO MEY: 

It's tough to answer that hypothetical. It would depend upon the nature of the conduct and what 

discipline have been imposed. 

LABRADOR: 

And what if they ever ask for a promotion that would give them management and control of 

cybersecurity of your agency and the secrets of your agency after they had done these things? Would 

you give them that promotion? 

CO MEY: 

That's a question I don't want to answer. 

LABRADOR: 

All right. 

GOODLATTE: 

The time of the gentleman has expired. 

The Chair recognizes the gentlewoman from California, Ms. Walters, for five minutes. 

WALTERS: 

Hi, Director Corney. 

Despite the absence of an intent Mens Rea, standard in 18 U.S.C. Section 79 - 793 (f), you have said that 

there has never been a prosecution without evidence of intent. Thus, the standard has been read into 

the statute despite the specific language enacted. What exactly are the legal precedents that justify 

reading intent into the statute? 

CO MEY: 

Well, my understanding of793 (f) is governed by a couple of things. Three things, really. 

One, the legislative history from 1917, which I've read and the one case that was prosecuted -- in the 

case. And those two things combined tell me that when Congress enacted 793 (f), they were very 
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worried about the gross negligence language, and actually put in legislative history -- we understand it 

to be something very close to willfulness. 

Then the next hundred years of treatment of that actually tell me that the Department of Justice for a 

century has had that same reservation because they've only used it once. And that was in a case 

involving an FBI agent who was -- in an espionage context. So those things together inform my judgment 

of it. 

WALTERS: 

Considering the important of protecting classified information for national security purposes, a lot of 

people disagree that an intent standard should be read into that statute. What specific language would 

you recommend we enact to ensure gross negligence is the actual standard for the statute and not 

intent? 

CO MEY: 

I don't think that's something the Bureau ought to give advice on. It's a good question as to what the 

standard should be. I could imagine federal employees being very concerned about how you draw the 

line for criminal liability, but I don't think that is something that we ought to advise on, the legislation. 

WALTERS: 

OK. Should we enact a Mens Rea standard for extreme carelessness for the statute? 

CO MEY: 

Same answer, I think, is appropriate. 

WALTERS: 

Should we enact a civil fine? 

CO MEY: 

A civil fine for mishandling classified information? I don't know, actually, 'cause it's already subject to 

discipline, which is suspension, or loss of clearance, or loss of job, which is a big monetary impact to the 

people disciplined. So I don't know is (ph) whether it's necessary. 

WALTERS: 

OK. I want to change subjects ... 
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CO MEY: 

OK. 

WALTERS: 

... for my next question. As you know, the number of criminal background checks for non-criminal 

purposes, such as for employment decisions, continues to increase annually. I don't expect that you 

have this information on hand. 

However, would you be willing to provide the committee and my staff with the number of criminal 

history record checks for fingerprint-based background checks that the FBI has conducted over each of 

the past five years? And what are your thoughts regarding whether the FBI has the capacity to process 

the increasing number of background check requests? 

CO MEY: 

I'm sure we can get you that number, 'cause I'm sure we track it. So I'll make sure my staff follows up 

with you. I do believe we have the resources. Where we've been strained is on the background checks 

for firearms purchases. 

The other background check processes we, my -- overall sense is we have enough troops to do that. 

We're able to -- we charge a fee for those and I think we're able to generate the resources we need. 

WALTERS: 

OK. Thank you. I yield back my time. 

ISSA: 

Could the gentlelady yield to me? 

WALTERS: 

Sure. I'd be happy to yield to you, Mr. Issa. 

ISSA: 

Thank you. Thank you. Director, some time ago you appeared before this committee and you -- you told 

us that you had exhausted all of the capability to unlock the San Bernardino iPhone, the SC. Did that 

turn out to be true? 

CO MEY: 
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Still true. 

ISSA: 

That you had exhausted all of your capability? 

CO MEY: 

That -- that the FBI had? Yes. 

ISSA: 

So shouldn't we be concerned from a cyber standpoint that you couldn't unlock a phone that, in fact, an 

Israel company came forward and unlocked for you? And a -- basically a Cambridge professor or student 

for 90 bucks has shown also to be able to do -- unlock and mirror or duplicate the memory. 

Should - I mean, and this is purely a question of, you apparently do not have the resources to do that 

which others can do. Isn't that correct? 

CO MEY: 

I'm sure that's true in a whole bunch of respects. But first I've got to correct you. I'm not confirming, you 

said an Israeli company? I'm not ... 

ISSA: 

Well, OK. A-- a contractor for you reported to be for a million dollars unlocked the phone. So I would 

ask you to confirm. The phone got unlocked, right? 

CO MEY: 

Yes, it did. 

ISSA: 

OK. So the technology could be created outside of ordering a company to essentially clandestine -- or, 

you know, reengineer their -- their software for you. Correct? 

CO MEY: 

In this particular case, yes. 

ISSA: 
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OK. And so you lack that capability. How can this committee know that you're in the process of 

developing that sort of technology, the equivalent of the Cambridge $90 technology? 

CO MEY: 

How can the committee know? 

ISSA: 

Yeah. I mean in other words, where are the assurances that you're going to get robust? 

And, if we have an encryption working group that was formed between multiple committees, to no 

small extent because of your action of going to a magistrate and getting an order because you lacked 

that capability, and -- and were trying a new technique of ordering a company to go invent for you, the 

question is how do we know that won't happen again? 

That you will go to the court, ask for something, when, in fact, the technology exists or could exist to do 

it in some other way? A technology that you should have at your disposal, or at least some federal 

agency should, like the NSA. 

COMEY: 

Well, first of all, it could well happen again, which is why I think it's great that people are talking about 

what we might do about this problem. It's an interesting question as to whether we ought to invest in us 

having the ability to hack into people's devices, whether that's the best solution. 

It doesn't strike me as the best solution. But we are -- and I've asked for more money in the -- in the '17 

budget, trying to invest in building those capabilities so when we really need to be able to get into a 

device, we can. It's not scalable and I'm not sure it will be thrilling to companies like Apple we're 

investing money, trying to figure out how to hack into their stuff. 

ISSA: 

Well isn't it, and I'll be brief, isn't it - isn't it true that we have clandestine organizations who have the 

mandate to do just that? To look around the world and to be able to find information that people don't 

know you can find, keep it secret, get it out there? 

And my question to you is, shouldn't we, instead of giving you the money, simply continue to leverage 

other agencies who already have that mandate, and then ask you to ask them to be your conduit for 

that, when you have an appropriate need? 

CO MEY: 
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That's a reasonable question, maybe part of the solution. Real challenges in using those kinds of 

techniques in the bulk of our work, because it becomes public and exposed; that has to be an important 

part of the conversation. 

ISSA: 

Thank you. I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Arizona, Mr. Franks for five minutes. 

FRANKS: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. And thank you for being here Director Corney. Director Corney, I - the last 

thing I want to do is to - to lecture you on anything related to the law because I think you've given your 

whole life to that effort and I guess in the face of so many things already having been said here in the 

past, that all I can do is to try to sort of re-associate this in a reference of why there is a rule of law. 

You know, we - we had that little unpleasantness in this (ph) late 1770's with England over this rule of 

law, because we realize there's really only two main ways to govern, and that is by the rule of men or 

the rule of law, and sometimes it's important for all of us just to kind of reconnect what this whole 

enterprise of America is all about, and I - again, don't seek to lecture you in that regard. 

And I know, and -- and you'll have to forgive me for being a Republican partisan here, because I am very 

biased in this case, but I know that when you interviewed Mrs. Clinton, you were up against someone 

that - that really should have an earned Doctorate of duplicity and deception hanging on her wall. 

I don't know that you probably could have interviewed a more gifted prevaricator, so I know you were 

up against the best. But having said that, when I - when I read the law here, that I know so many have 

already referenced, I think I maybe - that's the best way for me to do that, 18 U.S.C. 1924 provides that 

any federal official who quote "becomes possessed of documents or materials containing classified 

information of the United States, and knowingly removes such documents or materials without 

authority, and with the intent to retain such documents or materials at an unauthorized location shall be 

fined under this title or imprisoned for not more than one year or both." 

Now I didn't - didn't miss one word there. It does not require - that section does not require an intent to 

profit, it doesn't require harm to the United States or other wise to - to act in any manner disloyal to the 

United States, it only requires intent to retain, classified documents at an unauthorized location. 

And - and I believe sir, in all sincerity to you - person to person-I believe that some of your comments 

reflected that that's what occurred. Over the last several months, I believe that's the case, and so I have 

to - it's my job to ask you again, why the simple clarity of that law was not applied in this case? 

Because the implications here are so profound, for your children and mine, for this country, they are so 

profound. 
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And - and I - again, I don't envy your job, but I want to give you the reminder of the time to -- to help me 

understand why a law like this that any - any law school graduate, if we can't apply this one in this case, 

how in God's name can apply it in any case in the world, why does it - why is it even written? So, I'm 

going to stop there and ask your forbearance and just go for it. 

CO MEY: 

Sure, no it's a reasonable question. That is the -- 18 U.S.C. 1924 is the misdemeanor mishandling statute 

that is the basis on which most people have been prosecuted for mishandling classified information -

have been prosecuted, it is not a strict liability statute. 

I was one of the people, when I was in the private sector, who argued against strict liability criminal 

statutes. It requires, in the view of the Department of Justice and over long practice, proof of some 

criminal intent - not specific intent to harm the United States, but a general awareness that you're doing 

something that's unlawful, so you have to prove criminal intent. 

So there's two problems in this case: one is developing the evidence to prove beyond a reasonable 

doubt that Secretary Clinton acted with that criminal intent, and second, even if you could do that, 

which you can't, looking at the history of other cases, what would be the right thing to do here, has 

anybody ever been prosecuted on anything near these facts? 

And again, I keep telling the folks at home, when people tell you lots of people have been prosecuted for 

this, please demand the details of those cases, because I've been through them al I. 

So that combination of what the statute requires and the history of prosecutions told me, and again 

people can take a different view and it's reasonable to disagree, that no reasonable prosecutor would 

bring that case - that's - that in a nutshell is what it is. 

FRANKS: 

You said it was a reasonable question, it was a reasonable answer, but I - I can't find that in the statute. 

Thank you sir. 

GOODLATTE: 

The Chair recognizes the gentlemen from Louisiana, Mr. Richmond for five minutes. 

RICHMOND: 

Thank you - thank you Mr. Chairman. Director Corney, and I'm - I'm going down a completely path, our 

law enforcement in this country have a consistent enemy in a group called Sovereign Citizen and what I 

have seen in my district, we lost two officers in St. John Parish about four years ago and we just lost 

another three officers in Baton Rouge with another couple injured. 

In the case in St. John Parish, we actually had the perpetrators on the radar in North Louisiana and at 

some point they moved to South Louisiana in my district, and we lost contact. 
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So, when St. John Parish deputies went to their trailer park, they had no idea what they were walking 

into, and they walked into an ambush with AR-lSs and AK-47s, and the unimaginable happened. 

RICHMOND: 

So through (inaudible) and other things, are you all focused on making sure -- and I think there are about 

a hundred thousand of them, but are you all focused on making sure that our law enforcement has the 

best information when dealing with whether it's sovereign citizen or terrorist cells or other bad actors, 

that that information gets to the locals so they're not surprised and ambushed? 

CO MEY: 

Well, we sure -- we sure are. And I don't know the circumstances of that case, but I -- I will find out the 

circumstances, in -- in two respects. We want, obviously, people to know when someone's wanted. 

But, more than that, we have a known or suspected terrorist file that is -- should have information in 

that about people we are worried about so that if an officer's making a stop or going up to execute a 

search warrant, and they run that address of that person, they'll get a hit on the -- what we call the KST 

file. So that's our objective and, if there are ways to make it better, we want -- we want to. 

RICHMOND: 

Now let's switch lanes a little bit because this is one of -- I think an issue, when we start talking about 

criminal justice reform and we start talking about the FBI in my community and communities of -- of 

color and with elected officials, there seems to be two standards. 

One for low-level elected officials, and then one for other people. So I guess the facts I will give you in -

in some of our cases, and you tell me if it sounds inconsistent with your knowledge of the law and your 

protocol. 

But non-profit organizations where elected officials have either been on boards or had some affiliation 

with, when those funds are used in a manner that benefits them personally, they have been prosecuted. 

And I mean for amounts that range from anywhere from $2,000 upwards to $100,000. 

Your interpretation of the law that, if a non-profit funds are used to benefit a person and not the 

organization, that that is a theft of funds. Because I believe that those are a lot of the charges that I have 

seen in my community. Would you agree with that? 

CO MEY: 

Sure, could be, and I know from personal experience, having done these cases, that's often -- that's at 

the center of a case involving a corrupt official. 

RICHMOND: 
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Now, let's take elected official out, and just take any foundation director or board director or executive 

director who would use the funds of a non-profit to pay personal debts or bills, or just takes money. You 

would agree that that would constitute a violation of the law? Criminal statute? 

CO MEY: 

Potentially. On the federal side, potentially of wire fraud, mail fraud, or a tax charge. Potentially. 

RICHMOND: 

The -- the other thing that I would say is that, in our community we feel that it's selective prosecution. 

That if you're rich, you have another standard. That if you're an African-American, you have another 

standard. 

And there are a number of cases that I will give you off line, but it appears that, and my concern, is the 

authority of your agents to decide that a person is bad, and then take them through holy hell to try to 

get to the ultimate conclusion that the agent made, and they don't let the facts get in their way. 

RICHMOND: 

And at the end of the day, you have business people who spend hundreds of thousand dollars to protect 

their reputation and to fight a charge that they ultimately win. But now they are broke, they're 

defeated, because when it comes out it says the United States of America versus you. 

So I would just ask you to create a mindset within the department that they understand the 

consequences of leaks to the press, charges, and what happens if - when those charges are really not 

substantiated, you still break a person. 

And I think that you all have a responsibility to be very careful with the awesome power that you all are 

given. 

And with that, Mr. Chairmen, I think back - I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

Thanks, gentlemen. The director is welcome to respond if he ... 

CO MEY: 

I very much agree with what you said, congressman, at the end of that. The power to investigate is the 

power to ruin. Obviously charging people is -can also be ruinous. 

So, it's when we have to be extraordinarily prudent in exercising fair, open minded and careful. So, I - I 

very much agree with that. 
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GOODLATTE: 

The Chairman recognizes the gentlemen from Michigan, Mr. Trott for five minutes. 

TROTT: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman, and thank you Director for being here. And thank you for your service to our 

country. 

And you - when you made your statement at the press conference on July 5, you said, "I have not 

coordinated or reviewed this statement in any way with the Department of Justice or any part of the 

government. They do not know what I'm about to say." 

I have no reason to question your integrity, but is there any chance that someone working in your office 

or as part of this investigation knew what you were going to decide and recommend, and maybe told 

one of the Attorney General's staff what was about to - to happen on July 5? 

CO MEY: 

Look, anything's possible. I - I would - I think I'd be willing to bet my life that didn't happen just because I 

know my folks. 

TROTT: 

So, here's why I ask. The facts give me pause. Investigation started in July of '15, many of us in Congress, 

including myself, suggested that the Attorney General should recuse herself because of her friendship 

with the Clinton's and because of her desire to continue on as Attorney General on a Clinton 

Administration. 

Then she had the fortuitous meeting on the airplane with former President Clinton on June 30. Then on 

July 2 give or take, she came out and said, "You know, I've created an appearance of impropriety. And so 

I'm going to just follow whatever the FBI Director's recommendation is." 

And then three days later, you had your press conference. And in your press conference you said, "In 

our system of justice, the prosecutors make the decisions about what charges are appropriate based on 

the evidence." 

That's not what happened in this case. Ultimately you made the decision. Is that what happened? 

CO MEY: 

I made public my recommendation. The decision to decline the was made at - at the Justice Department. 

TROTT: 
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But - but before - before you had that press conference, you knew based on the Attorney General's 

public comments that she was going to follow whatever you recommended. 

So, ultimately you made the decision in this case as to whether or not charges should be filed - filed 

against Secretary Clinton. Isn't - isn't that the reality of what happened? 

CO MEY: 

I think that's a fair characterization. The only thing I'd add to that is I think she said - I don't remember 

exactly - that she would defer to the FBI and the career prosecutors at the Department of Justice. 

But look, I knew that once I made public the FBl's view, that this wasn't a prosecutable case, that there 

was virtually zero chance that the Department of Justice was going to go in a different direction. But 

part of my decision was based on my prediction that there was the Department of Justice would 

prosecute on these facts in any event. 

So, I think your characterization is fair, but I just wanted to add that - that color to it. 

TROTI: 

But see how some of us would look at the - the dates and the facts leading up to your press conference. 

And - and think OK, for a year we've been suggesting she's not the appropriate person to make the 

ultimate decision as to whether charges should be filed. She won't recuse herself. 

And then three days before you come out with your recommendation, which she's already said she's 

going to follow, she basically decides to recuse herself. Those facts give me pause. 

CO MEY: 

Yeah, I get why folks would ask about that. But I actually think it's - there are two dates that matter. 

I think but what generated that was the - the controversy around her meeting with President Clinton, 

not - not the - the interview with Secretary Clinton. 

TROTI: 

That's - that's a whole 'nother discussion. So, let's - let's talk about Cheryl Mills. 

So, you've said earlier today that it really wasn't up to you to weigh in on whether there's a conflict for 

Ms. Mills to act as Secretary Clinton's lawyer in the interview. But again, you're kinda taking your 

attorney hat on and off whenever it's convenient. 

TROTI: 
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You - you - you decided that at the beginning of that interview, it was appropriate for you weigh in as a 

lawyer suggesting there was a conflict. 

But then again, your recommendation is ultimately as a lawyer what's being done in this case. You see a 

little bit of inconsistency there or no? 

CO MEY: 

No, I see the point about - look, I'd rather not have an attorney hat on at any time. I put it on because I 

thought that was what was necessary at the conclusion of this investigation but I stand by that. The 

agents of the FBI, it's not to them to try and kick out someone's lawyer. 

TROTI: 

What would've happened if you'd said Ms. Mills, because of the history here, you can't be in this 

interview? 

CO MEY: 

I don't know. I don't know. 

TROTI: 

Could you have said that to her? 

CO MEY: 

I guess you could. It would be well outside our normal role. 

TROTI: 

So, a number of times today you've said it really is no double standard and so now I'm just asking you as 

a citizen and not even in your capacity as director FBI. 

Can you sort of see why a lot of Americans are bothered by a perceived double standard because if any 

of the gentlemen sitting behind you this morning, I assume (ph) are with the department, had done 

some of the things Ms. Clinton did and told some of the lies that she told, you said in your statement 

that this is not just under similar circumstances, there wouldn't be consequences. 

In fact, there would be - they'd be subjected to administrative sanctions. 

And now we have an election going on where she's seeking a pretty big promotion so maybe your point 

is she wouldn't be charged under similar facts but can you sort of see why so many people are bothered 

by the facts in this case given that really nothing happened to her and now she's running for president of 

the United States? I mean, just - can you see the - the optics on that are troubling? 
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CO MEY: 

Oh, I totally get that. That's one of the reasons I'm trying to answer as many questions as I can because I 

get that question but again, folks need to realize in the FBI if you did this you'd be in huge trouble. I'm 

certain of that. You'd be disciplined in some serious way, you might be fired. I'm also certain you would 

not be prosecuted criminally on these facts. Those are two different things. 

TROTT: 

And you've said that. I appreciate that tell me (ph) just as one quick question because I'm out ohime, 

but Mr. Bishop started to talk about this and his district is affected as well in Michigan but my district in 

southeast Michigan has the third largest settlement of Syrian refugees of any city in the country behind 

San Diego and Chicago. That's Troy, Michigan. 

And you said last Fall in front of a homeland security committee hearing that you really didn't have the 

data to properly vet the Syrian refugees that are trying to come in and you said that again this morning 

but, you know, last weekend I'm at a grocery store and a Starbucks and two different constituents 

walked up to me and said "can't you stop the president's resettlement of Syrian refugees into Troy 

Michigan? We're all afraid." 

And they're based on, largely, your comment that we don't have the database to really vet these folks. 

Anything I can tell the folks back in Michigan that we're doing other than - all I say now is "we just have 

to wait for a new president because this president has increased the number of refugees by 60 and 30 

percent year over year the last two years. We just have to wait for a new president." 

I'd like to be able to say "the FBI is doing something different than they were doing last year when you 

made those comments." 

CO MEY: 

Well, as I said earlier, they can know that we are - if there is a whiff about this person, somewhere in the 

U.S. government's vast holdings, we will find it. And the second thing they can know is if we get a whiff 

about somebody once they're in, we're going to cover that in a pretty tight way. What I can't promise 

people is that if - I can't query what's not in our holdings. That's the only reservation I offer to people. 

TROTT: 

Thank you, sir. I yield back. 

GOODLATTE: 

Director Corney, during questioning earlier there was a dispute that arose over the contents of one or 

more of the immunity letters that were issued particularly with regard to the issue of whether or not it 

contained immunity for destroying documents, e-mails. 
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The individual who was questioning you about that was chairman - former Chairman Issa of the 

Oversight and Government Reform Committee and I want him to be able to clarify because we have 

contacted the Department of Justice and asked them to read the immunity letters to us. 

So, the gentleman's recognized briefly. 

ISSA: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll try to be very brief. Under the immunity agreement with one or more 

individuals, we'll use Cheryl Mills as, clearly, one of the individuals. She negotiated a very, very good deal 

from what we can discover. 

She did not just receive immunity related to the production of the drive, the computer, and the contents 

but in fact received immunity under 70 - 793, 18 USC 793 E and F. 1924 - USC 19 - 18 USC 1924 and, so 

called, David Petraeus portion 18 USC 2071. 

And I'll focus on 2071. Her immunity is against any and all taking, destruction, or even obstruction, the 

way we read it, of documents classified or unclassified. 

Now, the only question I have for you is - and I know you're going to put this to Justice and we may have 

to ask them separately - for the purposes of what you needed as an investigator because you were the 

person that wanted access to the computer, is that deal make any sense to in return for things which 

she could have objected to as an attorney and held back, but which had no know proffer of leading to 

some criminal indictment of somebody else. 

She received complete immunity, as we read it, from obstruction or destruction of documents classified 

and unclassified and that's based on a re-review of the immunity agreement. 

CO MEY: 

I think you're right. This is a question best addressed to Justice but I think you're misunderstanding it. As 

I understand it, this was a promise in writing from the Department of Justice if you give us the laptops, 

we will not use anything on the laptops directly against you in a prosecution for that list of offenses. 

It's not immunity for those offenses if there's some other evidence. Now, that said, I'm not exactly sure 

why her lawyer asked for it because by that point in the investigation we didn't have a case on her to 

begin with. 

ISSA: 

Well, I understand that but based on the read it (ph) discovery and others, the they asked me to do it 

and you said so yourself it was probably Cheryl Mill, the they. You have a - an immune witness who has 

to tell you who they were. 

If the they were told me to delete and that's Cheryl Mills then, in fact, you have evidence from an 

immune witness of a crime perpetrated by Cheryl Mills, the ordering of the destruction of any document 

classified or unclassified which clearly she seems to have done. 
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CO MEY: 

She wouldn't be protected from that. If we developed evidence that she had obstructed justice in some 

fashion, all she's protected from is we can't use as evidence something that's on the laptop she gave us. 

ISSA: 

So, with the ... 

CO MEY: 

... We can still prosecute her. 

ISSA: 

Right, so the information put into the record today which included these read it (ph) discoveries show 

that there is a they who asked to have the destruction of information under 18 USC 2071. 

If she doesn't have immunity for that order, she could and, by definition, should be charged because 

ordering somebody else to destroy something as an attorney well after there were subpoenas in place 

that were very specific, that's clearly a willful act, isn't it? 

JACKSON LEE: 

Mr. Chairman, would you yield? 

ISSA: 

Of course. 

JACKSON LEE: 

Your line of questioning. First, let me show my cards. I believe that Cheryl Mills has an impeccable 

character as my line of questioning suggested that Director Corney and his staff have impeccable 

character. But my good friend, there's immunity given. 

I don't think this applies to Ms. Mills and I looked at the sections that you're speaking of. If you take 

local, criminal, and state actions given to the worst of characters for variety of reasons, that was not the 

reason given to Ms. Mills. 

I am assured that it is a lawyer that was trying to be the most effective council to Ms. Mills as possible. 

ISSA: 
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Reclaiming my time, Gentle lady's point may be true. I'm only speaking to the director based on things 

were done that should not have been done. We now have evidence in front of this committee in the 

record of people destroying records of activities as late as a few days ago. 

So, the fact that there still should be an open question, first of all, is could she be prosecuted and if in 

fact the they have told me to destroy this under the exact same statute that included David Petraeus' 

who was no longer on active duty, 18 USC 2071, there's at least a case to be made. 

Now, the problem we have is the lawyer negotiated a set of terms which hopefully doesn't mean that 

she gets a free pass even if she willfully ordered the destruction of documents which it does appear she 

did. 

And look, I'm - my job is not to - to be judge, jury, or hangman. My job is to look at what's been 

presented to us, ask the highest law enforcement officer in the land to, in fact, look into it because it 

does appear as though it is there. 

JACKSON LEE: 

A brief yield, my good friend. 

ISSA: 

Of course. 

JACKSON LEE: 

Certainly, we have a oversight responsibility of the director, I think he's been very forthright. But none of 

the actions of destruction can be attributed - I don't think we have anything in evidence to suggest that 

Ms. Mills contributed to the dictating or directing any destruction --

ISSA: 

-- Well the gentle lady - the gentle lady may not have been here ... 

JACKSON LEE: 

-- We can't speculate here. 

ISSA: 

The gentle lady may not have been here at the time but the director himself, when asked who would the 

they would have been in that order to destroy, at least said it probably was or likely could have been 

Cheryl Mills. We're not saying it is. What we're saying is you have an immune witness. 
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GOODLATTE: 

The gentlemen will suspend. 

ISSA: 

Of course. 

GOODLATTE: 

The purpose of this was to set the record straight as to what the content of the document was. That has 

been accomplished and the debate will continue on -

JACKSON LEE: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

GOODLATTE: 

Will continue on outside of this hearing room. 

JACKSON LEE: 

I only state (ph) we cannot speculate ... 

ISSA: 

-- And I would only ask (ph) - and I would only ask that the director be able to review those documents 

at Justice (ph) and follow up with the committee, would be very helpful to all of us. I thank the 

chairman. 

GOODLATTE: 

The director has answered in the affirmative that he will do that. 

CO MEY: 

Yes. We'll follow up. 

GOODLATTE: 

First of all, I want to thank Diretor Corney. We didn't make four hours and 40 minutes but we did almost 

make four hours and I know you've been generous with your time. 
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However, I will also say that I think a lot of the questions here indicate a great deal of concern about the 

manner in which this investigation was conducted, how the conclusions were drawn, and the close 

proximity to that and the meeting of the attorney general with former President Clinton on a tarmac at 

the same time she then said, well, I'm going to recuse myself and then shortly after that, you took over 

and announced your conclusions in this case which are hotly disputed as you can tell. 

The committee and the oversight of government reform (ph) committee have referred to the United 

States attorney for the eastern district of - for the District of Columbia. 

Referral based upon her testimony before the select committee on Benghazi suggesting that your 

statement at your press conference and your testimony before the oversight and government reform 

(ph) committee very clearly contradicted a number of statements she made under oath before that 

committee and I want to stress to you how important I think it is that we made that referral for the 

purpose of making sure that no one is above the law. 

And in many cases regarding investigations, it is not just the underlying actions that are important but 

they are the efforts of people to cover those up through perjury, through obstruction of justice, through 

destruction of documents and so I would ask that this matter be taken very, very seriously as you pursue 

whatever actions the department chooses to take making sure that no one is above the law. 

CO MEY: 

Thank you, sir. 

GOOD LATTE: 

With that, that concludes today's hearing and I thank our distinguished witnesses for attending. Without 

objection, all members will have five legislative days to submit additional written questions for the 

witness or additional materials for the record and the hearing is adjourned. 
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1..-·11. ... ~-~.c"'' p:::.·r.i1,,. 
\U'<'J.} .,> Usf ......,.....,. ....... .....,......,......,.....,......,._,_....,._,.. ................................................................................................. .., 

tc: •'Moffa, Jonathan C. {CD}• (Fm}' -----------------,Suh j e ct; RE: Draft qfCongress~ona1 notW!cat!orl 

"Thanks, 

-----oag~nat Me:s.sa:ge"----
Fni,:rnr l(O-G(j(FSH 
Sef1f.fhur;;day,Oi::rollli=r.27,.1CiG·S:OC~•·pM 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

"Ta: Strmk, ~t~r P, {CE.') fFB~ &:>~vclich, Davld L (00} \FB\) Baker .. Ja~l-ES 
A {O-GC) ff B~) <ta m.e:s..S:a ker@§tJbLgov>; Rvhicki, lam~.,,. f. (DOJ (F5l) <lame.,,.. R.vhicki@kJhi .go:~..-;;.; Hen-ihg, Jason v.JCD} o=an 

IPr~esh!p, E. W. {CD){FaOI frfr:l.f':'son, Tfisha B. {rtGCJ {Fa§) . 
1---~~~~~~~""""--il 

Cc M.aft'a,JonathanC{CD} (fsd .. -------------. 
Su~ject:.RS: £Waft.clCangressionai natifjcation 

~.,.,. ... .:Qr~}~:~na~ ~~~~;:;sage·-:-~-;..,. 

frcm: Skzok,Petef P, fCD) {FBl) 
Sent:"fhi.1r:sdav, O:ctt1her 27, 201 ... 5 ..... :..._,_:s ... 1 ....... r ... M .... · -------.... 
fa: Bowdich, David L (DG}(rnnl 1 aoker,Jaims A \OGCJ (fBi) <la mes.fi;:i:ker~· le .fhj gcw>.: Hvbkki, b6 -1 
Jatf:oe-s EADOl WSH<James.R)'b(ckl@idb.go..->.: tterrin;s:.Jas~<nV. (O;<) {fST'. Pde.stap, LV1/ (CDJ(Ft:H) b7C -1 

I IAnclerson,Trssha B. (OGCJ (fBi,.· ... "'":':..._--..._--...-..._--...... ...,-"-------------. tel !Moffa, Jonathan c.(CD) fftJ~,......, ___________ __. 
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED FBI-390 
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-----bi· ~gitra 1 Mes.,;.a~c--
Fnnn: strz:.:.,k,, P'eterl\ {CDj {Fel) 

Sent: Tfo.;rs<lav.- 0-ct<::<lier 27., :Wt,.6""· ... 1 .. :"'5"".:'.!"'.""P""• ·~""•1 .... ----------. 
IO: BoWd\th, DavsdL {DD} (fB~) Bake:t, Jam.es A fOGO '. F3~1.<JaffiEs .. Bakef@.ic.fo\,gov>; R~>l:i:itk~, 

(Q0·.1-;:;::1 <Jah1:es.R>tb~ Vi@idbi.gt.rv>; H:errlng,Jas.tmV .• 'DO ffan Pr§<2-s.tap, E.V:.C(GO:j 
;1:.\ndernonTris.haB. 'OG(} (FB:ij 

....,.~-...~~....,.~.,..,.~...-~~~ ...... ~----~--~~~-. 
Cc~_.,.....,,.......,,,......,....,.. ______ .,...._,..,,,,_....,.,... _______ Moffo, Jcmathan C. {CDl \fS-i .. ._ _______ ...,. ______ .... 
SlJh~e.ct: .-Dr.a:ft-:Df :CQngn:s:.s_~·Orla.~. _not~ f~r:at§on 

Thanks, 
Fete 

ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

FBl-391 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch, Inc.



lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

And one nit: 

fames B. Comey 

Thursday, Octoher 27, 2016 8~22 PM 

Rybkld, fames E. (DO} {Fa!} 

Rf: Draft of Congres.sJona! notHk:ation 

------- Origiriai message -------
From: "Rybkk~, farnes f. {DO} (FBW' <farnes.Rybh:;ki@k::fbtgov> 
Date: 10/27/16 8:14 Pr'ii~ {GMT-05:00} 
To~ "fames. B. Gomey" <jcb..dh'.@k.fi:.:4.go:v> 
Subject: f\vd; Draft of Congressiona! notlfkatkm 

·------·---·-·•Ong.Ina! message ---------

Hom:! __ ----------------------"""' 
Date: · 10/2.7/16 7:4-& PM {GMI-QS;OO} 
lo: "S.trzok, PeterP; {CDJ {FBff'l,..........___._ ________ .....,l "Bmvdkhi DavfrfL. (DO}{FBQ" 

ATTORNliY CblliNT PRl\llbEGED 

b5 -1 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

FBl-393 
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-------Origi na i Me·55age---._ 
ffo::n:I . [o:Gcj {FS.J) 
Se!Jt:Tl-n.iro;:day, Otfuher 27, 20Hi 5:{;'0 FM 
fo' Strfok, Peter RJCP}(Fan I leowr!id1. Davlcl L (DO) \FBlj aai<er,J;:im~s 
A. iGGC) · F B~l <:fa rt:o£s.8aker@k.fM.gn1/>; R:yhkb, Jatt:~s E. (00) ! Fen <:Jart,'f-s:Rvhkb@h:::fhLgo•r:"; nerr§ng; Jason v. {CD} ( fsn 
______________ -r...,lestap,- E.• w. {CD) {Fm)I ~rrdersa.n,Trlsha· B.{GGCj {Fed) b6 -1 

b7C -1 
Cc l\.·loffa, Jonathan C ~CD) (ffi~}I 
Sw b~ei:t: RE Draft of Congre.s.slc;:r"'1.a""!'"n"'."'o""t"'i>"'i"'i:""a"'t"'<<l""'"'n ________ .. 

~~~~~c~r~g~ naJ ~Y.~:e:~~'.age:~~~-
Fro m: !itrzolc Fet"r P. \CD) (FBl) 
r->ent ThwJsday, Gct<::;ber 27, 20:t .. a_-_2_· :_.5_1_· ...• _P_.·!'._·::J _________ _ 
To:B.-owdkh. DavidL {DO}{fB~) fulker, Ja1~s.AJoGC:}{rnn •::James.Sakertti;'lLfhI:gov~·; RyhkkI, 
1<11fo:s E, \[)Oj (fl3·0"1ames3!Vbtcb@h:Jbl.gov>; H,err~r1g;lasc-n'L ·c::H 'f'Bl1 PflestaP:, E.'-.V, (CD}(fl:n} 
I IAm:ler.son, T'fish;:ifl.{OGC}ffm}..._ ___________ ....,_L.. _________ ...., 
cq lMaffa. fonatf}an (.{CD}{Hff) 
$u~~~¢t:: R:~:.•of·;s:ft}J:f c:qJi~gr~s:s~q.fra:~. not~fh:.aJ~·on 

-----Or§glnat •Mes:sage~---
Fr9m: Strx1A_. fi';:.tof:r P. fCDf\l"lJl) 

%nt:Thuts.dav .• ocw~r••:I:7, io1 .. :&_•_1_:_5_4_ ••. _P_t~-~-• --------.... 

..._ _____________ _. 

To: 8'0\-\,'d~i:h, David L fQ:O)(Fl:Hj Baker~ James,.A:::.• ·=·OG~·· ·;.:.·-i.l·.r ... ··...,.......,..===liii.i~w.=o.1&'i~ro k:fl:l\.gov>; R~,b~ckl, 
Ja.m:e·~ f. 'DO\ ·pen <.lam:es.H: rbick~ @i<:;fbLgov>; Hetring, Jason V 'DQHFS.~ Prfostap, LY.>\ (Cp.j 

Ande:rson.T~·l.sha ff. (OGC}{fS.j) 
--~ ....... ~--~----..-----.__-----~----~--Cc ............ ------.---..... ----.......... ..-------.... ·1offa, Jonathanc.frnl (rnsJ .... _______ _, _____ .. 

S.wb:jed: Or-aft Q:fCon.gn:ssicma1 nohficatlon 

Th::1nk.s, 
P~ti?-

ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILESED 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

FBl-394 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch, Inc.



lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

fames: B. Comey 

Thursday, Octoher 27~ 2016 8~25 PM 

Rybkld, fames E. (DO} {Fa!} 

Rf: Draft of Congres.sJona! notHk:ation 

-~---- Orig!na! message ------
From; "Rybkk~, fames L {DO} (FBW' <farne:s.Ryb!dd@k:;fbLgov> 
Date: 10/27/16 8:14 PM {Gtvff-05:00) 
To: "James: B. Corney" <jcb.tHr@kJbi.go:v> 
Subjed: _f\vd: Draft of Congressiona! notification 

--------- · Odg!nal mess.age __ ........ '"--
Horn:._l ______________________ __. 

Date:10/27/167:4frPM{GMT-O .... · ... S..,.;OC....,fi ... 4 ..... · -------.... 

bS -1 

Ttx "Strzok, Peter ILJCDf fFBH't I '''Bo1Ndkh, David L• (DO) (FB!)~~ 
I l'1Baker.,James A.{OGC} (FB!}"<Jam¢s.Baker@kJM,gov>,••·'rR}'"bk:ki, •1ame:sE, 

{DO} {FB~r' <James;Rybkki@k.fhi.gov>,•"Herr!ng,Jason V, .(Co)• fFB!}" 
.,Pdestap, E. W. (CBJ·.frmrl .. ___________ !· ;'Anderson,TrishaB. 

Cc: "f\•~Offa,Janathan C::. {CD} {FB!)' 
'--------------~ ,Subject: RE:DraftofCongn:~ssfonai nofiflcatk:m 

AH-
fve: .attached a n·e<x'.i draft for discu.ss.~on tom,orn:i•.u aiTL 

b6 -1 
--.--,.-.0 .. •.•.ri~inal Me'?SagJ-. -. 
from:I (Ot;lC} \fill) 

b7C -1 

SentThi.Jr;;Hav,·ocJ:ober••2'7,•20:t6·.s:OO·f'M 
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

FBl-395 
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~-~-;t~r:{g~·ria:f: ~ ... ~:e:Ss.age~:;__•;_ 
frnrn: S!fzck, Pet.er P_ (CD) {FB§) 

&:nt: thuisda'\{, Dttd::<er27, 2016 2:51 PM 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

.---------------------...... fa: &owdich, Da¥idL (DO}(FBU Baker, Jarne:s A. ~CfGC} (:''!H <Jame:;.Baker~~c.fbi.gov~~: R\>fach, 
l<imes EdOOHFS-i}<.l<it-rH:-.s.Ryb~i:kf@ii:)bl<gm>; Herl"ing_ . .las::m V. (CD) ffe.UI IPr~e.sta p, E. \V (CD1·W6n 
I I Am:lerson, Tfr~ha B. (OGCJ (Fm~ 
Ccl lr.~fo-""~;;""'·a,...,~Ja,.."n-.a,..t-:"r~.a-.n-. t:~ •• -. (~C,..D~J""'l~J-:"•S""'\:'l'\1--.-----------. 

,-.----0riglna 1 !\tfossage----
frqm: .Str~ak, Fet-etP .• fCD}(HB) 
Sent:Thursdak, P,::to!IBr 27, ;m.t"b""·•· . .-1.:5._"'""~• .. P ... ·~-!! _______ __, 
To' &di,wJkh_.David L (DO} tHH) Saker, Jat'l'\e.s A. {OOtTwan <JCirnes.8-aker@k.fbi.ge1.r>; R~·bk!d, 
Jamoes E. {OOJ \nm <J3m£ts. qy&kki@kJbr.gn·:.»; He:'tirig, Jason \l. (oo} {Fm )I IPrse.stap,E. \N_(cbj 
(ranl I Anderson, Trtsha K (dB-c} (Fsnl. . · · · 
Cd ~1offa,Jonathan c, {CDl{t-BHI .. -------,..-----
StJbjeCt. Ota~ft::Qf::()jngres.S.~GtlO.~: not~ f~:cat~bn 

Th<!lnb, 
P-et~ 

ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILESED 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

FBl-395 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch, Inc.



Rybicki1. Jame:~ E .. (DO) {FBI) 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Rybicki, famtes E. {DO} {Fm} 

Thursday, Octpher2]~ 20168:2& PM 

James K. Cmney 

Rf: Draft of Congresslona! notHk:aHon 

Copy, · Ho\<V about this- - let's. have a qukk. mom! ng meeting at frorn 3 to 8:15a andthen hrlngthe team • iff to 
d!scus.s rlghtafterthat? 

-~---- Original message ------
From; "James 8.. Corney" <jcb.dir@kJbLgov> 
Date: 10/27/16 8:22 PM (Gfvff-05:00) 
·r . .-..· "lh"b.<c~-< !,..,,.,,-.._..s ~ tOQ~ fCB 1)" <:i.:.."'"""·"· nvk<.-l·-o>@;c fh<g..-''"'" .· . .._..... ~:····:r ... h"'.~~;":f ~-~~~ i~.: _ .~:-- ~..,..- .· _ ·J -l~ _. - ~·~--- __ .-: __ J·~l- ... J"<-.--":•_:N:-3'-~..,~-:-~ ... \:: .. ~,.. -~--,-u-.,, .. yv~----

Subjed: RE: Draft of Congress.Iona! notffh:atfori 

--------- Orig!rrai message -----------

From: "Rybk!d, fames E. (DO} (HH}" <farn.es,Ryblck~@h:.fbtgm/=> 
Dal-e· 10/2711 & 8·1··'1 DM 'GMT_:_(6·00\ ..,,.,.. ··;e.-·~:l·"""-'· .. ·v:.'""7~.Joi- -1-~.-~-. _ ... .,. . -} 

To~ '1James B. Corney" <jcb..tHr@lcJbi.gov> 

Subject; F'»vd: Draft of Congresslot1a! notlfkatiori 

-------·- Orlgk1a! rBessage --------
ATTO"MEY CLIENT PRIVILESED 

I 

bS -1 

FBl-397 
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From: 

{oGC:) n=s1w ._ _______ .,... ___ "'I"'" ___ __. ___________ __, 

Cc: "'tvloffa,Joaathan t.{CD} (FBtr ..._ ____________ ....,. __ .... 
Subje-ct•••RE:•••Draft of••Cot1gressiona!•.•notiflcation 

~---~or~glna i Me:;.s.age------
from:I t6GC} (Fm) 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

:Se11bThwt:sday, G:tt<:::<hei" 27, 2010, 5:00 PM 
"Sd:Strzok,Petef P.(Ctl}(Hh)I laawdich. David L (DO) (FmJI IBaker,James 
A (OGC}(fSH<Jame.s.8aker@k.fb~.go1:'>; Ryhkb,Jarne.s E (OOl• (FS1l <Jat)W.s:Rvhkki@k;fb.gov>; H-enlng,J~smi\i. {!J(;<j (PSU 
I ·· ·· ·· · IFNesta.p,E.JN.{CD)(rml IAnd-erfon,TNsha·fl.fO-G-C)(fmJ 

I I 
~·. l',tl ~ I · · tf •·. - '" "'1 ·~g·1I i;:c .. o~,a, A:ma 1an l-Wl» tr ,~, ........ ,..... ........... -..--------
sui:~~e'.'f .. tl~'.;'. tir~.ff Oft:angresS.S·c;:~n.attrat~fl ti~t~~o.n 

~----Qi·)glrrnJ MB-.ssagf':----

fram: sfric,k. P-et'e'r if·\ (CDJ fFBQ 
S'lOnt thtrrs:day,Ocfoher 27, 1016 2:51 PM 
To fiowd~ch_. DavW l. (!)OJ ffB-j).--------------..B~ker, James A.{OGC}{FfiO <James.B'lk~r@h::.fbl.gov>; Rybkk\, 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

Joi me:s E. (QC\ 'fB!). ~.J.~ m,e:s.Hytfrl:kl@icJb~ .gc.<v>; Hetr\hg. Jas<:>n V,. {CD) (ftH) d e:sfap< E. · \h\ (CD} (Fan 
Anderson,.Tdsh.a B.(0GC}{PB~~ b6 -1 

Ci:;: ~o-ffa>,..Jonatha11C.{GOJ \fS.i) b7C -1 
9r :~·0~1~gr·~s:S~:t;tra:~.-:n9 __ · ~tH~-3: _JQh 

-----Origin.at Mes.sa:ge----
FrP:rn: Sk:tok, Bet.el:' P. (CD) (Fflll 
Sef1f."fhurn:lay,Ocroher.27,.1Cl,.G_._1 .. : ... s .. 4 .. P_. ·-.. ~_1 ________ .,. 
'Ia: Sm·vd~tr,, Dav!d t {DG) (fm) B.c:ker; Jatnes A 'OGC}. 'FBH <James<Bah:r® ic.fui,go\<>,: iiybtck~ .. 

F"""-'.....:.:..:.1...1.1;;..o.:;;;,,i...::.=i.:i.i;li""s"'·. ·.::."·~rj.,;( ~< ~ki@ti:JbLgov>; He-n:ing, J<=i.sa,n V .. \DOH F8{ Pr~e.sfap, E.\1\( \CC') 
.Ander.se>n. Trisha ft i0G-C:l (FB§j._ __ ,.... ____ ....., ................................................................................. ..., 

Cc: .................................. ..,...,.... ............ __ ............................ ___ .................................... -Maff.a,Jon.at:hanC.(CO) (FB-!).._ ____________ _. 

Th<1nks. 
Pete-

A'f'fORMEY CLIEM'f PRIVILESED 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

FBl-398 
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Jam.~s B. Corney 

From:: James: I:l .. Camey 

Sent: Thursday, Octpher 2]~ 2016 8:29 PM 

To;: Hyb!dd, J~tne:s E. (DO} {FR!} 

Subject: Rf: Draft of Congresslona! no:tHkaHon 

One other guestkJnd 

I bS -1 

-~---- Orig!na! message ------
From; "Rybkk~, fames L {DO} (FBW' <farne:s.Ryb!dd@!c:JbLgov> 
Date: 10/27/16 8:14 PM {Gtvff-05:00) 
To: "James: B. Corney" <jcb.tHr@kJbi.go:v> 
Subjed: _f\vd: Draft of Congressiona! notification 

--------- · Odg!nal mess.age __ ........ '"--
Horn:_I _________ - _______________ _ 

Date: 10/27/167:46: PM {GMT-O""·'"'S""'.;t.;:,.OC.;:,.Q~._; --------. 
Ttx "Strzok, Peter ILJCDf (Fmf'I l. '''Bo1Ndkh, David L• (DO) (FB!)~~ 
I l'1Baker., .. James A.{OGC} (FB!}"<Jam¢s.Baker@k:JM,gov>,••·'rR}'"bk:ki, •1ame:sE, 
{DO} {FB~r' <James;Rybkki@k.fhi.gov>,•"Herr!ng,Jason V, .{Co)• (FBI}'' 

._--------..-----"""""' ... "_P __ .r_le ... s_t ... a ... P._,_E_,_w_· •· • ...,r, (CBJ ·• (FBlY'I b · ;'Anderson,TrishaB. 

AH-
fve: .attached a t}e<x'.i draft for discu.ss.~on tom,orn:i•.u aiTL 

--.--,.-.0 .. •.•.ri~inal Me'?Sagt-. -. 
from:I (Ot;lC} \fill) 
SentThi.Jr;;Hav,·ocJ:ober••2'7,•20:t6·.s:OO·f'M 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

FBl-399 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch, Inc.



fo:·.str~ak,• •. Pi=t~r •• F' •. (CD}.(Faql latJ>wdich:. •oaYicl .• L ([}Qj•·(Ff:!l) Baker,•Ji3m,es 
<Jafoe.s.Baki=r@§<::Jhtgn:v>;Ryhicki, Jamfi E.(OOJ. (FBl} darnoe.s.Syhicki@lt.fb'>gov>; Heni ng:,Jasot1 YJCD} .(Fm) 

i.--------------,_P_r .. lest;:i P< E. Vi. fCDJ (f5si lAriderson, Trtsh<i 8.{(...'GC} 0"5!) 

~-~-;t~r:{g~·ria:f: ~ ... ~:e:Ss.age~:;__•;_ 
frorrr StrzokePeter·P. (CD) {FBl) 
&:·nt.thuisdav,•nttd::<er•21, .2016 •2·:51 .• PM ...--------------.... To: &owdich, Da¥id L (DO} {FBU Baker; Jarne:s A. (OGO '. f!Hi <James .. Baker@\dbi.gov::~: Rybld6, 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

l<imes EdOOHFm)<J<itTHosAyb~ckf@i.i:Jbl<gm>; Herl"ing . .las::m V. 'cD\ 'fBJ Pflestap< E. VV (CD)·(f6~} 
I IAm:lerson, Tfr~ha a. (OGCJ (Fm} Ccl lr.~~.o""'f"'fa"',-J""a"""n""" .• a"""t""h"""a-n-C""• .""'("'c"'o"")"'{""F""~""n.,....__. __________ _, b6 -1 

SlJh}ect RE: Draft l.)f Congre;;sivna ! notlfic<lfrC>n b 7 c -1 

.-.----0rigina 1 M:es:sage----
ftqm: .Str~ak, Fet-etP .• fCD}(HB) 
Sent:Thursdak, P,::to!IBr 27, ;m.t,..5_·•·._1_:5_• "'-~•_P_•~-!1--------.. 
lo' &di#dkh.,Da\iid L (DO} tH.H) : Saker, Jat'l'\e.s A..{OOC}.(rnq <JCirnes.8-aker@k.fbi.g:01,r>; R~·bk!d, 
Jam,es E. 'DO\ 'FB!1 <Jar1v1s.::l.vhkb@scJrff.gn·:.»; H~:'ting, Jason \l. .·001 {Fm) Prse.s:l:ap,E. \<V.JCbj 
(FS.i\ Anderson. Trtsha K (OBC} (fS~ 

....,.--:-...-..,...,.~:"T"::~'"=":"".'":'I'~~~----------..... Cc: Moffa, Jonathan c, {CD) n-8{ 
StJt:jeCt: Ota~ft ::Qf(:C~ngres.S.~GtlO.~• nat~f~:cat~bn .._ ______________ _. 

Th<!lnb, 
P-et~ 

ATTORNliY CblliNT PRl\llbEGED 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch, Inc.



lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

fames: B. Comey 

To~ 

Subject: 

Thursday, Octoher 27~ 2016 8~30 PM 

Rybkld, fames E. (DO} {Fa!} 

Rf: Draft of Congres.sJona! notHk:ation 

Sounds flne· but !et's drcu!at.e the language tonight. 

-------- Odgina! rnessage--------
Fmm: "Rybkid, James L (DO) {FBI)" <fames.Rybkk.!@k.fbi.gov> 
Date: 10/27/16 8~28 PM {Gr·•ff-05::00} 
To; "James B" Corney" <jdJ,dlr:@kJbtgov> 
Subject: RE: Draft of Congres.s~omd not:~ficatfori 

Copy. How about thls - !et's have a quick moming rn.eeting at from 8 to.815a and then bring the team in to 
. ...... , .. , ., .. . ... ' ... '. , .. ,.' ., .. . . . . .. . .. '.. . ,., ..... . 

discuss right after that? 

-------- Orig!na! message--------
fmm: "fames B. Corney" <jcb.dir@k.fbLgov> 
Date: 10/27/16 8;22 PM {GMT-OS;Ol1) 
To; "Rybk:kL fames L {DO} {FBI)" <J:amesJZybkU@lc;fbLgov> 
Sl.ibjec:t: RE; Drnft of Congn~s.s~om~~i notiflcat.fon 

And one ti~t 

-------·, Orlgk1a! rBessage --------
ATTORNEY CLIENT ~Rl'fflLE6EO 

bS -1 

FBl-401 
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From: "Rybicki, fames E. {DO) (FB!)" <Ji:'.HTH:?.s;Rybkk!@icJbi,gov> 
Date: 10/27/16 8:14 PM (Gfvff-05;00} 
To: "James B. Corney" «jcb.dfr@icJbi.g:mi> 
Subject~ F1.<vd: Draft of Congres.s.ional notiHcatiori 
•··.· .. ···.··'>'. · .. :.:····,·-·_ · .. _ .. - .. -·:. ·;. ·-: . ·-···._._· ,···_--_:_-·_-: ':-·-

---,..-,..HOdg!nal message--------

Fmm:I ... ---------------....------------------

(OGG} ffBU" 
....................... --.................................... ----..... -----------. c "&~ ff '· • th · . .,. •en' {FB'~" :....c; ~ ,q a,MJna anL l •d \. i, .,.._ ______________ _. 

Subject.•RE:.·.oraft•·of••Congresslonai.••notrfle:ation 

-----0rigit1aI rvi:essage---
Frnm:I tmrni lFBil 
Sef'lt:Thi.tr~<lay, October 27. 2016 5::00P'M 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

fo:Stnok_. f'e"terP. \CD}{f5! ... ·. .. ·. . . ..· oowdkh.DavidL (DG}(fffiJI ls.aker,Jamfi 
Ac (GGC} U'~ff<Jame:;;,Baker@sd'bi.ga:v>; Hyhick.~, James E (DOJ (f~H <.J ame:s,Ryhick~@lcfb,_gov>; Henj ng, Ja.sonV. •!CD} ( PEH) b6 -1 

I IPhestaip, L W. (CD)ffS~j !An<lec.scm, Trisha i:Lftl'Gcl ff SO b 7 c -1 

~-------.--..................................... 1 ..... ___________ ___ 
Cc:• !Vlnffa,•Jonl.:lthah••c.tco)••(•f61).,.._ ___________ __. 
S.Uhiect HE:: Q;:'aft ofeongres:;1of'l.'1!i notiflcath:in 

~·---Orig}na ~ · Me:ssage---·-
fforn: lW'Zok; Peter P. {Cj)) (FSl) 
S:ent:Tfo,nsday,.Oc:tuber27;••:2Dio••.2:5I••PM 
fo:B-owdkh,DavidL{OG}{PE~) .. l---.-.-.. -.--.---.--.----.--.lgaker,Jam-e7A\OGC)(Fs.H)<lames.$.aken~'~C.fhigcw>,:Rybick~, 
James[. 'OOl iFS!l <J<inles.Hyhir.:fa@ic.tfo.gov>,: H:erring: .. Jasc:mV .. {CDl {fW) P'riestapvf.\At. (CD}fftH} 

-'-·-Cirigin<I~•·• i\i•1;e,ssa~·----
Prdm: Stf~ok. · P'eotff P.(GJJ {FBI) 
Sentihurs<lav .. Gct-c<i:IBr27.20161:54 PM 

ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILESED 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 
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- ----- •.. - ------- - '----.. ------------------.. 
To: &owdkh, fM,,,..id L { 00JF=mj . Boker, Jem:esA. (OGC} (F'BO <:Jtlme:s.Bak:er <t' k .fb\ .gov>; Rv:bkk~, 
.la.mes I, (00} {FS:§)·:Jam,e-s.8.yh;tb@Hc.[}~ .guv>; Hoerr\ng, Jason •V. ·ooi• (FfRl Rrse:s.hsp;,· f. V:l.{CO-) 
(HEH !t\flderscm, Tf~sha Et (OGC}{HF) __________________ _......._ _______ -.. 

Cc~ I J\.1offo, Jonethan (.{CD) !fB-~l--------------
Sub&ei:tDrafl: M'Congn:·sslonai.notificatiori b6 -1 

Thanks, 
Pete 

ATTORNEY CLIENT PRl\llbliGliQ 

b7C -1 
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lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

fames: B. Comey 

To~ 

Subject: 

Thursday, Octoher 27~ 2016 8~31 PM 

Rybkld, fames E. (DO} {Fa!} 

Rf: Draft of Congres.sJona! notHk:ation 

-------- Odgina! rnessage--------
Fmm: "Rybkid, James L (DO) {FBI)" <fames.Rybkk.!@k.fbi.gov> 
Date: 10/27/16 8~28 PM {Gr·•ff-05::00} 
To; "James B" Corney" <jdJ,dlr:@kJbtgov> 
Subject: RE: Draft of Congres.s~omd not:~ficatfori 

Copy. How about thls - !et's have a quick moming rn.eeting at from 8 to.815a and then bring the team in to 
. ...... , .. , ., .. . ... ' ... '. , .. ,.' ., .. . . . . .. . .. '.. . ,., ..... . 

discuss right after that? 

-------- Orig!na! message--------
fmm: "fames B. Corney" <jcb.dir@k.fbLgov> 
Date: 10/27/16 8;22 PM {GMT-OS;Ol1) 
To; "Rybk:kL fames L {DO} {FBI)" <J:amesJZybkU@lc;fbLgov> 
Sl.ibjec:t: RE; Drnft of Congn~s.s~om~~i notiflcatfon 

And one ti~t 

-------·- Orlgk1a! rBessage --------
ATTORNEY CblEiNT PRl\llbEGED 
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From: "Rybicki, .fames E. {DO) •(FBI)" <fames;Hybkkl@kJbi ,goV> 

Date:• 10/27/163:14 PM {GfvlT-(15;00} 
To: "James B. Camey" I I 
Subie-ct.; Fl<vd: Drnft of Congressional . riotificatit:H'l 
•··.· .. ···.··'>'. · .. :.:····,·-·_ · .. _ .. - .. -·:. ·;. ·-: . ·-···._._· ,···_--_:_-·_-: ':-·-

.---,----- Original massage --------

Fmm: ... I ---------------------___, 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

Date: 10/27/16- 7:4EPM {Gf~ff-05:00) 
_,,, .••. "·<'· .· ••· L ,., ..... · ·····p· I'-,.r-\' ··ro1'""I-....__...__ _________ I"'·,-, .. • ., ,.···· "' . ·-ft•·· ''""·o• t •1-·o»u 
to:- ::>tn:o~, r-eter .. , tCu} • t n:n} • ·•• bo\:YOK~1, . uavh.i. ·• , tL-'r .· IJ !--ui} 

..... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ "Baker, James A. (OGC} (Fl:3t}" <James.Baker@k:.fh!.gov>,•·"RybicM, Jarnes E, 
{DO} {FBU"<James.Ryb!cki@!kJhi,gov>., "Herdng,JasdnV, (CD}fFB!}" bG _1 

.._ __________ ...._·'_'P_r .... Je_s __ t ... a ... r--,_E .... ......,ML ~tOJ •rfm)"I l''Anderson,Tdsha S. b7c -1 

-----0rigit1aI rvi:e-s.Sage---
Frnm:I j(mrni lFBil 
Sef'lt:Thi.tr~<lay, October 27. 2016 5::00n•t1 b6 -1 

fo: :Sfr:;ak_, f'€ter P .. \CD}{ F5~) ffu·:Nd kh, David L (DG\ (fffiJ · B-aker, la m:e:~b 7 C -1 
Ac IGGC} ·r~~}<:Jame:;;,Baker ""sc.fbi.gav>; Hybick~, James E (DO} (f ~~l <.J ame:s,Rybick~@lt:.foi,_gov>; Henj ng, Ja.sonV. {CD} ( r-an 
...,._ ___________ .. ~.....,·riestaip, LW. (CD)ffS~j I.Andee.son, Trishai i:LH.>GcJ ff SO 

~·---Orig}na ~ · Me:ssage---·-
fforn: lWiok; Peter P. {CO-) (FSl) 
S:ent:Tfo.nsday,.Oc:tuber27;••:2Dio••.2:5I••PM 
fo: B-owdith, David L {t>G} {PE~)------------.... §}aket, Ja~s A \O:Gq ( FB-i l <lames$.aken~' ~c.ffo.gov>_: Rybick~, 
Jame.sf • . ·001 iFS!l <.!<inles..Ryifa:::!d@ic.tbi.gov>.: H:erring:.Jasc:mV .. {C::.T{fBU P'fie:Stapvf.\AF (CD}fft.H} 

A.nclerso11,Tfssha B. (OGCHPB~} 
L....,...~~--~~~~~ ........... ~ ...... ~~~~---~~--~~-. 

cc rv1offa,Jonathan c. ~CD}{F1':<Q 
--~~~~-.,.,~.,,..,......,.,..,~~~...,..~.,..,.,,.,...~~~~~-- ..... ~~~~~~~~~~~---

Su o} e ct RE: Draft afCongressic,naI notmc<ifo:m 

-'-·-Cirigin<I~•·• i\i•1;e,ssa~·---
l"rdm: Stf~ok. · P'eotff P.(C:D) {FBI) 
Sentihurs<lav .. Gctc:<i:IBr27,20161:54 PM 

ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 
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To: &owd1fn,-6~~1di.f00J(Fa)l !Baker, Jame.s A. \OGCJ (F'B~) ""James.Bakff@icfb~.gm•>; Rvfack~, 
.la.me:; E .'DO\ 'FS:§l·:Jam,e-s.8.vh;tb@ic.[}~.guv>;Hoerring, lason•V. (DOl•IFfR. Rrsestap;,·f.V:l.{CO') 
~fEF] 1nders:::.<n.Tf~ShaB. {OGC}{HFj 
Cc J\.1offo,"'.J"'0-1"'1,a-t'.iJ-,,.,,,..-"'t1"'"·•i.c7''-.•.';"{C:-.::D":'l-:!~f:-.:8.:--:•~';"J"'" ___ L-----------. 
st~g~#F-t:.p:r.~Jt.qf•:C~6ngr~s.sx9n.~~-• r1ot~f{~:a·r_s¢~n 

Thanks, 
Pete 

ATTORNEY CLIENT PR:l\YILESED 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

FBl-405 
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lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject; 

fames: B. Comey 

Thursday, Octoher 27~ 2016 8~41 PM 

Rybkld, fames E. (DO} {Fa!}; Baker, farnes A (OGC} {FB!}; Bowdkn, David L {DO} 

n=so 
Here is vvhat l havce drafted, 

ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

bS -1,2 
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lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

fames: B. Comey 

Thursday, Octoher 27~ 2016 9:0-0 PM 

To~ Eaker, .lames A., (OGC} {fB!)_; Rybicki, .lames E, {DO} {FB!}; Bowdkh, David L {DO} 
~FB!) 

Subject; RE: Here !s what! have drafted. 

------ Original message ------

From; "Baker, James A. {OGq ffB!}'' <James.Baker@k;fbl.gov> 
Date: 10/27/16 8:58 PM (Gtvff-05;00) 
I "! . B ,- " ··" ' d" .t;:;"I' fb' "R b' < • ! f "no'· fCB!'" o: _ames: . "--om.ey <1co, ff~f~dc ... 1.go:11>, y Kl<.1, _ames .... _·_.\_L_-_ . .._} .... t_•_ ... ~ 1_·---------. 

<fames.Rybkki@k.foLgov>, "Bowdich, David L {DO} p=mr ... I ____________ _. 
SubJect: RE: Here is \rvhat ~have drafted. 

--.-.··'"'"'--'··Orlg!na! me.ssage -~----' 
Hom: "fanie.S !1. Cornel/' <jd:tdir@ic.f&i.gov> 

·····.. . ...... ' .... 

Date: 10/27/20-168:40 Pfvl {GMT-DS:ODJ . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . 
T "''" ,t..' .i.· • · · . · c 'O·· o·. I f;r·g·'·"' ·r . .·. :n ' , ·' ··=·· " , · · · -·. "o '·. ·· .·· ·j· ··· . · .. ··A· N"<Gc·\ Jr=.'~'' ~o; Kyµic~i_, James i.:;. v . 1• rn •• if. <James.r;,VO!c;.;:1~,1c:rm.g0v.=>, .. ""a;.;:er,. ames , .~p :i"--ur5!J 
0<James.Baker@fo .. fol.gov>, "Sowdkh_. Dav*cl L {DO) {FSU'' ...._ ___________ __, 

Sub_je·ct: Here !s what i have drafted, 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

bS -1,2 
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b5 -1,2 
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From:: Bowdkh". David• L (DO} {FBQ 

Sent: Thursday, Octpher2]~ 20169:3QPM 

To:: Baker, James A,. {OGC} •• (FB!fa James; fL Corney; • Rybkk!, fames£~ {DP/ {FBO 

Subject: Rf:·.Here is· what 1 have drafted . 

.Fmm: Baker,Jennes A. {O-GC} fFBJ) 
Sent Thursday,••·October 21,.·2015•·a;sa••P!V1 
Io: James S, Corney<jcb.dk@ic.f bL.goV>,:• Rybjd<J,J~mes: K {!}OJ ~ Fm}<Jan-res.Hybkki@tcofbtgov>; .Bovvdicb, Dav~d 
L {D'O} fFmJI I bs -1 , 2 

Subject: RE: Hene ~s~vhat ! have drafted, b6 -1 
b7C -1 

~----C"-- Origimtl!lltssage C" ___ C" __ _ 

F ···J· B··c, ·~· · -· L .£. ,.~, ~'L' · -ro:m:. ·. ames ·•• • .-0-mey· "'~JCu<•.ut:g.:1clut.gov.;."' 
Date: 10/27/2016 8:4{!: PM(Cfa·'.rr-05:00') 
'T' ·•' "R .L' . L:> • T .. ·. • .·E· ~o)· ... "GDT"\'' .. ,. . · ... •· ... D .L ··~·!'-' 'N:' ;,:.'!~·· .· .·. . . ''B' -L . ·~ . . . • . '" 'O• r:..c· ·y =np,•· .to; ... yv~1".r:.l,.raxnes .. · .\u ...•.. J.r-'P.9· <~~mues~yv~\.iw(~"S:1c..w1.gov>,.·.· .• <#et; Jamesl-\:. t ·.0 .. •·.·;t.r-'a9· 

<James.Baker@kJbi.gov>. "Bmvillch,DavicFL. WO}{FBifl I 
Sub_jett••Here•fa••\vfu>it••r•have•drafte& 

--- .. .,. -

A'f'fORMEY CLIEM'f PRIVILESED 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

bS -1,2 
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From: 

Sl!:nt:: 

To: 

Subject: 

A!!, 

____ ___,.... __ 1{~'1}.{FB!) 
Friday, Octcher2B, 2016 $:09 PM 

James.Et Comev;:Kortan, MkhaeJ P. {DO}. {FB.l); Hybkld, JamesL {DOJ.{Ffli};.Quinn; 

Richard P, (DQ} {FB!);J lfOO) (FBfJ;i hoo} {FBI} 

Frklay Evenl n.g Coverage 

Please see· a summary of thema}or r'!e'>NS stories that are on-Jine this evenk1g, This obvfous!v isn't a 
comp1ete summary, ·but !tis a summary ofthemajor outlets, 

Please let me kno\.·V Hyouh;:fve any questions. Th.ankyou. 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

D b6 -1 

b7C -1 

HRCs st.atementto the press in im•\>'il this w-eekend: 
"! have now seen Director Come:y's Letter to Congress. We are ntn.,v 11 days out from what ss perhaps the 
most frnportarit natkina~ e!ect!on k1 our nfetlmes. Voting ~s already lff'ider.vay ln our couritry, so the 
American Penp~e .des.ervethe fu!l and comp~ete facts !mme&ate!y. The Director h!mse!f has said hirnseH 
that he d.oesri't kn.01.:v if the emails referenced in his letter are signlflc:ant or not tm confident~ whatever 

they contain, wm nut change the condusion reached in fo!y. Therefore it ls !rnperatlve that the Bureau 
exp!a~n this lssue ln qaest!on, \vhatever !t ls, '>N~thoutde!.ay,"' {the statement contlnues, but it doesn't 
address any substan{'.e of the inatter} 

Re!evant O/A: 
(Jj Have you heard from Corney or form anyone at the FB!? ,t,._re you concerned any o'f these emails l.:\fm 

revea! das.sffled h1formation? 

'Vv'e have not !:teen c:ontacted by anyone. First vve kne\v about §t !s., ~ assume, >,,vhen you kne\IV ah0l1t it -
when tMs letter, sent to eight Repubfo:::an members of the house 1nas rele.ased, So Vie don't know the 
facts, ~uhkh ts why 1.ue are caning on the FB! to re~ease all the irifonriatlon it has, Even D§rector Corney 
noted that.th~s new inforniation may not be sigrMkant .• so let's get it out" 

O,} There are reports that these reports came fmm devices that belonged to your a~de., Homa and her 
husband. Can you comment:? 
'Y..;'e\1e hei:m:f these rumors. w·e dori't knm:v tivhat to beHeve. rm sure there "'v'i!! be even rrior:e rumors. 

Thafs why ~tis kicutnbent on the FEl to te!l us \.Vhat they're taHdng aoout. Right no\v, your guess is as 
good as rnine arid i don't think that's good enough. So we've made !t very dear that, if they're going to he 
sending this kind :0f letter that is orily gok1g odg!naHy to Rept1b!kan members .of the House, that they need 
to share \:Vhatever facts they claim to have \Mlth the American pewple and that's what l expect to happen. u 

VVASH!NGTON -A ne'l!v trove of emails that a pp-ear pert!nent to the novv-dosed invest1gation h1fo HWary 
Cfo1torts private ema~! server \.Vas discovered after the EB.L se~zed at !east one electronic device shared 
hy Anthony 0. V\leine~· and h!s estranged wHe, Huma Ahe.:Hn, a top aide to ~1.<~rs. Clinton_, federal law 

~riforcement offkia!s sald Frld.ay. The F.B.L is lnvest!gating rnk~t text messages that ML Weber~ a former 

Democratk congressman from Ne\v York, sent to a 15-year"o!d gkl in North CamHna. The bureau tokJ 

18-cv-01448 FBl-412 
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theyn;;Jmhered in the tens of thm.Jsands .,_.potentially reignitlng.Eln issue that has weighed on the 
pn~sident!a! carnpaign ar1doffedng a UfeHneto QonaldJ,Tmmp.!essthan tv101.veeks heforethe•eledim1, 

Newly· discovered ema! !s found· on a computer selzecl during an Juvest!gation of disgraced former 

o:;ngressn1an .Anthony Weine:r{O-N,Y;J ha\i'e prompted the FBl to make new inquiries relatedto HU!ary 
Clinton's prh1a:te ~mail server_, according fothree pi::-ople fam.i!!ar1'viththede~iherations; HH·Direcfor James 
EL Corney kiformedrnngressionai !e13ders Friday that: the agency 'iivodd take '¥appropriate investigative 
steps«·· to deteimine.'iivhetherthe•ne¥\dy disccrvered emails contain .ciass!fl:edfoformat~on and to assess 
the~r impmtam::e·to the CHnton server probe. The ernaHs: were found on· a tompater tJsed jofody. by both 
\Ve!net"and Mswffe,,top CHntonaide Huma AhedM1 ·acwrdlng·to a person.with ~J'fQ.wled.geoftheJt1quHy, 
Federal offkJab have been exam!nlng \>Vek1er's alleged s.exuaHysuggest!ve on!!ne messages. \Nlth a 
te·enage g!d. The Hnktothe Weiner probe \;\:'as first reported b"y the Nelu York Tl mes, 

Between Ohamacare's ns~ngprem!umsandthe reve~ations .of accessc...pe.ddling by atop <:1We. at the CJ!ntmi 
foundaHon,this hasn't been a good i;,ve·ek for Hmary CBnton's. pr:es-identfo! t:-arr1palgn, Ek~tthe nev'ls
.annm.1nced rnday afremoon ,_that the fB! ti\>uuM he again fo.okh1.g into the private email server Clinton 
used as secretary of state fakes her bad 1veeksnto truly terrib!eterritory, Here's 'i.uhat ~<..,·e know{and it's~, 
admittedly, ·not a!~ that much)~ The rm c;ame · acmss emaf!s related to Cl ihton' s server as part of 
an "unrehte# investigation/' according to a letter sent by Dfrector fames !:LCon1ey ta congressiona~ 
leaders Friday, ,,.! agreed that the FBlshouh:l. take· appropriate· lnvest.igaHve steps:· designed to- a! !mv 
it1vestlgators to review these emaHsto.determine \oVhetherthey conta!rt dassHledinfomi.a.tlon, as we!! as 
tq ass.est. their. h1l~:a:Jrt:Emce to oor ! nvest!gaHon(' Corney vvmte. Here's what >:Ne . i;lon 't: • !s this si mp!y box
-checking because of a handful c~temaib that 'l<Vererecent!yfot.md? Or !s fats Er.re:-'>i;>:amlnatlon.Qf the \;\:'hole 
shebang? 

Hinarv C!hton's campaign tou!d have gone a few different •ways ,,.,,,.,§th its response to the bmnbsheU news 
that the Fm is looking into rnore ernai!s related to its hwestigaUon of the Democrntk nominee. !t i;,vent 
wlth :;=;H1gry·. 

The campalg:n's Just-re~eased staternent, from chairman John Podesta, ls remarkab~e, !t begins.by not-so
subt~y suggesting that this ~sat. lea.st partially a po!itica! resp-onse to Republicans' cont!nue:d secnnd
guessb.g of ho\M the FB! handie-d its investigation, a!ong w!th FBI D!re-ctor James 8. Corney's: Ju!y conckrsJon 
that no "reasonable prosecutor" \;'.,muki brlng charges against Clinton" "Upon completing this h1vestlgation 

more than three months ago, HH rntector Comey ded1ned no reasonabie prosecutor i,;vm.1kl move forward 
with a case W.:.e this and added th~tit i,;vas not even a do$:e ca!!,'' P1.Jdesta said. "in the months. sine~, 
Donald Tn_HT1p and hls Repub!ican ames have been baseiess!y second-guessing the Fm and, in both pubHc 
and private, browbeathg the career o.fflda!s there to rev~slt thek ronc1usion in a desperate attempt to 
harm Hrnary C!hton's president!a~ campaign." 

3:}: ·~sc -Ne·Ws:- __ :~.r~~~@JI~_Jl3~~~~t~.t~-~t:_t~\~~~R~-~-~t~}fJ._{~~~~~:~: __ t~?fE~-~t.A~2.:~S:n~~h2~1:f:_~~~-~~fJ§:r_·_~t1s::s:~:t~;~l§J~-9t1.-_.(~v~th·.:vidf2:0) 
·r.he · FBJ ·re:\~;·e.a~:e-d · Fr~d.tv~~ ~t: ~va:s .. re-~J~e\~v~ ng· ~i ne.\;~t .b~tt:h of :e-rria~ ~:5 that ·.~?a·ppe~~r to· be pertJri:et~t ~t tll ~ts -ptevltHJ~ 

lnvestigatlordnto HW;3f)' CHntor(s use of a pr~vate :servE:r - and rn1<Mlple fodi::ra~ o:fflch3b toM NBC N~ws 
they 'ii'>t~re found ;;;;s part of An on-:-goiag probe o-fdisgrnce·d former New York rnngressmari AEithony \ti.lei neL 

The f.:rnalh. \:Vere. found on a k~ptop that \'VE-kier aHege.d~y use,dto send lnappropdate text. messages ;::ind 
pictures to.an underage girl, the sources told NBC·Ne\:vs., !nvest~gstors a!so dis:ca1ret-ed Vielner'::::··wHe, 

18-cv-01448 FBl-413 
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Hmriil Ahedln1 had used the: same!aptop to send ~malls:·to C!Hiton·ar1'd now' the\<-·are thetldngthos.e 
rnessagesto.seeffthere inas any dasslfled !nfonnatkm onthem, the souxess.akt 

New~y rHscovered emaHs belng examine-cl by th~ FBl in relation to !-Hilary C~intori's em.an server came to 
!!ght §!1 be course of an lmre!ated crlmina~ investigaUon. of Anthony \rVeiner, a source fami!Lar v>"!b the 
matter teUs NPR's Carr~e Johnson. \:Veiner is the estranged husband of dose Cfo1ton aide Huma Ahed!n; he 
has he·en under scn.1thy for sendh1g lUidt textmessagesto an underage gM, Ead!er Frlday FBl Director 
fames Corney not!fled members ·o-f Congress that the FB! had reopened Its lnvest!gatlon into the handfo1g · 

of da5s!f!ed lnforrnation ~n conne·ctkH1 with the Democratk pres!dent§a! candldate's t.is.e of a private ernan 
ser.:ter 'l>vhHe Scecretary of state, !n <l letter to the leaders of congressfona1 oversight committees, Comey 
~vmte: "in connection \>Vith an unrelated case .. the Fm has !earned of the existence of emal!s that appear to 
be pertinent to the investlgatlo-n. ~am writing to inform you that the lnvestigatlve team bd.efed me on thls 
yesterday, and l agreed that the ffH shcn.dd take appropdate hvesUgaUve steps des!gned to a!io1;v 
hvestlgators to re»iiew these ernaHs: to determine \.vhether they r:.ontaln dass.Hled infonnat!on, as we!i as 

to assess their imp:ortanc~ to qur investigation,~~ 

s~ Politico Coverage 
~) :[:1ttl~~:J~"~ c:~~~~t~~. ··oc~l&L t(E :E.s:··~~:b~~tt f}Bc~£~lo~2 tCE ,1l{:?~::}e\~\~~-~~~\:\} fr11~~~~t~ {this 'is · s.irn·~ h~ r to· the·_ -state-~:n:ert~ at t~\e 
top ofthis emam 
Hi!!ary C.Hnfon demanded that the>FB! ex.p!a!n !ts deds!on to inform E:ongress that if was rev1e~"il'ing ne&\,' 
emaffs.te!atedtoher privateernaH .server, ca!llng ·jt ,.,,!t11peretive? that.the bur.Eau doso;."\l4e.'veheard 
foes.erumors, we.don't kno\:vwhatto beHeve,"Clinton.to!dreportersduflng a shortgag:g~e ih fowa, '7hatis 
why !tis !ncumbentontheFB! tote!! uswhatthey are talking about." 

Hi!!ary C!intor{s campa!gn chainnan fohn Podesta iJ-nFdday ca!iedon FfM OJrectorJame.sC.omey to 
!mmedlateiy·re!easernore detaHsab-out the new evkfence it ls.rev~.e~".dng as part of as pmhe lnfo.Cifrrton's 
use af a prhiafa email .s.eh>'er at the Sfate Department. 
He.abo pushed hack againstthe idea that the FBJ is re·-opening frs invest!gation, .wbkh condude:d !nJuiv. 
Corney· recommended that the J us.tice· Department not .bring charges ag1£1tnst CHntot1 foraltegediy 
m!sha nd! i ng t!ass.Jfled. ! nfomi.atlon. 

The White Hous1e found out through media reports that the Fa! VlouM he revleiov!ng addition a~ emai!s 
related to !ts !nvest!gat!on into HWary CHnton's. private serve·r as se·cretary of state,. a spokes1nan said 
Fdday, 
"We got it through press n2'ports/' prlttdpa! deputy Wh!te House press secretary Erk Schultz told reportet's 
dm!ng a :gaggle aboard Air force One. 
Story Contfoued Be!m.v 

HM Director fames Corney sent a ~ettei- to wngressforia! committee chain11er1 earHer frklay.k1fonn!ng them 
of new emails "that appear to be pertinent to this irn.testigatfon." He added that the bureau would revletv 

th1e emails to determine w=hetherthey containe:cl c!assifled inform.at!on. 

"We had that letter after it was made pub!k/' Schultz said, "'so l!Ve: did not have advance warning." 

Hii!ary Clinton forcefoi!y ca Bed on the Fm Friday to release "the flµ!! and complete facts" about its rev§e1<\:' of 
ema!!s related to her persona! server. in her first pub!k comments since FEH rnrector James Camey to~d 
i<Hi\>111akers ead!er ki the day thatthe bureau is rev!ev.ilng new ema!!s tied to thE server, CHnton said 
Ws "!mp-ErnUvei' that the tmreau provide more dEtails about 'iNhat it's doing Jn the ·final days of tne 
camp<:!lgn, 

\:Vhy dld FBI D-!re·ctorJarnes Gomey shoek\:Vash!ngton on Friday ~vith an announcement that the FBf "has 
le-am~d of.the existence of em:aih;" related to H!lbrv Cl!nton·'s; nrivati:>emaH servat'. and.'<,;\ihat does~t 
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mean? The truth isC0111e;'f didn'fhavE:a chokE't. Because the ne'<\1irifo.rmafl6n folh:J'»\1ed h~ss11Noril testimony 
ahout·.t:he·• c:ase,·•C.omey.<o;vas.·obl!gated by•.De.partment• of Justice .mies .to keep·•the•.rele.va.nt·.cnmmlttee·s 
a~prlse-d .. Under oath Cqmgy had statetf thatthe bureau• had compfa~ted · !t~ review. Onpe he leani.~~d that 
therev1erene\!Veina~ls.tbat•mquiredexaminat!on;ComeyhadtOnotlfyCongres~thathehadtOamend .. bis 
testimony hecause!t·was no fongertrue, •Comey'sJettertocongress~ona! ccimm!ttee chafrs doesn't say h!s· 
agentshave•discove.r~d new \Nitnessesordocurni~Jlt.s suggesting a crimina! actoccutred. Rather, he•on!y 
s.uggests that .evklence that has notyet been exarnined needsto he tevfov.1ed because Jt · isreievant to the 
case, 

Hf lATimes: 

Ju$tas .tilltfillJ;:)i ntcig appeijrad to be cn.1!sing HJ eJect!on dav >,;Vlth the wind at her hack, the FB! rattled the 
1H~~,::.:~~L@ti'%LL<L~§ falday hy armoundng !tls again probing emaUsthat m!ghtbe re!atedto her prtvale 
serve(, rek! ndHng a p:0~itka!ly dama.gk1g • i::ontmversyfor G ~nton arn:l rei rivlgorating Repub~kans scramhHrig 
fo hoid qn to c6ngraS.S~rn1~Lseats .. The surprise <iuordfr6m FH! rn recfurL1F~'"5 C6'")?v came: after his agency 
discoven.~dne•,,v commun!caflans•on a computerjokit!yused by dose CHnton aide lI~EE~Ld~~-~;EUn and her 
estranged·•hashand, .. :'.frgfa9_m~ __ JV~~~f.Wh•·.a .• for-rner.Nev,.· York.congresS'.m.an,.•8ccording•••to••us .•. law••enforcement 
officials. ••lnve.stigator-s •·came across•the••·emails•·~uh!!e• investlgaUtig••\i~'heth~r. We!•ner• vfolated• ·federa! .• ~a=;;v 
vA1en exchangingsexuaHy·expiidttextsNiith a 15,.year-oM gid k1 North Cam!!na,.the officla! said. 
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From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subje~t: 

________ ..... HDQJ {FB!} 

Saturday, O:ctoher 29, 2016 2:42 PM 

fa.mes B .. Cmney.,'; R).f.Mcki, .. James.··· E, {DO) .·.t.'F. B.l.}.'' i!lD} fFR.P·· Kortan i,..... ........ r----...... '-'--··~-~ .... .,· ':W':-'}:~ ·.·'' " ··:~ 
Mkhael P. {DO} (F'Bl};Ql:ilrn1,, Rkhard P, (DO}JFB!} (DO) (FB!}; 
Campbell, Joshua S, (DO} p:gq 
Sat.1rday · Cover~ge 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

Goo·d afternoon. A sun1mary of today's ne11vs ls helm,,<,,,•. fvfari•it of v.A1ich are trying to advance the story 
beyond the bash: facts sw:rouridlng the events th-at toDk p!ace yesterday. As. usual, 1've lnduded the title iJ:f 
the article,, a ilnk to the fol! artJd.e, and the flrst few re~evant grnphs of the plece. 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

1}Nev.isv .. .ieek:·Hi!!ary Olnton's EmaHs: The Rea! Reason the FB~·ls He'<.•!e-vJ!ng Mme of Them 
http://'\:V~'ll\.i\:\ne\l\lsweeJtxom/hi ! iary-·dintohcems l is:,..fhi-comey-donaJd.c.trump-anthany-weiner~hu:rn a-abed ln-51. 
4918 

Thi? dlsc!osurefry theFi,=deralfh.:ireauof ·!nvestlgation ~ate on•Fdday, .Qctoher 28 that·a had discovered 
P'OtenUal ne\>'.:' evidence !n lts. inquhy ~nto Hi!!a:ry CJinton's.hand!ingof her personatemail when she V<l'as. 

Secretary of State hasvM:ua!!y noi:hlngt0d0 t«<l'ith ~hy•acuonstaken by the Demo<:ratkJ\amlne·e, according 
fo. govemrnent fecords and.an .offfda~ \,\:'~th knowledge of the !nvest~gatlon, 1..vhospoketo Ne'i.VS'1Neek on 
condiUon of anonymityo The reve!stionthatthe rm· has discovered add~fiona! emaJ!s convulsed thepd!Hcal 
wodd; and!ed to ~videspreadfanderroneous}. dahns and.spepuiatibn. Many RepubUcans prodaime.dth~t 
the >tH.Sco'\i'enf suggests .Clinton. may have broken the faw, wbfle .Dem.oc.rats condemned FBi Dlrector James 
Corney for disCk.'1s.1ng this fafonnatkm less than t\i\lo vveeks before the e!e·ct!on, dalmk1.g he d§d n for 
pditka!purposes, Donald Tn~mp, the Repubiican·riominee, saJdthe deve!nprnentsho1<v~d h!s opponer1t 
ha.cl engaged fo corn1ption "on a scale we have never seen b:efore/' whi!e Clinton caHed fnr the FBl to 

release aHof the informstie<nit has, saylng the.American people have a right to kno1<\i everything, 

2} Nev<tYorker: fames Com.ey's October Surpdsehttp:/b\;'\,V\MJle\J\•"fOrker.corn/ne'Yvs/john,..c:ass!dy/james
comeys-oc:toher-surpds.e 

On Friday momlng, James Corney, the director of the Feder.a! Bureaffof·~nvesti:gatkm, sent a·!ettertothe 
heads .of ::;evera! ci::H11rnittee:son Capitol Hsi!., fo \:\•hkJ1 he.5aid he \:Vishedto."supp!emeht'"the testimony he 
ga'!te ki July about the Bureau'.skivestigaffon ktfo l-M!ary CHnton's prlvate>e.,msH ser\i·er. Durlngthst 

testfa1ony~ Ccwney had defended bls d~tsion ·not to bring any charge$ in the. case, even tboug h b ! s agents 

h~d found evidence that Clinton and her ~kle.s were, in h~s words, '~extremely careless in tbek hand!! t1g of 
very sensitive, highly class!fled foformation.,,, !n his letter on· Friday, Comey wrote, "ln connection w!th an 
unn'?~ated case,,.the•FB! has~earned ofthe·existence of. ernaHsthatappearfo·be pertJnentto the 
investlgation. ! am.'1Nritlngta lnfoirn you thatthe lnvestigath.<e team briefad·me on this yesterday., .andJ 
agreedthatthe Fm should take appropriate lnves:tigatlvesteps designed to a.How investigators torev~ew 

these emails to determine \i>:'hether they contair1 tfassff!ed infonnatfon, as· \Me!! as .to assess their 

i rnportance ta our i nvest!gation.'' Cnmey added that the. ~genc:y cou! dn 'tyet determine '\\:·nether· ornot hfrs 
material may be s~gn ificarit or not:,'' or "ho>N kmg H: · wil ! . take us to coi'np@$te th fa addltkmal tvodc'' 
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3} NBC Ne'.NS: Clinton Em alls Are Orily the latest ~vfonefieM for FEH Director Camey 
ht:tp://,.v:.N1.>v.nbcnews;com/p0Htks/2D1&:.e.!ei:::Uon/c!intor1-emai!s-0n!y-latest:.c:ont.roversy-fbi.-·d!re-ctor-jame.s
comey-n675006 

The man heh~nd one of the hlggest bomhsheHs of the · presMenb af efe·ctfon has. n.evet heen one to foJ!qs,~/ 
..!,;, n''' !S rg'[}' s ,- ' L '··.Jn t-,<• f. ·'L·· <•f· trnli!tlori, rorn:acassy, t J '· 1rector1ames x-'omey nas t;.een a registereu ,.,,eprn ... 11ean or most oruis u e. 

PersonaHy andprofessiona!iy, he !s.fierce!y.independent - s.oniuch so that President6arack.Ob-arna dJdn't 
hesitate to app:eint h!m to l'Hs current posltlot\ desp*teComeVshlstory ofdonat!Fi:g to•Repuhffcan 
pres~dentlal campaigns . .A career prosecutor., SS"'year--0id Comey has a hlstmy ofdefying both _po!itkai 
part: le$~ But no past action Has. thrust Mminfothe cmss hairs quite Hke his f1nnoun.cernent fridi!y - a mere 
tiveekanH a haHheforevoters gotothe·poHs ~that a nevAy discovered hatch of ernaHs·hadprornptecl hfrn 
to take another!ook.atthe em1:1H·invest!gation that has dogged·Demo-crntk nom!neeHiliary·C!snton 
thn:::itighout her cand!dacy. Friends sayComey's t<'>i:nrk has· ins-ti~!ed •in ·him a deep sense i;:iJ do.! rig •the right 
thing_, even ff it's unpop~ilaF. That h~smearrtpos~tlon.ing Mrnseff agaitistbig names fo the past_, irn:::Judk1g 

the Gintons, u'ilhomhe has investigated twfoe befoJE 

N PR: Fm . Director· Under Fire for C~inton. f mall Scrutiny Days -Before. fie.ct.ion http://i..vvf\l\i'.npr.org/se·tt!ons/t 

het:.voc.way/2016/10/29/499868601/fb-i-head-tmder~flre-for-crestartlng-c!inton~emali~·Jnve:stigatlon-.days-b 

eforec·e~.e-ct 

HM Director James Come)' ls fad ng criticism forJ\_.lr:rd ng the agency's attentfori ta; nevdy disco~lered. emai !s 
that couM be lk1ked to HHiary CHntrn\, ag:a!n focuskig ant.he former secretary of state just days before 
Election Day, formerprqse.cutors and- former Depart:rnent of Ju.stk,e officials are quest!oningwhat Corney 
hopes to flccompHshby announdng the h\•-est!gaHon$O dose to the efo·c:t!on, Corney n.odfle-d rne:mbers of 
Congress that the FB! \:Vas· again !ookk1g !rito cnnton's US•e ofa prlvate-ema~l-server. As: NPR reported 
Fridav, .· Cornf;-y's: dE;ds!ot1 fo!!ow'e-dthe discq.vexy af ema i Is that "came to ! ightin the course.· of arl unre!ated 
crirnihaJ !nlfestlgat!on of .Anthony\,-Veiner:," '1!vho .is. being scrutihixed·forsex.t!ng an underage gid, But, as the 
As.sodated Press reported, k's "lmdear whatfoe-emails contained, '>i\:'tm sentthem .. ·or1.;vhat connectki:n 
theym!ght havetothe year!ongihvestigaHoh.the Fm dosedihJu~y w!thoytrecomrnendlngcdminal 
charges.'; 

4) Chdst!an.S.de111:e Moilitor: \!Vhy the FB! Dropped Ema!! BomhsheU onJlH!ary·cfirltqn No11v 
http://,.w,l'\,¥.csmo.nitor.com/USA/Po!ith::s/2016/1028/\1\rhy-the-fl31-dropped""'emai!--hombshe!!,-on'"Hi~!ar,.._c.Jin 

ton-hm•J 

Heading lnto the final fol! \Meek of the presldential elect.lot\ the Federal Bureau·of lnves:t!gat!q.trhaS'. gh;:en 
this. nm~t hizci rte of elections p.e:rhaps Us most remarkab!1_2 twist. !t l nformed . Congress Friday thatit ~s 
jnv-est!gatlng 1;vhetherthere fa dl:lssH~ed !nfomi.ation !n nei..<,:' emails !inked to HWary Clinton, !fl Ju!y,the FBI 
had·sakl.lts investigation of Mt's, CHnton's prlvate server \Nasfln!Shed, The dtsdosure rnisesthe posslhHity 

of the Ff:H. reop-enihg.the crlrnhal investfgatio.n k1vo-hd bg. the Derno-cratk preslclential noml nee just days 
before- the elecfoJt1; k a.Isa ra~ses the poss!hmty· that nothing whatsoever wm happen aml Ointan wn! he 
tJe.ared. 
The tkning is extraordinary, The dosest rec;eot paraiie! was l.iVhen the Fm on Oct. 10, 19721 suggested that 
President Nhmn's reelection comrnittee s.vas H·nked to a campalgn .of poBt!ca! spylng and sabotage. Thou.gh 
thescat1da! eventually !ed to NLl<:cn's re.s~gnation, it had no s!grMkant -effect on the e!ectkiri one month 
later. N~xan >;,vcm in a !ands!!de. But that Vi.:'as at.a time of dramat~caHy fower part!sansh!p, !n the current 
campaign, Friday's ann.ouni:em~nt cou~d be explosive 

5} CNN: Top Jus:tice Dei-....artrnent Offlda!s ObjectedtnFB! Director's Oedsion to Notify CongreS'.s 
http:/jvvs.\w..<.cnn.~com/2.Ctl&/10/28/po!itks/fb§crevi.ew!ng~n-e~v~e:ma!ts-in,..dinton-prnhe-director"te:!~s-.senate·"J 
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udkJary-commtttee/!ndex.httn! 

Attorney Genera! Loretta Lynch and Deputy .Atton1ey Genera! Sa!!y Yates objected to FEl [)iredor fames 

Comey's dedslon to notify Congress about hi.s bureau's review.of emails related to f-Hll:ary cJgntori's 
personal server, h:.i\v enforcemen.t offidah. famiHar with the discussion said. There ~Nas no direct 

cm'!frotitaUon hetw·een lynch or Yates and Camey. hstead, the objecfams 1.vere: conveye·d to Comey by 
Just.lee Departn1ent staff, \<vho advi9::d the FB! chief h!s letter would be <:igalnst depa1tment policy to not 
comment ori investigatsons dose to an e:iection., the offk.fais said. Department ·offkfa!s expressed concerri 
that \Nhat Corney wanted to do was contrary to how the department does business given how cfose this 

\\:'as to the e~ection and that lt was contrary to department po!ides and procedures, one !a\'\I enforcement 
soun:::e sa!d. 

6} V1<1'.:isn !ngton Post:J ustke Offk:i ~ls V\fa rned Fm That Con1e1i/s Dedslon to Update Congress Was· Not 
consistent \:Vlth Department Po! io{ https://'>;%;:.,•\"t\:.V.\Vashi ngtohpostc9m/wodd/nati1Jnal-:secudty/jusfa;e-officl 
a!s-vlarned-flii-that-'comeys..,dec!sinri-to-update--congress-was'-not-consistent-\•Vith--department-pd§cy/2G1 
6/1(ll29/cb179254-'9de7'-11e-&-h3c9-'f&62adaa0048_story.htm! 

Senior Justke Department offlda!s \·varned the FBl that Director fames B, Corne/s deds!on to not~fy 

O:::ingress about rene'l:ving the investigation h1toHHiary Clinton~s private ernaO server was not consistent 

1,<,,,·Jth kmg-stam:Hng practkes of the department, according to officla!s famWar wlth the discussions, The 
bureau to!d Justke Departrneot offkia~s that Corney intended to inform !at.<vmakers oJ ne'iNly discovered 
emails. These offidals tdd the FBI the department's p:osiU0:n "that we don't comment on ari ongoing 
hvestlgaHon. And we don't take steps that 1.tvn! be viewed as influencing an elecHon/' said one Justke 
Departmentoffkia! who spoke on the condition of anonymity to describe the hlgh-leve! 
conver'sations, "Director Come:y understood our position. He heard it from Ju:stke ieader·sMp,." the offlda~ 
sald. ''!t \Nas conveyed tct the FEH, :and Corney made an independent dei:js!on to a!ert the MW, He ls 
cipeirat~ng independently of theJustiee Department. Arid he knows: ~t." 

7} NY Tim.es: fo.stke Department.Strongly Discouraged FB~ On ~fove fo. fmaH Case 
http://\!V\Nw.nyUme:s;c.om/2016/10/3f)/us/pbJltic:s/hlJ!;:iry~c!fntorFemai!s-fbi-anthony .... ),,·\reiner.htrni?hp&act 
it1n=c!ick&pgtype=Hornepage&c~ick5ot.$n:e=story-hecad!•ng&rnodu~e=a-lede-package-'tegion.w~ori=towne\•V 
s&Vl.lf.nav-=top"' ne\<vs&~r=O 

The day·before.theF.B.Ldkector,James B, Comey,•sent a ietterto G::mgres.s •.armount::!ng thatne\iV evldenc.e 
had heen discoveredthatmay he [efatedt.othe compJeted Hil!ary C!hiton em-a!! im~estigatfon, the Justice 
Department strong!y discourage<l the step and told h ! rn that he· ~vould be break! ng \'\tH:h k:mgstanding 
pdky, thre.e.fa'\o~'· enf0:rcen1ent offids!ssaicl . .S.en~tJ.r fostk:eDepartment .off!tlals.dld notrnoveto stop· him 
frorn sending. the Jette{, offk!alssakl, hut they did everything >Zhort of H:, f..minting to poHdes against taUd rlg 
<:i bout turrent crl m§ nal hwe.st!gat§ons or being. seen as· medd!! ng in· eiectkms,. That ~<Ir, Corney moved a he.ad 
despite thqse protestatk:ms undersc.oresthehighfy tin.usual nf$ture rrf Frid~y'sreve!ations, whk:h added a 
dramatic hvist to the final days of .a preslden:Ual.campalgn• and reignited a fkestorm that Mrs, •Clinton 
believed. she. had put beM nd her \Nhen the· EBJ. decided ln j ufy not to charge anyone In. the !nvest~gat!orr. 

8} NYTirnes:FBl Chlef Corney.1:<:> Agak1 in. Political .CrtJssflre ft~a!rr over Emafls http://'iJ<J\Vl.M.nytfrnes,com/2 

016/10/29/us/pof !tscs/fb§~c! lnton~emai !s-Jarnes-comev .htrnf?hp&act§on=di ck&pgtype:=Home:p.:.ige&.c! kk 
Sour~fo.=story'"head!ng&modu!e=a~lede--package-reglon&regk~ri.=top-news&\VT.n.s1r-tbp-news 

fames 8. Corney, the F.BJ. diredor, faced a t:Wemnm on Thursday 1,'!;ihen deputies briefed him ahout th~ 
discovery of a trove of emaUs that might he linked to the inquiry kito Hmary CJinton's pdvate email server 

that was dosed months ago, fvk Corney could immediately lnform Congress abotit the emaHs, whkh \<Vere 
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Mr;·corney .had deared Mrs~ Clinton of·anycdm!nai ".Mrn11gdoingk1 the email.case,· 1;vou!d dsk accusations 
that he t>Vas 1.mfaidy.harrning herpresklentia!campi:iigri iess·than tvvo v1eeks before the election. Or he 
couid delay any announcement and exarnh1elhe new emails. more dose!y, dsk!ng cdtidsm that he had 
suppressed important new informafoJn ff lt came out after the eiectfon, desprre his: pledges 
of ''trnnsparenq/' hi the inv:e:stigati.nrL 

9) V\l'SJ: Hll!arv Clinton's Campilign Hits Back at FB! Chlef fames Corney http://'<>vw1:v;wsj.com/a1tldes./hWary'
cHntons-campalgn-aihches-fb~ -di!ef-james-cnmey-1477760553 (subscriptH:in req - !'ve induded se\tera! 
paragraphs below} 

Democratic. preskientia! candidate HilLary Clinton's top advisers on S-a1turday sharply c:dtk:h:ed Federal 
Bureau of ktvest!gaUon ·oirectmJarn.es tomey's rev'iew of net'\i:'ly dlscovere.d emai!s•anddemanded the Fm 

provkletbe pub!!c: with addrtiona! inform.atlon to explain the ne\.V probe, Camng th:e FE.J's 
actions ·"e.:d:raordinary," C!!r'lton c:amp:a!gn chairrnan John·Podesta s:akl the ·rnr.dire-cfor's·!etter :announdng 
the· revlew \<Vas ''long on·kinuendo and short or1 facts,~, Mr; Podesta. blasted the F8l's actlons, s.ay~ng r>.·~r, 
Corney "owes the puhi k answersY ·"'There's no evidence. q.f wrongdoing,. no charge of l.<\tra~'1gdoin;K, ·no 

irHfka.tlon that thlsds even ahout 1-HHary," Mr, Podesta said, He sakl the dkectm's',.first duty" htothe 
Arnerk.:~n peop~e to darffy the facts, On. Fddfiy., Mr. Corney sen La !etterto Cor1gress s3y~ng ne\V evidetlce 

re!atedto ~thJcsed.inve:stigaHon of Mrs, Clinton's email arrangement hadheen.•dfacovere:d, The.Fm is now 
revlei;,ving em.a! ~s that l<Y~re found dudng the search ofa devke. in arr FEH !nvestigatfon of former Rep. 

Arithonv Welner, the es:tranged·.hus:band of tc,p CJinfo~1 aide:Hurna· Ab~din. ~·k, .Podesta said Ms, Abedln 

turned over · "e•ierythk1g" from. he~- ema H to the. State Oepartrrient and to the. FSl durl ng the. in~fo~~ 
hwestlgatk'fn, "She's been folly coup:erative;andaf cnurse.v>.lestand behlnd·hert· foo;.said, He aiso sah:fit 
•was possih!ethe ern:aHs under review are a~l dupHcates of ema~!s that have afready been· re·v~e\!ved. CHntori 
offl.cfals sa!dthey don'tkno\,o,,< 'livha:U:s behind the ne\lv query. !'>.1r. Podesta said that hv re~easing seJecHve 

!nformat!an, Mr, Cqrn~yhas a!kn.ved pan:!sans·l.ndm:Hng Republican mernhersofCongres:sto distort and . 
.exaggerate the new re\,§e'I:'.:'. He said Mr, Corney' ha.s create·d 1::0.nfris!on for voters, 1;vho canmJt assess the 
slgnffk::am::e o.ftheannouncernent \•Vsthout more lnfom1atfon. He.said it was hl,gh!y§nappmprlate for Mr. 

Comeyto takethis step 11 days before the election. 

10} USA Today: ,>\ttomey Gene.rn~ lyrn:h Objected to Fm Director Go~ng ?ubHc w~th EmaH Rev!e'1v 

http:/.hfl>.;"tVv<.usatodays:.om./story/ne""'s/natkm/2016/1 C~/29/ag-iynch~objected-fh!-d irecto.r -going-pub!ic-ern 

ail-revie1..v/92949970/ 

Attorney General Loretta Lynch objet::ted to the dedsfon by FBl Director fames OJ;rney to notffy Congress 

that the bureau \Mas reviewing newly discovered emai!s that might he reiated to the previously cfosed 
investigation of Hmary c:!hton's handHng of c!asslfled information~ accord~ng to an offidai famHiar with 
the matter, 

Lynch's views V'lere relayed to Comey Just hours before the fa! dkector trnnsrriitted a letter to feder.i:i! 
!a't>vrnakers indk:ating that ln>;lestigators \uere reviav'ing the emails that may or may not have a bearing on 
the Clinton case th~t \<Vas dosed in Ju~y" said the off!da! \Vho is not a\.Jthorked to comment pubfo:!y" The 
offi.cJa! said lynch W\35 standing by bng-he!d fostke Department poHcy that feden:i! authorltles shauld net 
take any ac:tkm that may hterfere v-lith an election. While Lynch made her position c!ear, the offrda! said 
Corney acted ~ndependent!y of the attornev generaL 
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lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

fames B. Comey 

Saturday, October 2.9, 2016 5:31 PM 

.___ _____ __.loo} {FB!) 

Rf: Saturday Coverage 

--"---..,--. Or.iginal rnessage --~---'--

Hpm:I ........................................................................................................................................................................................ ... 
Date: 10/29/162~4-2 PM {G%ff-05;0{1} 
To; "Jameslt Corney" <jcb,dir@kJbhgov>, "Rvbkki, James E. fDO} ;JBO" 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

<James.P.ybfokJ@k,fbL ov>, 
(DO) {FBJ}" 'Quinn,• Richard P. •~no}• {Fm)" 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

(DO) (!=BW <foshuii.CampbeU@k·.fbLgcv> 
Subject: Saturday Cover.age 

G.=cl afterno:ofi. -~ summ8Pf of today's ne1,,<;:, ~s bda%' f.:•lany of ~<,·hkh afe tfy~n,gfa 2n::l~'anc-e the: story beyond th~ be1sir: fods 
SLHTOIJtldlngth~ ev~nts thattoo:k p:foce vested.av. As usu<H .. fve lndo.d.ed th<=- title ofthe artlcle, a Hnk t!'.! the fug arfo:le, and the 
fast fe•v relevant graphs cf the i:dece. 

Please letiT::eki1ow ffvou ha;,>t± ao>,fQtlf5tiuns. _ __.I . . . b6 -1 
b7C -1 

1.~ N~;~~(~\~~~ek;: ·H 3 ·~·~ :Sr~:.:c.~.·~:ntbni :~· · ·fma.~:~:s:;:"1"he• ·:R.i~~ ·:Rea~#J:b:_ .tf1:¢- f~§ • :~::; .~:f;~·--~:e~'\""~:ng.: r":~·~r~'.-of ·Tb~fS"} 
http;//wi,vw.11e\,<;'sweek::i:ttmihi&h1r~•-t:~inton-e1'ri.ziis-frii-corne-v-Janald-tn.mw-anthanv-weif1er-hwm:a-'ahedin-514918 

The di:s.do:s.ure by the Fi:-deral Bureau or ln\<tstigatiGt< ~atl:' Gti fridcP(~ Odab:i:-r ~g thai: lt had cl~S<:ff•'tri:'d p:otentla~ new ev~d>::n(e 
~rrjfS-·.~r1:qU~ rv.Jttto. H-~ S ~eJy.-··c3.~r:tor{s }?lat:i:i::H}~:g :of .her p~t:sOM:a ~ ::etI~-~:S~:· ::;:":.&1e:n·.sh-e · \:V:as<'S~cf-eta.of Dfs~::~te·•lla.s>\dttua ~ ~yt1C~th~r::g·:~o- de~ 
\Nlth any .actions taken h\' th-e Gems:crnt§c nomlnee,. a:ccard~ng to gpvNnm:i=nt t·ecor<ls and an ofltcial with knmvledge of the 
itwest(gath::m, \>Vho spake to N,e·ws~"<etk on rnndWan of anonymity. The revelaticn that the F8§ has dlS:coYered additiona\ emaib 
convutsed the poHtlcal wodd, ancl led to 'Nlde·:o.p.rea.d (and errnne:c-u.s:J d<1lms ancl spernlai:i:cm. M;;my t>ieplibhans p.nxlaimed 
thaHhe dis.c:::<very s:u,ggest:s: Cl~nton may have brokenthe law, ~~·h~le Ge:1'1<xcats condemned fBi Diredodame.s Ca:rn:ey fG:r 
d~.sdosi ng th ~s infor rnati:.:m le:ss than two -.<.i-eeks b;:;fore the e§echon, dal r11ing he di cl it for p.ditica l purpvc.s.es_ Donald Trt.irt'\P:. 
thi: R;:pubfo:;;in fl~':iminee, said thede>leiopment :s.i:tm•,;ed h~s op.pot1ent had en.gaged §n c:onur:;Hon ''';1·11 <1 :s.ca§e ~'"<e hav~ n:;:ver se-en 
h~faxe:." <.~·hlii:- Clinton caned for the fl'H to rdea.s:e aH ofthe infurmatfon ~t ha.s, :o.av~ng the Am:e:rlcan p:e-ap.le have a r~ght tc~ 
know evervthing_ 

2) Ne:wY?rker: • J::ime.s C.omey'.s Oi;:tob-er $1.,1rµrfa•e 
http:;/l\"<''<">'w.•ne-,,worke.camlne:wsliahn-t:a~-.s1dv/jam.e,s-corr:,evs:,o;::tctrer·swtp.rl.se 

On Friday mmning,. James: Corney, the dh·ectot of the Federal Bureau or hwi::;h:S'atlon .. sent a letter fo tht ht:ad:s of several 
co:1'UTI~ttt:<?-.s cm Cap§tal Hill .. in whli:h he- .said he wl.shed to ":Stip:pse:rner:f' the te:st§mc:<riV he ga\~ in )uly about the Bureau'.o;; 
~nv~t~gati:0ninto HdSat\f O§ntor(s private e-m.aH sanr:er . During that testlrnonv, Carney had defended his dec§~km not to bring 
any charge:;. in the: case:, evcen theiugh his ag.ents had found evidern:e that Ginton and her aides were:. ~n his words, ·''eA:tr.em.ely 
(ardess §n thelr ham:i§ing ah!e~"l s1:-r1s~fore, hl.ghlv das:smed §nform::it.ion." ln ills letter on Frsday. Corney >.'VTnk, "'ln conrn:d.~on 

w\th an w1rd;:sted rnse, the FBl has seamed aHhe e~~stence of ernal§s that ap:p-ear t:::< be- perfo1e:nt toth:e- inve:stl,g>::tsan. lam 
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•.urning tc snforrft you that the: irwe-stlgative team b>l·e:fe:d m.e on thl.s yesterday, and i a;gre,ecd that the FBi sholtkl take approptlate 
\nY~~gat\ve sreps designed tp E1Ho».~· ln>:-i::St\gators b reVlew these ::t~1aHs to rfoterm§t1e >.'iJht-ther they conta\n dassmed 
~r.formafosr;~, as '>~·d.~ .as to ass.ess th.e:i~ impmtance to Olff lmoestigafo::m ." CotTiey adcl-e:d that the agency couldn't yet 
determ~ne '\yhether ar net th.ls material may b€, s.ign.Sflcant er not," cw '"how' iong §t wW take ws to.completeth~s addmo.nal 
\Nork."' 

E) NBC.He:<.~'s: Clinton·t1i'h:1lls AreOn~ythe Late.st:Minefld·clfor F-Bl Dlre:ttor Co1nE'\" 
http;/{~<;"<¥~v. n be ne><>ts. corn/i:iolmcs/20.U'Felecfion/cl l otco-cema }5-,;m b,r-hitest-o::mtn:wcer.sy-fbi-diredor "iames-n~imev-n6750Dl5 

Th~ :-mB.n oeh rni:Lon~ .:Of 'tftf · b.~:gg:e:st. ~C:-ir::bs:hes ~s :of f,b:e:. ·Pres.~:cl~ritI::S~ e~-~cf~orr h:as: -h~~(ef. h~ri· ·on~· tp fo~ k:i=~~. tr:~:d 3t.~:0n. P~·~ ~bt.:a ~ ~Vr 
FBl Diredi:x Jarnes Comey has. b.-een a ~:e:giste:ed Republican for· rrwst of hl.s He. PcersonaHy am:! prnfassiotia%!V, he is fierce:l°~' 
indep.et1dent- so, much s;:::, tf1at President Barack Obama t.i~dn'tht:sitate to appoint Mm to hLs curret1t pc:::ts~tion, desp~te 
Comey' s h lstory of donatl fl£' to Republ le an pr es§ dentl al 1:a m pa lgn s .. A c;;m:er p~·-crs.eo;tor, 55-')'e;:1r--dd Cc-n-ile\' has a h i;;tDf)' of 
dd\'ing b:::<th peHtical µarUes .. Ei·wt no past ai::tlon ha.s thrnst hlm ~ntu the uuss hairs·qulte nk-i= his armouncement Friday - 3 

mereweek and a half before >loters go to the pcoHs.- that a n.e1#lV cHsco\<'ered ti.etch of emails had prnmµted him to take. 
another look at the i:-m;:i§l lnvestigatlon that has dog:;:-ed Gi:moi::ratrc nominee Hillaf)' Cllot<:m throughout her candidacy. 
ff'ieflds .soy C.cmey's i<'·i<orkhas lrrstlned 8n him a cleep sense of doing the rJg:ht th\ng< e>een ;fit's lmpopul<ir. That has meant 
pcs;·uonln.g hlmseif aga~nst b*gnames in the: past; indwd~n.g the: Cl~otons, whcN~. he has inve:stlgakd twlce h~fore. 

NP'ft HH DSri=ctor Under tire few CHnb:H1 Emall Sc;ut~nyDays. B.efo.re ElecEcm 
h:ttp:)'i\VY.''·I~~~ .. n~r-.ocg/s.:e-i:t~.or1slt:h:t?·t:;..~~~~'\i~a:iJ/i.01:6l.1.0l18/49:9S-58:5ftt/fh~·-heatf·ttr:~cl:er.~f§r:e:--fo}··-t:~5-tart~f1:g~t}~ntt-:n~rt~a~}
l nv.e-st§gati on.:..d<i\>$-bc!:'fore-..elect 

FBl D\rector Jarnces Comey ls fo-cing criticism for turnlng the C!gem:y's atl:-entlon to newl1rdlsccNered e-maih that cm;ld be linked 
te Hll~ary Cl~nton, ag.afrt focuslng on th·t: former secretary of :state _lu:s't d;:iy:s bekne Eledion D.av .. former pro.s:erntors and foffner 
O"'fv"drtmi:·nt of Jwsfa:e offida%s are: qu.;:sfa.;ning whatComev hopes to .ai:tompl~sh by am1oundng the investigation so dose to 
tr1e electkm. Corr:ey r1otlflecl membed of Congress thatlhe FBl wa:; ag:ajn ku:>kin~ lnto Cforwn's use of a prh<ate emad .server. As 
NP'R repo~ted Frlda~', (;i)me:v'.s: derisb:fil f1:>fo)wecl th.e: dl.s<:o.-i.'1=.i)' 1:>f e:mad.s that ''rnme tD §\ght in th.e: rnurse of an Ul'lre~ated 
crlmsnai itwest~gati(m of .ti.nthc-ny \Neiner,"· •,uha l:> he~t)g 5(rntin~zect fN s-extlog an und.erage girl. But, as the As;sm:~ateci Pres;; 
rep,c,rted,. Ws '\mdear· 'Nhat the et11ad;; contaltled, '#ho s'et1t them, or what conmocth:m thei might have to the yea dong 
~nvest~g;:don the Fil\ dosed in .!uly without recmnrncef1dirig cdrnlna~ charges." 

4) Christian S·cience rv1011itor: Why the Fm Drop~d Etnad B-ombshell on Hdlary cHnton Now' 
h..tt.rL:''i\~'\.-',<>,ycsr'!~9n\tC1r.com/USA/~olit\cs/2iJ1&i1D23./';>\lhy-the-FB~-cln)po:,H1-emall-tmrnb,shd~-on-Hl~lary-Cllntor;-t10>'-''. 

Heading snto the final frd >Neek of the t;:wesiclentias ele:i:tsan, the Feciera~ Sureau .c:,f lnvestsgation h3s given thi.s most bi~arr.e of 
etectlons perhaps ~ts, mo-st remark'-lble nvlst it infonyied Crmvess friday that it is inves:tigat~ng whether there ls .clasS'.ifl€i:1 
\nformatlon .~n newemads ~~nk&J to HmaryGlnton. Jn July, the FBl had :;::1~d its ~n>;'l:stlg.at~on of Mrs. cnnton's µrlvate s.e:'ve-r 
'-'~e.s.'.f&nE~-hecLTh:e. d~:s.cSc.t::;ufe ra:~se:s: :thf::-.p·oS:s~b~S~~.:.ofthe FB~_ reopen~r1g·H~:f>:cr3i11~tta~ ~n\:.(e·sttgat~on ~.n·v:a~"t::·h1:~tthe De:rr.:ocrat~·c 
pr.essdent!a l no mi nee ~ust d<:i>{S before the elec:tsan. ~t a !sa raises the 1wss i bl~ ity that ncth l ng whatsoever wi ! ( ha pcpen and 
c~ ~nton- ·\!~:$ H · ~- ,.~ea· red~ 

Ihe tlrning ~s e:(lnsordsnary. The dosest ~e:cl:'nt pa::ca~!d was when the Fm or: Od. 10, 1972_...sLrgg-e:st.e:d that P.te:s~dent N~rnn's 
rn-eled:ion cornmirte-e i<~ia5 hnked to a c.a81paign of pcdihrnl spy~n.g and sabotage. Though the: scandal e1.r;entu;::;Hy se-d ta f'>,fo:tm's 
resign.ation, it had no slgrM~cant effect 0+1 the eiection on.e m:::mth latef. Nixon won ~n a ~andss$de. · :ihitth.«t ""<w:o::, at a t~tiff of 
dramatlrnHy bv\:>er parbsanshlp, ~n the <:wTent campa~gn, F;:li:iay':; annoumement <:ou~d be e;.;pbslve 

5} CNN: Top JIJstice: !:)ep,artrne.ot Dffasals ot9ected to .FB} Dired:or's Qedsscrn to Not~fV Congress 
htti:rltw.'i.h"<'li'cCnn,;:om/201€/l@fZS{r::,olitjcs/fbi~revi·t:W1t1g·~new-eD1a!.js.-in-~::::linti:wr:m:obe-dfrector·te!·b"senate-judi(fat~ 
t CH~'.'frn~tte:elh1de~:~·Lhtn~~ 

Attorn-e't' (;-enera$ Lcretta Lynch and DePlity Attorney Genera i Sally Yate-;; ob}e ..... "ted to Fc'.l Director James Come/s decision to 
ri:~t\fyJ:c·ngr:ess: g ~qut fi:~s:· hur.e·at.t":S- r~v8e~Y c·{:en"::ai ~-5 .. heS.at~·d :td H.~ ~ ~EH)t c~~ntoti·~ s.· p:ef:st::n:a~ -s~6.ts:r .. ~Ef~~"'~ ·e:n:f~r.i:::em:errtb:ff~.(-~·a ~·5 
fammar wlth th2'd~scus:slon said. T11~~e w·as no dh~ct rnnfront:am:m b-e:tw~n L~'nch or Yates and Comey-. lnste·ad, the 
oh_lections were rnnvevad to Cornev bV Justice Deopa rtment staff_ who advised thee fBl chief his s~tter wou§d be: .against 
department p·ohcy to not comrnent on §iwestigatlons dose to an elettlon. the off\i::i.als s..alcL Dep.artment offic~als exp~·ess.e<l 
.;:oncern that ·~vhat Cm<:cey '\1Emt-ed to do was contr::iry to how the clepartrne:nt does buslness g~ven ho·;# dose t.hl5 V\•'1:is to the 
e!ei:tion and thot ~twas contra~y to department pcolk~es and proced1JH::-:o .. , Qne iaw .e:r.rfon:e-ment S'oun:e sakt 

6) Vfash~ngton Post Ju.stke Ofh:i.a1s ';,\:'am;:'d Fm Thattomey'.s 0£dslm1 to l!p-clat~ Congr~:;s. 'itVas Nat Consistent \tVlth 
Department: r....-;Hcy 
. https ;//~.i-J ... ~ .. ll .. ~~- M}ash~·~~tID:·Ol'.l:p:e~~t.C:t:;h~i\~"or ~d/rf.afi.bt!:a ~-~·S:e:t:Uf Stv:/~ u:SDc e;.;trfflE ra ~·s~-~~.,a-rr::ed-flj~,~-th.at~:C:dtn:E\(~-d:e:c §S$ o.n:--td~t~ ~date:... 

congre:s.s-v>ia:s-not ·£onsl ste:nt-~i.,<~th~de:po:i rtment-p.d i.cv/2016/:l 0/29 ic b.179 2 54 -fide 7- l le6--b3.:::9-f6&:.l:a da a0048 story.html 

Sen~or Justice Oe:partrnent dficla~s ~"<'.amed t:he f8§ that Direct;:w jarne.s 8. Comey's der.~s.~on to notlfy Congress about rern:'1fa'ing 
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the &nve:stlgation into Hillary cgnton·s 1:u-§v;:.rte emaU server was nottonsistent w~th §ong-stand~n,g practi~e.s oJthe d-epa~-trnent . 
. ai::rnr&ng k1 al'f\.r~ah famlliar •Nlth t.fie d~s.:ussh:jns. The bur:e:n1 told Justice [}epartm<:nt: ofFd.a§sthat Corney Bntend&:! to 
~:~Jorn1. ~:a~~~e:ker:·s: _.qf ne~vSv\j ~-s~O~·-~r~cl- f!m:a ~ fs; The.Se ·t~ff~t::~:a·~:~ told the·. FB~· th~: d~'piitr:trm:·nt~S -~o.s:§t~-0-ti. '~that'·~~~ :dof:il:!f ·.c_:t~t~:ma1t on 
611 cngolng invest~gatii:m. And we dM't take step:;;; that \l.ml be v§e~"<<e:d 6:5 §nfaiem~ng an ele~tior(' sa~d. on.:- Justice ~partment 
offo:: ~al >Nho sp'(::k:: cm the condit~on of a rmnvm~tv to describoe the h ~gh-level c dtwers.ations. '"m rector C::m.,0ev under stood our 
position. He he.arcl ~t from Just~.re §eadoe~sh~p;·· the otfidal s.aid. ,y~t ~"·as conveyed to the FBl,. am::! Corney made ;:in inde-p.~ndent 
dei:~s~oo to a~Nt the Hm. He is operating independently ·::::<f the Jus.tke D:e:p-artrr:£nLAnd he knml,'.S H .. '' 

7} NY ·nmes: fasm::e Department Strongly !J:isc::n.iraged ms On Mo·i.'e ~n Emad Case 
'l?!ttp://\:\~~--i.:~f.tr:;-f~.mes.~~--ofn_l:tO:i6·,(I0/.St}jtus/:io~-~:H.cs/b-~~-~a:r:\~i:-~8-hlO~t~ema:~~-s-~fh~:~.~n-thof1\::~-~0tt~~-ner.~htffi.~?
hp&;::;rtkm=d>ck&pgl:ype=Moi1<eR'd!te&d~ckSource::;stan:-heachn,gKri<G:clsJle;;:a-\edt:-patka,ge-re·g~.;::.n&regian=bp

.nh•ls&WTnav~oo·f)./::\\>'S>~ r:::Q 

The dav be-fare the f BJ. dfrei::tor, James 5. Comey, sent a ~etter to Ccmgre>s am1mmclng that. ne\"<' e\<~de.nce had b€:en d~sccwered 
that nuiv b-e re!.;;:ted to the i::mnpleted Hmary Clinton ernail ~nvesUgation, the Just§ce r:iep:artment strang~'l' disniurnged the :;tep 
and told hsm that he ·\.'•~::n.J!d be bt-eak~ng with iongst<intHng poky, trwee ia'<v enfo~·~erim1t offo;:la!s said. 5'ensor J.ust~i::e 
[Jepartrncnt offo:: .~ab o~cl not move to ;;top h~m frorn :send~ng the ~erter .. offklal.s ·:;aid, lxit they cld everythlng.sho~t of it, 
pr.~rnt'frig't~ ·,p~d ~.(}~S·-~:t-~Hn.St taHd.n:g' a b:~LI{ ~ur h~~(lt:[f'~fn~rj:a·~ ~ t"'1\_~St~gat§rHlS. Ur heh1g Seen e-.S: ttl~tH ~:rig'. 8 ·r1 e~_.e.!:tkJ:ns~· That·~1t~~ 
Ctm1ey mo>,:ed ahead despite those protestatkms underscotes the highly UtH.isual nat~ire of Friday's re>t~lations., ~i:,·hkh sddE·d a 
drat11at~c twist tc-the fou!l .Qavs af a presiclentl.a.\ rnmpa~gn and res.~lted: .a f\res.trncm that Mr:;_ Osnton ~'eileved she had put 
behirtd her when the f.8.L de(~dd sn Jui~r notta charg~ <:myone in th·e: inv-e:stlgat~on. 

8) NYTimes: flHChiefO.:imey is Again §n F:c'mical Cru:ssfite Again i:wer Emans 
http://s·if~Y~"i.~~n:§:t~ mes:£.·am/'l016/t0/2El/l~:5}'p:o~ a~ts!fu~:".-r;:~ § nton·~.f-n1isf§ ~:~;:~ ~ an1es~co-mey. htrn~? 
hp .. §:::a dl on;::;cl ~ck& pghfue=Motne:p:age&t~ ickSowrce=5tat•f·headi ng&nKtclsJle::::a-h::de-patkag;:-teglon&regJari:::top.,. 
•n~~:;,'S&~~tLnav::tob:-ne\\\>Z' 

J::rn"!.::S: 8-. Co•"!'le):~ the F.BJ. dkecto-r, faced a dslemma on Thursday ~<.o'hen deputies bdefed him .about the di5covervof a trnv<: a.f 
emails that might b€: 3lnked to the lnqulrv lt1ta Hn!.ary Clinton's pr~v.ate email S·en.:oerthat wa:. dos.ed months ;;,go~ r,,·1t: Comev 
could $rnmed~ately lnforrn Congress aoout the ern.<i§§s,. wh§.rh weR found in an §nvest~gat§on into former R.e;;noe;;entat§'.<'e A.nthcmy 
D .. VlelnN .. That unusual step, montl:s after Mr. Com-ev had de::m~-d Mrs. Cintcm ;:d any crim~nal 'Nfangdolng sn !he email case, 
1,<;-ould risk accusations that h~ >'<'as LrnfoHy htirmln.g her presidentJ;;:l campaign less than ti>\tG: >.,o;;'ee:ks h~foreth-e: .ele.:;fo:>n. Qr he 
cou§d desay any artnoun~em-ent and ex<unine the n·t:\"-'' emails rnore closely, risking cdtlc~5.rn that he had .::<IJP:Pressed ~mp-ortant 
ne·;.>\.' ~nform.atkm if lt can.,:e- out after the eledlon, despite hl.s pledges of "trans!J'arincy''. in th-e.ltwes.tlgation. 

9) WSJ: Hmarv Clinton's cam!J'aign Hits B-at:kat FE<~ Chief James. Com-ev 
. ' . ' . 

}':ttp.JlW'<VW;>,\isLcom/artlcles/h\l~arv--dlnt;ms-<:amp.asgn--:;;r~ticizes-fhH::hief-james--cq_m:ev-14T!7605'53 {sub:script§on req - l've 
lncludK1se\•eral paragTaphs he-ki>N} 

Oemocratli:: preslclenta§ cand\date Hdiary Clinton's to~ advisers on Saturday sharply u~tit:~zed federal Bureau of 
itwesti.gation Dirci::tc-r ~ames Com-ey"s re\•·lew of ne>Nly '1i.s·w~·ered email:; and demarn:ie·d th-e rn& pro'<'i'1e the pubHc w~th 
additional inforrr:.ation fo expialo:-; the new p;..ob.e .. Ca~fo-,t; the FBrs adiom;: ·\~:(fraordlt~af)>," Cfo1ton camp.aigri cha~rma:: John 
Pode.sta said thf' f8-s &r.e;::tor's letter annownring the revle~~, \N.as ''bn.g on ~nnuendo and short on fads:., Mr. Pa:de.sta·hlasted 
the fl3§'s actjmis, saying !Vlt .. Comey ~b:•%'eS the piJblk ans1>vers:" "'There's no evtdetKe i:>fwro11gdo§ng, no chargeofwn:mgdo~ng, 
no ln<llcati1~H1 that th~s ls even about HlHary," Mr. Podesta sa~d. He said the diredo(s '''flrst dutv··' ~s to the Amerkan µoe-ople to 
darif~rthe facts. On fr~dav .. !':.k Carney sent a ietter to Congress saying n-ew €\<ldence related la. a do:;eci ~nvesHg.atbn of Mrs. 
CHnt:on·s em;;:H .~rra1:1gement had 1::-__~n clist:avered. The FB§ ls rn:n,\~ rev*eo'.:'irt;g emails that 1M::re found dunngthe se<ffch of .a 
device ~nan flli inve.stlg::it~on of former Rep. Anthony \lVe§ner, the es.trang:ed husband of top O~ntO!'l aide H~ima Abed in. Mr, 
Podesta sa~d Ms. Abedin 'tt.Jmed o\:-e~ "e'.>erytHng" kc<m her email to the State: Dep.artrnoent and to the fEH during the lr;mal 
lnvestigatlon. '"S.he's b:een funv cco;:;:eral:lve and of rc.>ur:;e \'\i-e stand b-ehlncl her," hes.aid. He a%s-o said \twas µossfolethe 

emails wnder re><iew are all duph;::atesof emails that have afready been rev~e>Nf·d. Clinton i.::iffo:ial.s said the~ldor(t lmow -;<;f1at 
~:; oeh~ncl the new query. Mr. Pu":ciesta sa~dthatbyrdea:;\r.g selective lnfu-rm.ati<.:;-n, f<M. Ceimev has alb~ved p.art\san.s Rnduding: 
RE-publ\(at1 ma:nbers of Congr·ess ·ta. dlstort and >?'>::agg:ernte the new review. He: salcl Mr. Come:y has created confu.s}on for 
voters, 1Mha cannot ass.ess the s.lgnif!cancedthe armouncernent with.out m·ore info~mation. He said ~t \Nas highh•' in<ippor:e,pri.ate 
for lMr.Comey to take this step 11 davs before the e~ection. 

10) USAT;::.dav: ,At.tcrne:y {Oeneral l~rnrh Ob-jedecl to FBI !:Hi:e.:tw Going Publlc with Ernall Rev~ev:,
httpJ/\"<W~\',Us;::;t>:Xi ay,corn/stor:1r/noe>«iS/nat~ on /2015./ l.fJ/29/a g"lvnc h -oblei:ted_.fb l--dil'"ector -~oi ngcRJ..ib~ lc-C:rn·t3 l l
f€:\~~:e·~~~-l$:294ff97fJl 

.Attornev :Ger1eras Lc:,retta tvni::h obJetted to thE- dei::i~ion by FBl Difei:tot Jarn~s Com"'~' to notify cm1gress that the burNu was. 
re·\"'~:E---v~~~Jig f1et~·:~:{d~·s:r:c"vet~d-;£tTfa §JS. th-at rn~ghtbe rt::Sated to th:e J:tre~i§-·ot1:sJ~;- :ctc .. t.e.d ·~rl~~rest~gat~·6n ::jf HHta rt :tl~htot(s hahd~ ~:r1g t"tf 
dassif\ed informafa:m, a;-:cmding to ;::n .oftkj;::) fumma~ Vli'ith the matter. 
Lynch's vle:,o-:s %<ere rd.ayecl tu Corney just hours hefor:e: the Fm dlrectm t.ransm~t:ted a ietter: ta. feder.a§ la>:vma~ers in&caUng that 
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lnv'est§gate<N< >Nere r.ev~ewlng the ema~ls that m<>y or ma~~· not have a hearing on the Clinton t:ase that was dosed in Jr.ily, s.aid 
the affa:la~ •t.1ho ~snot <iuthorlzed to i:c·.m-:-m•ent p.ubfo::ly. The: -a.ffidal said Lynch ;.'\.<as standing hy kmg-hdd .lusfo::e Dep.artment 
i:u:l'h:y th at foclern~ a uthodti~:s ;;haul d notta k <: ny a cti rn1 th at may i ntedere -,.,·~th an dei:tiot1. \:Vh i le Lyn-ch mad;e- her po:s ~ti on 
dear, th:i:- offo::i~al :sai.d Corney aded ind:e-p.endently of.the attorney g-en.eral. 
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~00} {FBI} 

Fn:i:rn: I l(DOUFB!} 
Sunday, October 30, 2Dlfr7:02 P~·i 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 Sent 

To: James Et Corney; HybkJd,James E. (Do~·{Ffi.!); Kortan, Mk.hae! R (OO}(FB!};O.uhin, 
Richard P, (DO}{FB!JJ j(no} p=s!); CampbeH, Joshua S.{DO) {FBI}~ 

I kDD}{FB!) 

Subject; Sur1day even§n.g covernge 

Ai!., 
P!ease see the coverage from the major news oudets and othet· pieces thatstood out from the past 24 
homs, Please !et me know Wyou have any que.stiaris. 
Thank you, 

1) NY Tirn1:,:s 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

a} Justice Department Seeks Ouk:k \i'Varrant to Review Emagh; 

The Justice Department expects to obtak1 a search wan-arit very soon to review a large cache of emaHs 

he!ongk1g to a top aide to l-HHary Clinton, federal !a~v enforcement offk.ia!ssaid 011 Sunday, as 
irlvestigators moved to review as much of the h1formaHon as posslbie befor:e Election Day. it remains 
undear, thot~:gh1 whetherthey can finish the~r \<York bythen, Fedet:a! authodthes said they >.;\«ou!d be:gh1 their 

search as soon as. a judge slgned the W'Effn:.mt. The predse timing is uncertain, Vlarrnnts are appHed for 
arid approved in secret, and the authodtles 11vou!d say only that they expected to beg1n their sean:.'h. se<on. 
,<\gents ln ah um::elated !nvest!gaUon of the disgraced congressman .Anthony D. V1e!ner discovered tens of 
thousands of emaiis belonging to the CHnton a~de, his estrang~d v,dfe, Huma.Abedh. 

b) 10 Questions. {and ans1.<\H~rs.) About the New Emafl Trove 
Just days before E1ection Day, and with voters in many st~tes afready golng to the poHs, the EB·J. dfrector 
made a stunning annorn"'Kcemer1t on Friday~ Agents had discovered new emaHs that might be relevant to the 
comp1eted irivest§gat!on into HWarv Clkrtorr's private serner .• :a case that she had seemingly ~wt behind her 

hfo!y. 
f'·lever in recent history has the f.B.L been so enmeshed in a presidential race. With a \~ague 166-word 

statement to Cm1gress, the EEU. sent jolts thmugh the c.3rnpslgn, leaving many voters puzz~ing over \Nhat 
to make of a case in1.to!ving nat§ona~ secudty secrets,, a disgraced congressman, racy text messages and a 
dispute among th1::: country's top !a1.v enfor.cement offfoers, 

bJOn Clinton Emails, nid the·frn rnre.ctor Abuse+Hs Power{Oplnk1n Piece) 
The F. H.L. is curren!Jy 1 r1vest!gatl r1g the hacking of Amerk.ans' computers; by foreign govemrnetlts~ Rus~d~ is 
a· prime suspec:t frnaglne a ·p.oss!ble connecth:in·betweenac.antHdate forpresldentln the Unlted•S:tates.~nd 
the Rus:~Jan•computer had~lng. imagine the cand!date· has business deaJlngs In Russia, and has pubHdy 
encouragedthe Russianst6 hackthe em.al! ofhh opponetit an.cl her associates, !t\i<,,'ou!d nothe. surplisfr1,g 
for the- F.BJ .. tnlndudethis candidafo.and.hls campa1gnstaffin•H:s c1::;;.nfidenda! lnvestlg.ation.o.f.Russlan 
computer haddng, 
B\.rt H: wauki he highly Improper,·arrd anabu.se o.fpo\:Ver, for the F,RLlo conduct•suchan investJgatian·~n 
thepub!k. eye, pmtk.u!ady on the eve of the election, !twouM he an abuse of r.:<mver for the director of the 
F, B. ~ ., absent co111peHJng ckcum.stances,, tq notify members of Congressfrom the party 0-gposlng the 
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<...l:!l!fUH.r<:l·t~ ~ll&i'i..·~i:i>;:: L~!H.ll!.Jiatt:·.vi. rH~:. d~:::>V<...!dt>;:::;, '!i'>':~::n~.t~nui;1 Hw.~::.t:l§:i<l'i..H.>1i, st '.r><·vu~u t;.'t" :au di'.•liJ1>>;::.v;: pvi,:',:~~ s~ 

f;BJ. agents i..ventso far as to obtain a·s.ean:h v:JatTant·and raldthe candldate/soffh:e.tower, hau!ir.gou:t 

boxes :C1f docmnents and computers •!n frontoftelevi.sion cameras. 

2} WSJ: F8l 1n lnterna~ Fued Over HWarv CJlnton Pmhe (Subscription} 
As federal agents prepare to s.c:,our roughly 650,COO emaHs to see how many relate to a prior probe of 
Hlnary (]krtorf's emaH use, the surnr\sie iHsdosure that ~n'<lest!:gators were pursulng the p0tentia! ne\N 
e1.Adence kiys bare bui!ding tensions inside the bureau and the Justice Department over hoi..v to investigate 

the Democratk pres.ident!a~ nominee:. 
Metadat.a found on the laptop used by former Rep. Artthony \!Veiner and his e.sh~anged v,Me Huma Abed!n, a 
close Ginton aMe,, suggests there may be thousands crf emails sent to or from the private server that Mrs. 

C!lnton used \;Vh!!e she ~·.ras secretary of state, accon:Hng to peop!e fom!!lar wlth the matter, it wW take 
we~ks, at a minimum, to detem1!ne wbethertho:Se messages are v."Ork-re!ated from the tlrne Ms. Ahed!n. 
served \.vlth Mrs. CHnton at the State Departmerit~ how many are duplkates of emaHs already revie1Ned by 
the Federal Bure-au of fnvestigation; and whether they indude either dassHied informatioa or important 
new evidence in the Clinton ema~~ probe. 
{Note: remak:ider of tMs art~de ~s at the e11d of this email) 

3} VVasMngton Post: 

fl:H Agerits Rne\v of C:1bton--Re!ated Ernalls VVeeks Before Director Was Bdefod 
The Hl! agents irr\iesUgatirrg Hrnarv Clinton's ltse of a private email server knet'>i eady this rnonth that 
mes.sages recovered in. a sepai-ate prnbe might be germane to their case, but they wa.!ted \Meeks before 
briefing the Fm director, according to people fammar with the case. 

FBI D!re.c:tm· farnes B, Cmney bas written that be "°"'as informed of the devefopment Thursday-, and hes:ent a 

letter to !eglslators the next day ~eUing them know that he tho1.1ght the team sho~1M take "appropdate 
!rn..-estlgathte steps des!gned to a!!o\<v investigators to rev!.e\.v these ema!!s.'' 
That missive lgnite·d a po:Htica! fires.tom'.! ies5 than tv,m \:\'eeks before the e~ecUon. Almost instantly, Comey 
came underkitense cdUdsm for his t!mk1g and for bucking the Jus.tke Department's guidance not tn teff 
Congress -about the de·vefo:pment 

4.) Tlme Magazfr1e 

Hmary CHriton Campalgn Tums up Presstm?! on FB~ Dif€ctor Comev 
Hmary C!k1ton's campaign on Sunday pressured fB! Director James Corney to. retease more details about 
the ema!!s he says cm1~d be re1ated to the investigation lnto her use of a private et"nall serve~·, induding 
\.\:+~ether Corney had even reviewed them himse![ 
Tim Kaln.e, CHnton''s nrnnlng rnate, said Corney ..:Hived ~t to the r-n1h!lc to be more forthcoming about the 
emaHs under rev!ew by the HH 1..vith on!y lD days remainlng before Nov. B e!ectinn. Ka he's message aime.d 
to c:m.mter Repub~kan rival Donald Twmp, \;Vho has seized on the reignited erno:iH controversy hr hopes of 
sev,;1ing fresh doubts about CHnton's trustvvorth!r1ess. 

b} A sirnilat arfo::Je ran ~n 1Jme and on the LawfareBlog, ¥hkh has fo!k~\r<Jed bis. case· do:se!y. That piece 
can he found here {excerpt: hefow}: 
Yesterday, FBJ Director Jam.es Corney threw the presidential election campaign int:o turmoil v.iith a ~etter to 
Congress_ dedadng that the C!lrrton .email matter was,, perhaps, not entke!y done after a!L 
Ben <:.ma!wed tMs dlsdosure yestet·dav, and a gre.at deal of digita! fok has been s.pH!ed both Mastlng 
Cca'ney's. de·dsion and trying tc' Hgur<e 01.it 1,;<,:'hat it means. The Cihton forces are h.rrious, v.i!th foe c1md.idate 

di::darktg that ''\¥e are 11 days out from perhaps the most import.ant national e!ectioa of m.ff !Hetlme:~<

voting is already undenrvay b our country, so the. Amerkari people deser\'e to get the fu!l arid complete 
fads !rnmediate!y/' and campaign chakman John Podesta saying, "it is e.xtraordh1ary that we wouM see 
something Hke tMs just 11 days out from a presMent~a~ .e!ect1nn.~' The Trump forces, me.anwhsle, are 
tdurnphant, with Trump-who only recently \\«as camng the FB! corrupt-saving, "'l have great respect for 
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the fact that the FBI· and the Departrnent. pf J u.Stk;e are ·now wiihng to have the courage to right the horrible 
mistake that they rnad13. This v1as. a.grave m~scardag13ofjustkfi.that tht::.Amedcan people.fo1i!y.u~1dersto1:::id, 
and it is everyb.odfs ·hope that it fr .abm.Jt to he correctep," The. chant fn:::irn T rnnip's crnv.,•d yesterday:·· "tock 
Her Up!" Be!.o·.v :are eighh:::·en questkms on the subject.of the campaign, ·the email investlgafksn~ and the 
acUons·taken hy·Corney·and the .. FBt along vAth purviews as to the answers. 

5} NBC· Nei;,,vs:: FB!. Obtains \•\!'arrant for Add!tsona~ C!lnton Emal!s; Reid Accuses· F!l! LHrector of Hatch Act 

Via!atfon 
The. Hli obtained a w'arrant •to search emaJ!s re~ated fothe Hi Bary Oinfon. prh.•'ate server probe· that ~Nert:: 
discovered on ex-congressman Anthony Weiner's laptop, [a'!i'>tenfon::ement o.ffir~a!s cc.mffrmed Sunday, 
The WarrantcamE!hvo days after FB! director James.Comeyrevealedthee:rdstence of the emails, \:vhkh 
~ ' • •d I• , d•. \i ' ' .. J 'f. "-!• . o_j U l.. _I< !.aiW'"entorcement.sources sai·. ·were 11nke ttJ 'il.Veiners·estrnngeu .\:>:'r e, ·top Umton akrE 1 iuma Aoeuin. 
The FBl already had· a .'l>varrant ·to· search Weint::r's laptop, but· that onht a:ppHgdto evidence of hls a~ !eged~y 

HHdt con1munkatk:!n$vAth ~n underngegM 

G} CNN: fB! Had fmaHs Vieeks Ago 
The discovery of a trove of emaHs fmrn one of Hmary C!bton's top a!des occurred \Neeks ago_, fan.<\i• 

f t u, ' ' + i...i ,~:idt.i B ,_th ,-Bid·~i 't d' ' ~td' +"· ' •.s " ' ,,_. eri on:emen orncsals . ._oio dol~~- th. . e t- s ·· iun ·· lSc~ose tne ·· iscovert w1>Ji .nuay, rn1sm.g ques>Jons 

about why the information \:Yas kept tmder wraps and then released only days before the election, 

The emails from C!!nton aide Hu ma Ahedln '•'Vere fo\.md on a computer bek:i-ng~ng to her estranged ht.~sh.:md .. 
Anthony Vieiner. CNN reported on September22 that pro.secutars in !\it:mhattan had issued a suhpoena 
for \>Velner's communications as part of ari.lnvestlgaUon into alleged sexting wlth an underage gkL 

7} P6Uth:o: 
a} Senlorla'liV. Makers• Cotifor Voiith. Corney· Over ErnaH Ca:s:~ 

House J ud~dary Cornmlttee Chairman Bob Goodfatte said· on Sunday that he and the cornm!ttee's top 
Del"nocr:at, Mich!ganHep, JohhConyers, had.conferred overthe vveekend >...V!th HH Dsre,ctorJames Corney 
abot1t the nev.,- review of emaits that might· i nvo!ve Hi! !ary (:Ji nton's tenure assecxetary of state, 
''\Me hoth encouraged him fa make sure: that the American. people have.as much infom1ation as possible 
before· they have to make· ;a·. declslon on Nov .. Hi based upon· this .stunning new development, that the 
bureau ls examining new evldente fri this casef that theys.ak1 theirhad cornpleted seven:i! months ago," 
G.o:od!atte said, ex.p!ain!rigthe conversation Saturday \i'.ilth Corriey. 

b} The Verv PoHtka! Jami?s C0:mev {Magazine) 
Fm Director fames Corney's disdain for partisan poHtks ls we!! kno\>c\>11 among his Justice Department 

colleagues. A respected former prosecutor 'livho has he~d h~gh-pmfae Jobs in both Democratic and 
RepubHcan adrnin~stratlnns; this dean-cat father of flve sees b!mseH <:1s a straight shooter- u\i'ho, in his 01«.i'n . . . ~ ·~-~--

\Vords., doesn't "g!ve a hoot" abolit f::.H::ilitks. 
But the .i::tast four months ha\•t? completely exploded that notion. Since July, by repeated~y caving to po!!tka! 
pressures as he soughtto resolve an inves.t~gation that has nm\:· been grievousJy compromised by his n\\in 

pt~bik statements_, the director has !ed the bureau into !ts most po!itka!!y perHous chapter ir1 generat~ons
\ulth the presidential campaign hanging in the balance. it's a crisis that's utiprece:dented in Fm history
.and the endgame~, \:Vlth just over a \Veek untH Oed!on Day, is anything but clear" 

8) Chkdgo Tribune: CHnton Team: Cumey Should S:av H He's Read EmaHs 

Hmary C!kiton's campaign on Sunday pressured HH Director J'3rnes Comev to retease more details about 
the ermds he says cm1~d be re1ated to the investigation lnto her use: of a private et'nall serve~·, induding 
\,<,,,•hether Corney had even reviewed them himseJff. Tlfri Kafoe, Ci!ntori's running mate" said Corney owe:d it 
to the publlc to he rnore forthcoming about the emails under review by the Fm 1.;vitn only 10 days remah1ing 

before Nov. 8 election. Kak1.e's mess.age aimed to counter Republlcan rival Q:~E~§t~tT_~--~!-~l~b who has seized 
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:as w·e know· no.in, Director. Corney· knows nothing about the content of these emaHs. ·\Ve don 't.knmiv 
'ih'hether they're to err· from ·.Hsila ry at· a!!," Kaine said, The ·vkgJ nia senator s.aM if Corney ''hasn't seen the 
emails .. -~.mean they neefftomakethafc0:mp!ete!y p!aJn .. The#they should vvorkfo see the.ema!ls and 
n::le:asE the dn:::umstances·of those once they have done that.analysis." 

NOTE:· Here ft the remalmler of the· WSJ article f! attempted to remove th:e large. gaps, as those \Vere 

p!acehoidersfor photos that! cou!~ not ernse}: 
The nevt investigative .i:~ffar(, d§sdosed by HH DfrectorJamesCorney on Friday,. sho'>NS a .bureau at Hmes fo 

sharp!ntema! d!sagreementc.iver matters refated tothe.C!intoos, and how tohand!ethos.e t'nattersfaidy 
and carefully In the m!ddle ofa naHomil elec:fion c.ampa ign. Even as the previous probe: of Mrs. CHntcr{s. 
ernaj!. use \>V-r:Kmd do\l'\HI in Ju!y, imterna! dlsagreen1ent.s \.•Vith§nthe bureau andthe.JusHce Department. 
surrpundlngthe CJinton.s' famUy phHanthropyheatedXJp, accon:Hngtc pe-op!e fami!tar\.v!ththema:tter. 
The !:atestdevelopment began ln early October \<Vhen Ne\o\:' Yor~A.:.iased FBJ offldah notifled Andrew 
McCabe, the.bureads secc41d"-in~command, thatv....!1!!e ~nvest!gatlng fv11\ Wesner for possibly sending 
se~uaBy char.ged messages ta.a minor, they had recovered a !aptop \:V!th•650,DOO.ema!!s, Many, they.s;:iid, 

were.from the. accotmts of Ms" Ahedin, according to people familiar with the matter. 
These .emaHs strat.ched··backyears, .these peop~~ sakl~ and.1Nere qns laptop that h?dn't previuL1s!y come up 
!nlhe CUnton email probe,. Ms, Abed!n said Jn !ate Au.gt1stthatlhe.tou.p@e·'!.vere s:eparatlrtg, 
The FBl had searched the computer while iookfog for chHd pornography, people famll!ar V·.lith the matter 
said., butthe\'Varrantthey used didn'tgrve then) .authorityto search iorfoatter:s relate.ti to ri.,•~rs. CJ!nton's 
emal! ••i:irrnngernent.at the State Department Mr,.Vv'ekier has denledsendlng exp!k:storlndecent rnessages 
to ·fo.e teenager. 
irlthek iriH:ial tevlewofthe laptop, the metadatashowedmanymessages,, apparently inthethfitlsands~ 
that vvere eJther sent to or from the private· ems i ! . server at Mrs. Clintod s borne• that had been the •focus nf 
so rnLH:h investigative effort for the FBl, Senior FB!.offlckl!s·dedde·d·to !et the Weiner !n1.iest!gat(w5. proceed 
\Nith a cktser exam !nation ofthe metadata on the c:om puter, :a ild feµ1Jrt back tnthem, 
At a meeting early last ~Neek· of.senior Justice Department and FEH offidak, a member of the department's 
senior•natfob.aJ-secur'itv·.sfaffaskedforan update·onthe \!Veiner !aptop, the.people•familiarwiththe matter 
salcL·Atthat polnt, offlcfais.reai!zedthatno one had acted to obtain a warran{.the::se people sakt 
Mr.. McCabe then l!ns:tructed the ernai! investigators to talk tffthe Welnerkrvestlgators and see \..vhether 
the lapto-p's contEnts.could bere!evimttothe CHtiton·em.ail probe, these peop!esaid. Afterthe 
l nvest!gators spoke,· the agents agreed it \Vas pntent!a~iy relevant. 
Mr;Comey vJasg*ven an update, decided togp.foniv~rd \;.:.,•iththe case and notffle·dC@1,gress on Friday, with 
explosive. results, Senior Justke Department offk! als.· had \;\iamed• tAr. Gomey that tel !lng Congress ~vould 
t•fo!:ate poHdesagafnst ave.rt actions that could affect an electfon, and some within the Fm have been 
unhappy at Mc Corney's. repeated··pubHc state.merits: on the probe,go~ng.back to his i::,ress. conferetite oti 

the suhiecUn fo!y, 
The back-and-forth reflects bow the bureau.is problngsev-et-a!.niattersrelated, dlrecth/ or indkec.t!y, to Mrs" 
C!lnton.and her.inner drde" 

Net•'.i' deta!!s show th.at senh:J:r ~aw-enfon:ernent· offkfais. repeatedly· vok:ed skeptkism of the strength ofthe 
evklence in the bureau's.investigation of thee!lnton. Foundafion, soughttot::ondense what was at times a 
spraw!lng cross.,country effort,·"' nd, accon:.il ng to .some .·people fami ffar · ~v!th the matter; told agents· to Hmit 
thekpur$ult nfthecas:e. 

<l--[ if ! fie ff 8}'-~> 
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That led to frustro:!t!ons among some lri'<test!gators, ~vho v!eti\l'edrBi !eadersh!p·as unintereste-din prohing 
the••chadty,.·these ••peop!e ••said •• Others..• irrvoived •. cUsagreed••sbaiy!y,. defendlng•·FBl••bosses.•a.nd•••sa'{lf'lg••Mf. · 
iVfoCabe ·in part:lcu!ar was· ca*-~ght het•ween an ini:::reasi ngJy acrimonlous flghtfor controfhehveen the •J ustke 
Department and FBi •agents. ptffsuh1g •the Clinton Foundation case. 
~t i sn'l unu.sµa~ •for-Held agents to fa=ivor a more aggressive appmachthan supervisors and prosecutors think 
is rnerited.•But•the•interuai·debates ah-out the . .CHnton Fm.:indatlonsho••Nlhe hi:gh stakes 'i.ivhen sut.b 
d!s.agreemEm1ts [ic~ut su rroundH1g. some-one whq ls n.Jnnsng forpresident 
The WaH. StreetJO\Jmal reoorted Ja:st V<>'<:ek that Mr, JvkCahe' s 1,v!fe,· J!H !vlcCabe, received $467,500 ln 
campalgn•fonds ln !ate•2015 from thep-o1itica! acNon committee of\hrgMia Gov, Teny McAuHffe, a 

iorgHme a! !y of the J.::linfons and, uMdl. he \Nas elected goverrKff .frY Novernb-er 2013, a CHnfon Foundatkin 

hoanfrnernhen 
Mr..Mc.Au!Hfehad supported Dr,. McCabe httbehopesshe. and·a•·handfui.ufother Democrats mJghtheip 

t>,,•in·•a•·•major!~y·•! n the•·state·•s!?nate.·••nr,.•.McCabe ··tost• her••race •• Jast• Novernb-et1 and• Dernocrats•·fai!E.d. •to.·win 
thelr majority. 
A•:$pokesmf_ln••for the••g1Jvernor •. has•·said.that••·''a.hy·•insinu~tion••that••h!s.support••\<vas•fied••to••anyth!ng••other 
than his cleslreto elect c-andklates "'vho •vvoukf help pass his ag~nda Js rldlculows/' 
Db Mctahe told the Jou ma~, "Once i. deddei..·f to ruri, my husband had tlo form.at role j n my campaign other 

thanto he/'· s1Jpportive, 

!h February nf this •vean Mr.• McCabe a$cended from the Mo,• 3position at the FEM• to the deputy director 

p-ost. W'hen ·he assumed that role,• ofncfa ls say, he started. overseelng the probe into Mrs, C!!ntor{s use of a 
private ~maHserver for government •'Nork vvhenshe yJa s secretary of state. 
FBJ offida~s have said!V1 r, .. McCabe. had• no ro!e•· in foe Clinton emai ! probe ~mtil he he came deputy dkector, 
and hyffien h~s'-:Nife'srampa~gnw'Bs over. 
But other C! lnton-feiatedJnvest~gatfons ""'1efe under way fadtMn the FSJ, and they• have been• the subject of 
internal dewte-Jor months; accordk1gto people.famlfiat\;\l'lth thernaner. 
Eady thlsye.ar, fourFEH f!e-!d offkes~New York" Los Ange!es; '!JVashihgton andJ.Jttle Rock., .Arl:;.-\Mer£! 
coffe-ctlng infortnatfon ahoutthe. Cll11tcm fouridatfon to see ff there '#as evldence of Hnanda! cflmes or 
influence-pe-ddiing,, acr;x:Wdl ng to people farnHfar vdth the· matter, 
Los •Angeles·. agents ••had •p~ckecl•·•up·•~nformatioh•• about.the •• ci~·nton. Fcmndatioh••·fro111 ·an•· unrelated ••pub!k: 
c:orrupt!on case .and had ~ss.ued .some subpoenas for hank t·ecords refated tcr the fou:ndahon, these peop!e 
s.a~d. 
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The Wasbkigton fleM office was probing Jh1:anda! relafionsh!ps irivo!vfog Mr. M.cA1..1Hffe before he became 
~ Clinton Found:atkm hoard 111ember, these peop~e said, Mr. Mc.P,uliffe· has denied :any 'li<,,'mngdoing, arid his 
la\\~'e:r has said the probe is focused on 1-vhether he faHed to r€g§ster :as an agerit of a fmelgn entity. 
Ointon Fm.mdation offida!s have long denied any V\iTongdolng, saying it ~s a \>VeH-run 1::;-har!ty that has done 
immense good. 
The FB! Held office in Nevi York had done the most 1,,vork on the Obton Foundation case an.d received help 
from the HH He!d office in Uttle Rock, the peop!e fam!Banv!th the matter saM. 
!n February, FB! .offlcia!s made a presentation to th~ Jt.1stke Department, according to these peop!e. By a!i 

accounts., the meeth1g didn't go V\.>"e!L 

Some said that is because the Fm d§dn't present cornpeHlng evidence to justjfy more aggressive pursuit of 
the CUnton Faundatia:n, and that the careet- puh!k h1tegrity pn::isecutor5 in the room .sirnply beHeved it 
wasn't a very strong case, Others said that from the start, the Justk:e Department offlda!s 'i;\i'ere stem, 
and d!smissive of foe case, 

"That \>Vas one .of the \<Veirdest rneethgs I've ever been to/"' one partkipant toJd others after1;vard~ 
:according to peop~e famWar \Vith the matter, 
Justke Department offkJais told the FB~ at the meetirig they 1<\:'ouklri't authoriz.e mo.re aggri:;ssive 

investlgaUve techniques_,. such as suhp:0ena.s_, formal 't>vitne:ss interviews, or grand,.jury activity, But the Fm 
offida!s bel!eved they were weH w~thkl their authority to pursue the leads and methods already undenvay, 

these peoµ!e said. 
About a \•ve.ek after Mr, Corney's fo~y announ.cemeo.1: that he w·as recommending agahst any pmsecutlon !n 
the Clinton ema\l case., the FBl sought to refonis the Gh1ton Foum:l~t~m1 probe; \Vith Mr. McCabe deddlng 
the Fm's f>~e1N York offk·e \.vouM take the .lead, with assistance from Uttle Rock.. 

•
0::!--[H l he ff 8}--> The \tVashingt:on fle~d offke, FBl offidals decided; woukl focus on a 

separnte matter k1v0Jving Mr. McAuHffe .. Mr. Mr.Cabe had dedded eadier in the spring that he wouM 

contimJe torecuse hlmse-!f from that probe_, given the governor's :cantdbut!otis to his ~\Mef's former poHtka~ 

campaign, 
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Withi ntbe FBt the dedsh:m \!Vas .viewed "oVlth ske:ptkJSnl by son1e1 v~+10 fehthe probe would be·. strohger H 
the foundation and McAu!!ffe matters <;;Vere.combined; Others, partku!ar!y senior offidals at the Justice 
Department, foltthi;jt both probes 1'\.tefe\.veak, hase:d !arge~y on phb..iid•f.:rvai!abi!:';:. infomiation,, and had 
fou.nd ·11tt!e ·that >.;\©uld ·merit.expanded. lnvestigath.te authority, 
A.rcordlng to a person familiar \l\dth foe probes, •cm• .Aug. 12, a senlor J us bee Department crfflda!. caned Mr. 

Mc;Caheto·voke hfa dlspleasure atflndingthafNe1NYork fEH agents were si:H!.openly•pursu!rigthe·Oinfon 
Foundatkwi probe;. despJte the departmenfs refosaj ta a!lo1.M rnore: a.ggresshte investi;gathte methods !n the 
case, ~·~r. ·McCabe said ageritz sU~i . had the authority to p1..1rst1e the lssUe as long as th~y didn't· use those 
methods. 
The Justke Department offk:iai \i'><'SS ;'very pissed off,'' according to one person cJnse to liik; !\'1cCabe, and 

pn:::ssed him to <exp!ai n whythe .FB.f was stm. chss~ng a . matte~· the department coriskl.ered dead,. Others said 
the fast§ce Department wassfrnp!y trying to make sure FBlagents were fo!k2w'ing !ongstandkig poHcy not 
ta make overt lnvestfgat~ve moves·~hatcouklbe.seen astryingto lnfluem::e an eJectipn. Tbo:Seru!eS'. 
d!scoi.tr.age Jtwestlgators · ·frarn ma!dng any Sl~Ch move:s before a. pdrnanro-r get1era ~ e!eptkJJ'i, and1 at a 
mlnJmum, .checklng.wlth·puhik lntegr!ty prosecutors ·before.do~ng so, 

"fa,fB·ycu•tel!fr'lgrne.that.l nee,dto shut down avaHd!ypredicatedirrvest!gation?"' Mc McCahe asked, 
according to people famJiharvAth the convers.aUon. After a. pause, th~ offfoia~ repHed, ·"Of ·course· not,,,. 
thesepeop!e sa~d. 
ForMr, McCabe's defenders(the.exthatige sno\Med ho"\,'°"' he v.ras stJck·behveen an.FBf offlcee;agerto.pout 

rnore re.5ources H1to a case and fo5tke. Department leaders liVho tllddt thir1k much of the case" m1e person 

sald, Those.peop!e·sakfth:atfoHowkigthe caH, Mr. tvk:Cabe teiterated·past:.§tistructkmsto FB! agentsth:at 
the<{li\:'en?to keep pqr.s1Jing the «vorki,,v~thln the .a~~thodtythey had" 
Mr. McCabe's defenders ·in.the agency saidthat.foHm:ving the ca!!, he.repeated the in;stmcfron that he had 
gh/en · earlier in the Clinton frnJnd.ation · investigatio.n: Agents were. tn keHp. pursuing the work v,dthin •the. 
authoritvthey had. 
Others further dm<Vnthe Fm thainof cornrmind, havvever, said agents 'tVereg!ven ·a ntuch s:tarke·r 

instmc:tiori ;::m the case:. ''Stand do.wn;'' When agerits qwestiohed >,ivhythey weren'ta!!owedtottlke more 
aggressive steps, they$ald tne'{W'ereto!dthe orderhad come.fromthe deput}• tHre·ctor-Mr. McCabe, 
Othersfaml!lar\ov!th thematterd!:';:ny Mr. McCabe cir any othersenfor FB!·offlda!.gave such·a:stand"-do\ivn 
!ri.S.trµction. 
for agents wilo alresdy felt:. uneasy about FBl !eadersh!J:fs hand!lngof the Clinton FoundaHon case,, the 
m.ornent on~y deepenedthe!rcance.ms, these. people. said. Fottbose wbo felt the. probe hadn't yetfound 
slgn!fkant evide.rKe ·of cdmina{ conduct, tb~ leadership's approach· wa..stbe ·right respbt1se. 
! n September, . agerits on the· foundat!on ·case. asked to see the ema Hs conta ! ned on ncmgoven1meT1t laptops 
that had been .searched. as part of the Olnton erna§! case, but that.requestwas !'ejected hy prnsecufors at 
the fastem.Djstdct of New Yo-rk.+n· Brooklyn, Those emails.were given to the H:H•basedon grants of partial 
!mmunlty and !frnrred-use agreements, meaning agents cotdd cdy usethem forthepurpo.seof 
investJgalJng possiblem!shand!kigof dassifled informatfori. 
SorneFB! agents V-lere.dissat!sfied V-lith thatanst\:'er, and asked for·perm!:SS!ori to make asimMar request to 
federal prosecutors in Manhattan, .• ai::::cording topeop!efamH~ar withthe matter, Mr,.M.t'.Cabe., these people 
sa~d, told them nc, a i'u:l . added that they cos.ikin't "go proseo.xtor-shoppingo'' 
Not !ong afterthatdiscussion, Fm agents infonned thebureatls !eaders aboutthe \•\leinertaptop, 
prompting Mr~ Comey'.5 discJosureto Congress ahdsettlng off fo.e.fororthatpr'omisestoconsume·the final 
days of a hJrm1itvcms campaign. 
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Fn:i:rn: 

Sent 

To: 

Subject; 

l _________ l{DO}JFBQ 
Monday, Odo:ber 11; 2816 8:50 PM 

James Et• Corney; Hytdck%,, James E. {DO~ fFB-!); Kortan, MichaeJ R ( 00} {FBI}; O.ufrin, 

HichardP. {QO}(FB!);.CampbeH, JoshuaS.{DOf{Fm);I ){no) {FBI}~ 
I I (tlO}ffBU 

Mot1day nightcoverage 

AH, Pl.ease H rid tontght's news summary he!o":.1v, i ·trtedta a~!miv enoughtlm.e to• separate the coverage 

from the ·morning news clips, and fr1dmfe:the stor~~s. that seem to he among the mostfoain:strearn, and 
those thatgalned tcactfonln the ne\:vs Cy(!e. through0clrt the. day, Please let me • knOc'W ff you have any' 
questions, 

Thank you, 

1) NYTimes 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

a} FBi Tee.am E\:egh1~· R~>Aewqf CHntan Emails 
Thi? F,BJ~ on ••Mondayhegan badlng a trove of erna!!s belong1ngto atop aldeto HH!sry C.Hntoninto a 
spedalc:omputerpro;gram th.at ¥vou~d aHo\i'>" bureau ana1yststodetermlne w·hethertbey contaktdas.sffled 
informatkn'J, h:~1ver1fiJf'Cement•offadaJs said. 
Thesoftv.iare sho1.~kfa!fo1v tbern to learn• relat!ve!y qulckly ho'"v inanY emaUs are copies of messages they 
have already read as part ofthe investlgation krfo. foe useoFMrs. CHnton's private server. The FJ'.U. 

tompletedthat • rnvestigatior In July anc(, a!9ng wlth prosec.utors1 cledded .not· to htlng any charges agaJnst 
Mrs,C!intdnorhera!des, 
"This isnbt a manpower issue)'· said m'le senior Jaw enforcement offldat ''Wsan ls.sue of gettk1gthe 
emails into a prcgratnthat can a~ii::n.v agentsto ktokat••them/' 

b~ k1 War Beh<Veeri Candidates, Even Fm !s A Target 
h fo!y, aftesthe F.BJ. diredor, James B. Corney, de·dhed to bring charges against Hmary Cihton for her 

hand!hg of dassifled erna1ls ... ~eadktg Democrats hal~ed Ms ieaders.hip. 
''This is a great man_," s.ald Nancy Pe!os~, the House rn!nority leader. 1'\fle are very privl!eged ki our cmmtry 

to nave h!m be th1.:: dire-ctor of the FJ:LL"' Nt• one; added Harry Re!d, the S.en:ate minority ~eader, "can 
questkH:i the integrity"'" of Mr. Corney, But on Friday, afo~r f\<k Corney revealed that the F.8.L wou!d rev!evi 
newly discovered. eniaHs p-otentiaUy related to the case, Dernocrats changed their tune. Mr. Reid aH hut 
accused hgm of cdmlnal!ty, \•'i.iriting to Mr. Corney,, '"'Vou may have broken the la'l<v.'' Mr. Corney, ~vho was 

once s.o bmadiy admired that the Senate ct.infirmed Ms appointment in 2013 by a vote: of 93 to 1, has 
ernerged as the most vivid example of h1Jw diffktdt it is for institutlom;. to rema~n insu!ated from partisan 
comhat in tMs hype~~µo!arized era. 

2} \iVashi ngfon •Post 
al Justke: C<epart:ment Pmm~s.es to ~4ove Quk:\dy ln Probe 
The Justice Departmenfmove-d Monday to tjueH the outrage and fre-hefic s:pecu!atinnsmrnuridfrlg Fm 
Dlre-c:torfamesB< Comey's d~sdos.ure last week thatthe burea1J has resumed its invest!gation nfJ-HHary 

Clinton's prh.tate emaH (ierverafte-rdis.co1.tedng a newtro1.•:e pf emaHs,. Thede-ttartment signa!edthat lt now 
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'll<.dHt;::, ~f!li:: !-H,H*t!li;;dl!)' 1.,;HdlE:E).t::J;,1. F:!Vt:::::>l!Ki:!UVO tV N.HIV\''•· :::<t<;!f'IJ;.H:HQ pHJt.t:V\.Ut:,::>·, un.;i~~!N~ d .:::>U.!li;;!:. ~~Hll'L :~~n \ . .>l.llt.B:!I 

comments aooutthe probe and theprovisionofupdates to CO:ngres.sthn:mgh n:mtine channels" 
But after Corney's.highly unusus! d~sdosuie !ast 'l:veek roc.ke<ltheflnaldays of the· pre:Sidi:-:ntia! carnpaign,,H 
nrny pmve !mpassfoie for fastke taJm..verthe ten1peraturn and re;galn cantmlover hn1i\1 the lnvest!gatfon !s 
t.ondt.11.::te-cl and· depkted.to the puhOcOnr..,fond.:ri{; t;ritk:.isrn of O:imeyconOnued tornount~ notab!y frtn-~1 
pmrnhiEntformer·law enfon::ement offkSab,. Democrats and Repuq!kans o:iHke on Capl-to!HiH arnp!Wed 
thel r demands that Corney and li,,ttorney General Loretta E •. , Lynch pm1t'!de a more detailed account· of the 
in\~stigstion krto the ernai!s,, which vvere found on. a computer be!nf:lgh1g to fom1er congressman Anthony 
Welner {U-1\tY.}-ear!lerthis faU. 
:Justice ~s a stakf and secretive department, and on Monday offida!s tded to restore that tradH:iona! 
hearlng,trying·to.tamp do1<vnth~higMy puh!k: disclosurEs about a tonfldent!a!. invest!gatkm, 
See aJso: 
Cliritbn CampahJn Accuses Corney of [k>uh!e Standard 

3) CNBC: ffWs Corney Oppose-d Nambg Russians, Gting E!e<:t!on Timin¥l -- Soun:e (This story W'as: high!y 
circulated ton~ght) 

Fm Director Jam$;!s: Corn~ argued pr~vate!y that it was too dose to flechon Day for the United States 
government to name Russia as medd!lng in the LL.S. e!echon: and ultimately ensured that the FB!'s name 
'>i\:'as not or, the document that the U.S. government ~:mt out" a former bureau officia~ te!!s CNBC Ihe offo::!a! 

said some govetnrnent hs!ders are perplexed as to why Corney ':.tVt:iuld na';le· election timh1g concerns "'"''ith 
the Russsan disdosure but not \Mith the Huma Abed in ema~i discovery disdosure he: made Friday, hi the: 
erid, the 0Epartmen.t of Homehrnd Se·cur!ty and The Offke of thE Director of National !nteHlgerice lssued 

the- staterhent on Oct, 7., sayk1g: "The U,S.. inteWg.ence tommw1ity is conHdetit that the Russian 

Government directed the re-cent c'ompromh;es -of emaHs fmrn U.S. persons and ~nst!tut~ons, indud!ng from 
lLS, political m:ganization5, ... These thefts ;Emd disdosut'es are intended to k1terlere \N~th the U,S, election 
process," 

4) NY Da~jy Ne¥\•'s: 

\l!lH Defends Corney Am kl Scathhg Crmdsm over FBI' s Reopenif!;,g of C!bton Email lnvesHgatlon 
Democrats blasted FB! D!rnctor James Corney over h!s dedsfon to reopen the bureau's server investigation 

into Hillary Clinton's prlvate server, the Vi/Mte House .defended the <lgencv chlef Monday, k1sistk1g he Vlas 
not attempting to S>;,'<.tay next we-ek's election, 

Pn:::s!dent Obama ndoesn•t bi:-:Heve Director Comey is tryfo.g to influence thi:-: outcome: of an eiection," \Alhite 
House Press Se·cretary' Josh f.amest s.a[d during his daHy press bdeflng, 

"He's a man of !ntegrny and character and pdm.::ip!e/ Earnest saM of Corne\•~ adding that he \:Vol.lid 
not "defend orcdtiche" Corney's actions, 
Earnest's comments came in response to repeated q1..1estkms over Obama's thotights about Corney's 
dedsfon to notHy top cm1gri::s.siona! committees hy letter Last Fddav thst the age:ncv had tmcovered a trove 
of ne\:v emaHs during a separate probe into Anthony VVeiner's sextir.g, :arid >;,Vm.J!d, in effect_, reopen the 
hvestigation ~nto CHnton's private ernaH server. 

5) \.<VSJ: Dernocrnts Say Pledge of Speedy Ema!! Rev-h:~i;,v Falis Short {subscs-!pHon} 

a) The Justice Depi:!rtrnent s.a~d in a !etter to kn.vm:ekers Jvfonday ~t wouM \.iVOrk with the Ffl.! to resolve the 
Clinton ernai! lnvestigafam as soon as. possible, but the message .appeared un!ike!y to tamp do,,_,vn the 
emotions surrm.md~ng the ~ssue. Peter Kad:dk, head of the Jt.tsHce Department's !e:gis!ative affairs offke, 

sought to reassure angry Democrats that the neuv re·1Ae'l:°'1' of potentSa! Clinton-related ema!!s wou!d be 
uridertaken as swfft!y as po:ssfo!e, kl a flve.csentence ~etter .sent Monday, Mr, Kadl:ik wr-ote that ''the 
Department vi.1m continue to work closely wm1 the FB! and together, dedkate all necessary resomces and 
take appropriate steps as expeditlious.ly as possiMe/' 
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The fo.stke Department letter offered no ne~v h1frmnatfon about the substance or the status of thelr 
rev~e"li\:', confouridsng sen!or .lawmakers from both parties vJ\'10 have dem;:;inded detaHs ahout FH! rnrectm
fames Corney's brief h::tter sent to Congress on Friday informkig ~a'livmakers of the rie1<v discovery. 

b)\J\fh~te HouseDeforids.·H3l Director Corney's !ntegr~ty 
\.Vhlte Hous.ePressSecretaryJosh Earnest.said he wtit.dd ·''.neither defondnor crltidze" Federal fh.1reauof 
!nvest!gat!on Director James Corney's dedsfon to announce the new developments !n the HH!ary Clinton 
emaff s.;;:iga,. a neutra!. stance that contrasts 'oV!th the criticism comiqg from the Cli ~1ton campaign and other 
Democrats. 
Mr.• Corney had revealed. Frh:lay that the F8i "°"'as fooklng lntonetv evklerice refated to :an. §nvestiga:~Jon of 
the Democratkpres!dential.nominee's emai!~ The ne'.Ns shaok the presidenHa~ race, again· pqttfog.Mrs. 
Ci in.ton ernai! tmoh!es - thtJught to he largely behind her - hack ln the spodfa~hL 
!n·re:m . .:irks!n Ohioq-n·Monday, Mrs, CJ!nton ?aid there \•vas. ''no case here" and ca!fod. into question the 
agen(~y's motives in announdng the developments ju.st 11 days before the presh:lenWi! eled!on. A day 
ead!er,•Senate·Democrafrc leaderHan:y Re!d accused %fr.. Corney of v~daUng a .. !aw harrlngfederal offldals 
from usingthefr pqsitiontokifh.1enceane~edfon.in a.!.etterto Mr. Gomey,. ML·Reid't:\.·rote: "l !ed the fight 
togetynu conHrme.d [by the Senatefbecause ! he!ie\ted you ta he aprindp!ed publk servant. \:Vith the 
deepest regret,.! nov;:.see.th<:!t t 1;vas wmng."'· 
Mr.farne~t, H,n,vever,saW.President ·Barack Obarml thought Mc .Corney a man of integrity, "The prEsldent 
beBevesthatDirector Corney is a man oflntegr!ty, he's a man of principle and he's a man ofgoo-d 
character. ,,,. Thepresident·do12sn't· beJfove that he's secredy .sttategizingtobem~fitnne candidate nr one 
fH:<iltka~ p~rtvt· Mr~ Earnest said, 

6) NPR: 
\.VhatthetawSaysAbout FB! D!r-e.ctoi5 Announcement 
FBI. rnrector fames Comey\s ·!etterto Congressrettorth1g .a renewed look into emai !sthat could be tefated 
to Hilary CJ!nton\> private serVerrocked the president:ia~ rnbeori FHqay. The Clinton carnpasgri and 
supporters haveJ~m1p:ed on ·Gomey formakingsuch a dramatic annozmcemi:mt· so dose to an e~ecfion. The 
questJon being raised now is \<\ihetherthe timing and style of the annourn:ementmake·itH[egat 

Dernoerats a.Hege tn§s is rnore than just iBih 11th-hour inconvenience. Senate: Democratic teadet- Harry Reid 
says Corney may have vioiated a lavv kno\'\in as the Hatch Act by inaklrig the hvestlgatki.ri pub!k bis Late !ri 
the eie-c:tion .season. in a letter to Comev, Reid s.aid the move· revealed a "clear double standard" and 
.accused Corney of usk1.g his posifion as FBI director to infhJence the election. 

"!n tarrlng Secretary CHnton with thin innuendo, you overruled longstanding tradition <:1rd the 
expHdt giJidam::e of ycn~r 0\\:'!'1 Department. You rushed to take this step ele>.;.~n days before a 
presidenfa1! election, despite the fact that for a!! you knm\(, the informatkm you possess could 

be entireJy dupHcafote of the information you already examined \Mhkh exo.ri.erated Secretary 
·C:~ h,:ton, H 

To fllrther Ms dahn of a douh!e standard, Re§d a!so accused Comey of sitting on evidence i::rfties betw·ee:n 
the Wurnp campaign and the Russian government:. 

IHECASE 

The Hatch Act prohibits federal emp!oyees from using their oWda! authority {ff influence to affect the 
result of an election. 
An nffida! complaint "''"'as flied with the Office of Speda! Counsel and the Office of Government Ethics by 
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Richard Painte{, .. the chief White House ethics la\ivyer.underthe. George: W. Bush adminlstrat!on from 2005 
to 2flfJl. Pa kiter wmte ahout hi.s decision k~ an oo,._ed for The New York Times on Sunday, caJfing Camey's 
mo\,e."an abuse of.power," He also.added; 

"The rules are v!o!ated if it is ohvkn.1s that the ornda!'s actions could influ.ence tbe e~ecUon, 
there is no other good reason fortaklr1g those actions, and the offlda~ ls actlr1g 1.mder pressure 
from persons '#OO obv.i0:ush1 do \ivant to hifben(;e the f-·~ectlon." 

Painter told NPR's AN· Th.ing.s. Con.sidered Monday that Come:y's. flrst mistake. was gh .. dng ·. l n to pressure from 
ia\1\i'rnakers t\l'h.o <;;v<lnted to he kegt posted M•sny forther!rwesUgat!ons related lo CJintorL 
"They do.not.have atlobJigationto do th<'.lt/'Painter ~akt ''He never should have •promfaecl Congress: that he 
~Nou!d give them· updates 1;..vith•respectt0S.ecretary Clinton_, when·he doesn'tdothat t•vith respect to 
.an'ttbod.y else, when it's c!ear•that the b4i!y · n;;;asori they want the i nfonnation. ls. P'~! i!ks. '' 
And !n the · Tfmes~- ?a inter ra1ses. a riother concern· about Trump aridthe Russian government, echoing. Reid's 
:dakn of a double standard between the f'Bfs actions toi;,vard CHnton and the GOP cand~date'spub!k 
encouragement that· Russ.la . hack Clinton's emaih. 

"But it \,1.,..01.~ld be hjgMy improper, and an abuse of power, for the F.BJ. to conduct such an 
investlgstkm ki the publk eye, partku!ady ori the e1.>-e G<! the election. it would be an abuse of 
pov1er for the cHre-ctor of the F.B.L, ahsent compemng drcum:stances, to notify members of 
Congress that the carn:lidate was under investigation. ~t W'ouJd be ah abuse of power if ERL 
agents >iNent so far as to obtain a search warrant and mid the candidate's nfflce tower; hauBng 
nut boxes of documents and c.ornputers ln fro,nt .of teiev!sJon cameras, 
"The FJU. 's job is to !nvesUgate,,. not to influence the outcome of an e!ection." 

\:Vhether there \.Vas oT.wasn 'tgood .re.ason for O::a11ev' s annourii::emtmt is certa~n!y up for ·clebate .. · Stephen 
Vladeck, constitutional law professor at the Uni)tersfty' of Texas, Austin, ·said :onC-SPAN ·Monday that 
Comey;s !.etterlefthfm "flabbergasted" and "raises serlous questfons·about the.FBI d!rector'sjudgment" 
{Story <continues on website) 

7) The WMte House: "\:Ve \iVon't Defend Nor Cdtkhe Come)/' On Hmant Ema Us" 
PresidEnt Barack Ob.ama does not hejieve FHl Dfreetor James Comey is attempting to snfluencethis year's 
pn::sidentia! vote, Press Secretary .Josh Earnest said Monday. 
"The President dO:e.sn't heHeve that he's secretly strategizlng to benefit one candidate or one poHtka! 
party/ Earn.est said. "He's: in a tough spot, and he's the one \,Vho ":vm he in a pos!t!on to -defend his actions 
h the fa.ce of s&gnWcant critk:isrI~ from a variety nf !ega! experts, irlckiding lndivlidua~s \;<Jho served in senior 

Department pf Justke p-osibons in admlnistrnt!ons. led by pr.esidet1ts ln both parties." 

Out. o.fthe 650')JOtl ema! ls found on fomlercf.:nngressman Anthony VVeiner's •!:aptop:, only .. a· small number 
\•vi!! Hke!ybe.re!ated to that cas.e, ~· !a\tv e-nfon:~ment nffki<Oil famllfar \i>,,'Jth the h'ntestigatkm··intq ema.Hs 
re!atedto·theprohe 6f•HiHary C!inton's.•prlvate·se:rver to~d·NBC News on Monday" 
The emaHs, uncovereddudng the FBfss.eparat.e investlgation lnto \Ale!ner's a!!eged !!!ldt communications. 
vdth ah .1,mderag~ gkl,. a re con ned:ed to \i'Veine(s estranged \.Vffe,, top C!infon aide Hu.ma ,Abed in,· and ended 
up on the sarneJaptop. 
Ft.elated: FSl Ohtaios Warrant for Newly Oiscov-eredEmalfsJn ·cllntoo· Probe - as; Reid Accuses Camey 
of Hat:eh Act: Violation 
The cache of enia.i!s goes backsevern!years( the offkia.l to!d NBC Ne'llvs, Abe.din she sayssbe didn't knrn.&1 
thes~ em:al!s \,Vere qn·the: househq.!d cornputer-
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9) CNN: EmaH Erohe· May Outlast Election Day 
H1! offida!s are unHke.iyfofMssh tbefr revie.1u ofnet\-1 emails potentia l.iy riHated fo. the.• inve.sfigafiortinto 
Hii!ary•Ci!nton's pr~vate se.rver before the November 2.e!edfon. 
Omda!s•are t.onstantiy meetfrrganddehatfrtg \lVhetherthgre's any.more ftlOfn forthetntO •. add dadty 
t~•sthout•• fiJrther harming •the •. satiafion.••The: ..• ~nit! . .:i.!.•·,,,vo-rk .• of.cataloging .top.C!.inton• afole•.Huma Ahedin's•.emal!s 
fotH1d tH1 •her estranged husband Antfo::mv V'le!ner's ·!a ptop cou!cl be done inthe nextfe\v. clays, US !a1J<,,' 
enforciamenfofflda!s fo!d CNN, 
But the 1nvestlgatctrs are expetfodtospencl more time do!ng other'"vork,.indudhig Hkelycoorcl~natihg \:Vith 
ab.edederal agencies to deterrnJne \lvhat~~ ff any -~ dassffi e:d materials are • !n the .ema Hs, Thss makes tt 
ii.mJlke!ythere will be a resq!utionprlortothe election, 
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Rybicki1. Jame:~ E .. (DO) {FBI) 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

folks_, 

Rybicki, farri·ES E. {DO} {FBl} 

Saturday, November 05~ 2016 11~04 PM 

farnes B, Cmney 

Ne'1v Proposal 

Per our1000pm fonversati o=n, fae!ov{ Js a rev§sed straw man for dlsciJ.ssuoh,. Again, we could usetbE H the. review 
when comp!etedsu pports sm::h condus~oris. Mv comments are again Jn ALLCAFS and In boh:l §taHcs" 
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Rybicki1. Jame:~ E .. (DO) {FBI) 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Rybicki, farri·ES E. {DO} {FBl} 

Sunday, November 06, 201612:27 Pf'il'~ 

farnes B. Cmney 

F\V: Current Vers~on 

11JJ6.16 Letter..docX" 

from:••Rybfdd;•.Jarnes••E •(DO}.••{F~!} 
Sent~Sunda· · November06 201512:26 PM 
Tb: Stnok,, PeterI·\ (CD}(FB!~._ __________ __. 

.tk:iwdjch,O:avidL 'rnoi •Fm~ Steinbach, Mh:+rnel Et (QO! n=m} 
.Priestap_,E. \At. (CDJfFBl 1 8aker{_faimes A.(OGO F8!} 

...._ ____________ ___. 

<Jame.sJ3aker@)c, fbi,gov>.: ,~nderson,. Trisha B. (OGG} •{Fm 
I IKortan, !\>1fchae~ P, (DO} {F ... B-.!) ... ------------...-H-e_r_ri_n_g_,-Ja_.s_o_r_::_\l_'..,.(-C-U} 

(FBJJI !Moffa, Jonathanc (CD}(rn!}.__ ___________ ..... 
Subjert•C1-Jr'rent• Verski.n 

ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED 
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kOO} {FBI} 

Fn:i:rn: 

Sent 

To: 

Subject; 

Ai!., 

I hDOUFB!} 
Sunday,· NovemherD6, · 2016 8:39 PM 

James Et Corney; HybkJd, James E. (OOf(Pfi.!); Kortan, Mk.hae! ?. (DO} (FB!}; Qukin, 
Richard P, (DO}{FB!JJ t;oo}.(FBl)j kDO).(FB!); 
(fan'lpbdl, JoshuaS .. {DOlfrnn 
Sur1day even§n.g covernge 

Please see a s1.m1mmy of this evening's .stories be!o\rV, AH pretty much canted the same narrative \:V!th the 

exception of the last t\\,'O storles .. ! wanted to aH01.:v for enough time for the major news outlets to fffe their 
stodes after the letter was released thls aft-ernoon. Please let me knoi:,,v lf you have any questions. Thank 

1} NY Times: 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

EmaHs \~I arrant No Ne\<\~ Action f<.galt'lst Hmary CHnton, Fm Savs 

The EB.L director, James R Corney~, to~d Congress on Sunday that he had seen no evklence !n a recently 
di!>covered trove of emaHs to change his conclusion that Hmary CHnton should face no charges over her 
homdihg of dassifled information, Mr~ Camey's announcernent, just h\:·odays. before· the e!ecHon,, \Vas an 
effort: to dear the dood of Slisp!dcm he had publidy pJaced over her campaign !ate iast month w·hen he 
a!erted Carigress that the F.BJ. would examkie the ema!!.s, Stls,ed on our re'ilie\N, \Ve have t1ot changed our 
conduslon that we ex.pressed hi J uiy 'iNlth respect tri Se-cretary C!lnton," Mr, Comey \:'<:'rote hi a ~etlet- to the 
!.eaders of se>ttern! congressional cormnittees. He sai"d agents had revie·vved all commtffikahons to and frnm 

Mrs. Clinton in the ne\<V trove 'iNhen she \<Vas secretary of state. The !etter \.Vas a drnmatk final twist !ri a 
tumu~tunus nh1e days for both Mrs, C!lnton and Mr. Camey, vvho dre•w w1des.pread cdtidsrn for annoum:Jrig 

th~t the F,tLL had d!scovered new emal!s. that might - or might not - be relevant to its lnves:t~gath:Jn of 
Mrs. CHnton, whkh ended k1 July \Vith no charges, That cdfo:ism o:f fVk Comey from both parties ~s Hke!y to 

persist after the elet::tlon. 

2) w·ashirigton Fost: 

Fm Directof"Ssiys Agem:y Once A.gab \rVon't Recarmnend Charges Over Clinton Ernai! 

rn~ Dkector fames B. Comey sa!d Sunday that after rev!e\N!ng ne\<v!y discovered Hmary Clinton erm:.itls~ Ms 

agency had agaln deterrn!ned that the Democratk president:!a! candldate shouM face no criminal charges 
for her emaH pract§ces, dearlng a d!stractkm that had dogged the final days of C!lnton's campaign an·d 
pn:iv!ding perhaps the !ast twist of.the '>iviid 2016 elecUon ye.:ff. Corney notified key members of Congress of 
the finding in a lettei- sent Sunday afternoon,, \:vdthg that that investigators had 1.;vorked '\.ffound the dock" 
to revlev.i a!! the ema1!s found on a device u~ed by fonner congressman Anthony \t:;ieJnerthat had been sent 
to or from Clinton and cletem1!ned that the: emails dkl not change ".1J\.ff t:cm:iltsfons expressed hi Ju~y.'1 \V1th 
the letter,, Corney remove·d the pendk1g FB! k1vest!gati'on from the fatst 48 hours of the campaign. But the 
t=~entra! ro!e the HH has played h:1 the poHtkal process for months couM cause Hngering trouh!e for the 
nat!on's top !aw enforcement agency, h1c!udirig persona Hy for Comey, who must work \>Vith \>Vhoever ls 
elected pres~dent on foesday. 

3l \!VSJ: 
HH Says Ne>.,v Emails D·on't Change Com:luskmsAht:mt:.Hiltaryninton 
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1478464650 
Just ttva days before p:oHs dose ln the president~a! rnce, the FBI said a re,1/ieilv of new evidence gave it ho 
reason to reverse 1-ts eadier recommendation that Hmary Clk1ton not face ch,m-ge-s re.!ated to her .emai! 

prnctk:·es vv=hl!e secretary of state. The ammum.::.ement Sunday by Federal Bureau of !nvestlgation Director 
James Comey Hfted a.legal andfH1Htka! doud that had hung over .Mrs, C:Hntorf's i:::.ampaign for 10 days. Mr, 
Corney toM !a\lvmakers in a letter that nothing had been uncovered ki a new hatch of messages that 
s!tered the departrnent's earlier condusion that no pn1seeutlon of Mrs. Ointori was justmed ~n the 

d!scovel)' of dassifled !r1formaUon on her prl\<'ate email server. The declsson, fo!lo\•Vlng a breakneck t:eviev• 
of the emaHs, ended a stretch of intense partisan rancor over the H:H"s dedsfon to reveal that ~t had 
uncovered ne\i·v evidence heUeved re!a.ted to the ernai! server on a faptop he!ong!n:g to Anthony Wefoer, the 
estranged hL~sh:sn1d of C!!nton aide Hurna Abedin, The FB! folmd itse!f k: the center nf a polltka! firestorm, 
fadng cal!s from presidentla~ n;:}minee D1:maM Trump and other Repubfo::ans for charges to be brought 
.agakist Mrs, CHnton; i,,vhl!e feqding off accusations fmrn Democrntsthat the ~gency ~.vas frnpmpedy 
inserting itseH into the e~ectkH"L \IVhen they started to review the thousands of n.evv emails on the laptop, 
inve.stigators expected the task .;,vou~d take· v..ieaks .. Hnot !onger,. said peopie familiar with the matter. The. 
only scenario that W'ou!d sigrdfkant!y reduce th-at time frame, they said, v.ias if many of the messages 
proved to be dup!kates of ones prevlous!y found by lrives:ggators, That turned out to be the case, 
accordlng to people dose to the probe. Qffo:sa!:s: '<Vere also able to shorten the review by \i\:'ork!ng around 
the dock and focusing on on~y em:ai!s sent to or from fii.•ks. CHnton. 
By midday Sunday, offkia!s ldentlf!ed a group of C!!ntori ernai!s-tbey \VouMri'"t say ho\iv many-that may 
have been new to Investigators but \Meren't notably dHferent from ones they had reviewed months.ear!!er, 

said people familiar \:V~th the investigation. 

Mr, Camey's !etter Sunday said the FBI stands by its Juiy decision not to recomm.end r:harge:s against f..,1rs. 

C!lnton for µoterWal loss or mishand~ing of das~lfled rnatedal vA1He in government,, saying: that the 
department has ,;revie\.ved all the cnmmunkat~ons that 1Nere to or from Hmary C!lnton v=.•hlle she 1;«,;·as 
secn~tary of state:' 

HH ,4fflrms Dedsion N6t to Charge Clinton, After Revie~v .of Weiner Emails 
' ( . . ( ' . ' . '"' • - '1. . (<-> ;.. ·~ l»">f"<. ,.,, . ( ' ~ d t1tto:.; /\V\>\<l;\:\npr,mJu sectwns/thet'vVO-~'>iayJ .dllb/ · 1;Ub/tilh.h2~1641 co.rney~we-t1ave-not-c~1ange -our-

condusk~ns-Js-fb!~f!nlshes~dinton-emar!-rev~et'>i 

Fol!ot«•!ng·up on hls ~etterthat·set off a firestorm ofspecu!ationJusthvov<l'eeks hefore U.S, voters•head to 
the.po~!sfochoose· a new.pres~denf_, HM DiredorJames.Comey:saysthe investigatfveteam thatana!yzed a 
new trove of erm:i i fa· that• were either to or ·from H !lla rv· Cl! nton has .finished its ilvork.~ and that the . rnvle1.M 

do-esn't change the findings he put forth in 1u!·"h whe-t1he sald ·n-0 cb.<::lfges 'vVH! be pursued against 

C!! hton. "S; nee my !eUef,. the Fm ~ hvest'ig~Hve tearfi has hgen i,..voddtlg around the dock to. process and 
review a Jarge volume of emaHsfrorn a devkeobtalned in connection i:,v!th an unrelated crimhrn! 
inves1}gatlon,., Corney wrote Sm1day, tn.an offlcfal con1rnonkatlon.vAth• l6 cha~m1en and ranking members 

of.rele\~ant House.and Senate comrrfrttees. "Based on· ourrev!e\>·1.i,, •we have not change·cl>ourcof'!cbskx'ls 
that w-e expressed ln·Juiy v,dth respect to Secretary CJfriton/' Corney wrote Sunday~ Tvvo .. soun:esfam!]iar 

with the·invest!gat~onte!l NPR's Cante Johnson the m:atedal the FB!·rex:enH~tdiscovered andrevie\!ved 
large!'{ .co.r1tained copies ·of me.ssage.s: the agents had. already 5een or persona!. ernai~s, 

4} v~rsJ: FBlSays Ne\lv.•EmaHs Dnn't Change Condt.isions Ab:nutHi!h~ry C!bton 
htto~//V1l\t>;"iiV.wsj.,,mn/artk!es/fhls~camev-ssys,-ne1.<v-,ema!!::;.,.,dont-chsnge·oonc!usions-about·h!!fan~--cllnton-

1473454tJfrO 
Ju st hvo days before pu@ls dose ·; n the presMenUa! race, the FE!lsa.id a revle1..v .of ne\:v. evidence gave lt rm 

rea.5dri> to reverse its eadler ·recomrnendaUm1that H U~ary · CJfottJ.n not fate charges· related· to her eman 

practkes t\l·hUe seci'etart' .of .state .. The announcement Sunday by Fede:ra! Hure~u ofkrvest!gation D!rectm 
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fames Corney l!fted ~ !eg:ai and poHtlca! doud that had hung over Mrs, Clinton's campa~gt1 for 10 days..fo<1r, 
Camey told Ltr\..vmakers ~n a .letter that nothing had been uncovered ki a ne"liv hatch of rnes.sages that 
altered the department's eadier concfosh:in that no prosecution of r.,,,1rs. Cfo1ton 1.ivas justified in the 

d!sc:overy of dassified ~nfrn-m.ation on her private email server. 

The dedsion, fol!ov.,·lng a brEakneck review uf the emaHs, ended a stretch of !nte·n.se partisan r:ancor over 
the H:Ws dec:is}on tu reveal that it bad mKovere-d ne\•V evMence believed ;-elated to the em:aH server on a 
l~ptop belongk1g to Anthtmv ~Veher, the estranged husharn:l of CHntm1 aide Hurna Abe-din, The FB! found 
itseH in the center cif a poHtka! firestorm .. fadng cai!s from pres~det1tial nominee [h:mald Trunrn- and other 
Repuhhcans for charges to he brought against Mrs, Clinton, whHefencling off accusations frorn Demacrnts 
thatthe agency was lmpropedy ~nsert!ng itself hto the eiect!on. \Vhen they started to re,Aew the 
thousands of ne\N emaHs onthe !.aptop( kive.stigators :expected the task \:vou!d take \Neeb,, Hnot !onger, 

saM people familiar vvith the matter. The only scenario that v1mt1id signHkant!y reduce that fone frarBe, 

they sa§d; \>Vas lf rnany of the messages proved to be dup!kates of qnes previous!y found by !rivest~gators, 
That t1..1med out to be foe case, accor'dhg to peopfo~ duse to the probe, OfflcLa!s \i'<tere a!scJ ab!e to .shorten 
the rev!ew by t•vork!ng around the .dock and focusing on only emaHs sent to or from fqfrs, Clinton, 
By midday Sunday-' offk!afr identifle·d a group of Ginton em.alls-they "'vou!dn't say hov.:' many-that may 
have been ne\i·v to hves!Jgators but weren't notably dmerent from ones they had revJe\<Ved months e;arVier; 

:said people farnmar ~vith the hwestigat~mL Mr, Corney's ~etter Sunday o;a~d the FBI st~nds by lts Ju!v 
dedsfon not to rec:onimend charges against Mrs. Clinton for potentlal ~oss or m$shandling ofdassffled 
materia! v...!1i!e in government, saying that the department has "reviev,;1ed al! the rnrnmunkations trrnt \:Vere 
to or from Hmary C!intm1 while she v1as secretary of st.ate," Based on that review, !\k Corney "\iVrote, ''\~,ie 

have not changed our rom::bskH:i that '>;Ve expressed In Ju!y "li'>.:'ith respect to Secretary Clinton.'' 

5} Assodated Press: FBI D!rectorTel!s Congress Revle1,,v of Additional Emails Does Not Change Conclus~on 
She Should Not Face Charges 
http;//~\:'1:;\>\v.s&.!on,com/2016/11fet6/fbi-director-tel!s-congress-r!!v!ew-of-add!tsona1-d!riton-ema!!s-does
nnt-i.:hai1ge-conduslnn~she-shouk!-not-foce-charges/ 

Fm Director fames Corney abruptly annmmced Sunday that Hmary C!inton should not face crimkia~ charges 
reh:ited to ne\:¥1y d!scovered emai!s from her tenure· at the State Depati.n1ent, lifting a cloud of uncertafrlty 

that bas shado\•ved the fina! days of her pre.s~dentla! campaign, ln a letter focongress.Jonal lawmakers tvvo 
davs before HecUon Day, Curney said the Fm has worketi "arnw1d the do.ck tn process and reviEw a large 
ntaT1!:ter of erm.ltls" obtained from a dev~c.e bekmgfr1g to Anthony \.!Ve~ner, the disgraced former 
congressman and estranged husband of top Clinton aide Hu ma Abedh1,Comey sa!d the review has not 
changed the bureau's ass.essment from f-;adier th~s year that CHnton should not be prnsecuted for her 
handling of .cfassHl.ed informa~fon at the State D:epartment.C!Snton's campaign wekorned the Fa! 

annmrncement 
~'We're gfad this nrntter is resolved.,'' Jennifer· Palm~erL Clinton's cammunkatkms director; told reporters 
t:r:aveiing with the campaign to Qhfo; cnnton \>Vas fofudated by Corney1s dedsfon to alert Congres.s late last 
rnonth that the FBl was revie\,·:Ang new rnatedais, c~mng lt "'unprecede;:ited" and "deep!ytroub!!ng,,., The· 
dedsson shattered 'i<\:'hat had appeare-d to he Cllntorr's soi kl grip ori the race and emholclened Replibikan 
Donald Trump, 

6} CNN: 
fEH {Jears Clinton, Again 
FBI DkectorJames Corney told la\•Vmakers Sunday the agency hasn't changed its optnlon that Hinary 
Cl fr1fon should net face· i::dm i na! ~J1atges after a revie\.V i;;f new ernaifo; ''Base:d on oi;.ff rev~eV#, we have not 
changed our cond usions that \t;.u:= expressed In fa!y," Corney \:\:Tote !n the new· !etter fo. congressfona I 
committee chairmen, Camey< dropped a bombsheffon. the presidentia! race. fast .month w+ienhi::s~nta 
letter to Congresssaybg the HM had discovered.emails ln a separate.Investigation that couk1 be 
connectHl to the . flmV-'t::fosed. probe of \:Vhether CHnton mishandled dasslfled frrfonnatJon, The move 
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reszi!ts arnta!!led \i¥hat !mpact Come)•''s.actions ~- Hrst r.a§sing a vaguely "':,,iorded red flag 11 days.out, and 

th.en lowering ~tt\,V-O d:ays from the eJection ·-·- wm have onthecontest. Sutthe news coukl he!pCHnt0n put 
to.rest a crn1troversyth.at has dogged her lnthe 2016 f3ce's dosing days, helping Trump.na~'ro~v:apo!Hng 
gap natJona!!y and in key hat!Jeground states. 

7~ NBC Ne,,,vs; 

FBI Cwnp~etes Rev*e~v of Ne\<'.i Released Ciinton EmaHs, Hnds No Evidence of Cdrnkra!ltv 
http://~'"'V</lu.nhcnews.con1/~n~itks/2D16-e~ection/fbi-comoletes-re:vie"'"'cnew!y-rev'ea!ed .. hll!ary-dinton-
enH! !s-flnds-no-n&787{}1 

FBI Director fames Corney sakl Sunday that t.l-ie bureau won't change the. condusfon it made !n. hdy after it 
exarnined newly revealed emails re!Etedto the Hmary Cl!nton probe. "'Base·d on our rev%ew, 'iNe have not 

changed our ccrnduslons that we expre:ssed !n .lu!y w·ith respect to Secretary CHnt:on,'" Comey \vrote in a 
letter to 16 members of Congress, The §nvest!gatJve team had "been v.i-ork!ng $round the dock to process 
<'ind rev~e'll'1/1 EmaHs found ori fom~er New York congrEssman Anthony \'\<'einer's Laptop - using a program 

that targeted only the .einaHs to and from Ginton 's dosest. ajde., Hursia .Abed in, within the time vhen 
Clinton was secretary of state, 
&~t;img dass="lmg-responsive Jrng __ in!lne'i src="http://rnedla3.s-
nbcne•.vsocorn,lj/ne'l;Vscms/2016_ 44/1784446/161106-comey-!ettE.ff-jhc-1604 __ f230e20d23e60106c4e3f3edO 
2f95e73.nb{.~ne~Ns-fp-3fi0-360,jpg" a!t="!tnage:" m1e="!mage:" itemprnp="!mk1 a Statement, a Justice 
Dep;s:rt:ment spokesman said, "The Department of Justice ancl the mi dedicated ail necessary resources to 
conduct tMs review expediHous!y." 
The ne1Ns comes after the FBi armounced it v,tou!d revie\:\I a. new batch of emaHs that appeared to 

be npetthlent" to the irives:Ugation that was suspended in Ju!y, 'tlVhkh h.:1d !ooked info Cfo1ton's use of a 
:pdvate set'VeL 

Multiple federad sources to~d NBC News that the emaHs ~vere found as a patt of an ongoing pmhe into 
\Veiner's al!eged lWdt comm1.micafam '>Nith an underage glrL 

8) USAToday 
a) Fm Dedares tt Js FhaHy Done frivestig ... ~tbg Hmary Clinton's EmaH 
h a stunning ~as.t-minute announcement, FEM director fames Comey sa!d Sund:::iy the agency ~sstrn not 

recormnendhg charges agah1st DernocrnUc presidenfoi! nominee !-HUai:y Ointon after reviewing ne\.vly 

discovered emai!s, !n a letter to !av1makers, Comey sa~d the FB! is standing by its orlg!t1a! findings, made ki 
Ju!y, that Clintori shouM not b€· prosecuted for her handHng of dass!fled information ('!Ver emaH as 

secretary of State, 
"The fl:H invesHgaHve team has been \Nurking around th.e dock to process and revle\•\I a large volume of 
emails from a devke obtained in connection V\.?!th an unre~ated cdm!n.ai !nvesfigat!on," Corney sa!d in the 
letter, "'During that process we revie'l;ved aB of the (~mnmunkations that V'lere to or from HWary Clinton 
\.vhi!e she was secretarv of State_,~' Corney wrote, "Based on our revie~v, vJe- have not changed our 
eond1.Jsim'is that i;;<,,'fi expressed in Ju!y with respect to Se-cretary Ciir:iton." Corney had rocked the 
presklentfa! race with his announcement Oct. 2Rthat the FBI had uncovered a new trnve (:'If emansthat 
might he relevant. to the investigation of Cforton's use of a prhtate: email server. The .em.ails were 
discovered on the compliter of Anthony \tVe~ner, the estranged fHJsband of Clinton aide Huma .Abedh. The 

am1oum:e-ment, :£1s voters prep.:::ire to head to the pulls Tuesday, added more drama to an a!re.ady turbuient 
campalgn seas.on 

b~ FfM's Corney Upended The f!ectiori,.and Pretty Much t".veryoneoriTv~Mte~· \Ahas .Upset 
http:/hv'i.J.>A'<;',usatoday .com/stnry/ ne'>;vs/pgditks/onpollti.cs/2D1.6/11/0&ffu!s.,.comey~upended-i=l.ecUon-and,.. 
frett'.l!:-n1uth-everyone-hv!tter'-upsetf93402324/ 
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FBI DJrectorJames Camey stepped !nto tbe.2016spatnghtagain1.Jti Sunday witH•an at1notinc:ement: Ihe 
agency ·won't r:eoommendcharges ·against• HH!ary Clinton· afteraH. Comey~sstatementcame nine days 
after he announced a ne1v revsew of the .rec~ndy fo.µhd erhai fo th~t se·e·med "pertinent'' to the ~nve5Ugation. 
Thatne':Jvs upended therace; •P0Us ln the.days foff0¥vk1g sho'i<Ved• Dona~dTrump•galningground, and ~:dtks 
blasted Comevforlntrudki.gJntothe: campa~gn, a: "'''-~s aH fornaught,Comey sa!dSunday.•The. hot takes an 

1VAtter ·1;vere s<sv!ft; and pretty mm:h everyone was .upset (story goes on to sho"°"' exampJes -- of some af 
the T'i!Vl"tter reactlon:s.) 

9} Politico: WH!James C.omeySurviveThe C!infonEmai~. F!ap? 
http://'ii'>i"t-.ll.N·.oo!•!tko,com/story/2016/11/iames"corney--fbi-c!§riton .. 2 30851 

James Corney isn't going to get out of the CHnton email investigation unscathed. After deHvedng yet 

another potent~aHy garne.-d1angk1g missive - this one c!ead:ng Hmary canton of cr!mlna! 1,,vmngdolng in. 
thE emaH pmbe - the FB! directo.r found himself caught in a unusual vortex~, taMn:g heavy fl~.k from both 
sldes of the a~sle. The almost certa!ri resuh. v1i<m be forther congress!urrn! hearings !r1to both hls agency's 

investlgatio!l and his ovm dedsion-m;Sking, from Ms tmusu'a! July pres.s conference to dear Clinton of 
charges but rebuke her nonetheless~, to his public re~e-ase of inve:stlgative materia!s, to his :shocking 
revelation on October 28 of new evk!ence, to yesterday's report that be evidence rHdn't amount to much, 

at !east as far as Clinton her.self is c:onc:emed, "k1 the days that come, we wm have many questions about 
the FBf s heirKWng of th ls invesUgation," Rep, John Conyers of Mkh!gan, the ranking Democrat on the 
Hm.1se Judidar{ Commltte-e, said Sunday fr1 a statement, echolng comments from leading Repub!karis Hke 
Senate Judiciary Corrirnittee Chairman Chu-ck Grass.!ey {R-k11va)o 
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Rybicki1. Jame:~ E .. (DO) {FBI) 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Rybicki, farri·ES E. {DO} {FBl} 

Sunday, November 06, 2016 9;32 Vi1.<1 

farnes B, Cmney 

f<;;vd: ForComey 

--------Original rnessage --------
From: "Turman, Kathryn ~t {DO} {FB!f._I ____________ _. 
Date: 11/6/16 7;15 PM {GMT-05:00} 
To; NRybtdd, fames L ~DO) {FB!}" <JamesJ~.ybkki@k,foLgov> 
Subject: F~vd:. for Comey 

Hi Jifnc. 

b6 -1,4 
b7C -1,4 

The ernaH heJow ls fo2ml ~vho is. a retired clvi! dghts andpubHc.• corruptlon lnvestigator. Fee! 
freetnshara \Nlth theI.Hrector or not. ! sp.ent·afot of tfrne '«Vlth AG Reno dudngtheE!ianGonz:alez crls~s 
ta!k~ngaboat..,vhathe \Voukf understand antj t1eed athls developmenta!. stage. She told mg, "No matter 
1nhatl dedde, J .am goingto be fuss1?d atand cussed at by someone. \Vhat.actual!y m:atters ls than appiy 
the best ~nterpretation of the !a'N and can h:<okat myseff Jn the mHTor every day." rt takes• gr12at courage to 
block out the• noise and Us.ten to the sma H" stiH ">/nice. 

Hang in there. 

Kathryn 

'"-------Original messa;ge --'---''"-'"-

Hom:I .. --------------------' Date: 11/06/20165:56 PM{Grvff-Ds .... :c .... ® .... } __________ ..., 
To: "Tun:nan, Kathryn M. {DOJ{FB!J" .. I ____________ __. 
fa1bfect For Cmney 

Kath 

b6 -1,4 
b7C -1,4 

James Comey, Director of the ffH, .appears to be the most honest, the "straightest shooter" of al! the major 
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p!ayers in th~s e~ection, That viias b~s: reputation before the Clinton email ihvest!gauon, and hls actions reg:an:Hng 
it confam that reputation. other than an intens:~ desire to project objectivity and fairness, \l\:'hy els:e· woukl he 
risk tabngthe extraordinary steps he took to inform the pub!§c about an ltwest!gat!on of a ma.lor pres!denttal 
c.andldate dlffing the race, at1d the inevitab!e heat that n=su!ted, Here's a list thnse step~, most of whkh are 

1<.mpi:ecedented for major FB! !nvesUgations; 
1. Taking the case in the fast place during the elecUon 

Defending Ms de-cis&on not to pmsecute by discusslngtbe evidence and reason!ngthat !ed to bis 
concbsions {and remember, the Attorney General put that decision on hlm; he did not ask fo.r it} 

Re-opening the case when he be:came. aware. af new information 
Makjng that step pubik: 
Devoting the re.sources to try and resolve the case before. the eledfon 
.Amun..1ndng his condus~ons the Suriday before eiect~an day 

AsJoumaHst Page Pate s.aid., "J itn Come.y may not-have a fde.ndleft in V1f.ashfr1gtonafter al! th is h over, but th-e

rest .ofAmerica oweshii'n ot~rthanks,'··· Thankyoq,tHre.ctor•t:omey. 

D b6 -4 
b7C -4 
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lam.es B. Corney 

From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

fames B. Comey 

Monday, November07,201610:11 AM 

Rybkld, fames E. (DO} {Fa!} 

Rf: For Corney 

-------- Odgina! rnessage- --------

Fmm: "Rybkid, fames L (DO) {FBI)" <fames.Rybkk.!@k.fbi.gov> 

Date: 11/6/16 9:31 PM {GMT-05:00} 
To; "James B" Corney" <jcb,dlr:@kJbtgov> 
Subject: F~vd:. for Comey 

--------- Orig!r1a! message --·-------- . 

From: "Turman, Kathrvn M. (DO} p=mrl .. ------------
Date: 11/6/16 7:15 Pfl.<1 {GMT-05:00} 
T"·' '"O,-L.:c· ~-~ !<>m."'-5 :s::: lD,0~ rrsn" <"i"'m"'"" o...,h;c~·Hi'.)8,- fh;g{""V'"• "·~:"" . ~:1::f·U?· .-~:=-t: '.:Jo:c1t ......... : · > L .. : J ·. ·. · ) .~r.: ·.~· .· .. · ~ .. o. Joi: lC_: ......... -1 :r< .. ~ Li~ ··.~'ii.:loi~ .loir....·~ .. ·>~·~ .... 1:..i· ..... ~. 

Subj e-ct Fwd: For Comey 
b6 -1,4 
b7C -1,4 

HiJhn-
The emaU helmu fa fro~ h~·ho ts a retired dvil r!ghtsand pub!!c corwption imtestigator.. Feel 
free to share• 'li'dth the. Di recto.for not •· t spent a Jot of tame With AG Reno dud hg the E! ian Gonzalez cdsfa; 
talk.ing abautv,friathe ':lvouM understand and need athisdevefopmenta! stage; She fold me, "Na matter 
\t'.,,+i-at ldecide, l am going •to be fossed at arid t.ussed at by .someone. \Vhatactual~V m;;)tters fa that I .apph/ 

the be~"t · mterpretation .of theJaw and can fo-okat myself Jn th.e mirror eVety day," !t takes gteatCOl1rnge to 
Mock•outthe.no!seand •Hste-t1 to.the sirraH,st!H voJce, 

Hang §11 there. 
Kathryn 
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---"'"'"' .. Ori!D'§oa!·mes<=:.app '--·~----
From:I......., ___________________ __, 

Date:•.·U/06/2016 .. S:S6. PM•••tGMT-OS_m_~o .... 1 __________ ..... 
To: '''Turniant Katfoyn.•M.{DO) {FBIT1I .. ...,.. ____ ...,.. _______ __. 
Subject forvom¢y · 

b6 -1,4 
b7C -1,4 

James Cmney, CH rector of the fB!,, appears to be the most honest,, the "straightest shooter" of al! the ma.!or 
players ln thise~ec:Uon, That vvas his reputation before the C!!nton emaH inv:estigat~on, arid h§s actions regarding 
it.c.onfam that reputation. Other than an inten.se desire to project objectivity and fairness, '«Vfl~' else. wouki he 
risk taking the eJd:.rnord!nary step::; he took to inform the pubHc about. an investigation of a maJo-r presidenuai 
c:andidate dur§ngthe race., and the inevitabie heat that resulted, Here''s a Hst those steps, most ot whlc:h are 
unprecedi::r:ted for major rni inv.estigetions: 

1, Taking the case h< the first place during the election 
[h::fendir:gMs decision not to pro::;:ecute by dlscusslr:g the evidence and re.asoning that !erl to his 
conch.~sions {arid remember, the Attorney Genera! put that decision on hlm; he did r:ot ask for lt} 
Re:-op.en~rig the case: when he be·::::ame av-rnre of ne>N informath::m 

Ma~Jng that step pub¥c 
Devoting the resources to try and resolve the case before the e!ecUon 

ti. .Armouncing his condus~ons the Stmday before eiecUon day 

As•joyrt1ahst•.Page.•Pafe said, "'J.irn•comey•·mav••t1othave . .a.•fr~:end••!eft •in•Washington· after al!•.this•ts.•ove·r,•.but the 
restofAmer!ca owes himourtbanks/" Thank you., Director Comey. 

D b6 -4 
b7C -4 
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Jam.~s B. Corney 

Fn:i:rn: 

Sent 

To: 

Subject; 

fames Et Comev 

Monday, November 28,2:016 9:53 PM 

I . . l{oof(FBJ) 

FE: Mondayeven!ngcoverage 

..._-..,-..,-- Odg!na! message ---..----.., 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

From:!----------------------------""" 
D~te: .•. 11/28/16·.9:4.7• .. PM·••{GMT-OS::-OO} 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

To: "James •B. Came -~· < 0cb.,tHr@k.Jb!,gov>, HKorMn, Mlr;:haetP, {DO} (FBI]'' 

L.-----....--------........... 'R.-' ... ·'b ... •~-c .... k_,i_,• James•E. {DO}(FB!J"<James.Ryhkk!@k.fhtgov>, .. l __,_------
(DOJ (H3!Y' "Quinn, R~dv:1rd P. •{DO)• {FB!}'' 

"Campbe~h Joshua$,. (DO) {fBJ}"··<Joshua.()::impbeU@k,fui,gov> --------------Sub Jed: .·Mondav••evening•••coverng.e 

A!!, ! \Vanted to pass along four p~eces ! found on Hne tonight. thatposted 't\l'!thin the p.a:s:t 2.4 hours based 

on the searchcdteriil !'veusedforthe past several \Neeks. •Tobestire,none ofth1)se!ndud~d were 
trad!Uonar ne>;NS storles, Rather, all cf the p!eces included· were opk1lon colurnns. Hm,-vever, some 1.ven? · sn 
the maln-strearnpress, sof•Nantedto lndude thern.••Pis usual, !. have the beadHnevi~th a jjnk to the farger 
story_, as• 'NeH as the flrstfe\M •~"¢leNant paragraphs. !' ! LcohHnue to monitor more to see• if ••.Ne see ,an upt~ck. 
kl coverage after the ho! kfay break. 

There. area!sose'Vernt stodes !nwh/lng the P't"esklentf!f;mes rneetlng with Gen, .• Petraeus.today1 hutf did 
not· !nch.Jde those in trl!s srnnmary.. ! \;V!! ! do so shotiid deve!oprnents warrant 

1) \!Vash~ngton Post 
Ihls ts \:'\thy The Push ForTranspan:mcv May Have Cost· C~H'1ton the E!ect!on 
HH!arv C!!ntonthinksJames B. G1::>mey cc,sthefthe pres!denc~« 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

E!e~.>'endays hefon:t·the eiecfron,theFBl dkectorinformed corrgressfo.nai leaders thatnew!y discovered 

infom1afio.fr.•m!§ht•·&e •relevant• to.•foe lnvestigaUon•· of•.CJinton's•••use·of •a·· private •·email •.server.whi~e.•she •• vv8s 
secretaryofstate. Tbat lnquiry\ivas•neVer.frtn11aHy dosed, butmonthsearHer, Comeymade gt cJearthathe 
1;vou!d not seek pms.e:c.ution, Hfa: nevv messaK§ \.:''las vague hut provoc.ath.te, and the campaign of RepubHt.sn 
nomineg.•Donafd••Tramp· imhie#late!y•.used·•it••to.r11inforce·•its •. •da!m• •that.the .•email ••story •\,ya~ '\vorse•th<:in 
\:Vatergate.'; At the t!me en nton was suqgJ ngJn the .poBsi •and Tin.m1p~s carnpaign seemed to he ! mp!od!ng 
underthe vveight olpo-cw debate petfonnances • and accusations ofsexua ! assault .Some observers ar.@;tle 
that Comey'sJntervention stoppedthe ded!neand reduced Clink#l's natiot1aI·!ead by-up to. three. pcdnts, 
AlthoughJtls!mposs!hle to prove causation,the ~ettermayhavedepressed fomouton•her behalf. tatec 
r.tc..r~.rn M.d: 'ii:.~r(to:~co h~1"\t~'.6. fn~;· T·~:~ :1:m~:::S ~· ~~:~n·.6.: ~·1:~-m:h&~;t .r·.f-i.~.o:~:t":~: ~.r:~.r}~~. lcirf :ti·,: ~M:Lro.:r. ·f~:r~.~-s ·-tho. :f''t~ nt~~ · :r-.:=s~.~~~:r7f:~ 
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and calls for his resignation from the left and the right Bt.Jt the tH1.der!y1ng story ls not just about Cmney or 
the fBL Instead, !t ls ah-0ut the perverse consequences of government transparency, and the fraught 
reLationship bet¥veen natiomd se:i:ur!ty< and the demands of dernocracy. 

2} The HW: fosn VVmlams- Dark Days forth~ FBi 

This story ends with the dern lse of James. Corney as FfH chie[ 
Let's hegl n · iAAth the news th<:it PTes!dent-'elect Tn.Hnp. has suggested he \;Vni nt1t p01rsue tdm !na! 
krvest!gat!onshythe fBl - andpo.ssJbJe prosecufion __.;. ·ofH!Harv·CJlntgn_~ 

The only reason thatqua~if!es as ne\ivs is because the fB! chlef has· reduced the bureau to anaketHy 
pom.-~cal player_, leaving be:h!nd Jts goal.of ser-..ilng Justlce•for i<111. On the bas~s.of Camey's behavfor, Trnn1p· 
thinks it fr \.~,dthin his pm<.>~rto direct the Justice. Depad:ment :anti the FBI. chief, untH recentJy a regis.te.ri::d 

Repub! k:an~ to prosecute hl s. pdaicaJ riva{, CHnton. Thattw! sted conduskm ls. not true as a matter of !<Jwl, 

FBI ltlvestlgatk:in:s'. and. fedefal prM&utlons U'>/ the . .l ustke Depa rtrnentare leg;a ~ iy s.eparnte front tbe 

:exect.it!ve branch to prevent abuse of i:.10Htka!· po .. ver. AS a rnatterqf ·Mstory, however, tbe·fBlbas 
sometimes abused !ts.p-O\.\~erhi orde-rtotarget pol!tkai outsklers. J, Edgar Hoover'sfascJnation•1M!th Martki 

Luther ~Ung Jr,'s sex Hfe is one of the most• i nfa'mous exampl$5. Rlghf novrthe Hit's proper role is so· out of 
'iNhack due to Corney's actfonsthat some Democrats, fear!ng. mere.to i:;orne, are askh1g the Obama VVMte 
Hous.etapreernptively pardon Ointon, 

3) Natlomil Revi.ew Online:. ·A Merna.for Attorney Genera!Jef-f Sessfons 
{Wdtten by Robert Delahuntv and John· Yoo 
Presklent~·e!ed Dona!d Trump and his artornev-genet.s1!de:s!gnate Jeff Sessfo.hs i::;ome to Mfke seekkig to 
restore public coTiflderice inthe fairness and impartia!rty of fedena! Lavi enforcement After.eight years ·Df 
Attornevs Genera! ErkHo!derand Lorettalvm:h, .Amerkanshave iost.corrfldenceinthe Deoadmentof " :-- - : - - ·.- - ' '.· -. . - - ~ -.- ' - - - . '.- ' - ' ' - ' - : '·, -. : - ' - ' - - -. - ~ 

Justice, RecognJiingthis:c, .. Tmmp de.dared on .Navem,ber2.l that he had.antlered his:trnnsitlon t.eam·ta 
prepare execuHve orders to sign ''on Day One to restore our iawsand hdngbackourj.ob:s/' The.·most 
ur:gi,=nt·rnatter that Attorney Gene:ra!·Ses::;:ions wm face is thato.fdedd!ng·th.e.fote of FE\! directotfarnes 

Corney, Comey v-1as app-okrted ! n 2013 for a statutor~..r term of ten years, ! n prind pl e., however; he can be 
rernove:d .. bythe pres.ident at anytime, President BH! Clkrton remQ\.'ed FBLdirector \t\nmarn Sessions abttut 
ham.Nat through.Ms terrn on thatgesthatSesslons. had m.faused offkla! resources. A~thoughPresident 
CJinton.dlscharged$es:sfons.for cause, the statute, creatlngtheFB+dlrectordoes not !.!mH·the grounds for 
termination, and.1.,ve be!!eve thatthe president's con5t!tutiona! authorl"tyofrempva~.~i\.'ouk.1 a!lo\i\1 him to fore 
Corney for any reason, ·Rather tfom flrfog ·the FEa dkecton, . ho\lvever,. a h more ! 1kely that. the pre:!:<ldent 

Vlou!df!rst request his resignation, V·le thlnk that Director Camey should faave offke forthegood of the 
F£H and the nation, 

4) Dany Kos: V>.fhy Does J!m Corney Strn Have a Joh? 
\Vhen fames Camey decided to issue Ms extrnordinary letter to Congress just eleven days hefore the 
election, his bas.e!ess intrusion was m1precedented and ~mmeasurab!e. ~t \Vas nnt just a violation of roles 
for both the FB! and the Justke Department, but a d~rect f-U to HWarv Clinton, Attornev Genera! Loretta 
lvnch, President Obama, and the democrntk process. jt 1;vas enough that peop~e from both oart~es \Vere 

-astonished by Corney's action. Though then~ 1ivere calls for Comev's re:signationc, many uvere concerned 
that for Pres~dent Obama to sack the FB! director before the i::lectkm v.mu!d only rnake i:Hsru.phon 

worse. !t's absobtelydear,, fmm the moment he made Ms afready staggedngly partisan dedslon to usurp 
the role of the Justke Departrnent durlrig the summer and administer a finger-shaking rebuke to Secretary 

Clinton ·while admlWng that no crime had been committed., that fames Comey \Vas more conce:me·d about 
his mivn PR than about gent.~!ne _justice. 1t' s November 28. The election is over. W'hy does fames Corney strn 

ha\'€ a job? Sure_, you rnu!d make the case that <Hsmls.sing Corney in advance of the e!.e:ctfon h<Jid a 
do1ivns.!de, Ne matter how much partisanship_. grandstanding, and p!a!n poor judgement the man had 
demonstratedc, telling Mm to packh!:s bags hack then might he seen as an attempt to silence. That didn't 
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stop many from suggesting that Corney's adi6ns demanded immed~ate termination. Thmugh it an, Corney 

was perlecdy at peace \·vlth bims-eH. 
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Fn:i:rn: 

Sent 

To: 

Subject; 

!too} {FBI} 

_, _________ j{DO)JFBQ 

Monday, November28,2:016 9:57 PM 

James B. • Comev 

FE: Mondayeven!ngcoverage 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

!f you !ook at the sourr:.es .. they are hard~y neutraL WWhm:1s ~s the token !ib:era~ on fox and the Daily Kos !s 
slanted Ieft, The P.ost plece \<Vo:is more ana~vtk:a! ~nd the Yob p~ece can he judged on its merits and that of 
the author. 

ion~yirrdt.tdedthese pieces shou!dthettake hold!nthe coming daysas a continusng narradve, My sense 
!sthat H: 1.?von't, but this ne1;vs.cycJe has beenar:iythlng btlt predh:;table. 

---------• Orig!nalmessage -·-·-·--·---
From: "farnes6, Comi=y"<Jch.dir@ic.fuLgov> 
Date:28/11/2fl16 21:SZ•(GMT-G5:0l}} 

T0:'---------------------Subject: RE: Monday evenln.g coverage 

So pretty soHd support, then, 

--.-. "-""Odg!na! message'-~----

Ftom:l ... ---------------------------.. 
Date: 11/28/16 9:47 PM {Gfvff"05:0C0 

. . . ' 

b6 -1 
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Ai!, I wanted fo pass Mong fourpleces i fmuid tm Hn¢ fon{ghtthatposted 1.vlthin the past 24 •hoHrs !)~sed 
on the. sean;J1 cr!terla f ve used for the past several 'liVeeks. • To he sure_,. none of those Jnd uded were 
tradjbona!. ne~Nsstode?. Rather, a!.fofthepiec~s !ncluded•were.apinkm ctHurnns. Ho1N!~viar, some >;ivere gn 

the main-stream press, so 1 \l\!Snte.d to JnchJde them. As Ust.~al,. f have the hesdline wlth a link fo foe ~arger 
story, HS. ~\1e! Las the first· fe\>\l r:.e!evant psrsgrnphs. ! 'n contkuJe tu tnanitot rnare to .:BeeJf \>VE .see an upfitk 
!n coverage afterthe hoJMay hrea~c 
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not ~nclude those ln this summary. l ;,,\dH do s6.shouM developments \Var.rant. 

Thank vou. 
I I 

1) VVashington Post 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

This !s Whv' The f'ush ForTransparencv•NtaVHa'l/E: CostCHnton the E1ectlon 
Hi!iary Olnton thinks James B. Corney costherthe presidency. 
Eleven· days before the e!edkwi, the Fm director· informed corigresS.iona! •leaders ·that tie\<\•+~·. discovered 

information might be re!evant to the lnvest!gaUon ofGkiton's use ofa pr!vateemaH·s.erter whfieshe 1.<Va.s 

sect·etary of state. That inqu!ry .. .vas: t1ev~r fotmaUy dosed, hut months ead!et', Comey made it dear that he 
1;'.:·ou!d not seek prosecution, Hts. netN n1essagewas·vague Hut prO\lt:tcative, and the i:;afapaign of.Repub!h:an 
nomh1ee Donak! Trump immei:Hateht used ltto reinforce its.dafrn that the ema!i sfory was'\Morsethan 
\:Vatergat.e,"''.At the·time.Okrton was surglhg··~nthe p:oHs, and Trump's carnpa!gnseemed to he imploding 
tfriderthe \Ne!ght of poor debate perfom1anc:es arid accusations of sex.ual assault. Some observers argue 
that•Comey's interventk)A stopped the de:c.iina and !"educed Ointor/snarfona! foad hy.upto !h(a12 orJfots, 
AlthtH.tgh H:!s hnpos:s!h~eto prove Cal1sation, the ~ettermav have depressed turnout on hetb~haJt Lat~
dedcl!ng· voters· broke for Trump in fo~rge numbers, Come·{'s action !edto anger from the Clinton campaign 

and cal ~s .for h!s · reslgrtation frmn tbeJeft and the right. Ekrt the undedying story ls not just ahout Corney or 
thefB!; Instead, ltis.:about the per<.1·erseconsequence~.af government transparency, anclthe fraught 
re!atlonshi p het~veen national· security' and the demands of democracy. 

2) The Hm: fo~rl W'lWams~ Dark Days for the f8! 
TMs story ends vAth the demise {if fames. Corney as FBJ cMef. 
let's begh1 ;,v!th the ne\vs that Pres~deint-e!ect Trump hfls StJggeste·d he .... ~!! riot pursue cr!n-j!n<l! 

h1rest!gations by the Fl:H - and possible prosecution - of HWary Clinton. 
The only reason that quaHHes as nevvs !s because the FBJ chlef has reduced the bureau to a nakedly 
poHtka! player, !eavlng .behind tts goa! of sen,,,·1ng .lustk:e for aH. On the basls of Corney's behavior, Trump 
thinks R $s \NitMn his p-ower to d1rect the Just.ke Department and the FBl chi et unW n2c:ent!y a registered 

Rep1..Jb!!c:an, to prosecute: his po!ltkal riva!_, Ointon. That twisted conduskwi is not true as a matter of !aw, 
FBI kivest!gatki.t1s and fed em! prnsecutlons hy the fostke Departm.ent are ~ega!ly separnte frorn the 
execuUve branch to prevent abuse of political pm'1ier. As a matter of history, howe\ter, the Fm has 
sometimes abused its pD'<Mer in order to target po!itk.atoutsiders. J. fdgar Hoover's fasdnation ;,,v!th Martin 
Luther King Jr. '.s sex Me ~s one of the most hi.famous examples. mght now the HW.s proper role is so out of 
\ivhack due to C0mey" s actipns that snme Dernocrnts, fearlng moreto came, are asking the Obama \Nh!te 
House to preemptlvely pardon Clinton, 

3} Natlmia! Hevievl Online: .f\ !\·1et110 for Attorney Genera~ Jeff Ses.si.ons 

{\.>Vdtten by Robert De!ahunty and Jnhn Yi)o 
Pres!dent-e!e-ct Dona!d Trump and his attorney-general designate Jeff Se.ss~ons come to ofti.ce seeking to 
restore pubJk canflden.c;e in the faimess and impartiality of federa! !a\<\l enforcement Aft.er eight years of 
Attorneys. Ger1era! Erk Holder and Loretta Lynch, Amerk.an:s have fost conHdenc:e ln the Department of 
Justice, Recognizing tMs., Tn..a11p dedat·ed on November 21 that he had ordere-d Ms trnnsitioo team to 
prepare e};ec1..Jtive orders to sign '~on Day One to restore our !ai,,vs and bring hack our jobs," The most 
urgent matter that Attorney General Sessions wm face is that of deciding the fate of fBl dire-ctor fames 

Comey. Corney was appointed in 2013 for a statutory te~·m of teh years. !n pdndple, !'vJwever,. he can be 

removed hy the president at any t!me. President BW Ginton removed FBI director VilHUarn Sesslons about 
ba~hvay through his term on charges that Sesslons had misused offlcia! re.sources. ,ilJtbough President 
Clinton cl~scharged S.essbnsfor' calJSe, the statute creating the FB! clkector does not !im~t the groond:s for 
termlnat!on, :and \Ve beHeve that the president's constitutlona! authority of remova~ \vou~d a!lot>v Mm to foe 
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Comey for any reason. Rather th3n firing the FB! dfre,ctor., bo'.ve\~r, it gs more likely that the president 
\Moti!d first request his resignation. V1e think that Ofrecfor Corney should ~eave offke fodhe go·ocl ofthe 
Fm and the natfon. 

4.} DaflyKos: •'il\lhyDoesJim CornevStH! Have a Job? 
\VhenJarnes Comev decided to• issue his extraordi nar/ letter to Congress just eleven days before the 
e!ection,hls has~!essJntnJsion '-"'as unprecedented and• lmnieasurabie, R ~Nas not just a v!o!atfori of rules 
for·both thei=Blandthe Justh:e •Department, hut a directF-Uto HH!ary Clinton, . .A.ttorney Genera! Loretta 
lynch, President Qbarna_, and the democrnHc pmcess, a u<Jas enough thatpecpfo from fa'lb parties ytere 

asfonfaheH byCorne•:/s acUon; ·Though there~vereca !ls fr1rComey's resignation,. many were concerned 
that for Pre:sklentOh.amatosackthe ·mi director before.the eJect!cm\Motildonly make dlsn.1ptfon 
\Norse ... it's ••abs.o!ute!y. c.~ear:,·•· from .• ·th;:; ••moment ··he••made•·h!s •·a~r~ady·••staggedng!y .• part!san• qecisio~1 •to• t.Jsurp 
the ·•ro~e ·of••tneJ ust~ce··Depa~trnent •dur!•ng· •the• summer· and·•admi n!ster.a••fl ngefrsh.ak!ng••rebuke•w.·secretary 
Chnton VJhile adrn!tt~ ngthat no crJnw had been comm~tted, that James Comey \M~s more concerned about 
his ou'<l'rt PR than abnut genu~ ne Justke, !f's November 28" The e!ecfion Js over. Why doesJames Corney sti! ! 
have a jnh? Sure". vou • rnukl make the case that dismissing Gomey fn •advance ofthe e!ecHon.had a 
do~vns!de, No rnatter- h!JW much partisansh~p, gr?ndstandlng., andp!?~n poorjudgementtbe man had 
demonstrated, telling:. hhn to p<Olck hls bags• bad<. then rnlghtheseen as an atternpt fo slletK.e. Thatdidrlt 
stop rnany from suggestsngJ:hat Corney's actions demanded !mmei:Uate term!nat!on. Through it a!!, Comey 
v1as perfectly at peace vAth hl mse!f, 
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From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

b6 -4 
b7C -4 

Thursday, Octpher 13~ 20162d14 PM 

Comey,Jan:u2s;]:L (DO) {FBU~ Dht!sion, Crlm!nat(CRM) 

H!!kay Ofotorfs hdictrne-nt 

Director Gomey & AG Lynch, 

Thank God for VVikHeaks. l afso appreciate the fact that FBI and DOJ agents from your HB!ary e-mail 
lnvesUgative team are now' corning fo~ward and saying. that almost everyone. on the team 
recornmended that you indtct her and 100% said that her security ctearance should be taken .away 
forever. Yet; you ignored yourtearn, colluded wtthObama and the Ct!ntons, and had the audacity to 
say that vour team ameed vvith vmt Novv, \iVe have evtdence that classified documents \ivere hacked .;..·.·.·,··.·: ·.·.1.-: ·:. ···: .. -.·:.::·--_:.·-_·.:: .:-'\-•· .. · .. · . .:.:-_;·····- .. :· .;,,.·...:-_·,·._ .. _._.·._.·::·:· ... -:• 

frorn her personai server - documents teaked by VV!kHeaks prove- that Hiltary talked about nattona! 
secllrity (i.e. an inte!tigence sollrce iri Ubya); pumng our nation at rrsfc There's no telting how many 
countTies have infl:..1 that thev can hold nverher head if she qets lnto office. tt's tlrne that you conduct 

¥' . ·,. ·.·, ·.. . • ' ' ·.· ' ' .. ' " ·'"""' :·· .' '. . '. ·.·• ' .. -: ·.·. .' .. . . . .--~ 

yourselves as the apo!itical estahHshment you me supposed to be and foHmN the ]aw nf the 
taml INDICT HER OR RESIGN. 
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From~ 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Director Gomey 

Monday, October 31, 2016 1059 Ar.1 

Corney, JarnesEL (DO) {Fm) 

Recent NoHfk:at~on Regarding HRCs Email 

b6 -4 
b7C -4 

As. applaud your effnrts in seeking 
the trnth ln regards ta. rec:entJy d isc:overed emai !sinvolving Hfllary Cifrlton andsorne of her associates\ in order 
to al fay fears of §mpmpriety, .~ nves:figM:fonsmustbe launched in ethical and mora:ll'f guided admfri rstr,.tkins. 
Despite• the• b!owhack,.tbe.•integrity• of·our··pc!itica!••system and• the· inve~figatsng agency••demands••do!ng•the•."dght 
th lng"'regard!es.s• ofd~v~s.ive feedback,.• ~vhen peopJe fearthetn..1t:fl, lmv enforcement ~s oftenthe brunt of 
attacks hutrighfis r~ght. Thankyvi.L Most fr~ our profession support .you" 
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1-7 .000 - Media Relations I USAM I Department of Justice Page I of 10 

@United States Dep~menr of Justic~ 

OFFICES ~:-)THE 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS 

U.S. Attorneys» Resources» U.S. Attorneys' Manual» Title 1: Organization and Functions 

ll.-7 oOOO - Media Rellations 

1-7.001 Purpose 

Interests Must Be Balanced 

Need for Confidentiality 

Need for Free Press and Public Trial 

1-7.210 General Responsibility 

1-7.220 Designation of Media Representative 

Department of Justice Components 

1-7.320 United States Attorneys 

1-7.330 Procedures to Coordinate with OPA 

1-7,400 Coordination With United States Attorneys-Issuance of Press Releases 

1-7.401 Guidance for Press Conferences and Other Media Contacts 

1-7.500 Release ofinformation in Criminal and Civil Matters-Non-Disclosure 

Release of Information in Criminal and Civil Matters-Disclosable Information 

1-7,530 Disclosure of Information Concerning Ongoing Investigations 

Comments on Requests for Investigations 

1-7,540 Disclosure of Information Concerning Person's Prior Criminal Record 

Concerns of Prejudice 

https://www.justice.gov/usam/usam-1-7000-media-relations 
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1-7.000 - Media Relations I USAM I Department of Justice Page 2of10 

1-7.600 Assisting the News Media 

1-7.700 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 

1-7.001 - Prnrpose 

The purpose of this policy statement is to establish specific guidelines consistent with the 

provisions of 28 CFR 50.2 governing the release of information relating to criminal and civil cases 

and matters by all components (FBI, DEA, INS, BOP, USMS, USAO, and DOJ divisions) and 

personnel of the Department of Justice. These guidelines are: 1) fully consistent with the 

underlying standards set forth in this statement and with 28 CFR 50.2; 2) in addition to any other 

general requirements relating to this issue; 3) intended for internal guidance only; and 4) do not 
create any rights enforceable in law or otherwise in any party. 

1-7.110 - In1t:eres1l:s Musil: Be Balanced 

These guidelines recognize three principal interests that must be balanced: the right of the public 

to know; an individual's right to a fair trial; and, the government's ability to effectively enforce the 

administration of justice. 

1-7.111 - Need for Confidentiality 

Careful weight must be given in each case to protecting the rights of victims and litigants as well 

as the protection of the life and safety of other parties and witnesses. To this end, the Courts and 

Congress have recognized the need for limited confidentiality in: 

• On-going operations and investigations; 
• Grand jury and tax matters; 
• Certain investigative techniques; and, 
• Other matters protected by the law. 

1-7.112 - Need for Free Press and Public Trial 

Likewise, careful weight must be given in each case to the constitutional requirements of a free 

press and public trials as well as the right of the people in a constitutional democracy to have 
access to information about the conduct of law enforcement officers, prosecutors and courts, 

consistent with the individual rights of the accused. Further, recognition should be given to the 

needs of public safety, the apprehension of fugitives, and the rights of the public to be informed 

on matters that can affect enactment or enforcement of public laws or the development or change 

of public policy. 

These principles must be evaluated in each case and must involve a fair degree of discretion and 
the exercise of sound judgment, as every possibility cannot be predicted and covered by written 

policy statement. 

1-7.210 - General Responsibility 

https://www.justice.gov/usam/usam-1-7000-media-relations 
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1-7.000 - Media Relations I USAM I Department of Justice Page 3of10 

Final responsibility for all matters involving the news media and the Department of Justice is 

vested in the Director of the Office of Public Affairs (OPA). The Attorney General is to be kept 

fully informed of appropriate matters at all times. 

Responsibility for all matters involving the local media is vested in the United States Attorney. 

1-7.220 - Designatiol!ll of Media Represel!lltative 

Each United States Attorney's Office and each field office of the various components of the 
Department shall designate one or more persons to act as a point of contact on matters 

pertaining to the media. 

In United States Attorneys' offices or field offices where available personnel resources do not 

permit the assignment of a full time point of contact for the media, these responsibilities should be 

assigned to a clearly identified individual. (This, of course, could be the United States Attorney or 

field office head.) 

1-7.310 - Department of Justice Compol!llents 

The public affairs officers at the headquarters level of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Drug 

Enforcement Administration, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Bureau of Prisons, United 

States Marshals Service, Office of Justice Programs, and Community Relations Service are 
responsible for coordinating their news media effort with the Director of OPA. 

1-7.320 - United States Attorneys 

Recognizing that each of the 93 United States Attorneys will exercise independent discretion as 

to matters affecting their own districts, the United States Attorneys are responsible for 

coordinating their news media efforts with the Director of OPA in cases that transcend their 

immediate district or are of national importance. 

[cited in USAM 1-3.000; 1-7.4011 

1-7.330 - Procedures to Coordinate with OPA 

In order to promote coordination with the OPA, all components of the Department shall take all 

reasonable steps to insure compliance with the following: 

A. International/National/Major Regional News. As far in advance as possible, OPA should 

be informed about any issue that might attract international, national, or major regional 
media interest. However, the OPA should be alerted not to comment or disseminate any 
information to the media concerning such issues without first consulting with the United 

States Attorney. 

B. News Conferences. Prior coordination with OPA is required of news conferences of 

national significance. 

https://www.justice.gov/usam/usam-1-7000-media-relations 
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1-7 .000 - Media Relations I USAM I Department of Justice Page 4of10 

C. Requests from National Media Representatives (TV, Radio, Wire Service, Magazines, 

Newspapers). OPA should be informed immediately of all requests from national media 

org·anizations, including the television and radio programs (such as the nightly news, Good 

Morning America, Meet the Press and Sixty Minutes), national wire services, national news 

magazines and papers (such as the New York Times, U.S.A. Today, and the Wall Street 

Journal) regarding in-depth stories and matters affecting the Department of Justice, or 
matters of national significance. 

D. Media Coverage Affecting DOJ. When available, press clippings and radio/television 

tapes involving matters of significance should be forwarded to OPA. 

E. Comments on Specific Issues (i.e., New Policies, Legislative Proposals, Budget). 

OPC should be consulted for guidance prior to commenting on new policies and initiatives, 
legislative proposals or budgetary issues of the Department. This should not be interpreted 

to preclude recitation of existing well-established Departmental policies or approved 
budgets. 

[cited in USAM 1-3.000; 1-7.4011 

1-7.400 - Coordination With United States Attorneys-Issuance of Press 
Releases 

By OPA or Headquarters. In instances where OPA or the headquarters of any division, 

component or agency of the Department issues a news release or conducts a news conference 

which may affect an office or the United States Attorney, such division, component, or agency will 

coordinate that effort with the appropriate United States Attorney. 

Issuance of Press Release by Field Officers of Any Division. In instances where local field 

officers of any division or component plans to issue a news release, schedule a news conference 
or make contact with a member of the media relating to any case or matter which may be 

prosecuted by the United States Attorney's office, such release, scheduling of a news conference 
or other media contact shall be approved by the United States Attorney. See the DOJ 
Organizations and Functions Manual at 28 for a discussion of press releases in cases involving 

the Internal Revenue Service. 

[cited in USAM 1-3.000; USAM 1-7.4011 

1-7.401 - Guidance for Press Conferences and Other Media Contacts 

The following guidance should be followed when Department of Justice components or 
investigative agencies consider conducting a press conference or other media contact: 

A. The use of a press release which conforms to the approval requirements of USAM 1-7.400 
is the usual method to release public information to the media by Department of Justice 

components and investigative agencies. Press conferences should be held only for the 

most significant and newsworthy actions, or if a particularly important deterrent or law 
enforcement purpose would be served. Prudence and caution should be exercised in the 
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conduct of any press conference or other media contact. 

B. Press conferences about pending cases or investigations that may result in an indictment 

by all Department of Justice components and investigative agencies must be approved by 

the appropriate Assistant Attorney General or by the United States Attorney responsible for 

the case. In joint or multi-district cases the approving official should consult with other 

districts or divisions affected. If it is a national case, press conferences must be approved 

by the Director, Office of Public Affairs. See USAM 1-7.320 to 1-7.330. 

C. There are exceptional circumstances when it may be appropriate to have press 

conferences or other media outreach about ongoing matters before indictment or other 

formal charge. These include cases where: 1) the heinous or extraordinary nature of the 

crime requires public reassurance that the matter is being promptly and properly handled 
by the appropriate authority; 2) the community needs to be told of an imminent threat to 

public safety; or 3) a request for public assistance or information is vital. See USAM 

1-7.530 to 1-7.550 and 28 C.F.R. 50.2. 

D. There are also circumstances involving substantial public interest when it may be 

appropriate to have media contact about matters after indictment or other formal charge 

but before conviction. In such cases, any communications with press or media 

representatives should be limited to the information contained in an indictment or other 
charging instrument, other public pleadings or proceedings, and any other related non

criminal information, within the limits of USAM 1-7.520, .540, .550, .500 and 28 C.F.R. 

50.2. 

E. Any public communication by any Department component or investigative agency or their 

employees about pending matters or investigations that may result in a case, or about 

pending cases or final dispositions, must be approved by the appropriate Assistant 

Attorney General, the United States Attorney, or other designate responsible for the case. 

In joint or multi-district cases, the approving official should consult with other districts or 
divisions affected. If it is a national case, press conferences must be approved by the 
Director, Office of Public Affairs. 

F. The use of displays or handouts in either press conferences or other media outreach when 

it involves a pending case or an investigation that may lead to an indictment requires 
separate and specific approval by the officials authorizing approval as set forth in section 

B. 

G. All Department personnel must avoid any public oral or written statements or presentations 

that may violate any Department guideline or regulation, or any legal requirement or 

prohibitions, including case law and local court rules. 

H. Particular care must be taken to avoid any statement or presentation that would prejudice 
the fairness of any subsequent legal proceeding. See also 28 C.F.R. 16.26(b). In cases 

where information is based directly or indirectly on tax records, care should be taken to 
comply with any applicable disclosure provisions in the Tax Reform Act, section 6103 of 
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the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. The fact of conviction, sentences and guilty pleas may 

be reported in a press release based on information uttered in court as opposed to waiting 

for the publicly filed documents relating to the fact of conviction, plea or sentence. If you 

have any questions please contact the Tax Division. Special rules apply and should be 
closely followed to ensure that the identity of minors directly or indirectly is not revealed in 

juvenile proceedings. 

I. For press releases or other public comment concerning the filing of a request for 

commutation of a federal death sentence or whether such a sentence should be 

commuted, special rules apply. In clemency matters, the Department acts both as 

prosecutor and as advisor to the President on the issue of clemency. In order to ensure 

clarity about the role in which the Department is making a public comment and to ensure 

that there is no potential for infringement upon the President's prerogative in exercising his 

clemency powers or conflict in the Department's role in such matters, press releases or 
other comment to the press concerning the issue of clemency should be transmitted 

through the Office of Public Affairs to the Deputy Attorney General for final approval. 

J. Prior to conducting a press conference or making comments on a pending investigation 

regarding another DOJ component, the U.S. Attorney shall coordinate any comments, 

including any written statements, with the affected component. 

K. The Office of Inspector General is exempt from any approval requirement for media 
contacts. However, the Office of Inspector General should .inform the Office of Public 

Affairs on public or other media issues. 

[Added November 2003] [cited in USAM 1-7.4011 

1-7.500 - Release of Information in Criminal and Civil Matters-Non
Disclosure 

At no time shall any component or personnel of the Department of Justice furnish any statement 
or information that he or she knows or reasonably should know will have a substantial likelihood 

of materially prejudicing an adjudicative proceeding. 

:n.-7.520 - Release of Information in Criminal and Civil 
Matters-Disdosable Informa1tion 

Department personnel, subject to specific limitations imposed by law or court rule or order and 
consistent with the provisions of these guidelines, may make public the following information in 

any criminal case in which charges have been brought: 

The defendant's name, age, residence, employment, marital status, and similar background 

information; 

A. The substance of the charge, limited to that contained in the complaint, indictment, 

information, or other public documents; 
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8. The identity of the investigating and/or arresting agency and the length and scope of an 

investigation; 

C. The circumstances immediately surrounding an arrest, including the time and place of 

arrest, resistance, pursuit, possession and use of weapons, and a description of physical 
items seized at the time of arrest. Any such disclosures shall not include subjective 

observations; and 

D. In the interest of furthering law enforcement goals, the public policy significance of a case 

may be discussed by the appropriate United States Attorney or Assistant Attorney General. 

In civil cases, Department personnel may release similar identification material regarding 

defendants, the concerned government agency or program, a short statement of the claim, and 
the government's interest. 

[cited in USAM 1-7.4011 

1-7.530 - Disdosure ofinformaltion Concell."ning Ongoing Investigations 

A. Except as provided inn subparagraph 8. of this section, components and personnel of the 

Department of Justice shall not respond to questions about the existence of an ongoing 

investigation or comment on its nature or progress, including such things as the issuance 
or seving of a subpoena, prior to the public filing of the document. 

B. In matters that have already received substantial publicity, or about which the community 

needs to be reassured that the appropriate law enforcement agency is investigating the 

incident, or where release of information is necessary to protect the public interest, safety, 

or welfare, comments about or confirmation of an ongoing investigation may need to be 
made. In these unusual circumstances, the involved investigative agency will consult and 

obtain approval from the United States Attorney or Department Division handling the 
matter prior to disseminating any information to the media. 

[cited in USAM 1-3.000; USAM 1-7.401] 

1-7 .531 - Comments on Requests for Investigations 

Individuals, groups, or organizations often send letters to the Department of Justice or a 
Department component requesting that a person or entity be investigated for violations of law. 

Sometimes, the requestor then conducts a press conference or releases a statement leaving an 

implication that an investigation will result. This can cause media inquiries. 

Receipt of a request to open an investigation may be publicly acknowledged. Care should be 

taken to avoid any implication that the referral will necessarily lead to an investigation. It should 
be pointed out that there is a distinction between "reviewing a request for an investigation" and 

"opening an investigation." 

Any acknowledgment should state that such requests are referred to the proper investigative 

agency for review but that no decision has been made whether to proceed on the specific request 
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received. Finally, it should be noted that all substantiated allegations are reviewed in light of The 

Principles of Federal Prosecution (see USAM 9-27.000), and the Department does not ordinarily 

confirm or deny the existence or status of an investigation. 

The same considerations apply if there is an investigation already underway when such a request 
is received. If the existence of an investigation is not public the same procedure should be 

followed as outlined above. 

[Added November 2003] [cited in USAM 1-7.401] 

1-7.541-0 - Disdosure of Information Concerning J?ersrnJ.'s J?rirnr Criminal 
Record. 

Personnel of the Department shall not disseminate to the media any information concerning a 

defendant's or subject's prior criminal record either during an investigation or at a trial. However, 

in certain extraordinary situations such as fugitives or in extradition cases, departmental 

personnel may confirm the identity of defendants or subject and the offense or offenses. Where a 

prior conviction is an element of the current charge, such as in the case of a felon in possession 

of a firearm, departmental personnel may confirm the identity of the defendant and the general 

nature of the prior charge where such information is part of the public record in the case at issue. 

[cited in USAM 1-7.401] 

1-7.550 - Concerns of Prejudice 

Because the release of certain types of information could tend to prejudice an adjudicative 

proceeding, Department personnel should refrain from making available the following: 

A. Observations about a defendant's character; 

B. Statements, admissions, confessions, or alibis attributable to a defendant, or the refusal or 

failure of the accused to make a statement; 

C. Reference to investigative procedures, such as fingerprints, polygraph examinations, 
ballistic tests, or forensic services, including DNA testing, or to the refusal by the defendant 

to submit to such tests or examinations; 

D. Statements concerning the identity, testimony, or credibility of prospective witnesses; 

E. Statements concerning evidence or argument in the case, whether or not it is anticipated 

that such evidence or argument will be used at trial; 

F. Any opinion as to the defendant's guilt, or the possibility of a plea of guilty to the offense 

charged, or the possibility of a plea of a lesser offense. 

1-7.600 - Assisting the News Media 
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A. Other than by reason of a Court order, Department personnel shall not prevent the lawful 
efforts of the news media to photograph, tape, record or televise a sealed crime scene 

from outside the sealed perimeter. 

B. In order to promote the aims of law enforcement, including the deterrence of criminal 

conduct and the enhancement of public confidence, Department personnel with the prior 

approval of the appropriate United States Attorney may assist the news media in 

photographing, taping, recording or televising a law enforcement activity. The United 

States Attorney shall consider whether such assistance would: 

1. Unreasonably endanger any individual; 

2. Prejudice the rights of any party or other person; and 

3. Is not otherwise proscribed by law. 

C. A news release should contain a statement explaining that the charge is merely an 

accusation and that the defendant is presumed innocent until and unless proven guilty. 

D. In cases in which a search warrant or arrest warrant is to be executed, no advance 
information will be provided to the news media about actions to be taken by law 

enforcement personnel, nor shall media representatives be solicited or invited to be 
present. This prohibition will also apply to operations in preparation for the execution of 

warrants, and to any multi-agency action in which Department personnel participate. 

E. Justice Department employees who obtain what may be evidence in any criminal or civil 

case or who make or obtain any photographic, sound or similar image thereof, in 

connection with a search or arrest warrant, may not disclose such material to the news 

media without the prior specific approval of the United States Attorney or Assistant 
Attorney General, who shall consider applicable regulations and policy, or upon a court 

order directing such production. 

If news media representatives are present, Justice Department personnel may request them to 
withdraw voluntarily if their presence puts the operation or the safety of individuals in jeopardy. If 

the news media declines to withdraw, Department personnel should consider cancelling the 

action if that is a practical alternative. 

Exceptions to the above policy may be granted in extraordinary circumstances by the Office of 

Public Affairs. 

[cited in USAM 1-3.0001 

1-7.700 -Freedom of Information (FOIA) 

Nothing contained herein is intended to control access to Department of Justice records which 

are publicly available under provisions of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). 
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(28 U.S.C. 509) (Order No. 469-71 , 367 F. 21028, No. 3, 1971. Amended by Order No. 602-75, 
40 FR 22119, May 20, 1975) 

< 1-6.000 - DOJ Personnel As Witnesses 1-8.000 - Congressional Relations > 
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General Information Regarding Disclosure to Media 

Privacy Act of 1974: ·"No agency shall disclose any record which is contained in a system ofrecords by 
any means of communication to any person, or to another agency, except pursuant"1 to written consent 
of the individual to whom the record pertains or under certain circumstances as described in the Privacy 
Act. 

• (b)(3): Pursuant to a published routine use (which requires compatible purpose): 

o Central Records System, System of Records Notice 63 Fed. Reg. 8671, 8682 (Feb. 20, 1998): 
''.Relevant information may be disclosed from this system to the news media and general 
public where there exists a legitimate public interest, e.g., to assist in the location of Federal 
fugitives, to provide notification of arrests, and where necessary for protection from · 
imminent threat oflife or property. This would include releases of information in accordance 
with 28 CFR 50.2~" 

o Blanket Routine Use 3: allows disclosure to ''members of the general public in furtherance of 
a legitimate law enforcement or public safety function as determined by the FBI, e.g., ... to 
provide notification of arrests ... or to keep the public appropriately informed ofother law1 · 
enforcement or FBI matters or other matters of legitimate public interest where disclosure 
could not reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
(The availability of informatic:m in pending criminal or civil cases will be governed by the 
provisions of 28 CFR 50.2)" 

• 28 C.F.R. §50.2: contains conditions and limitations for releasing certain information 
about criminal defendants such that the following information may be made public: 

•:• Defendant's name, age, residence, employment, marital status, and similar 
background information. 

•:• Substance or text of the charge, such as a complaint, indictment, or information .. 

•:• . Identity of the investigating and/ or arresting agency and the length or scope of an 
investigation. 

•:• Circumstances immediately surrounding an arrest, including the time and place of 
arrest, resistance, pursuit, possession and use of weapons, and a description of 
physical items seized at the time of arrest. 2 

o Compatible Purpose: the purpose for which the FBI collected the information, must be 
. . 

compatible with the purpose for which we disclose it; e.g., collected for law enforcement 
purpose (investigation) so must have law enforcement purpose for disclosure (trust and faith 
in integrity of investigative process - legitimate public interest). 

1 Privacy Act 5 USC 552a(b) 
2 28 C.F.l~ .. § 50.2 (2015). 
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• (b )(9): Disclosur.e is allowed "to either House of Congress, or, to the extent of matter within its 
jurisdiction, any committee or subcommittee thereof, any joint committee of Congress or 
subcommittee of any such joint committee. "3 

· . 

o Limitation: the above exception does not authorize the disclosure of a Privacy Act protected 
record to an individual Member of Congress acting on his or her own behalf.4 

Penalties: 

\ 

• If the court determines that the agency acted in a manner which was intentional or willful, the US 
is liable to the individual for actual damages (minimum of $1,000) and costs pf the action and 
reasonable attorney fees. 

o Intentional and willful: terms of art;5 the Privacy Act's legislative history indicates this 
standard is "[o]n a continuum between negligence and the very high standard of willful, 
arbitrary, or capricious conduct," and that it "is viewed as only somewhat greater than gross 
negligence. "6 

. 

• StriCt liability is not imposed "for every affirmative or negligent action that might be said 
technically to violate the Privacy Act's provisions."7 

• Liability is imposed "only when the agency ... commit[ s] the act without grounds for 
believing it to be lawful, or by flagrantly disregarding others' rights under the Act."8 

• Unauthorized disclosure of information is an OPR offense and the Privacy Act also contains 
criminal penalties for knowing, willful disclosure of protected information to any person or 
agency not entitled to receive it.9 

· 

3 Privacy Act 5 USC 552a(b )(9) 
4 OMB Privacy Act Implementation Guidelines and Responsibilities, 40 Fed. Reg. 28948, 28955 (July 9, 1975). See also 
Swenson v. United States Postal Service, 890 F.2d 1075 (9th Cir. 1989) (''the clear language of the Privacy Act exemption in 
§552a(b )(9) applies only to a house of congress or a committee. or subcommittee, not to individual congressmen"). 
5 "The Privacy Act's intent or willfulness requirement is peculiar to the act and must not be confused with less exacting 
standards parading under the same name from other common law or statutory sources." Convertino v. DOJ, 769 F. Supp. 2d 
139, 145-46 (D.D.C. 2011) (rev'd and remanded on other grounds) citing White v. OPM, 840 F.2d 85, 87 (D.C. Cir. 1988) 
(per curiam). 
6 120 Cong. Rec. 40,406 (1974), reprinted in Source Book at 862, available at 
http://www.loc.gov/rr/frd/Military _ Law/pdf/LH _privacy_ act-1974.pdf 
7 Albright v. U.S., 732 F. 2d 181, 189 (D.C.Cir. 1984). 
8 Id. 
9 See Privacy Act 5 USC 552(i)(l) 
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